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FOREWORD 
This report, which is in two volumes, contains reviews and articles that describe the unclassified ac

tivities of the Laser Program at Lawrence Livermore Laboratory, during the calendar year 1977. It is one of a 
continuing series of reports that chronicle the annual activities of the laser program; the reports were 
published semiannually from 1971 to 197' =»nd yearly since then. Our laser program is sponsored by the 
Department of Energy (DOE). It represents an expansion of the program sponsored by the Energy Research 
and Development Administration (ERDA) and originated by the Atomic Energy Commission. 

Our goal from the onset of producing the 1977 annual has been to generate a timely report of suf
ficient technical depth to allow the reported results to be reproducible. We hope that many of our reported 
data and analyses will benefit the laser and inertial confinement communities. 

Organization of the report is similar to that of our laser program. After an initial overview of the 
program itself (Section 1), we describe major facilities for laser irradiation and diagnostics (Section 2). Then 
we report on our ongoing studies in theoretical/experimental laser fusion (Sections 3 through 6), followed by a 
discussion of our activities in evaluating high-power, short-wavelength lasers for power reactors (Section 7). 
System studies—the key to developing and understanding various laser fusion applications (power reactors, 
weapons, etc.)—are reported in Section 8. Unclassified studies in laser isotope separation and laser-induced 
chemistry are described briefly in Section 9. Note that Volume 1 contains Sections 1,2, and 3. The remaining 
sections are published in Volume 2. 

Each year's report is a product of hard work and cooperation by many people. And this year's report 
is no exception. The scientific staff of the laser program devoted extra time and effort to write technical arti
cles of very high quality in the face of conflicting demands. Also, the program's clerical staff worked long 
hours to type and correct the articles in preparation for editing, Doris Hine and Olga Parker gathered the 
many required illustrations, and I am indebted to them for their patience and perseverance. I especially thank 
Karen Wenzinger Holtz for her dedication and efficiency in coordinating all elements of the report between 
the laser program and the Technical Information Department (TID). I acknowledge the cooperation and help 
of TID members in preparing the report for publication: Chuck McCaleb, who, along wiih Phil Coyle of the 
laser program, acquainted me with what pitfalls to expect; 3ill Hamilton, for the many hours of consultation 
on design aspects of the report; Wilma Leon, for her guidance and coordination of the illustrative and layout 
work; Mary Phelps, for her constant cooperation and liaison in handling the composition; and TID editors 
Bob Waite, Mike Genin, Karen Minkel, Maureen Donohue, Pat Lien, and John Strack for enhancing the 
authors' contributions. 

Charles F. Bender 
Scientific Editor 
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SECTION 1 

LASER PROGRAM OVERVIEW 

1.1 Introduction 
A long-range objective of the Lawrence Livermore 

Laboratory Laser Fusion Program is to demonstrate the 
economic feasibility of inertia] confinement fusion as a 
solution to the world-wide problem of declining energy 
resources. In conjunction with this goal, nearer-term 
applications of laser fusion are also being evaluated, 
e.g., military applications such as weapons effects 
simulations and weapons physics studies. An additional 
objective of the program is to demonstrate the feasibility 
of laser isotope separation and to develop the technology 
required for large-scale isotope enrichment of uranium 
and other elements. Completion of some program 
milestones and progress toward others have been made 
in the past year as a direct result of the close cooperation 
between the program \s functional groups and private 
industry. 

1.1.1 Solid State 
The most important accomplishment in 1977 was 

the successful completion of the Shiva laser system by 
the LLL Solid-Slate Group. Conceived in 1972, Shiva 
was designed to produce an unprecedented 10 kJ of laser 
energy in a subnanosecond pulse for laser fusion ex
periments. On November 18, 1977, Shiva produced 
10.2 kJ of focusable laser energy in 0.95 ns. Four years 
of innovation, construction, and experimentation cul
minated in this successful system test. Shiva's perform
ance verifies the design philosophy that was followed 
with Janus, Cyclops, and Argus laser systems and 
strongly substantiates the Nova system performance 
predictions. 

Construction of the Shiva laser has led to the de
velopment of the following important technologies that 
are necessary for advanced laser systems: laser opti
mization theory, automatic laser alignment systems, 
digital controls, and extremely clean optomechanical 
assembly techniques. 

The development of new fluorophosphate glass for 
higher power laser systems, allowing twice the optical 
flux density attained in Shiva, together with important 
evolutionary developments in laser amplifier design and 
system technology, makes it technologically and 
economically feasible to build Nova, the laser system 
with which we expect to first achieve scientific break
even conditions. Our progress toward this goal also 
depends on how well we understand the physics of 
laser-target interactions. 

1.1.2 Fusion Experiments 
When laser light strikes a fusion target, the target's 

surface ablates, creating a plasma. The rate of energy 
flow from the absorbing plasma to the imploding target 
depends on the precise nature of the interaction between 
the laser light and the plasma. Target experiments con
ducted by LLL's Fusion Experiments Group with the 
Janus laser have explored the effects of resonance ab
sorption, Brillouin scattering, and radiation pressure on 
the energy flow during high-intensity laser-plasma 
interactions. The results of these experiments have 
shown that, under appropriate conditions, as much as 
459f of the incident laser energy can be absorbed 
through resonant absorption. It has also been shown 
that, under adverse conditions, where stimulated scat
tering was expected to be significant, the laser energy 
absorbed by the target can drop to less than I09L In 
addition, the radiation pressure of the intense laser il
lumination has been observed to steepen the plasma 
density profile, modifying the relative contribution of 
the laser absorption and scattering mechanisms and the 
energy transport in the plasma. These data have been 
used to improve the plasma physics models used in the 
LASNEX computer code. 

In the last two months of this year experiments have 
begun in which highly sophisticated DT targets are to be 
imploded to high densities with the Argus laser. New 
diagnostic systems have been developed to measure key 
observables in these high-density experiments. Also, an 
absolute, time-resolved x-ray spectrometer, Dante, has 
been developed to measure the x-ray output. In addition, 
radiochemical techniques, including a radiochemistry 
collector/counting system, are being developed to mea
sure fuel density, and to diagnose the operation of ad
vanced targets with high compressions and gains. 

1.1.3 Target Design 
The targets in our experiments are designed with 

the LASNEX computer code, which simulates laser-
driven implosions and the resulting fusion microex-
plosions. The LLL Target Design Group uses the LAS
NEX code to calculate the interaction and transport of 
laser and fusion energy, as well as the fluid hy-
drodynamic motion of the target. Many of the nonlinear 
laser-plasma approximations in LASNEX were de
veloped from plasma simulation codes such as ZOHAR. 
ZOHAR follows the electromagnetic fields and the 
charged particles in the plasma through time, using 
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Monte Carlo techniques with fully relativistic calcula
tions. Important improvements were made in the atomic 
and plasma physics models used in LASNEX as a result 
of our high-density experiments. These improvements 
greatly increase our ability to design higher performance 
targets and to predict experimental results. The results of 
the LASNEX-ZOHAR parameter studies are used to 

• Optimize target designs. 
• Evaluate proposed laser target fabrication and 

diagnostic facilities. 
• Devise optimal experimental strategies. 
• Interpret the results of our experiments. 

1.1.4 Target Fabrication 
Fabricating targets that match the designs spec

ified by the target design group is a vital part of our 
program. Our Target Fabrication Group currently pro
duces several hundred targets per year for laser fusion 
experiments. Some of the more advanced targets are 
made up of multiple layers of materials that provide for 
efficient absorption of the laser light as well as efficient 
momentum and energy-matching in the implosion and 
thermonuclear explosion. A high-quality surface finish 
is essential to limit the growth of the Rayleigh-Taylor 
instability, a condition that could weaken the implosion. 
Hence, much of our target fabrication research is di
rected toward producing and characterizing extremely 
smooth and uniform layers of glass, plastic, metal, and 
inorganic compounds. Some of the glass- and polymer-
coated targets that we have made and tested had surface 
irregularities that measured less than 0.03 /xm. 

1.1.5 Systems Studies 
The Systems Studies Group at LLL has studied 

commercial and military applications of laser fusion. 
Some of the possible applications identified to date in
clude electric power production, propulsion, high-
temperature process heat, fissile fuel production, bumup 
of radioactive fission waste, synthetic gas production, 
weapons physics research, and weapons effects simula
tions. By far the largest markets and highest payoffs for 
inertial confinement fusion are associated with electric 
power production. Hence, a major effort has been de
voted to evaluating the prospects of producing commer
cial electricity with laser fusion. In pursuit of this goal, a 
highly promising fluid wall reactor design called the 
"liquid lithium waterfall" has been devised. It features 
a thick, continuously recyclable first wall of liquid 
lithium that protects the first structural wall from direct 
exposure to the energy released in the fusion microex-
plosion. The liquid lithium waterfall concept has excel
lent energy conversion, energy removal, and tritium 
breeding characteristics. This design is potentially 
cheaper and an order of magnitude more durable and 
cleaner than previous fusion reactor designs. 

1.1.6 Advanced Quantum Electronics 
Our increased understanding of laser fusion 

technology and detailed analysis of its applications, in
cluding military applications, have provided direction in 
the search for new laser media that will someday drive a 
fusion power reactor. Our Advanced Quantum Elec
tronics Group has evaluated a variety of new laser media 
and concepts in terms of their scalability as efficient 
"megajoule class" laser systems. Gas lasers based on 
rare-earth molecular vapors, and lasers based on photo-
dissociation of simple polyatomic molecules containing 
oxygen, sulfur, or selenium, have both been investi
gated. Solid-state lasers of glass and lasers of calcium 
fluoride doped with divalent thulium have also been 
studied. One very attractive laser system that looks scal
able to a high energy and repetition rate uses a pulse 
compressor for long-pulse noble-gas-halogen excimer 
lasers. Based on information presently available, this 
KrF stacker/compressor laser system has the best chance 
of meeting the long-term (electric power production) 
programmatic goal. 

1.1.7 Laser Isotope Separation 
In the short term, conventional nuclear energy will 

undoubtedly play an important role in supplying the 
nation's energy demands. Uranium enrichment is the 
most capital-intensive portion of the conventional nu
clear fuel cycle. Laser isotope separation can potentially 
reduce capital costs by 80% or more. Our LIS Program 
has been actively developing lasers and uranium vapor 
generators for uranium enrichment. Experiments during 
the past year with the SPP-II laser testbed and the 
Regulis facility have increased our understanding of the 
physics of laser isotope separation. The necessary sci
entific basis for atomic vapor laser isotope separation is 
essentially complete, and crucial experiments are under 
way to establish process scaling laws for production 
systems. Successful completion of these experiments 
will demonstrate the scientific feasibility of this ap
proach to large-scale laser isotope separation of uranium 
and firmly establish that this approach reduces the cost 
of fissionable fuel for conventional nuclear reactors. 

1.2 Program Resources 
The resources of the laser fusion program and the 

laser isotope separation (LIS) program for 1977 are 
compared with those of prior years in Table I-1. In FY 
1977, the operating budget of the laser fusion program 
was $30.8 million and the budget for LIS was $8.1 
million. The manpower numbers reflect all personnel in 
direct support of the program: scientific, technical, 
nontechnical, clerical, and craft. A breakdown of the 
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Table 1-1. Laser program costs and effort. 

1970 1971 1972 

Operating costs (millions of dollars) 
Laser fusion 1.9 6.S 9.5 
Laser isotope separation — — — 

Manpower 
Laser fusion 43 124 156 
Laser isotope separation — — — 

Equipment (millions of dollars) 
Laser fusion 0.1 0.4 0.9 
Laser isotope separation — — — 

"Transition quarter 

two programs by budget and reporting category is given 
in Tables 1-2 and 1-3. 

In addition to the operating budgets, two authorized 
line item projects were funded in FY 1977. The Shiva 

Table 1-2. Laser fusion program costs and effort by 
budget category, FY 1977. 

Cost, 
thousands 

Budget ci'egory Manpower of dollars 

Nd:glass laser development 59 11,930 
New laser development 31 2,455 
PeUel design and fabrication 73 7,230 
Target interaction experiments 81 6,535 
Diagnostics development 29 1,950 
Reactor systems studies 5 520 
Heavy ion source development 3 185 

Total 281 30,805 

Table 1-3. Laser isotope separation program costs 
and effort by budget category, FY 1977. 

Cost, 
thousands 

Budget category Manpower of dollars 

Laser development 25 1,990 
Separation experiments 48 4,110 
Supporting technology 21 1,900 
New concepts 2 100 

Total 96 8,100 

Fiscal year 

1973 1974 1975 1976 1976T" 1977 

13.5 18.4 19.9 22.2 7.0 30.8 
— 0.74 4.8 7.2 2.1 8.1 

232 223 230 244 259 281 
— 23 70 90 92 94 

1.1 1.17 2.0 2.4 0.5 2.8 
— 0.13 0.7 1.5 0.3 2.4 

project, funded at a total of $25 million was completed in 
FY 1977. This project had an average of 75 LLL staff 
members in FY 1977. To handle peak construction and 
assembly periods, an average of 60 temporary personnel 
were brought in from outside industry throughout the 
year. The second project, Nova, received construction 
planning and design funds in FY 1977 to help define the 
full project scope, costs, and schedule. This project to 
upgrade the Shiva facility is estimated to cost S195 
million over a 5-yr period. An average of 15 personnel 
worked on Nova in FY 1977. 

It is a policy of the laser program not only to 
encourage but also to actively seek outside industrial 
participation in the program. Currently, slightly less 
than half of the laser fusion program's budget is spent on 
internal manpower. By 1984, we expect to spend only 
approximately one-third of the budget on internal man
power, with the remainder going to outside procurement 
of services and hardware. On projects such as Nova, the 
manpower ratio, inside to outside, is approximately 
one-third to two-thirds, but in total, more than 85'X of 
the Nova project dollars will be spent in outside indus
try. 

1.3 Program Facilities 
1.3.1 Introduction 

Activities of the LLL laser program are conducted 
in a variety of facilities ranging in character from tem
porary portable structures to major permanent buildings. 
Two permanent buildings, 381 and 391, were designed 
as laser laboratory facilities and have been constructed 
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within the past four years. The program's remaining 
laboratories arc housed in older buildings that were 
originally constructed for other purposes. At the begin
ning of the year, all offices for professional personnel 
were located in Bldg. 381 and in an old trailer complex 
reassembled from the Nevada Test Site. By year's end. 
two new office trailer complexes were completed, al
lowing a move from the outdated trailer complex. Tech
nician supporl has been, and continues to be, housed 
mostly in program-owned portable buildings. 

1.3.2 New Facilities Completed in 1977 
In 1977. 72,ISO If- of laboratories, 36,250 ft2 of 

office space, and 2.160 ft'- of technician support space 
were added to the program \s inventory, while 16.750 ft2 

of office trailers were retired. Significant individual 
projects that were being worked on in 1977 are briefly 
described below. 

High-Energy Laser Facility (Bldg. 391). The 
design of the Shiva laser and its supporl functions was 
already well advanced before construction started on 
Bldg. 391. This enabled us to closely integrate the laser 
system with the building design, an approach that 
minimized cost and construction time and enhanced 
design flexibility. Most of the construction on the 
building was completed in 1976. with assembly of the 
laser and pulsed power systems following over the next 
year. A detailed building description can be found in the 
1976 Laser Program Animal Report (UCRL-50021 -76). 

Building 177. To meet the requirements of the 
LIS Vulcan process cxpcii^cnt. the space within Bldg. 

177 was remodeled and a large concrete pad was con
structed next to it to house associated equipment. A new. 
enlarged mechanical utility piping bundle and a 
3000-kV -A electrical substation was installed, not only 
to support Vulcan, but also to replace obsolete existing 
services to the entire building. Both the alterations and 
the addition to Bldg. 177 constituted a single $400,000 
general plant project. 

Design was finished and construction begun on a 
2200-ft- building addition to house the LIS Venus 
copper-vapor laser system. The system will serve as the 
common driver for a number of LIS process experi
ments. Construction will be completed in 1978. 

New Office Trailer Complexes (3725 and 
3726). Two l5,0(M)rf'(- office trailer complexes were 
constructed, one in April and the other in August, 1977. 
They provide modern office space for about 150 profes
sional personnel of the LIS program and the advanced 
quantum electronics group. The new trailers now con
solidate most of the program's professional staff in or 
near Bldg. 381 and make possible the retirement of the 
obsolete trailers mentioned above. 

Each complex is a T-shaped assembly of thirty-six 
10-fl by 42-fl trailers (Fig. 1-1). Security fencing en
closes both complexes in a > gle limited security zone, 
with CAIN/tclcvision access booths. This is the first 
outdoor installation of such a security booth. 

Portable Buildings. An expanding number of 
professional personnel and technicians have accom
panied laser program growth. To provide housing and 
work space for the 1977 increment, we have purchased 

'-^:V:;..:Va^;,^jfl unii 
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a 2160-fl- portable building and obtained 6480-ft- of 
rented trailers with office and drafting room space. 

1.3.3 Projects Begun in 1977 
Nova Laboratory Addition and Office Build

ing. The Nova laser has been designed to reach the 
milestones of scientific breakeven and scientific feasi
bility. A target chamber to contain the actual fusion 
experiment will be placed in a new target room, and half 
of the total Nova laser system will be constructed adja
cent to it. Once experiments using this new system are 
under way. the Shiva laser will be upgraded to bring the 
total Nova system on-line (Fig. 1-2). The new target 
room, laser bay, and associated support functions com
prise a laboratory addition building for which the cri
teria documents, architect-engineer selection and pie-
Title I studies were completed in 1977; Title I design 
started at the beginning of 1978. The last stage of the 
project is scheduled to begin early in 1979, with com
pletion scheduled for early in 1981. Fast-track construc
tion will be executed under the direction of a profes
sional construction manager. Design criteria documents 
have also been completed for an associated office 
building of approximately 55,000 ft2 for 200 program 
personnel: the office building will be built at the same 
time as the laboratory addition. 

New Office Trailer Complex (3724). To relieve 
crowding in Bldg. 381. design has begun on u third 
15.000-fl- office trailer con.plex. It will he of the same 
design as the first two and will he sited next to 3725 and 
3726. Its construction will also be supported «ith laser 
program equipment funds. Completion is expected in 
July 1978. 

Advanced Isolopo Separation Development 
liicilit). Tl;: plans for the A1SDF have been resub
mitted for .unding as a 1980 line item. This 154.000-ft'-
facilit) would consist of two buildings located east of 
Bldgs. 381 and 3vl iFig. !-3i. Total estimated con
struction coat is $27,100,000. One of the buildings 
would have 54.600 l'|- of "light" and "medium" 
laboratories, and 63.400 ft- of adjoining office space for 
"!25 people: the second building would contain 36.000 
ft- of "heavy" laboratory space. 

1.3.4 Future Projects 
Facility for LIS Mars Experiments. A general 

plant fund of $400,000 has been allocated for con
struction in 1978 of a new building for the LIS Mars 
eleclron-heam vaporization experiments. The building 
will have about 4000 ft- for offices and laboratories. It 
will be located next to Bldg. 177. from which either of 
two driving laser systems can be directed into the new 
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SECTION 2 
SOLID-STATE LASER PROGRAM 

2.1 Overview 
The Solid-State Laser Program, part of the LLL 

Laser Fusion Program, provides advanced neodymium: 
glass laser systems for fusion experiments. It is also 
charged with upgrading the output and overall reliability 
of currently operating laser systems and providing 
specialized laser technology for target diagnostics. 
Other functions include development of technologies 
applicable to future fusion laser systems and effective 
management of design and construction of major fusion 
laser systems. 

The application of the Sol id-State Laser Program 
resources is determined by the major inertial confine
ment fusion objectives: 

• 10 to 100 times target compression. 
• 1000 times target compression. 
• Significant thermonuclear burn. 
• Scientific breakeven. 
• Scientific feasibility. 

The major milestones and a timetable for laser facility 
completion are presented in Fig. 2-1. 

Our achievements and goals for FY 1977 are laid 
out in Table 2-1. The most notable achievement of the 
year was the completion and firing of Shiva at 10 kJ 
in 0.95 ns. Another important event was target ex
perimentation on Argus at the 4.6-TW level. These 
goals for the solid-state program were first set forth in 
June 1976 in a proposal for the Office of Laser Fusion of 
the Department of Energy (DOE). Virtually all have 
been met on schedule and have exceeded specifications. 

While construction of the major laser projects is 
directly funded through congressional line-items, the 
development of higher risk technologies is funded under 
the operating program. This approach to managing our 
speculative scientific projects has been very successful. 
It has permitted Argus to develop 4.6 TW on target; our 
original goal was 3 TW. In addition, Shiva can fire 
several target shots per week at 15 kJ in 1 ns (or at more 
than 20 TW in 100 ps) compared to an undetermined 
shot rate at 10 TW that was originally projected. These 
advances resulted from breakthroughs in beam propaga
tion, including spatial filtering and relay apodizing, 
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Table 2-1. Program accomplishments. 

Proposed 
Argils Complex pulse-shaping target expert] 
Shiva >20TW, fall 1977 

> JO TW on target, December 1977 
Technology Improve reliability and flexibility 

Nova Preliminary design 

from imprrvements in reliability permitted by digital 
control, from automatic optical alignment, and from the 
new oscillators. Our laser design and optimization 
techniques permitted us to incorporate these ideas into 
the systems with great confidence. They also allowed us 
to attain significant increases in performance and reduc
tions in cost. 

2.1.1 Shiva 
The High-Energy Laser Facility (Shiva) Project 

was conceived in 1972. Our goal was 10 kJ in a sub-
nanosecond pulse (10 TW) for laser fusion target irradi
ation. On November 18, 1977, at 9:35 p.m., Shiva 
reached this objective: 10.2 kJ of focusable laser en
ergy in a 0.95-ns pulse (10.7 TW) were measured. This 
successfully culminated four years of experimentation, 
innovation, and construction. The performance con
firmed the laser design philosophy that began with the 
multiple-spatial-filtered Argus laser system. With addi
tional tuning, Shiva can surpass its original objective. 
Shiva's performance strongly substantiated the Nova 
system performance prediction, which is based on this 
same design philosophy. 

The 10.2-kJ Shiva performance was achieved with 
20 beams, each averaging 500 J, with no component 
damage. In fact, individual beams produced 600 J with 
no damage. 

Shiva has been finished within the budget allocated 
by Congress and very close to the original schedule. 
Original management goals promised a $25 million 
budget* and a 10-kJ performance in October 1977.+ The 
project was completed within the $25 million budget, 
and 10 kJ were demonstrated in November 1977. In 
addition, Shiva is much more versatile than originally 

•Schedule 44 for HELF, dated December 1974. This specified $25 
million and an estimated completion date of Spring 1977. 

tLetter to General J. K. Bratton, dated February 1976. 
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Status 

>2TW Two-step pulse on target, 4.6 TW on target 
10.2 kJ, November 1977 
Target activation i>egan in February 1978 
Oscillator engineered 
Digital control system 
Auto alignment system 
Project team established 
CP&D project completed 
Fluorophospate glasses 

(Hoya LHG-10,0.l. E-181, 
Schott LG-812) 

conceived. It will shortly produce more than 30 TW in 
100 ps with image-relaying spatial filters, and it has been 
outfitted with an automatic control system; neither of 
these innovations were available for the original system 
design. 

2.1.2 Nova 
Beginning in April 1976, the Office of Laser Fu

sion authorized construction, planning, and design 
(CP&D) funds for LLL to undertake a detailed analysis 
and cost study of the Shiva upgrade options in the 
100-TW regime. Subsequently, this study was 
broadened to include greatly increased power levels 
(200-300 TW) with a goal of obtaining the capability 
for irradiating the most advanced laser fusion targets. 
This showed that the capability existed to demonstrate 
the scientific feasibility of laser fusion, with very high-
gain microexplosions driven by a Nd:glass laser (Nova), 
nearly five years earlier than with other approaches. In 
FY 1977, funds were provided to continue this aspect of 
the study. A conceptual design of the laser and target 
facility is shown in Fig. 1-2, § 1. See the Nova section 
(2.3) for more details. 

The major accomplishments on the Nova system in 
FY 1977 were: 

• Completion of the CP&D study. 
• Evaluation of a wide range of advanced system 

concepts. 
• Development of a conservative laser system 

design capable of 200 — 300 TW and taking full advan
tage of new fluorophosphate glasses. 

• Development of thorough cost and perfor
mance data, now based on operational Shiva systems. 

The integrated result of these accomplishments is 
that we now have a very high performance laser design 
based on commercially produced and measured laser 
glass with a very complete cost and technical data base. 
During the CP&D study, laser performance per dollar 
increased, and the technical risk steadily decreased. 



An interim CP&D report (CP&D-77) was pub
lished in October 1977 and covered, in detail, the major 
accomplishments of the past year, as well as reviewing 
progress in all subsystem designs. This report is an 
extension of the work discussed in the preliminary 
CP&D report (CP&D-76). The complete list of sup
porting documents contains more than 6000 pages. A 
final CP&D report (CP&D-78), which defines and 
analyzes the cost of the current Nova system design, will 
be published in July 1978. 

2.1.3 Laser Materials Research and Development 
Nova Glass. Starting with a comprehensive mea

surement program on the properties of new laser glass, 
fluorophosphate glasses with the low n a and good energy 
storage required by Nova were identified. These 
glasses exhibit increases of more than a factor of two in 
figures of merit for all laser components when compared 
to silicate and borosilicate glasses used on Shiva. 
Fluorophosphate glasses, initially melted in 100-g sizes, 
have been developed to the point where they are being 
melted and cast in sizes weighing up to 30 kg. The 
industrial work was generously supported by the Office 
of Laser Fusion. In addition, programs to develop edge 
claddings and finishing techniques for.these new glasses 
have made good progress toward making fluorophos
phate laser glass available in commercial components 
for use in Nova. 

Neodymium Laser Glass Data Sheets. To 
guide the development of improved laser glasses, data 
on new Nd-doped glasses obtained in our computer-
operated spectroscopy laboratory have been sent to 
major glass manufacturers and research groups in this 
country and abroad. To date, six volumes of Nd:Laser 
Glass Data Sheets, covering approximately 200 diffe
rent glasses, have been distributed. 

BeF 2 Glass. Research on beryllium-fluoride-
based <>lass included measurements of nonlinear refrac
tive index and Nd3* gain coefficients. The refractive 
index nonlinearity measured at 1064 nm for simple BeF2 

glass, is the lowest reported for any solid. In addition, 
both the nuclear and electronic contributions to the non-
linearity were determined, providing information useful 
in identifying the physical mechanisms operative for 
short pulses. Laser gain measurements were made, 
using BeF2 glass disks made at LLL. Because the spec
troscopic parameters for these glasses differ from those 
of glasses previously studied, the agreement obtained 
between measured and calculated gain coefficients is a 
further validation of our models for predicting amplifier 
gain. Additional computations showed that fluoro-
beryllate glasses are also among the best glasses 
for energy storage. 

Dielectric Coatings. Amireflection (AR) coat
ings have the lowest damage thresholds in our laser 
chains. Their improved performance is the key to im

proved performance on Argus, Shiva, and Nova. In a 
collaborative effort with Optical Coating Laboratory, 
Inc., we have demonstrated that the damage threshold 
can be raised by introducing a barrier layer between the 
substrate surface and the multilayer AR coating. This 
design was used for .Shiva optical components. Addi
tional work is required to understand the damage-limit
ing mechanisms associated with the film-substrate 
interface. The ultimate goal of our development pro
gram is to raise the damage threshold of the coatings to 
that of the substrate surface (an improvement of about a 
factor of two). 

2.1.4. Oscillator Development 
When it became obvious some years ago jiat a 

more stable oscillator was required, we approached the 
problem in two ways. The first approach, funded by 
LLL at SRI, developed a Nd:YAG laser that is simul
taneously mode-locked and Q-switched with an active 
modulator and Q switch. In January 1977, this oscillator 
was completed and installed on Argus and has been 
operating very well during the past year. This oscillator 
has a range of pulse widths from 100 ps to 
greater than 1 ns, obtained by adjusting the RF drive 
voltage to the modulator and by using two etalons. The 
oscillator is very stable; for a typical sequence of 500 
pulses, all the pulses are within ±3% in amplitude. The 
development of this type of oscillator has been continued 
at LLL, and has resulted in an oscillator for Shiva. 

A second approach was started at LLL, utilizing a 
regenerative amplifier. A low-level pulse from a cw 
mode-locked Nd:YAG laser is injected into this re
generative amplifier to give stable pulses at the required 
level to inject into the Nd:glass amplifier system. The 
regenerative amplifier program has also produced sta
ble, short pulses. This approach was then further de
veloped by adding a saturable absorber in the regenera
tive amplifier and compressing the input pulse by a 
factor of three or more. Shortened pulses for plasma 
diagnostics have been successfully produced. 

The actively mode-locked, actively Q-switched os
cillator, described above as our first approach, has been 
proved on Argus to be stable enough for coherent pulse 
stacking to produce complex pulse shapes. This oscil
lator system was chosen for the basis of our advanced 
oscillator development (Fig. 2-2). 

2.1.5. New Laser Architecture 
During the analysis of Nova system performance at 

200-300 kJ, we examined alternative system ap
proaches. We considered laser geometries different 
from the standard cascaded amplifier systems, ex
emplified by Argus, Shiva, and the present Nova de
signs. The basic concepts of these new systems are 
shown in Figs. 2-3 and 2-4. 
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Pulse shaper Amplifier chain 

Actively mode-
locked oscillator ^̂ HK 

Oscillator 
streak camera 

Stacker output 
streak camera 

Fig. 2-2. Coherent pulse stacking. 

Target plane 
streak camera 

While these concepts are the outgrowth of ideas 
that have been prevalent in the laser community tor 
many years, they rely on recently developed tech
nologies for their potential performance levels. Critical 
technological breakthrough were: 

• Low-a. fluorophosphate glasses that reduce (to 
acceptable levels) the laser beam " B " accumulation. 

which can be severe in multiple-pass systems. 
• Image relaying, which prevents the develop

ment over long propagation paths of high-intensity dif
fraction fringes from aperture and segment edges. 

• Auto-alignment for controlling multiple mir-
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Table 2-2. A performance/cost comparison of the 120-cm-diam regenerative amplifltr and the 120-cm-
square multipass amplifier with a preliminary Nova 30-cm amplifier design. 

Standard chain ,.' Regenerative amplifier Multipass amplifier 

Design: 30-cm Nova / 120-cm-diam on-axis, switched cavity 120-cm-square off-axis multipass 
Performance/cost: 2.2 kj/$l! million/ 3.6kJ/M$ 4.5 kj/$l million 

• Component segmentation techniques to permit 
the achievement of large apertures, for amplifiers and 
optical switches, using commercial optical fabrication 
techniques. 

These system studies concluded that large-aperture 
lasers, on the order of 1 m in diameter, are potentially 
very cost effective. Table "1-2 shows a comparison be
tween an early Nova design, a 120-cm-diam regenera
tive system, and a 120-rm-square multipass system. 
This comparison was based on 1977 technology and will 
change as technology develops. While the reduced costs 
and increased simplicity are potentially attractive for 
these new systems, the development costs and the de
velopment time preclude their consideration for the 
20O-30O-kJ Nova laser because Nova must meet pro
gram milestones in the early 1980*s. For 1-MJ reactor 
class lasers, however, the use of large-aperture re
generative or multipass systems may be mandatory. 

2.1.6. Summary 
This introduction to the detailed sections of this 1977 

annual report is intended to acquaint the reader with 
some of the more important technical accomplishments 
of this last year. We have described briefly the system 
successes and some of the key technical innovations. 
The following sections of this report describe in detail 
the main accomplishments of the past year. 

In 1978. the progran: emphasis continues to be in 
support of Shiva operations and in laying the basis for 
Nova successes. 

Authors 

J. F. Holzrichter 
T. J. Gilmartin 

2.2 Shiva Project 
2.2.1 Overview 

In the past year, construction of the Shiva High-
Energy Laser Facility was completed and the laser sys
tem met its design goals. When the project was initiated 
in 1973, its goal was to provide a laser output of 10 kj in 
a subnanosecond pulse. On November 18, 1977. at 9:35 
p.m., Shiva achieved this objective, culminating four 
years of experimentation, innovation, and construction. 
The project design goals and actual results are shown 
below. 
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Design goal Measured performance 

Maximum energy from 20 beams 
Maximum energy, single beam 
Design and construction 
Cost 

10 kJ* 10.2 kJ (0.95 ns) 
500 J* 620 J (0.95 ns) 
4.5 yr 4.8 yr 
$25 million $25 million 

*At a 1-ns pulse duration. 

Shiva's success is a result of the dedication of both 
laboratory personnel and industrial contractors who 
contributed to the project and to a successful series of 
technological advances that led to the final Shiva con
figuration. Key developments included the Janus, Cyc
lops, and Argus laser systems, as well as the automatic 
alignment, digital control, active oscillator, and beam-
relaying projects. 

Shiva's performance has emphatically confirmed 
the effectiveness of the laser design philosophy that 
began with the multiple-spatial-filtered Argus laser sys
tem. Argus was designed to produce 3 TW and has 
subsequently provided 4.7 TW. This same design 
philosophy, extended and refined, was used for Nova 
system predictions. Shiva's performance further sup
ported Nova predictions. With additional optimization 
Shiva will be able to produce 12-13 kJ in 1 ns and 20 TW 
in 100 ps. When the Shiva booster stages are added in 

early 1978, the laser should produce 17 kJ in 1 ns and 
> 30 TW in 100 ps. The system is now being configured 
for a target experiment during the first half of 1978. 

2.2.2 Summary of Shiva History 
On-schedule completion of the Shiva laser con

struction culminated design activity that started in early 
1973 when the Shiva project was formally established. 
At that time, Shiva's basic design was addressed, and 
the program-supported research lasers Janus and Cy
clops were constructed. Data from the Cyclops and 
Janus lasers defined the Shiva optical design. Building 
began in August 1974, and in June 1975 we froze the 
number and size of laser beams. Also during this time 
period, the automatic alignment systems were de
lineated. In January 1976, a $1.8 million contract was 
awarded for the long-lead-time, neodymium-doped 
glass. We decided to use a multilevel, digital computer 

Table 2-3. Shiva accomplishments. 

August 1,1977 
Arm No. 5 — 525 J at 1 ns 

October 20,1977 
Arm No. 1 — 412 J 
Arm No. 2 — 411,1 
Arm No. 3 —422 J } 2.1 kJ at 1 ns 
Arm No. 4 —40J J 
Ann No. 5 — 490.1 

November 1,1977 
Arm No. 6 —372 J 
Arm No. 7 — 456 J 
Arm No. 8 —408J } 2.0 kJ at Ins 
Arm No. 9 —418 J 
Arm No. 10 —349 J 

November 7,1977 
Arm No. 16-20 demonstrated -it kJ level 

November 12,1977 
Arm No. 11 — 461J 
Arm No. 12 — 507 J 
Arm No. 13 — 395 J } 2.2 kJ at 0.9 ns 
Arm No. 14 — 404 J 
Arm No. 15 — 419 J 

November 18,1977 
Arm No. 1 — 650 J 
Arm No. 2 —519 J 
Arm No. 3 —507 J 
Arm No. 4 —587 J 
Arm No. 5 —489 J 
Arm No. 6 —463J 
Arm No. 7 —588 J 
Arm No. 8 —544J 
Arm No. 9 — 489J 
Arm No. 10 —448 J 
Arm No. 11 — 469J 
Arm No. 12 — 452 J 
Arm No. 13 —547 J 
Arm No. 14 —448 J 
Arm No. 15 — 520 J 
Arm No. 16 —553 J 
Arm No. 17 — 448 J 
Arm No. 18 — 534 J 
Arm No. 19 — 448J 
Arm No. 20 — 501 J 

> 
10.2 kJ at 0.95 ns 
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Fig. 2-5. View of the Shiva laser from the 5-cm rod amplifier toward tne delta disk amplifiers at the end of the laser chain. 

control system rather than our previous manual control 
systems. 

In February 1976, we made a formal commitment 
to ERDA (now DOE) to demonstrate the 10-kJ, sub-
nanosecjnd performance by October 1977 ±3 mo. 
During 1976, the detailed hardware design was com
pleted and approximately half the laser system contracts 
were awardtJ. In July 1976, the building contractor 
made Building 391 available for our use even though it 
was not fully completed, and installation of the space-
frame started. Spaceframe installation was completed in 
October, and laser installation followed. In late 1976, 
the new, actively mode-locked oscillator design was 
demonstrated and chosen for the Shiva system. 

By May 1977 all contracts of over $100,000 had 
been awarded. T.-ible 2-3 shows the rigid pace of system 
integration duriig autumn 1977, On August 3, the first 
Shiva arm was fired successfully at 525 J, verifying the 
soundness of the system design, as well as its ability to 
meet performance objectives. During October, we ran 
the first five arms at a 2.1-kJ level. In early November 
the remaining 15 arms were fired in groups of five to test 
their integration into the system. On November 18, all 
20 arms were fired simultaneously and obtained an out
put of 10.2 kJ in 0.95 ns. This performance exceeded the 
design objective of 10 kJ in less than 1 ns. 

Figures 2-5 and 2-6 show different views of the 
Shiva laser system. Figure 2-5 looks down the beam line 
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a. 
E £ i £ 

<a. w if! a 
O m 

MEIMI^MM 

Beam diam, mm 

Spatial-filter pinhole diam, mm 

Spatial-filter acceptance ang'J, mrad 

Nominal design energy (at 0.95 ns), J 

Typical energy (at 1 ns), J 

(Oct. 11,1977; shot No. 11) 

Fluence (at fill factor = 0.8), J/cm 2 

AB (calculated) 

£B (calculated) 

0.23 

0,12 

0.12 

0.59 
0.43 
0.55 

1.8 

0.62 

1.17 
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1.00 

2.17 
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diagnostics 
495 

512 

3.7 

0.81 

2.98 

Estimated 

Fig. 2-7. Shiva chain performance summary. 
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Fig. 2-10. Radial average of a microdensitometer scan of 
the plate shown in Fig. 2-9, with the film density con
verted to relative intensity. Output-beam fill factor derived 
from this data is 0.71, indicating efficient use of the out
put amplifier aperture. 

Full-system tests followed an extensive system as
sembly, integration, and lest program. Paramount to this 
effort was the early development of arm 5 for protolype 
test shols. On August 3, this arm first achieved design 
energy of 525 J. although some component damage was 
sustained, as discussed in the next subsection. On Oc
tober I I . arm 5 achieved full design energy without 
optical damage. In these and subsequent shots, the heam 

10.2-kJshoton 11/18 

KSsSlllffAlMUi 

¥ •<§ 

Pig. 2-11. Streak camera image of the pulse input into 
the amplifier train Tor the 10.2-kJ shot. 
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exhibited outstanding spatial and temporal characteris
tics. 

Following successful test shots with arm 5, the 
system was integrated by activating and firing five 
amplifier chains at a time. On October 20, arms 1-5 
produced 2.1 kJ in 1 ns. On November I, arms 6-10 
produced 2.0 IcJ. On the third set of arms, some minor 
difficulties with the electrical circuit of a Faraday rotator 
precluded a full-energy shot, but a low-energy shot 
verified the operational integrity of these arms. The final 
set of five arms yielded 2.2 kJ on November 12, and the 
full-system shot of 10.2 kJ followed on November 18. 

Authors 

J. A. Glaze 
W. W. Simmons 
D. R. Speck 

Major Contributors 

P. R. Rupert 
E. S. Bliss 

C. W. Swift 
R. G. Ozarski 
D. R. Gritton 

J. E. Swain 

2.2.4 Single-Chain Laser Performance 
Individual amplifier chains were characterized in 

terms of focusable power/energy at the temporal ex

tremes of its designed operating range, 1 ns (long pulse) 
and 100 ps (short pulse). Characterizations were made 
with incident-beam diagnostics similar to those used on 
Argus. This subsection profiles one of the 20 beams; 
Fig. 2-12 shows it through the y-to-S spatial filters. For 
full-system performance, of course, results quoted here 
would be multiplied by 20. Our original single-ar.i 
design goals, set three years ago, have been exceeded by 
a comfortable margin. 

A single laser pulse of requisite temporal profile 
is generated at the oscillator, amplified in the pre
amplifier, split equally 20 ways, and injected into the 20 
beam lines. One of these beam lines is shown in some 
detail in Fig. 2-12. Presently, a round, hard-edged 
aperture called an apodizer defines the beam. Photo-
diodes (located at the second output polarizer of each 
isolation stage along each chain) sample and record 
interstage energy during shots. A streak camera, near-
field camera, and calorimeter (located in combination at 
the end of the preamplifier table) record the temporal 
shape, the spatial profile, and the energy at which the 
pulse is injected into each beam line. The incident-beam 
diagnostics package (behind the second turning mirror) 
provides a relatively complete record in time and space 
of output-beam characteristics. In particular, we can 
measure total energy output, focusable energy (for 
example, energy focused through a target-sized 
pinhole), and energy distribution in several planes near 
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taoDqHGDqHHH 
R = 99% 

92 MHMHM \ 
• \ ] 

R = 1 ° % \ Camera 

PD-

Design energy at 1 ns, J 0.68 7.8 89 542 

Typical energy at 1 ns, J 
(Oct. 11,1977) 

0.63 7.2 96 S12 

Incremental beam breakup AB 0.12 0.43 0.62 (1.00)0.81 
(calculated) 

SB = 3.0 

Fjg. 2-14. Typical peifoimance of a single Shiva aim at long pulse (1 ns). Interstage energy is measured at the location shown 
with integrating photodiodes. 



Shot No. 4, Oct. 13, 1977 
19 cm 

80 J at 1 ns 
H h 

Shot No. 15, Oct. 20, 
19 cm 

530 J at 1 ns 

1977 

I in. 2-Id. I.im- ami high-cucr11..*. photographs of Ihe Mii\a hcam in ihr near firlil al 1-ns pulses, 
spatiall) niti'ri'il beams is shown i|iiiti' clcarl> in litis fluiiru. 

hr righl structure characteristic of 

filling factor is that fraction of a square-profile beam thai 
completely fills the final disk-amplifier aperture. The 
ring structure characteristic of spatially filtered beams is 
shown quite clearly in Fig. 2-16. This modulation is 
tolerable because its large scale length ensures slow 
growth and i!B is relatively small al long pulse dura
tions. The neutral density filter attenuated the beam by 
10 times in each photograph. This beam is quite foeusu-

blc (as shown in Fig. 2-17); the equivalent-plane array 
camera provides us with a measure of high-energy 
focusability. 

Essentially all beam energy resides within the 
2(H)-/^ni circle superimposed on Fig. 2-17. Various 
planes of measurement, as seen by the array camera, are 
measured relative to the plane of best focus of the 176 
focus lens that wi l l ultimately be used in the Shiva target 

l ig. 2-17. An arra\ camera photograph 
illustrating the cr'imaleiil-planc and far-
field hchaiior (if line heam of the Slma 
laser al high energies. Ilie 2(HI-Mm-riiam 
circle shown is reprcscnlali\c of topical 
target si/e in flic cipiisalcnl plane 7511//m 
upstream from the plane of hesl focus. 
Their equivalent plane locations arc 
designated in the figure in micrometers. 

Shot No. 87091301; Beam No. 5 

1 2 3 4 5 

0.05 E Q 

0 5 E0 © 
. 

E0 — 0 -
' .:• urn diam 

-750 - 250 +250 +750 +1250 
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I Rod Rod Disk Disk Disk D i s k A 

bEDqMraq'MHHDHHMHh 
Disk 

IBD 202 IBD 

s 

IBD 

\ 

s 

\ 

Design power at 0.1 ns, GvV 

Typical power at 0.1 ns, GW 
(Jan., 1978) 

Incrementat beam breakup AB 
(calculated) 

lijj. 2-18. Typical single-line performance for Shiva at shurl time durations. 100-ps pulse widths. Power represented is ubtained 
by dividing Ihc lime-integrated pholodlodc energy by the full-width. half-nia\imum pulse duration, as measured with streak 
cameras at both the beginning and end of Ihc chain. 

080 9.8 121 851 1500 

1.0 12 130 930 1500 

0.15 0.55 0.83 1.5-1.5 2.5 

SB =7.1 

chatnhcr. Distances are shown in microns relative !o ihi.s 
piano. The spot diameter in the plain: of besl focus 
corresponds lo about 1-1.25 waves of aberration. It 
represents, essentially, the passive aberrations accumu
lated by the beam in traveling through the 120-odd 
optical components that comprise one Shiva arm. 

Figure 2-18 illustrates l()()-ps (short-, ,sc) perfor
mance when the early stages ar<* somewhat overdriven. 
This demonstrates a short-pulse output capability 2()9f 
greater than the design center value shown. The incre
mental beam breakup AB is calculated for condtcions 
representing design power. For this particular shot the 
nonlinear phase retardation (iB) at 1.8 TW is approxi
mated 9. 

Figure 2 1° shows a contact print of the beam 
profile at i.S TW as it emerges from the final <fi> 
amplifier. Note that the scale length of the ring modula
tion is identical to previous shots and is determined h\ 
the pinhole in the fi-to-y spatial filler. However, the 
modulation depth has increased: the rings have sharp
ened. At slill higher drive levels, of course, these rings 
break up into self-focused filaments that are unfocusable 
and can damage optical components. 

One sure sign of a severely overdriven amplifier is a 
loss of signal near the temporal peak of the pulse. The 
output-beam streak-camera records for 1.8-TW shots do 
not exhibit significant temporal distortion. 
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950 . 1 I l | I I I j 

0 40 80 120 160200 

Input energy, kJ 
(3 disk amplifier 

Input energy, kJ 
7 disk amplifier 

Input energy, kJ 
S disk amplifier 

20 kV 24 kV Shiva design goal 

Fig. 2-20. Gain performance of Shiva disk amplifiers. 

amplifier had a homogeneous gain profile constant to 
within ±5% over 80% of the amplifier aperture. 

Master Oscillator and Switchout. The actively 
mode-locked, Q-switched oscillator developed at Stan
ford University and SRI under contract to LLL'":1 has 
proved to be the only oscillator that demonstrates suffi
cient pulse amplitude, frequency, and pulse-length sta
bility to be practical for a large laser system. Experience 

with the prototype oscillators used in the original re
search and on Argus, combined with Shiva's particular 
requirements for environment and control systems, led 
to the design of Shiva's master oscillator. 

Shiva oscillator optical design follows techniques 
developed in the two prototype oscillators. Figure 2-22 
compares the Shiva and Argus oscillator design 
parameters. We chose a Shiva cavity length of 1.125 m, 

Displacement from 
amplifier axis, cm 

Shiva 5 disk amplifier 
Input energy 

= 280kJ(20kV) 

Displacement from 
amplifier axis, cm 

Shiva y disk amplifier 
Input energy 

= 210kJ(20kV) 

Fig. 2-21. Gain profiles of Shiva disk amplifiers. 

Displacement from 
amplifier axis, cm 

Shiva (Jdisk amplifier 
Input energy 

= 140 kJ (20 kV) 
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H.R. 

Translatable 
rear mirror 

33% T 

Nd:YAG 
4 mm (Argus) 5 pps 
5 mm (Shiva) 10 pps 

Acousto-optic 
Q-switch 
f 0 (Argus) 
f 0 / 2 (Shiva) 

Aperture Acousto-optic 
mode locker 
f 0 = 50 MHz (Argus) 
f 0 = 66 MHz (Shiva) 

Fig. 2-22. Optical conflguration of the actively mode-locked, Q-switchcd lasers used in Argus and Shiva. 

siightly less than that of Argus, to make a shorter pulse 
length available and to reduce overall dimensions. A 
larger diameter Nd:YAG rod reduced thermal focusing 
prohlenis observed when operating (he Argus oscillalor 
at greater than 5 pps. The acouslo-oplii- mode locker and 

Q-switch follow designs discussed previously, except 
that the Q-switch isoperated at half'the cavity round-trip 
frequency. This eliminates a tendency toward residual 
mode locking caused by very small acoustic reflections 
in the Q-switch substrate, and allows for more efficient 

4x 
split 

66 MHz 
RP; 

r - jBMHz 
FP 

66 
JMHa 

5 MHz 

hp 8640B 

RF on 

Q-SW 

Simmer 

Lamps 

Rat* gen 

Ext 

A/O mode 
lock driver 

Q-SW 
driver 

Ha 

RF amp 

RFamp 

sync 

Lamps 

Lamp 
driver 

" 
I Q-SW j A/O 

f 66 MHz f 

Switch out 

T 

Event cntr 

SCR 
supply 

Event cntr Ext 

Delay 

Fig. 2-23. Shiva oscillator control electronics showing the RF source (HP 8640B) and the timing circuitry necessary for 
operation of the oscillator and switchout. 
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> 

Events 
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Delay by 
events 
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X 
Events 

Out 
Start 

Comparator 

To Q-switch 
transducer 

Trigger 
pulse 

generator 

Delay by 
events 
counter 

r To 
driver 

Int/ext 
enable 
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t o ASE 
system 

tj, -. 300 ns 

Pig. 2-24. Details of the electronically controlled switchout timing; fp is the 66-MHz mode-locking frequency that is synchro
nous with optical pulses in the oscillator. The phase-selective gate ensures that the Q-switch opens at the same phase of the RF 
signal each time the laser is Q-switched. 

acousto-optic transducers operating at the lower fre
quency. The rear-mirror radius was chosen as 3 m after 
tests with 2-, 2.5-, and 4-m mirrors indicated the posi
tion of optimum stability. The oscillator is normally 
operated with a 2-mm aperture to enhance a radially 
symmetric mode profile, but it is not necessary for mode 
control. 

The control electronics for the Shiva oscillator and 
switchout differed from previous designs in several im
portant aspects. Most important was the provision for 
computer monitoring and control of the oscillator 
through the data bus interface. Several oscillator func
tions (e.g., pulse rate, shutter conditions, Qswilch gat
ing) are controlled or monitored in the control room. 

On the Shiva oscillator, we used a completely 
new approach to the problem of switching a single pulse 
out of the pulse train. The temporal position of the 
Q-switch envelope peak is fixed by the gain in the laser 
at the time the Q-switch is opened. The gain is very 
precisely established by the flashlamp control and pre-
lase conditions.4 The position of the individual pulses is 
fixed by the phase of the RF signal applied to the 
acousto-optic mode locker. Thus, the peak pulse in the 

optical pulse train can be selected electronically by tim
ing from the synchronous gate, which opens the Q-
switch. This scheme is implemented on the Shiva oscil
lator using the Q-switch gale signal to start an event 
counter that counts at the mode-locker RF rate. After the 
countdown, an electrical signal is sent to the switchout to 
select the appropriate pulse. 

This electronic switchoul technique also allows the 
Shiva system amplified-spontaneous-emission 
(ASE) Pockels cells to be driven from the oscillator. In 
practice, two event counters are used in series. The first, 
triggered by the oscillator Q-switch signal, counts down 
a select number of RF cycles and sends a pulse 
to the ASE Pockels cell spark-gap drivers. The first 
counter then starts another event counter, which drives 
the oscillator switchout. This scheme is invaluable in 
operating a system such as Shiva, where electrical and 
optical propagation delays can be hundreds of nano
seconds and gates must be timed to better than one or two 
nanoseconds. 

A block diagram of the osv. illator and control elec
tronics is illustrated in Fig. 2-23. The switchout control 
is shown in more detail in Fig. 2-24. 
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Fig. 2-26. Optical configuration of the Shiva switchout. showing also the avalanche driver. 
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Fig. 2-27. Series-parallel avalanche tran
sistor stack circuit. Thirteen stacks of 
eight parallel 2NSSS1 transistors are used 
to produce >3.5 kV with a 7-ns pulse 
width. 

500K 

Trigger 
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2.2.6 Control System Architecture 
To satisfy a broad range of control-analysis and 

data-acquisition requirements for Shiva, we have un
signed and implemenled a hierarchical, computer-
based, modular-distributed control system. This system 
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handles the more than 3(100 control elements and 1000 
data acquisition units in a severe high-voltage, high-
current environment. The system gives us a flexible and 
reliable configuration to meet the milestones for Shiva 
within critical time limits. 

By competitive bid, Shiva has standardized its 
control system around Digital Equipment Corporation's 
PDP-11 minicomputer and LSI-11 microprocessors. 
This single family of upward instruction-set compatible 
machines is used in all levels of the hierarchical system 
for control, analysis, and data acquisition. The control 
system uses 45 LSI-IPs, four PDP-11/34's. and a 
PDP-11/70 to perform the necessary ./stem functions, 
as shown in Fig. 2-28. 

The LSI-11's serve as general purpose, front-end 
processors (FEP)and are distributed throughout the laser 
and target bays, as well as in the control room. These 
FEP's provide local control, data collection, data com
paction, feedback control, system monitoring, and di
rect operator interaction functions. The FEP's are con
nected either directly to one of lour PDP-I 1/34's. or 
indirectly to a PDP-I 1/34 through concentrator FEP's. 

The PDP-I 1/34's serve as subsystem controllers 
performing man-machine interaction through color dis
plays, plasma panels with touch control, and special-
purpose control panels. Additionally, these medium-
level PDP-I 1/34's provide for overall coordination and 
utility of a particular subsystem. The four distinct areas 
of subsy stem responsibilities from a laser viewpoint are: 

• Alignment. 
• Power conditioning. 
• Laser diagnostics. 
• Target diagnostics. 

The control system design and implementation reflects 
these areas with a distinct subsystem PDP-11/34 as the 
top processor lor each area. 

The integration and coordination of the subsystems 
will be accomplished by the existing connection of the 
PDP-I 1/70 system with each of the'PDP-11/34"s. The 
PDP-11 /70 will act as the overall supervisory control for 
the system, as well as handling the tasks of data archiv
ing, analysis, program development, and PDP-I 1/34 
backup. In addition, all the large peripheral equipment, 
such as large disks or magnetic tapes, are centralized on 
the PDP-11/70 with access through an intercomputer 
network from each of the PDP-11/34 subsystems. 

In 1977. the system was implemented, primarily 
through the LSI-11 s and partially through the I l/34's. 
The final integration into the control room through the 
11/70 is continuing. 

Development and Implementation. We were 
able to successfully implement the Shiva control system 
on a very tight schedule because of parallel development 
on parallel processors and the standardization around a 
family of instruction-set compatible machines. 

The designation of foi' subsystems and the sub
sequent creation of subfunctions within each area al
lowed the definition and development of each suhtunc-
tional area on a separate microprocessor (FKPi that was 
somewhat independent of other subfunclions. This 
parallel development allowed individual suhfunciions to 
become operational when necessary, without having to 
wail for other .subfunctions. 

The standardization on LSI-11 FEP's allowed the 
transport of hardware and software between LLP's 
whenever appropriate. Also, system-level support, such 
as operating-system and language changes, could be 
provided by a small number of people for all the LLP's. 

The standardization around a family of instruc
tion-set compatible machines at all levels allowed the 
software support and development to be done on the 
PDP-11 /70 for the PDP-11/34's and LSI-11 processors. 
It also allowed the same programs that were initially run 
on VHP'' co be transported to the PDP-11 /34 processors 
and run. The laser system, for instance, was originally 
brought up with only LLP control. 

Integration and coordination of the parallel de
velopment effort was accomplished by planning, de
signing, and implementing the system as a single, distri
buted control and data acquisition system. We strove for 
commonality of design concepts, hardware, and 
software wherever possible. 

Intersystem Communication. Communication 
between processors is accomplished through three dis
tinct hardware and software interconnections: 

r' Parallel communications link iPCL)—DEC-
NET. 

• Serial asynchronous links -SHIVANET. 
• Common memory—task to task. 
The interconnection of the PDP-11/70 and PDP-

11/34's is accomplished with the PCI., a high-speed 
IS00K word/s) parallel path. The generalized network
ing software. DECNET. is used over this link to allow 
file transfei and task synchronization between ma
chines. DECNET provides generalized high-level func
tionality between processors hut is considered loo slow 
for direct-control operations. 

Most front-end processors are interconnected 
through fiberoptic serial asynchronous links. A typical 
data rate between FEP's or FEP to PDP-I I 34 is 4600 
baud over these serial links. SHIVANET. a special 
control-system-network software package, was im
plemented to allow control-system commands to he sent 
between systems with minimum software overhead in 
both time and space (memory). The SHIVANET 
software is a straight-forward protocol allowing trans
fers of small packets of control information between the 
machines at essentially hardware speeds. 

The third interconnection mechanism between pro
cessors is common (or shared) n cmory in the power 
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ANALYSIS, DEVELOPMENT AND MASS STORAGE 
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Fig. 2-28. The ShiV2 control system hienuchul computer network. It includes the PDP-11/70 supervisory system, the four PDP-11/34 subsystem controllers, 
and the 45 1.S1-11 Ironl-nil processor,. The interconnection of the systems is accomplished through shared memurt. 
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Fig. 2-29. A typical control subsystem with logical connections between the central control console, through the processors, to 
the optical components. Control operations are performed by sending messages between the processors. 

conditioning subsystem. This is a quad-ported memory 
shared by the PDP-11/70, PDP-11/34, and two redun
dant LSI-11 's. Machine-to-machine communication is 
handled through data and control areas v . this memory 
with the appropriate handshake flags. Da:* from the FEP 
is archived on the PDP-11/70 disk through dedicated 
programs in each machine communicating through the 
memory. No generalized network package through this 
memory system is envisioned at this time. 

Each of the above intersystem communication 
methods has some advantages and some disadvantages. 
The combination gives a viable solution to the com
munication problem in the Shiva control system. We 
plan to implement another high-speed link between the 
major processors so that high-speed control functions 
can be performed over one link, and DECNET can 
operate on the other. 

A Typical Shiva Control Subsystem. Although 
each subfunction control within Shiva is different, the 
general approach is common. Many of the FEP systems 
are described in detail in their respective areas (such as 
power conditioning or target positioning). Here, we 
describe an idealized subsystem and how it works. 

Figure 2-29 shows a typical multiple FEP control 
subfunction. The laser component (a mirror) to be 

moved is connected to a stepper motor that is interfaced 
to a particular FEP. This FEP has a local switch panel. 
An operator can depress a switch and move the selected 
component. Although this appears simple, it is a com
plex internal operation. Eventually, the operation can be 
integrated into a remotely controlled system with pos
sibilities for closed-loop control at any level. 

Thus, when the switch is depressed, a polling pro
gram in the local FEP detects the change in value of a 
data bit. This fact is recorded in a common control data 
area within the local FEP. Another program within the 
FEP knows that a change in that data area means that a 
particular motor should be moved. This program sends 
the appropriate control values to the designated motor 
interface card, which causes the motor to step and the 
component to move (i.e., push the button: move the 
mirror). 

Now if we include another program in the FEP to 
communicate with a second higher level FEP, a message 
can be received that tells the program to change the same 
common control data area, causing the same motor to 
step and the component to move. 

If we have a group control panel on the second FEP 
(see Fig. 2-29), we can first set a value saying which 
motor (in which FEP) and then depress the step switch. 
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Note that the details on how each of these six 
concepts are implemented are unimportant to ac
complish the automatic and manual control functions. 
The details, however, do influence the cost, perfor
mance, and schedule of the control system. On Shiva, 
each subsystem uses some unique software and 
hardware designs as well as some common software and 
hardware to supply the six needed control system re
quirements listed above. 

Man-Machine Communication. Control of 
laser and target systems is accomplished through pre
programmed sequences and manual operation. Manual 
operation consists of an operator communicating with 
system programs to directly perform an operation or to 
change a preprogrammed sequence. This communica
tion between operator and system is accomplished 
through: 

• "Soft-wired" switch and status panels. 
• Computer terminals. 
• Color displays. 
• Plasma display panels with touch control. 
• Programmable switches. 
In many cases, a human operator interacts with a 

combination of these devices. Figure 2-30 shows the 
central control console. Overall control for the laser 
system will be provided by this control console when it is 
completed. Initial Shiva laser and target shots in 1977 
used both local and central control consoles. Total in
tegration of the control and data acquisition functions 
necessitates completion of the central control console, 
which is scheduled for 1978. 

Major Computer Hardware System Summary. 
PDP-11/70 

Memory: 384K 16-bit words (core). 
Storage: RP-06 drive (176M bytes). 

4 RK-05 cartridge drives (1.2M bytes 
each). 
I RX-01 floppy disk (2 drives). 

Displays: I VSV-01 color display. 
Tektronix 4014 graphic terminal. 
Orion plasma panel. 

Terminals: 10 HP-2645 editing. 
Printers: 2 Versatec D-l 10A printer/plotters. 

PDP-11/34 (four) 
Memory: 128K 16-bit words (core). 
Storage: 3 RK-05 drives. 
Displays: 1-4 VSV-01 color displays. 

1-2 Orion placma panels. 
Terminals: Console DECwiitsr II. 

Authors 
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P. R. Rupert 
R. G. Ozarski 
G. J. Suski 

2.2.7 Alignment Systems and Controls 
Fabrication, Checkout, and Installation of Sen

sors and Gimbals. The alignment systems described 
in the 1976 annual report have all been fabricated. In 
addition, we have tested and installed most of the sys
tems, and they are performing the tasks shown in Fig. 
2-31. The sensor package and processing electronics for 
the oscillator/preamplifier alignment system were de
signed and built at LLL. One of the large output gimbals 
at the end of each chain was also designed at Livermore, 
but the remaining gimbals and alignment sensors were 
designed and fabricated by outside vendors. 

Aerojet Electrosystems Company designed the 
0.1-/urad-resolution output-pointing ginibal. They also 
designed and buiit the chain input-pointing sensors and 
the output-pointing, focusing, and centering sensors. As 
the primary vendor for Shiva alignment components, 
Aerojet did an outstanding job. Their reliability contri
buted significantly to our ability to meet the schedule 
and performance goals. Hughes Aircraft Company de
signed and built the pulse synchronization system, 
which ensures simultaneous arrival of all 20 pulses at the 
target. This system also performs very well, as will be 
seen later in this section. 

We insisted that, before installation, the 65 motor-
driven gimbals and 41 alignment sensors be individually 
tested against performance specifications so initial ad
justments and optimization could be done off-line. This 
checkout procedure was completed in 1977 for all but 
the output-pointing, focusing, and centering system; for 
this, checkout has continued into 1978. 

The photographs in Fig. 2-32 show some of the 
installed hardware. Figure 2-32(a) shows the oscillator 
alignment sensor with its top removed to reveal the 
pointing and centering detector modules, as well as the 
mounts for the optics that direct samples of the beam to 
each detector. The sensor package is fastened securely to 
the preamplifier table and is positioned within one of the 
main bulkheads of the laser spaceframe. In this location 
it is well protected from accidental bumps and other 
disturbances that could compromise its usefulness as an 
alignment reference. This sensor provides error signals 
for aligning the master pulse oscillator, cw alignment 
oscillator, and pulse synchronization oscillator. Its con
trols are integrated with those for performing beam 
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Fig. 2-32. Installed alignment components, (a) The oscillator alignment sensor, shown here with its cover plate removed, pro
vides centering and pointing information for aligning the three Shiva oscillators to a common reference, th} Two of the 20-cbain-
input-pointing sensors are shown here. After the heam propagates from left to right through the beam expander, it passes through 
the upper part of the sensor's white beam-splitter box where 3% of the light is reflected down out of the m;iin beam line and then 
hack through lenses in the'white tube onto the position sensitive detector. (ct The bottom output-pointing, focusing, and cen
tering (PF( I sensors look up toward the target chamber. Id) One of the top IM-'( sensors, which looks down toward the target, is 
shown with the reflected beam diagnostics package attached. 

lens on the large! chamber is about -'-1/2 m. The red 
plate v isible on the side of some of [he sensors covers a 
port to which a return beam diagnostics package will 
later be attached. This package is described in 5 2.1.7 
and isshown in Fig. 2-32(d) attached to one of the upper 
HFC sensors. It uses the PFC objective lens for collect
ing information from the target at the time of the shot and 
augments the basic PFC target-viewing capability by 
providing focus adjustment and higher magnification. 

Test activites on the pulse synchronization system 
were completed in 1977: in early 1978 the system will be 
installed on Shiva as shown in Fig. 2-33. The PSS 
system will be the last alignment system to become fully 
operational, because, as can be seen from the figure, it 

relies on the other subsystems to accurately align the 
beam through each amplifier chain and onin the target. 

Performance of Ihe Production Systems. All 
Shiva alignment systems meet or exceed their perfor
mance requirements. Figure 2-34 illustrates some 
operating characteristics of various subsystems. 

Figure 2-34|a) shows the temporal response of the 
oscillator alignment system to simultaneous pointing 
and centering errors on both the vertical and horizontal 
axes. This system has an acquisition range of * 40(1 
ixraii in pointing and • 4 mm in centering. The figure 
shows that, after 21) to 3D s of closed-loop operation, the 
errors at the sensor are reduced to - 10 /urad in pointing 
and <• 1/4 mm in centering. The residual pointing error 
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Fig. 2-3.V The pulse synchronization system, which injects a mode-locked cw hcam into an amplifier chain and compares the timing of 
the reflected signal with the timing of the signal from a local reference arm. 

contributes a small fraction of a microradian to the 
pointing error at the chain output. Effects of the residual 
centering error are also very small at the chain output 
because each beam is re-apertured at the input to its 
amplifier chain. 

The linearity and cross-coupling characteristics of a 
typical chain-input-pointing sensor are shown in Fig. 
2-34(b). Solid lines show indicated error as a function of 
actual error on both the azimuth and elevation axes. The 
closed-loop control program assumes a linear response, 
as indicated by the dotted lines. Dashed lines show the 
eTor indicated on the axis orthogonal to the axis on 
which error has actually been introduced. Although 
some nonlinearity and cross-coupling are seen in these 
data, neither effect is serious enough to significantly 
degrade the closed-loop control of the system. Residual 
alignment errors of «15 /*rad are routinely achieved at 
the input to each chain. 

Figure 2-34(c) demonstrates the sensitivity and sta
bility characteristics of the pulse synchronization system 
(PSS). The error signal fiom the PSS null meter was 
recorded on a strip chart during a test on the Cyclops 
laser system, using optical parameters representative of 
a typical Shiva arm. The chart plots the amplitude of the 
error-meter signal vs time for approximately 2.5 h. De
flections of the error meter were generated periodically 
by changing the system path length 1.5 mm in one 

direction, followed by a similar change in the opposite 
direction, and then a return to nominal zero position. 
Thus, the peak amplitude of each spike on the trace 
corresponds to a relative time shift of about 5 ps in pulse 
arrival at the target. These results indicate that the PSS 
has sufficient signal-to-noise ratio and adequate long-
term stability to perform the required synchronization 
task on Shiva. 

The operating principles of the PSS are shown in 
Fig. 2-33. The Nd:YAG laser injects a cw mode-locked 
pulse train into the preamplifier beam line. This pulse 
train is allowed to propagate down a selected amplifier 
chain to a spherical surrogate target that has been cen
tered in the target chamber. The reflected laser beam 
(attenuated by 70-80 dB) returns to the PSS and is 
heterodyned with the frequency-shifted portion of the 
laser output from a reference arm. The amplitude of the 
beat frequency signal depends on the relative optical 
path lengths of the reference arm and the signal path 
down the selected amplifier chain. A differencing and 
null meter technique* is used to generate the error signal 
shown in Fig. 2-34(c). On Shiva, the path length of each 
chain will be adjusted by changing the length of an 
optical delay line at the input end of that amplifier chain. 

•The details of this signal processing have been somewhat simplified 
compared with the description found in the 1976 annual report. 
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Figure 2-34(d) is an example of the temporal re
sponse obtained for closed-loop output pointing with the 
PFC system. Each sensor has an acquisition range of 
about 90 jurad, and the figure shows the temporal re
sponse from simultaneous pointing errors of 45 and 50 
laad on the azimuth and elevation axes. As seen from 
the data, the errors are reduced to approximately 1 jurad 
after 1 min and to several tenths of a microradian after 2 
min. 

Spatial filter pinholes are presently aligned in a 
manual/remote mode by operators viewing pinhole 
silhouettes on TV monitors. Each incident-beam diag
nostic sensor contains a TV camera and appropriate 
optics to image the pinhole planes. 

Alignment System Controls. Controls for the 
alignment systems were designed at LLL and fabricated 
from a combination of commercially available and spe

cially built parts. They are a part of the Shiva three-level, 
hierarchical control network described in § 2.2.6. Six 
LSl-11-based, first-level systems control oscillator 
alignment, chain input pointing, spatial-filter pinhole 
positioning, output PFC, focus lens positioning, and 
target positioning. Initially, Shiva alignment has been 
controlled from the first level, and the target-alignment 
confol system illustrates typical architecture and control 
capabilities at this level. 

The target-alignment control system provides a 
computer-based operator interface for installing, posi
tioning, and inspecting the surrogate ball and fusion 
targets in the target chamber. Primarily, the target in
serter, target positioner, and three TV viewing systems 
need to be controlled. The inserter is a stepping-motor-
driven track assembly that inserts and retracts the entire 
target support pylon from the target chamber for instal-
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lation of a new target, without disturbing the main vac
uum system. The positioner is a four-axis translator that 
accurately manipulates either the alignment or fusion 
targets with 2-̂ tm resolution in the x. y, z frame. The 
fourth axis allows rotation about x for achieving proper 
orientation of nonsymnietric targets. The TV systems 
provide target illumination and viewing capability at 
orthogonal locations along the equator and at the south 
pole of the target chamber. Two fixed-position systems 
verify the target's alignment witl oecl to the center of 
the chamber. The third system will allow remote survey 
of the target for inspection purposes when installed. 

The operator interacts with these devices through 
one of several alignment control panels in the target bay. 
as well as through two small remote-control panels lo
cated at the target chamber on the inserter frame. The 
main target-postioning panel is in the lower right corner 

of the alignment controls area shown in Fig. 2-35. It 
provides all status and control functions needed for 
target alignment while the panels at the target chamber 
are intended primarily for target installation and inspec
tion. The control architecture is shown in Fig. 2-36. The 
analog input unit contains transducer-encoding equip
ment, and the target alignment drive chassis contains 
standard, in-housc stepping-motor drives and other 
interface electronics. In this chassis, control panel func
tions and status inputs and outputs are translated to 
high-level logic through opto-isolators for increased 
immunity to power faults and noise in the system. The 
LSI-II microcomputer also has a (loppy disk and a termi
nal, which are not included in the figure. 

A typical task for the system is insertion of a new 
target and subsequent positioning of the surrogate at the 
center of the target chamber. This positioning can be 
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done semi-automatically using the local controls shown 
in Fig. 2-35. Stepping motors on the target positioner 
can be slewed manually at selectable speeds or com
manded to go to a preset or previously saved position. 
The integrity of the alignment is checked by concur
rently centering the image of the target in the reticles of 
two orthogonal (' 'five eye ") viewing systems. After the 

beams are all aligned to (he surrogate target, using the 
output PFC system, the manipulator positions the actual 
fusion target in the center of the chamber in preparation 
for the shot. To assist these operations, the control 
system provides basic motion control and status infor
mation for the positioning and viewing hardware. The 
control panel displays both the calculated target posi-
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tion, based on stepping-motor commands, and the mea
sured target position, based on transducer feedback on 
the x, y, and z axes. 

We have implemented an interlock structure to 
protect the fragile target assembly from possible damage 
during manipulation. A set of rules is checked about 
twice a second against status inputs, and motor motions 
are interlocked during possible interference conditions. 
This will prevent such occurrences as driving a target 
into a closed valve or running a misaligned inserter into 
the x-axis pylon. In addition, a warning system helps 
prevent violation of the target chamber vacuum system. 
The computer senses the status of the pylon valve and the 
pressure differential in the positioner. An audible and 
visible alarm occurs during improper valve operation. 

Target control software is written in BASIC with 
several custom subroutines to handle time-critical oper
ations. The three asynchronous coroutines, shown on 
the block diagram (Fig. 2-36), are arranged for speed 
and concurrent control of several functions. Routines 
communicate by accessing the common memory block 
for commands, status, and data. Interlocking is handled 
by control flags in the common memory, as is some 
scheduling. 

Program 1 is a short, fast loop that services the 
control panels for commands and receives system-status 
input. An interlock subroutine calculates output status 
and can inhibit certain commands. Program 2 decodes 
and executes functions and configuration options re
ceived from Program I or Program 3. Program 3 handles 
communication between the target-alignment micro
processor and the second-level computer in the control 
room. 

Remaining Tasks. In 1978, we will install the 
remaining PFC sensors and add the return beam diag
nostics packages, thereby completing the output align
ment system. The pulse-synchronization system can 
then be used to synchronize the arrival of all 20 beams at 
the target. Operating procedures and control algorithms 
for fhc various alignment systems will be optimized to 
achieve efficient closed-loop alignment of all 20 beams 
from the oscillator to the target. Finally, integration of 
all alignment-system controls in the control room will 
make it possible to implement closed-loop alignment of 
the spatial-filter pinholes, a task that requires coordi
nated use of several first-level systems. 

Acknowledgments. The major industrial con
tributions to Shiva's alignment systems and alignment 
controls were: 

• Aerotech: 6-in. gimbals and lens drive trans
lation stages. 

• Aerojet: large gimbal design. 
CHIP and PFC sensors. 

• DEC: computers. 
• Hughes: pulse-synchronization system. 

• Thiem: large gimbal production. 
Quality products from contractors such as these have 
played a key role in the success of Shiva. 
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2.2.8 Laser Beam Diagnostics 
To assess the performance of the laser, three major 

areas are monitored: the oscillator and switchout, the 
amplifier chains, and the characteristics of the beam at 
the target plane. 

The elements of laser diagnostics currently im
plemented in Shiva are listed here. 
Oscillator performance is characterized by : 

• Energy in swilched-out pulse. 
• Timing relationship of switched-out pulse to 

Pockels cell gates. 
• Pulse length. 

Chain performance characteristics are: 
• Relative energy growth and loss along each 

chain. 
• Absolute output energy of each arm. 
• Absolute focusable energy of each beam. 

Target plane characteristics include: 
• Absolute reflected energy from the target along 

nach beam line. 
• Spatial profile of beam at equivalent target 

plane for all beams. 
• Temporal profile of beam at output. 
Shiva Diagnostic Sensors. To record relative 

and absolute energies in Shiva, two types of sensors are 
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used: calorimeters and photodiodes. Photodiodes are 
used in the early stages of the chain where the energy 
available for sensing is low. The focusable output 
energy and the energy from the target are monitored with 
calorimeters. Calorimeter and photodiode signals are 
amplified and sent into the data acquisition system to be 
digitized and processed. 

'Fhs relative energy growth in each chain is moni
tored by intercepting a small fraction of the beam that is 
split off by the polarizers. Figure 2-37 shows how 
energy measurements are made by splitting a fraction of 
the beam at a beta Pockels cell polarizer assembly. Laser 
light of the desired polarization p and of the undesired 
polarization s enter the polarizer-rotator package. Ap
proximately 97% of the s polarization is rejected at each 
of three faces, along with approximately 1% of the p 

polarization. At the fourth polarizer surface, previous 
reflections have reduced the remaining 5 polarization to 
less than 0.01%, while approximately \% of the p 
polarization is reflected. This means the ratio of p to 5 
polarization reflected is greater than 100. This reflected 
energy is focur.ed onto a photodiode. The output signal 
of each photodiode is integrated, sampled, digitized, 
and reduced by a microprocessor. Data from each of the 
40 diodes are multiplexed onto a single interface. 

The photodiode holder for a Pockels cell assembly 
is shown in Fig. 2-38, and an installed photodiode sensor 
on a Pockels cell is shown in Fig. 2-39. The output of the 
photodiode is amplified b> a programmable charge 
amplifier whose signal is read by the data acquisition 
system described later. The location of the photodiode 
sensors for a typical chain is shown in Fig. 2-40. 
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Absolute CHCIL'V measurements ot the output 
ci icry) .<! each beam arc recorded wi th calorimeters A 
s l r n i n i apcriutc ca lo i imc lc r . w i th a scnsii ivitv nt ap 
provunatcK 4111) / iY I. is cmplovcd ten total cncrsiv 
measurements .\ - > m m apc iuuv. 7(10 / A ' J-scnsiib 
.t_\ calo inuclei is used to measure tocusahle traction 
c i c r i ! } and cticrttv tc l lcctcd Iroin the t a r e d . These 
calorimeters intercept a Iravtum o f the beam that is 
trar.smitied through the tmal turning m i n o r The t ac
t ional transmission nl the l i imins: mir rn i and other optics 
is cal ibrated i n usinj; a lu l l aperture ealoi imeter placed 
direcl lv in the heam in l iopt ol the tanjet chamber. The 
toty)-eneri :v and foc ' j sah lc - l rac t ion ca lor imeter are 
housed in the incident beam diagnostics package 1IBD1. 

I he reflcvted-cncrev calorimeter is housed m the te 
fleeted beam diaetmsiic package ( K U D i '111.: relation 
sh ipo l these packages to ihe laser chain is shown in H i ! 
2-41 

Incident mid Ki ' turn-Kvum Diagnostics. I he 
I H I ) package intercepts appruv in ia tch - to 4 ' ; o l the 
beam transmitted tl iroutrl i the f inal Kirnine mir ror The 
It inclions nl ' this package are: 

• T'n measure the total encriiv of each beam. 
• To measure the focusahle f ract ion o l each 

beam 
• I'o record the equivalent target plane and locus 

nlane spatial heam prof i les. 
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Fig. 2-39. The components of a photodiode energy sensor of the type used at the alpha Pockels cell polarizer assembly. 
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Fig. 2-41. A fraction of the beam transmitted through the second turning mirror, which directs the hcam to the target. This fraction is 
directed by additional steering mirrors to the incident-hcam diagnostics packuge. A fraction of the light that is transmitted through the 
turning mirror along a different angle. This light is captured by the return-beam diagnostic package <KHD). 

• To provide TV imaging system for pinhole 
alignment. 

• To provide for recording of the temporal beam 
profile. 

Figure 2-13 shows the beam paths and dimensions of this 
package. 

To nxord the spatial profile of each beam, a multi
ple-array camera is used. Imaging optics provide a mag
nified (IB/5 x) image of the equivalent focal plane at the 
target, as well as planes at 400-jum equivalent incre

ments before and after the focal plane. Mirror pairs, 
arranged as shown in Fig. 2-42, produce a series of focal 
planes at several exposures to ensure a good exposure of 
each plane for analysis. 

A fraction of the light is focused onto a fiber optic 
cable and routed to a streak camera to obtain a record of 
the temporal beam profile at the output of a chain. 

The IBD package also produces a magnified image 
of all the pinhole planes of the spatial filters in each beam 
line. This image is used to align the spatial-filter 
pinholes (see § 2.1.5). 
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Equivalent planes at focus 
1 2 3 4 5 

I 

Fig. 2—12. The multiple-array image camera, which produces magnified images of (lie equivalent target plane and planes ahead of and 
behind it at various exposure levels. This ensures properly exposed images for analyzing the qualitj of the heam near focus. 
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Fig. 2-43. The return-beam diagnostics package, showing the major elements and the beam path to them. 

The RBD package is appended to the alignment 
PFC package. This combination is shown in Fig. 2-43. 

A folding mirror in the PFC sensor directs the beam 
into the RBD sensor for the high-power shot. A 
calorimeter in the RBD measures the energy reflected 
from the target. A multiple-array image camera provides 
an image of the target plane in reflected light. Co!lection 

of reflected light at a fiber optic cable for routing to a 
streak camera is also provided to record the temporal 
shape of the laser light reflected from the target. 

Data Acquisition and Control. Data acquisition 
and control of Shiva laser diagnostics have been im
plemented according to the scheme described in the 
1976 annual report.6 Figure 2-44 shows the front-end 
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F%. 2-44. l a * lastr diagnostic conarattr layoat consists of 14 microprocessor front-end processors (FEP) that control sensors 
and displays. T I M M arc coaMctedtliioaali Fisher optic Krkl links to a minicomputer mat provides integrated control of all FEP's. 

processor (FEP) and second-level computer network 
currently being used for Shiva laser diagnostics. 

Reference 
6. Laser Program Annual Report - 1976, Lawrence Livermore 

Laboratory, Livermore Calif., UCRL-50021-76 (1977), p. 
2-156. 

Authors 
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2.2.9 Power Conditioning 

This year a 25-MJ pulsed power system was suc
cessfully installed and activated on Shiva. Design details 
for this system have been previously reported, and few 
changes were made in the original design. Work was 
completed within the projected budget and schedule 
restraints, and the system is now routinely operating at 
full levels. In addition, all performance requirements 
have been met or exceeded. Figure 2-45 shows a portion 
of the 25- M J capacitor bank that was installed for Shi va. 

Production. A large fraction (—80%) of Shiva 
pulsed power hardware was produced by outside firms 
for LLL on fabrication contracts. Table 2-4 lists the 
quantities of some of the major components and subas
semblies produced. 
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errors. Deliveries were coordinated with final assembly 
and installation requirements. 

For every storage capacitor, acceptance lot tests 
were carried out at the vendor's plant before delivery. 
They was followed by full-energy tests of each energy-
storage module before installation. Early cost-engi
neering studies by Maxwell Labs and Physics Interna
tional helped us identify and implement cost-effective 
selections and manufacturing techniques. Many of the 
options uncovered by these studies were used in the final 
system design. 

Installation. The major installation activities oc
curred from December 1976 to September 1977. The 
schedule was coordinated with phased activation of the 
laser system. Oscillator and preamp sections were put 
on-line first, followed by all the components in a single 
arm of the laser. 

Following the delivery of subassemblies from the 
vendors, energy-storage-module switches and power 
supplies were assembled by a small group of contract 
technicians at the site and under the direction of LLL 
employees (see Fig. 2-46). Each module was then tested 
at full voltage and energy levels to uncover "infant 
mortality" and production-related failures (Fig. 2-47). 

Electrical Insulation Tests. Following the as
sembly and installation of the pulsed-power system, we 
tested the electrical insulation extensively. Each module 
(capacitors, cables, switches, and junction boxes) was 
tested to 45 kV on both the high-voltage and ground 
sides of the circuits. Testing was done in the late evening 
or early morning when it was possible to ' Mock out'' the 
laser bay and bank areas to ensure personnel safety. 

We uncovered several manufacturing pnd installa
tions errors through these tests; the most common were 
bushing-to-case insulation failures in the capacitors and 
coaxial cable shields installed too close to building 
ground points. Each group of modules was tested in this 

Table 2-4. Some of the components and sub assemblies produced for the Shiva pulse power system. 

Component Number produced 

5-kJ energy storage modules 100 
3-kJ energy storage modules 1105 
20-kV, 3-fcJ capacitors 6761 
20-kV, S-kJ capacitors 800 
20-kV ignitron switch units 76 
Bank shorting assemblies 190 
27-kV, 100-kVA power supplies 32 
Bus bar assemblies 1770 
Bus interface units 200 
LSI-11 computers 4 
High voltage junction boxes 450 

Fig. 2-45. Capacitor energy-storage modules. These mod
ules, stacked seven high on steel racks, fill the basement of 
the Shiva building. This figure shows a 2.5-MJ segment of 
the 25-M.I Shiva pulsed power installation. 

Wherever possible, well-defined subassemblies 
were sent to vendors for fabrication. After delivery, 
these were installed in their final system configurations 
and tested for early component failure or manufacturing 
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fashion and corrected when necessary before final test
ing at full voltage and current. In all, more than one 
square mile of dielectric was tested. 

Grounding System. Because of the very high 
peak-power levels (—50,000 M W) generated during the 
laser pump cycle, the pulsed-power grounding system is 
carefully configured to minimize coupling needed for 
the many, low-level control and diagnostic functions 
associated with the laser. 

This was accomplished by isolating low-level 
equipment from pulsed-power circuitry and by main
taining a coaxial configuration for the pulsed-power 
circuitry. Also, the laser amplifiers and the total system 
grounding concept are designed so that the possibility of 

a pulsed-power fault extending outside the pulsed-power 
circuitry is minimized. These grounding concepts were 
discussed in the 1976 annual report. 

The pulsed-power ground was isolated from the 
laser spaceframe and building ground and carried to 
earth rods at the substation. Within the laser amplifiers, 
the flashlamp reflectors are insulated from the outer 
cases and tied both to the cable shields and the pulsed-
power ground. This allows the reflectors to act as elec
trostatic shields between the pulsed-power system and 
the clean ground, as well as ensuring that displacement 
currents and fault currents associated with the pulsed-
power circuitry are contained within the isolated ground. 
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Mil. 2-47. Shi\;i <-iitT \̂-slor;(ur modules hcini: Irsli'il prinr lo insnilliition. 

I \tciisi\e opciaim.o. experience with llic laser li;i\ 
-.iiilio! [ho lo;:k ill this design Bmli displacement ;iml 
:.i,Mi cuiicnts h.i\o been succcsstullv contained within 
t i le p t i l s c d p o W C l e l o l l l l d s \ ^loTll. 

Control S\slt'Hi. 1 ho control s\sioin lor ilio 
Shiva power-coiidilioninj: svsteni » a \ designed In ho 
installed in increments and broujjhl li> tilII operation in 
several phases I ho hrsi phase controlling iho major 
puKcd-power components using manual control 
panels has hoon aoooniplishoil without significant 
problems. I• iL;uto 2-4S shows ihoso control panels, 
which provide the visual stains ol pnwcr-condiliotiing 
elements and t'aeilils interlocks. Color-coded switches 

allow the operator to reoonl is;ineopeiatlonal elements ot 
the s\ siom il noovfod 

Commune.ii ion hoi wool i the conn til panels and Ihc 
pulscdpowci component-, is accomplished w nh a dish i 
huled hiis concept described in Section 2 2 << and ilhis 
Hated in I -is; 2 A'l Ihc coimnmiicatioii icquironicnl is 
so liiinlamonl.il to the successlul operation ol I lie overall 
I a so I svstem I luil Iwo i.SI 1 I iiiiciiKonipuicrs h.oo been 
configured in a coniplololv redundant lashion 'I he le 
diindancv concept was also used throughout iho power 
conditioning control svsicni to ensure thai, in the c o m 
of a niajoi componeni tat 1 , no. the redundant svsiom 
could maintain laser operations until the tailed svsieni 
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fig. 2-4H. Control panels used tn set and monitor the status of Stma power-conditioning components. 

»a> repaired. A letliitislatit control >>>>tciii also prov idetl 
side benefits that accelerated the activation of the overall 
laser system: one system was able to support ongoing 
laser activities while expansion and troubleshooting of 
the control system were carried on with the second 
system. New control system elements were brought 
on-line independently of ongoing laser operations, fo l 
low inu validation of the new capabilities, a simple 
switchover provided other laser systems with proven 
control options. 

Software development and software/hardware in
tegration were facilitated by the system design concepts 
of redundancy and multilevel computer control. The 

soltware development process proceeded along tradi
tional lines, i.e..first implementing on-line functions, 
then adding off-line lunctions. The on-line software 
includes program components that: 

• l:\eeute program tasks and specific command 
and measurement sequences. 

• Interpret and execute operator directives. 
• Formal and output lest event data. 
• Construct and format messages to the op

erator. 
• Transfer information between program com

ponents. 
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Fjg. 2-49. Distributed bus system used for conlrol of Shiva power-conditioning elements. 

This on-line software is basically complete; only 
minor modifications are required to remain compatible 
with changes to the hardware control system. Future 
expansion of the control system software will be in 
off-line operation, especially as related to pretr st system 
configuration setup and posttest data redut ;ion. The 
pretest programs will ensure the operational status of the 
power-conditioning system and will set pulsed-power 
parameters (e.g., power supply settings, ignitron trigger 

enabling/disabling, trigger times) to a predefined con
figuration. Posttest programs will reduce test data to 
formats suitable for scientific evaluation of Shiva per
formance and investigation of anomalous performance. 

Expansion of the control system is primarily related 
to the implementation of a pulse ionization lamp check 
(PILC) system and a waveform analysis data system 
(WADS), as shown in Fig. 2-50. These systems will 
check that amplifier flashlamps will ionize before a 
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Fig. 2-50. Block diagram of the PILC/WADS electronics used to acquire flashlamp data before and during a system shot. 

system snot and will provide for recording actual lamp 
currents during a system shot. 

Authors 
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2.2.10 Optical Components 
Quality and Number of Components. The 

Shiva optical train from the oscillator to the target focus 
is about 132 m; contained in this is approximately 3.9 m 
of glass, of which 3.3 in is laser glass. 

To amplify, propagate, and focus laser energy on 
very small targets, we must maintain high optical quality 
throughout each laser chain.7 Because the chains contain 
many elements, individual component tolerances are 
very tight. 

In round numbers, Shiva contains about 2500 indi
vidual optical components, not including —25^ spares. 
About 1500 elements help propagate the laser beam. and 
1000 are used for alignment, control, and diagnostics. 

From the oscillator to t!ie stage at which the laser 
splits into four beams, there are about 70 laser optical 
dements; for each beam of that four-beam section there 
are approximately 15. Starting from the beam-splitter 
array, the laser optical elements in each of the 20 amis 
are shown in Table 2-5. Typical beam-line optical com
ponents are shown in Fig. 2-51. 

Types of Components. There are eight basic 
optica] materials in the laser system (plus a liquid dye 
cell): 

• YAG (oscillator). 
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Table 2-5. Typical Shiva 

Component elements | 

Beam splitter 1 
Pith adjuster mirrors 2 
Front-end relay 2 
Rod amplifier 1 
Polarizer 2 
Pockets cell assembly 3 
Polarizer 2 
Spatial filter 2 
Rod amplifier 1 
Polarizer 2 
Pockels cell assembly 3 
Polarizer 2 
Spatial filler 2 
Disk amplifier 6 
Disk amplifier t 
Polarizer 2 
Faraday rotator 1 
Polarizer 2 
Spattel filter 2 
Disk amplifier 6 
Spatial Alter 2 
Disk amplifier 4 
Spatial filter 2 
Polarizer 1 
Faraday rotator 1 
Polarizer 1 
Disk amplifier 3 
First turn mirror 1 
Second turn mirror 1 
Focus lens 1 
Vacuum window 1 
Blast shield J. 

69 elements X 20 arms = 

• BK-7 (lenses, mirrors, polarizers, substrates, 
etc.). 

• KD*P crystals (Pockels cells). 
• Crystal quartz (small-diameter rotators and 

wave plates). 
• Fused quartz (some small substrates). 
• Nd-doped silicate laser glass (rods and disks). 
• Tb-doped silicate Faraday rotator glass. 
• Neutral-density glass (calorimetry diagnos

tics). 
The majority of the components have flat optical 

surfaces, but there are also many f/11, f/6, and f/2.8 
lenses, which are aspherfced for the removal of spherical 
aberration. Components that transmit the beam are de
signed to be as thin as practical to reduce the effects of 

am-line optical components. 

Nominal output Typical peak-to-valley wavefront 
beam diameter, mm quality per assembly at 1.064 nm 

21 A/19 
21 A/14 

21 A/12 

21 A/10 
21) 
2t\ A/8 

" J 44 A/12 
44 A/10 

") 
44j A/7 
44) 
91 A/12 
91 A/10 
91 A/10 
91) 

9l[ A/9 
»lj 
91 A/12 
91 A/10 

145 A/12 
145 /./I0 
202 A/12 
202) 
202> A/9 
202) 
202 A/8 
202 A/14 
202 A/15 
202) 
I85> A/7 
18s) 

1380 total elements on Shiva arms 

the nonlinear index of refraction of the glass." For most 
flatwork, vendors made very effective use of modern 
continuous-polishing equipment, usually including pre
cise thermal controls." For aspheric surfaces, vendors 
developed quite efficient techniques for figuring and 
process testing. With one exception (the set of 
220-mm-aperture, f/2.8 lenses for alignment and focus 
control, which required about 120 /um of asphericity), 
the surfaces were ground and polished spherical before 
figuring. In the case of the f/2.8 lenses, th. -urfaces 
were aspherized in the ground state. 

The various types of thin-film coatings are: 
• Antireflection coatings on laser rods, Pockels 

cell window exteriors, lenses, windows, Faraday rota
tors, and on the back surface of beam splitters. 
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Hg. 2-51. Tvpical beam-line Shiva optical 
components. A 5-cm-aperlure Pockets cell 
assembly is shown at top; at the bottom is a 
20>cm-aperture debris shield. The compo
nents are shown in order of use. Kach 
edge-clad neodymium-glass laser dish, 
however, represents several actual!) used; 
each arm contains 18 of the smaller disks, 
four of the intermediate si/c, and three of 
(he larger. 

• Beam-splitter coatings. 
• High-reflectance coatings. 
• Polarizer coatings. 
In Shiva, essentially all optical surfaces have thin-

film coatings except the laser disks and the "back" 
surface of the substrates for thin-film polarizers, both of 
which are used at Brewster's angle. 

The laser disks, however, are edge-clad with a 
thick, glassy film (applied as a frit) to absorb 1.064-/u.m 
light for the suppression of parasitic modes. 

Tolerances and Special Characteristics. Even 
though the building and operating of Cyclops and Argus 
had provided a great deal of experience in the manufac
ture of optical components for use in high-energy lasers, 
the magnitude of the Shiva optics procurement provided 
a substantial challenge. 

The tolerance levels of the Shiva components are 
illustrated in the specifications in Table 2-6. In many 

cases, the specifications are as tight as feasible, consid
ering budgetary and schedule constraints and the state of 
the art. 

Performance characteristics and final specifica
tions were often the result of extensive technical interac
tion between LLL and participating vendors and in
volved prototype development and qualification tests. 

Modes of Procurement. In general, Shiva opti
cal components require three distinct sequential stages 
of manufacture: 

• Optical material. 
• Optical finishing. 
• Thin-film coating. 

(The laser disks are not thin-film coated; the edge-clad
ding of the laser disks is really part of the material 
manufacture, because the fine annealing of the blank 
occurs after the cladding is applied.) 

The simplest way to procure a component is to buy 
it completely finished from a single vendor. The practi-
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TabU 2-6. Tolerance chart. 

10 cm 

Spatial filter 
Aperture size Disks lens 

0.03 mm2 0.03 mm2 

0.125 max 0.100 max 
Inchiskms/100 cm" dimension dimension 

Stress birefringence nm/cm 2.5 6.0 
Wavefront P.V. — 0.633 pm 

aftercoating when applicable A/12 A/10 
Wavefront slope/cm 0.633 M m A/30 A/33 to A/22 
AR coating reflectivity — 0.1% 
Thin-film polarizer 

P transmission — — 
S transmission — — 

Thln-fllm coating damage — >30GW7cm2 

In 0.1 ns, 
>10GW/cm 2 

in 1.0 ns, 

cality of this, however, depends on vendor capability, 
scheduling, relative cost, and the state of the art. Buying 
a finished component is often practical when: 

• The vendor can do the entire operation. 
• The part to be subcontracted is reasonably low 

risk or inexpensive. 
• Exact requirements and specifications are 

known sufficiently well in advance of delivery that a 
vendor can be responsible for subcontracting long lead 
items. 

The total optical component procurement for Shiva 
and laser-program operat ions was approximately 
55,000,000. About 57% of the components were bought 
as finfshed parts; these included: 

• Most flat BK-7 optics for beam diameter 10-cm 
or less (-5%). 

• Laser glass rods and disks (—40%). 
• Faraday rotator elements (~$%). 
• Pockels cell assemblies ( ~ 4 % ) . 
For the first item, the finishers or coaters (fre

quently within the same organization) were the prime 
contractors. For the last three items, the material man
ufacturers were the prime contractors. Each manufac
turing stage of the remaining 4 3 % of the optics (large 
polarizers, mirrors, windows, focusing lenses, and all 
the spatial-filter lenses) was separately subcontracted by 
LLL. 

Quality Control Program. Most of the inspec
tion of optical components was done under a source 
inspection program at the optical vendors. One hundred 
percent inspection for selected critical specifications, 
along with appropriate documentation, was spe-ified on 
the drawings. The documents were forwarded in dupli
cate to LLL, where one remains on permanent file in the 
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20 cm 

Spatial filter 
Polarizers Disks lens Polarizers 

0.03 mm2 0.03 mm2 0.03 mm2 0.03 mm2 

0.100 max 0.2 max 0.2 max 0.2 max 
dimension dimension dimension dimension 

2.0 5.0 6.0 6.0 

A/12 A/8 A/10 A/8 
A/30 A/40 to A/22 A/33 to A/22 A/30 to A/20 
— — 0.1% — 

95% — — 96% 
1.5% — — 1.5% 

>40GW/cm2 — >30GW/cm2 >40GW7cm! 

In 0.1ns, in 0.1ns, in 0.1 ns, 
>10GW/cm2 >10GW/cm2 >7GW/cm2 

in 1.0 ns, in 1.0 ns, in 1.0 ns, 

Laser Optics Depot; the other travels with the compo
nent. On virtually all first runs, and on a frequent spot-
check basis thereafter, these inspections were witnessed 
by experienced technical people from LLL. 

This system worked extremely well; if there were 
problems with manufacture, test, equipment, or in 
terpretation, they could usually be dealt with in "real 
t ime , " as the parts were generally right off the produc
tion line. For equivocal cases, the part was sent to the 
test facility at LLL for retestinjj: id review. This even
tually helped standardize test equipment and data in
terpretation on Shiva optical components. 

Exceptions were sometimes made to the principal 
of source inspection, e.g. , the testing of wavefront qual
ity for large-aperture optics after coating, where the 
coating vendor's current interferometry did not include 
the diameter required. In this case, the parts were tested 
for wavefront at LLL after coating. Another example is 
the case of laser damage testing, where LLL has unique 
calibrated facilities for the appropriate wavelengths and 
pulse durations. 

One additional final test has been performed on all 
Shiva optical components. Each subassembly (e.g., 
laser head, spatial filter, mounted mirror) is tested for 
wavefront (and, where appropriate, stress birefringence) 
before installation in the laser. For this purpose, two 
30-cm-aperture interferometers are available in one of 
the LLL laser-assembly areas: a — 0.633-/um Zygo 
Fizeau with a speciaWfong bed, and a 1.06-jum, LLL-
builtTwyman-Green Residing on a 25-ton granite slab). 

Results. All $ e optical fabrication has been 
completed. The performance of the assembled laser in
dicates peak-to-valley wavefront quality of 1.0 to 1.5 \ 
at 1.064 /urn in a full-power mode. 



(a) 

Fig. 2-52. Interferon rams of typical wavefronls on Shiva optical components, (a) Intcrferogram of a six-disk. 10-cm-aperturc (i~ 
amplifier- The total uavefront distortion averages A/10 at 1.06 ̂ m. The intcrferogram was taken at 0.6328 nm douhle pass and is t> pica! 
of all 80 Shiva disk amplifiers, (b) An interferogram of a Shiva focusing lens (also used in the incident-hea . diagnostic assemblies*. 
This is a single-element, f/6 BK-7 lens, shaped for minimum coma and corrected for spherical uherralion b> an asphcric on the front 
(more curved) surface. The clear aperture here is 210 mm (slight!) larger than the beam diameter). At this aperture, the f No. is 5.8. 
requiring about 9 mm of asphericity of the surface. The imerferogram is double-pass at 0.633 pm. (c> A double-pass Vi/eau inter
ferogram in transmission at 0.633 ^im, showing the 218-cm clear aperture of a polished (but uncoated) polari/cr sub si rale al Brewster's 
angle (56.43-deg angle of incidence for BK-7 at 1.064 ^m). The beam projected on each surface is an elipse measuring 394 h> 218 mm: 
the thickness is only 10 mm. The inner surface inscribed on the interferngram represents a /one over which the slope error tolerance is 
tighter. A'* 
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2.2.11 Spaceframe 
Support for the Shiva hardware is a framework of 

square steel tubing designed to hold all optical elements 
stable against forces of static loading, thermal change, 
and vibration."'This spaceframe has been completed for 
most of the year (see Figs. 2-6 and 2-53), and we havt 
found tiiat the 20 laser beams and spatial-filter pinholes 
will remain fully aligned over a 24-h period. Thermal 
and vibration measurements confirmed stability.""'4 

Table 2-7 presents measured and calculated vibratory-
frequency values, as well as measured and calculated 
deflection amplitudes; in both we see fairly close corre
lation. 

Supports for the Shiva spaceframe are designed to 
accommodate thermal expansion when the air tempcra-
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Table 2-7. Sap IV finite element code was used to calculate the natural frequencies of the space frame. They are 
compared with the actual measured frequencies after construction. The actual motion of both space frames was 
measured and is compared with the calculated values. 

Calculated Required Measured 

Lowest natural frequencies 

Maximum deflection amplitude 
at top of frames 
Amplifier frame 

Target frame 

3.2 Hz 
4.5 Hz 
6.1Hz 

14.4 Hz 
14.7 Hz 
18.4 Hz 

26.2 Hz 
26.8 Hz 

.1.0 ,.m 
(120 MIX.) 

3.0 iim 
(120/jin.j 

3.8 Hz 
4.4 Hz 

10.0 Hz 
11.9 Hz 
12.3 Hz 
15.4 Hz 
19.6 Hz 
21.9 Hz 
26.1 Hz 
26.9 Hz 

I.. 
14" 

m fiUi.t 

lure changes. Roller-bearing supports allow the frame to 
expand from a single fixed point—the seismic anchor. 
This anchor was designed lo withstand an earthquake 
acceleration in any direction equal to 25c/c of the acceler
ation "f gravity. 

Testing a huge structure's response to large forces 
is difficult, costly, and frequently impossible: however, 
the Livermore earthquake of June 20, 1977, provided us 
with the opportunity to test the Shiva frame. The earth
quake had a magnitude of 4.7 on the Richter scale at 1 
mile from the epicenter. The Shiva building was within 2 
miles of the epicenter, and the quake was strong enough 
to visibly shake the frame. Subsequent investigations 
showed that no deformation had occurred, and only 
minor realignment of optical components was neces
sary. 

The first priority for Shiva was to complete the 
assembly and installation of the laser bay equipment, 
which included all hardware through the y- amplifier 
stage. This was completed in October 1976. Target 
room construction continued to the end of the year and 
in\,>lved the installation of auxiliary platforms, the 

targe* chamber, turning mirrors, beam pipes, and a huge 
amount of diagnostic equipment (see Fig. 2-541. 

All hardware systems associated with heam trans
port and amplification were pin together with surpris
ingly few problems. That convenience allowed 
scheduled commitments to be met within reasonable 
tolerances. Major subsystems that were fabricated, as
sembled, installed, and operated are: 

• Front-end hardware (see Fig. 2-55). 
• Splitter array |see Fig. 2-56 (a) and (b)]. 
• Rod amplifiers; assembled 50 units. 
• Spatial filters; assembled 123 units (see Fig. 

2-57). 
• Pockels cells; assembled 42 units. 
• Faraday rotators: assembled 44 units (see Fig. 

2-58). 
e Disk amplifiers; assembled 110 units (see Fig. 

2-59). 
• Interstage hardware: assembled connections 

for each component for 20 chains. 
• Beam pipes (see Fig. 2-60). 
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Fig. 2-54. The target chamber, shown 
mounted in the large! spaceframc. There 
are six levels of platforms mounted in the 
core of this spaceframe for supporting 
equipment. 
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Fix. MS- Oscillator and preamplifier table with associated 
front-end hardware. This is located at floor knel in the interior 
spaces of the laser spaceframi1. 

Fig. 2-56. (a) The splitter array for six laser beams, shown mounted to the spac: " m e side rails. Gimbaled mirrors with angular 
adjustments lo point the beam accurately down each chain are located here. Retrorefleclor mirrors are also located here. Covers and 
beam pipes for the closed nitrr "en gas system are shown, (b) The retroreflectors for each beam, mounted on a motor-driven base to 
adjust and equalize the pathien^ths of each laser beam. 
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Fig. 2-61. Final turning-mirror gimhul. shown mounted In 
ils pedestal. It consists of two concentric rings mounted on 
torsion hurs. which ure fnrqticd for rine angular Hdjiistmenls. 
This mirror points Ihe Ileum directly toward the target. The 
gimhul has u full hcam-apcrtiirc lieuranee on the rear surface 
for pointing, focusing, and centering diagnostics and for 
incidcni-heam diagnostics. 

12. P. M. Johnson. Lawrence Livermore Laboratory, Liveniiore, 
Calif., private communication on results of Building 391 laser 
spaceframe thermal-response test 11977). 

13. P. M. Johnson. Lawrence Liveniiore Laboratory, Liveniiore. 
Calif,, private communication on Building 391 air conditioning 
system for the laser hay and target room 11977). 

14. Ltiwr Pnw<o>i Annual Report - I97t>. Lawrence Livennorc 
Laboratory. Livermore, Calif.. 50021-76 (1977). 8 2-2.7. 
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2.2.12 Target Systems 
The target chamber'3 was installed and carefully 

aligned with respect to the laser beam and diagnostic 
port locations. The geometric center of the chamber was 
located by the intersection of three wires through op
posing ports and was defined for relocation by a tooling 
telescope and a special mounting fixture. This center 
now forms the reference point for all beam alignment, 
target alignment, and target diagnostic sensors, many of 
which have been installed (Fig. 2-62). 

In view of the immediate need to conduct experi
ments with room temperature targets, we installed a 
smaller, fess cosily target positioner than was originally 
planned. It now appears that this positioner, with rela
tively minor modifications, will also be usable for 
cryogenic targets. 

A right-handed spherical coordinate system (Fig. 
2-63) has been adopted for location of all beams and 
target diagnostics. The angle t) is zero at the top center 
and increases to 180 deg at the bottom center. The angle 
-/> is zero in the vertical plane containing the target 
positioner and inc ^ases to 360 deg in a coun
terclockwise direction when viewed from above. The 
target positioner operates in three orthogonal directions: 
x is horizontal in the line of the largel positioner: y is 
horizonlal in the perpendicular direction; and z is verti
cal, positive upward. 

For target irradiation, it is necessary to focus a 
cluster of beams on an arbitrary point in space. Because 
each beam has its own unique set of spherical coordi
nates and because each lens positioner moves around 
that coordinate system, a point defined in terms of the 
target coordinates must be redefined for each beam to 
allow that lens positioner to be addressed. A coordinate 
transformation matrix has been derived and im
plemented on the microcomputer control system to 
allow any beam or group of beams to be automatically 
focused on any specified point that is defined in the 
target coordinate system. 

The chamber has a total of 184 pons for iargel 
diagnostics, located on the sphere and on the top and 
bottom heads. The large number of ports allows us to 
plot the distribution of effects versus angles of laser 
beam incidence and polarization. All sealing surfaces 
are flat, wilh vacuum sealing by special O-ring seals 
with aluminum retainers. All port faces are perpendicu
lar to a radial line of sight within 4 mrad. Most target-
diagnostics sensors are designed to be placed outside the 
chamber to reduce vacuum load:". Exceptions include 
the "box" calorimeter and some crystal x-ray spec
trometers. All target-diagnostics se.isors are electrically 
isolated from the target chamber and each other to pre
vent ground loops. Organic materials and trapped vol
umes are reduced to a minimum to reduce the vacuum 
pumping load. 

The vacuum system has two mechanical pumps for 
roughing and two Roots blowers, for speeds in the 10"' 
to 10"4 Torr range, located on the ground floor. Close to 
the target chamber are two turbomolecular pumps and 
two cryogenic pumps. The chamber can be pumped to 
10"' Torr in about 20 min, reaching a base pressure of 3 
x 10" Torr in 24 h. This speed and base pressure will be 
improved when needed for cryogenic targets by means 
of nude cryopumps placed directly in the chamber. All 
controls are remotely operated from a console on the 
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Fif. 2 4 3 . Shiva coordinate system. 

mezzanine and are interlocked to prevent any operation 
that would endanger the pumps or the experiment. 

Reference 
15. Shiva Upwcuh'INovu, CP&I) Pn'limhuuy Rcpti.t. Lawrence 

Livcrmore Laboratory. Livcrniorc. Calif., LLL-MISC-2242 
(1976). 
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2.2.13 Project Management 
Design and Construction. Successful comple

tion of the $25-million Shiva construction project, on 
schedule and within budget, was the result of the efforts 
of more than a hundred companies working in conjunc
tion with LLL scientists, engineers, and technicians. 
More than 80% of the total project cost, including 
building and laser systems, was contracted to industrial 
firms through competitive bidding. Table 2-8 lists the 42 
firms, each with total contract values of more than 

5100,000. A large number of industrial firms partici
pated because of our desire to use commercial firms for 
all hardware fabrication tasks and for many specialized 
R&D functions. 

Design and construction of the S9-million Shiva 
building were diree'ed by an architect and engineering 
firm. In addition to that contract, 27 other construction 
contracts had a total contract value of $7,521,000. 
Laboratory personnel monitored building construction 
at a cost of $158,000. 

Our philosophy on the Shiva project was to use 
laboratory personnel for those tasks in which they had 
unique capabilities. Thus, most of the laser design ac
tivities were performed by laboratory designers sup
ported by outside personnel. However, in design areas 
where superior expertise existed in industry, it was used. 
Tise Shiva alignment system is an example of aerospace 
companies participating in the complete effort from con
cept design through hardware fabrication. For the 
alignment system, three companies received funds to 
conduct concept studies and prepare prototype propos
als. Two companies were awarded follow-on prototype 
contracts for separate portions of the alignment system. 
One company was then awarded a production contract 
for 20 pointing, focusing, and centering (PFC) sensors, 
and for 20 chain input-pointing (CHIP) sensors. The 20 
CHIP gimbals and the 20 PFC gimbals were produced by 
two other manufacturers. These alignment contracts to
taled approximately 52,500,000. Various alignment 
subsystems were produced under individual fixed-price 
contracts to meet the performance 'jemonstrated by the 
prototypes. LLL integrated the various subsystems and 
accepted responsibility for overall system performance. 
This arrangement allowed the companies to bid a fixed 
price without undue technical risk. 

Typically, laser components were built by indus
trial concerns from LLL-prepared drawings. These fab
rication efforts resulted from fixed-price competitive 
procurements. If drawing discrepancies were present, 
the correction cost was the responsibility of the Laborat
ory. This procedure allowed companies to bid fixed-
price production with drawings supplied by the Laborat
ory. 

Many large commercial components, such as 
flashlamps and energy storage capacitors, were based on 
LLL-supplied performance specifications. Two firms 
supplied the flashlamps; the total contract values ex
ceeded $600,000. The 7000 energy-storage capacitors, 
with a combined contract value of more than 
$1,500,000, were supplied by two other companies. 
Design studies to develop the most cost-effective 
methods of producing the 25-MJ energy-storage bank 
were also performed outside. The results of these studies 
were incorporated into the final capaciior bank. Com
mercial specifications were set for many small electrical 
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Table 2-8. Major Sbiva ccntra'tors (>$100,000). 

Sm Bus Total 
Company name Location Item's) BgBus contract* 

Scott Company of California Oakland, CA Building mechanical SB $2,290,000 
Owens-Illinois Toledo, OH Laser glass BB 1,848,870 
Aerojet Electrosystems Co. Azusa, CA Alignment system BB 1,716,242 
Maxwell Laboratories San Diego, CA Capacitors SB 1,216,000 
Norman Engineering Company Los Angeles, CA Architect-engineering SB 1,146,000 
Hoya Optics, USA Menlo Park, CA Laser glass SB 1,119,940 
Rigging International Oakland, CA Spacefrarc* and platforms SB 1,098,155 
Alliance Tool and Die Rochester, NV Beta amplifiers, spatial 

filters, and hardware 
BB 1,057,815 

Ralph Larsen & Sou, Inc. Burlingame, CA Concrete construction and 
building finish 

SB 899,000 

Morris Daley, Inc. Burlingame, CA Concrete conjunction BB 854,000 
Del Monte Electric Co, Inc. Hayward, CA Building material BB 795,000 
Smith & Williston Seattle, WA Cradles and hardware SB 728,898 
Thiem Industries Torrance, CA Delta amplifier, final gimbals 

and hardware 
SB 674,172 

II.C Technology Sunnyvale, CA Flashlamps SB 564,617 
Perkin-Elmer Corporation Norwalk, CT Optics BB 473,947 
Newberry Electric Corporation Richmond, CA Electrical construction SB 471,000 
Optical Coating laboratory, Inc. Santa Rosa, CA Optical coatings BB 455,518 
Riverside Steel Construction Sante Fe Springs, CA Structural steel SB 389,000 
Digital Equipment Corporation Maynard, MA Computers BB 355,924 
Aerovox Inriusteries New Bedford, MA Capacitors BB 311,000 
Spectra Physics Mountain View, CA Optics BB 238,456 
Aerospace Welding, Inc. Milpitas, CA Delta hardware SB 236,942 
Hellrect Machine Company Saginaw, MI Gamma amplifiers and 

hardware 
SB 223,517 

FMC—Engineering System Division Santa C.sra, CA Rod amplifiers and hardware BB 222,318 
Cleveland Crystals Cleveland, OH Pockels cells SB 208,745 
Fulton Shipyard Antioch, CA Bridge cranes SB 195,000 
Bostrom-Bergen Metal Products. Oakland, CA Miscellaneous metals SB 183,000 
Monterey Mechanical Company Oakland, CA Mechanical construction SB 183,000 
Perkin-Elmer, Ultek Mountain View, CA Manipulators BB 178,690 
Opti-Systems Irvine, CA Optics SB 170,280 
Peterson Construction Products. Los Angeles, CA Metal siding and metal 

roofing 
BB 161,000 

Larry W. Aksland Manteca, CA Earthwork and asphalt 
concrete paving 

SB 159,000 

Aerotech, Inc. Pittsburgh, PA Gimbals SB 157,SJ2 
Schott Optical Glasi Duryea, PA Optics BB 141,020 
Hughes Aircraft Company Culver City, CA Pulse syn. system BB 135,916 
Elma Engineering Palo Alto, CA Transformers SB 127,376 
EG&G Salem, MA Flashlamps BB 112,500 
AILee Los Angeles, CA Access floor SB 119,000 
Coleman Precision Campbell, CA Mechanical hardware SB 109,437 
Mechanical Specialties Co. Los Angeles, CA Chamber SB 108,680 
Cosco Hayward, CA Fire protection SB 108,000 
Lasermetrics Teaneck,NJ Pockels cells SB 100,514 

•Some of the contract totals also include concurrent laser program procurements 
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and mechanical components, which were generally pro
cured directly from jobbers or supply houses or through 
the Laboratory storeroom. 

Because of stringent vibration and rigidity re
quirements, large steel spaceframes for the laser and 
largel chamber were designed by LLL. The structures 
were fabricated and installed by an industrial firm that 
also designed and installed the ladders and platforms in 
the target room. These contracts had a total value of 
Sl.098,155. 

Shiva uses several thousand optical components, 
from small lenses to large turning mirrors. The small 
optical components (< 10 cm), such as lenses, mirrors, 
and polarizers, were fixed-price contracted as finished, 
complete components that would meet LLL specifica
tions. Laser glass was procured from glass manufactur
ers as finished components, because the subcontracted 
finishing cost was a small fraction of the part's value. 
However, for a large (S=20 cm) polarizer or turning 
mirror, LLL procured the substrates, had them finished 
to LLL specifications, and then separately contracted for 
the coating efforts. 

Figure 2-64 shows the Shiva contract distribution 
by frequency within various dollar categories. For 
example, eight companies had contracts with values 
over $1,000,000. Table 2-8 lists the 42 companies, in 
order of descending contract value, that supplied ser
vices other than off-the-shelf hardware to the Shiva 
project and had contracts totaling more than SI00.000. 
Twenty-six of the 42 companies with total contracts of 
more than S100.000 were small business firms. 
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Shiva procurements, the Shiva project involved 
nber of industrial firms. The number of coin-
in the three ranges of contract values is shown. 

Laboratory personnel assembled ihe laser 
amplifiers on site because they were too delicate to he 
shipped fully assembled and because they required our 
unique cleaning capability. Laboratory personnel also 
installed or directed installation of all laser hardware as 
well as the aligning and debugging of the laser system. 
During all on-site LLL activities, our in-house personnel 
were supplemented by contract ME and EE technicians 
and contract designers. Figure 2-65 shows graphically 
how on-site labor was distributed to design, assemble, 
and install the Shiva laser system. 

Cost and Schedule. The Shiva project, despite 
its size, complexity, and technological advancement. 

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
Contract designers " 

200 

150 

100 

October-September 
FY 77 

July-September 
Transition Quarter 

i October-
J December 
' FY 78 

tig. 2-65. Laboratory and contract manpower for Shiva. Although more than 80% of the Shiva work was with outside companies, 
the assembly and installation tasks were performed by Laboratory employees supported by contract personnel. 
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1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 

Calender year 
1973 1974 

January-December 
i t i i i i 

January-December 
l i i i i i i i i i i 1 

January-December 
i i i i i i i t i i i I 

Shiva laser chain Design 141 Long lead procurement Fabrication | A 

Cyclops 

A 
Argus 
design 

Design 
freeze 

1 Arm 
operation 

Complete 

i 

Laser system prototypes 
Cyclops 

A II Fabrication Activation | | r n r n n , p t f t 

1 Arm 
operation 

Complete 

i 

Cyclops 

A 
1 Arm 

operation 

Complete 

i 

Building D f s i g n " | i | Construction 
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Fig. 2-66. History of Shiva project, showing various subsystems and related milestones. 

was completed remarkably near schedule and within 
available funding. Figure 2-66 provides a graphical his
tory of the project and documents the various mile
stones. Table 2-9 summarizes the planned major Shiva 
milestones and pinpoints when they were accomplished. 

Budgets for the project subelements were estab
lished at the design freeze on July 1, 1975. At that time, 
the building was estimated as S8.8 million and the final 
cost was $9.0 million. The laser, with contingency, was 
estimated at S16.2 million and the final laser cost was 
S16.0 million. 

Project Organization. The project organization 
was the classical project structure with a project office, 
engineering project elements (which are themselves or
ganized and managed as subprojects), and staffs, which 
perform control, integration, and support roles for the 

project as a whole. Temporary specific support was 
provided from various LLL functional groups under the 
direction and control of the project team, much as out
side vendors were used. This allows maximum use of 
specialized skills and talents without requiring con
tinued full-time participation beyond the point of 
maximum effectiveness. Each member of the team had 
defined responsibilities and participated in the project 
for as long as was necessary to complete his assignment. 
Team personnel were located close to one another to 
ensure effective and efficient coordination between 
various elements of this p--;ect. 

The project was led by the Shiva project manager, 
the project scientist, and staff. There was a project 
engineer under them for each of the following laser 
subsystem systems: 

Table 2-9. Record of Shiva schedule estimates early in the project and the date the actual milestones were 
accomplished. 

Schedule estimate on 
July I, 1975 

Schedule estimate on 
January 10, 1976 Actual 

Align and fire one arm 
Demonstrate 10 kj 
Fire a target shot 

October 1977 ±3 mo 
July 1, 1977 

October 31,1977 
December IS, 1977 

August 3, 1977 
November 18,1977 

(Estimated early 1978) 
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• Mechanical systems. The mechanical systems 
project engineer was responsible for the laser and 
target-chamber spaceframes, as well as for the me
chanical aspects of all laser components (amplifiers, 
rotators, polarizers, etc). 

• Power condii^jning. The power-conditioning 
project engineer was responsible for the electrical sub
system, which generates and controls all electrical en
ergy supplied lo the laser system. 

• Optics. The optical-component engineer was 
responsible for specifying, procuring, and evaluating all 
required optical components. He specified the types of 
components based on laser parameters supplied by the 
project scientist and the project technical staff. 

>» Alignment and controls. The project engineer 
for this subsystem was responsible for the optical align
ment system. He was also supported by a computer 
control system project engineer to control these and 
other functions required for system alignment. 

• Target systems. The target system project en
gineer was responsible for the target vacuum vessel. 
vacuum system, target positioner, and focus lens 
mechanism. 

• Laser diagnostics. This project engineer was 
responsible for the laser beam diagnostics and their 
interface into the computer system. 

Author Major Contributors 

R. (). Godwin T. J. Gilmartin 
J. A. Glaze 

J. F. Holzrichter 

2.3 Nova Overview 
Nova, a 20()-to-3('()-TW laser system, is now well 

into the design phase. The project includes the design 
and construction of a 1.06-/xm Nd:glass laser and an 
advanced target system, as well as buildings to house the 
laser and scientific staff. The objectives of Nova are to 
demonstrate scientific breakeven (TN energy = laser 
energy) and scientific feasibility (TN energy » laser 
energy). 

The project will cost S195 million and will be 
completed in 1984. It consists of 40* laser amplifier 
chains driven from a single laser pulse generator. The 

*The specific laser system parameters discussed in this section are 
subject to changes for further optimization until the optical design 
freeze. 

laser chains (see Fig. 1-2) arc arrayed in two opposing 
laser bays aligned east and west Irom the centrally lo
cated target room. The east laser and laser bay. target 
room, and supporting laboratories are new construction; 
the west laser and west laser bay will use existing Sliiva 
facilities convened to the Nova design. 

The construction and activation of the 20 laser 
chains in the east bay will occur first, following a 
scenario that achieves higher performance than Shiva at 
the earliest possible date (Fig. 2-671 with pan of the 
syst.m and then proceeding to complete these chains. 
Once experiments have begun using the Nova system. 
Shiva will be shut down and its conversion initiated. 

Lasers of Nd:glass can achieve performance in the 
100-TW regime sooner and with lower risk than other 
shon-wavelength lasers. This capability is based on re
cent advances in technology and design. 

Significant advances made this year iir.'hule: 
• Development u( u commercial jluoropltosphatc 

Inner glass that is better than our initial assumptions. 
which were based on then-available fluorophosphale 
optical glass. The lower nonlinear index of the new glass 
results in less beam breakup and fewer spatial filters than 
occurred in our initial design. 

• Use of uucoated iiijiui lenses on the spatial 
filters, which provides increased energy extraction by 
raising the damage-limited hei-m fluence. 

• Iso/iuence refinement of chain staging and in
corporation of image-relayed spatial filters to achieve a 
high fill factor and good energy extraction while uni
formly stressing damage \ ulnerable optics. 

• Increase in the output amplifier aperture. 
which decreased the number of chains. 

• Use nf larger focusing optics at greater distance 
from the target. This increases the laser damage immun
ity of the focusing optics, increases the power capability 
(while decreasing costs through use of less expensive 
lens and window substrates I. and eliminates one debris 
shield because of greater standoff from the fusion micro-
explosion. 

The current design, including these changes, is 
compared with our initial design in Fig. 2-68. The power 
is improved primarily because the achieved a. of com
mercially produced fluorophosphate laser glass is lower 
than projected for the initial design. This development 
has been accomplished though the joint efforts of LLL, 
Hoya. Owens-Illinois, and Schott. with direct support of 
the Office of Laser Fusion IDOE). Increased apertures 
of amplifiers and final focusing optics allow us to take 
full advantage of this better laser glass. 

The energy output is dramatically improved, pri
marily because high-damage-threshold, uncoated lenses 
will be used at critical damage points. These improve
ments have decreased the number of chains from 48 to 
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Fig. 2-67. Nova project schedule and funding rate. 

40 and simplified the chain design with fewer compo
nents, while increasing the overall system performance. 

The system performance, shown in Fig. 2-69, is 
based on current laboratory experience and Shiva 
operating conditions for damage thresholds, pump effi

ciency, beam 'li'-fomiity, and fill factor. Improving each 
parameter will increase the system performance, as indi
cated in the figure by the shaded area. In pursuit of these 
benefits, we are actively developing better optical coat
ings with direct support from DOE (§ 2.5.3), more 
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Currant Nova chain (March 1978) 
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cost-efficient eleclrieal energy slorage (§ 2.3.4). more 
efficient amplifier cavities (§ 2.4.1), better component 
cleaning techniques, and more optimal spatial-filter 
image relays. These developments will help us meet our 
laser fusion objectives of scientific breakeven and sci
entific feasibility. We can confidently predict that the 
Nova laser system will achieve 300 TW at 100 ps, 200 
TW or 200 kJ at I ns. and 300 kJ or more for pulses 
longer than 3 ns. 

The subsystems and components of the Nova sys
tem are described in this section. These include optics, 
mechanical systems, power conditioning, controls and 
diagnostics, target systems, and buildings. 

Authors 

T. J. Gilmartin 
R. O. Godwin 
W. F. Hagen 
W. W. Simmons 
J. B. Trenholme 
J. F. Holzrichter 
C. W. Meier 
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fig. 2-70. Schematic layout of the Nova baseline chain. The design is a linear chain with constant-diameter sections coupled by 
expandcr-filtcr-rclay optics whose input lenses arc uncoatcd to increase system performance. Kluorophosphatc laser glass is used to 
improve the performance of the laser for short pulse durations. 

2.3.1 Laser System Design 
The No \ ; i lasct system is designed In produce an 

output power of 300 I \V lot short pulse durations and an 
energy nl . i l l l l k.l lor long pulses. 

The S u \ a chain in I IU J 70 is our latest conception 
of i.no o l the 411 anus o l N i n a . Overa l l . I he design is a 
series i i f disk amp l i l i c i sections coupled b\ spatial-f i l ter, 
itnagc-rclav s\steins that act as beam expanders. This 
concept is s imi lar to Argus and S h u a . hut a number ol 
Nova 's design leatutcs lead to considerably higher per
formance per unit cost. These design features include: 

• I 'ncoated expander f i l ler-relay input lenses for 
higher output I ruin long pulses w ithoul damage to these 
heavily loaded components. 

• l luorophosphale laser glass to improve short-
pulse performance, reduce coating damage in the l-ns 
region, and reduce the number ot spatial f i l lers required. 

• Larger output apertures to decrease I he number 
o f chains. 

• Turn ing mirrors and locus optics larger than the 
f inal ampl i f ier so that damage to their coalings does not 
l imi t the laser's performance. 

This ampl i f ie r chain is an isofluence design in the 
l-ns-pulsc regime, wh ich means that many components 
in the chain reach their fluence l imi ts simultaneously. 
These fluence l imi ts tire determined by damage to opt i 
cal components, w i th appropriate safety margins to 
allow for hot spots in the beam. 

The estimated performance range o f this chain as a 
funct ion o f laser pulse wid th is shown in F ig . 2 - 7 1 . A 

4l)-; irm system w i l l he capable o f producing more l l iun 
300 T W in a subnanosecond pulse (• 0.3 ns). 200 U at I 
ns. ami more than 300 L I in a long pulse I 3 nst 

c 4 -

100 ps 300 ps 1 ns 3 ns 

Laser pulse width 

10 ns 

Fig. 2-71. Performance of (he baseline chain as a function 
of pulse width. The shaded areas extend from a conservative 
loner limit to Ihc region we think may be achieved with 
expected or demonstrated improvements. 
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Extensive discussion of our design-optimization 
procedures have been given in the previous annual report 
and in the C'P&D reports. The block diagram in Fig. 
2-72 summarizes the activities of those design proce
dures. Amplifier and system simulation codes are based 
on detailed design information as well as on material 
properties. These simulation codes are normalized to 
actual amplifier and system performance. We then com
bine the simulation and cost scaling to optimize 
amplifiers and chain designs. This is accomplished by 
varying design features and material selection to find the 
highest pcrlormancc-lo-cosi ratio. A system is assem
bled from a number of cost optimal chains consistent 
with target requirements, such as illumination geomet
ries. More detailed beam-propagation simulations refine 
the chain design and determine the best spacing of com
ponents. 

lor nanosecond pulses, the most cost-optimal de
sign is an isotlucnce chain with uncoated spatial-filler 
input lenses The taper rale of the chain is set for the 
desired pulse w idlh (in this case. I ns) and the diame
ter steps are selected to satisfy extraction efficiency. 

isofluence. and standard amplifier constraints The re 
suiting design works best al its design pulse width, but it 
also performs well for ten-fold increases or decreases in 
the pulse width 

Laser Amplifier Design. Our lundamental de
sign tools are computer simulations ol pumping in 
amplifiers. The models are carefully matched to actual 
amplifier performance Isee. for example, l i g 2 -31 so 
that predictions of unbuilt designs will be as accurate as 
possible. Two independent models have been written to 
allow cross-checking and error detection. I he models 
accurately account for: 

• The capacitor inductor-lamp circuit that deliv 
ers hank energy to xenon llashlamps in the amplifier 
head. 

• I ra.'islet ol light energy from the lamps to the 
laser glass, i lhe ctliciency ol ibis process decreases 
will) increasing lamp current ) 

• Absorption ol light by the lasei glass (this de 
pends on the doping i and traiisler ol llns energy to the 
upper laser level 
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Gain 
Loss 

Pump efficiency 
Edge coating 
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Life time 

Cross section 
n, n 2 , X 

Cost data 
Amplifiers 
Isolators 
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1 

J 
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l ig. 2-72. Laser s\ stem design. The information flows from the basic experiments shown in the first le\ el through simulation mi dels 
to optimization codes. Laser chains are then assembled from optimised components and ni.dv/, tl in detail tn obtain the highest 
performance-to-cost ratio for a specified laser pulse duration. \ number of these optimized chains are then selected within the 
constraints of funding and illumination geometn on target. 
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• Deca\ of energ\ from the upper level because 
of Joping-dcpendcnl relaxation processes. 

• The increase of the natural loss rale due to 
amplification of spontaneously emitted photons within 
the disk. 

• Reduction or clamping of gain by parasitic os
cillations inside the disks. 

These computer pumping models allow us to de
termine the best operating point for any specific glass 
without building many different amplifiers and con
ducting numerous tests. More important, they allow us 
to predict, within reasonable limits, the performance of 
new glasses without buying and testing large disks. 
Instead, spectroscopic data from small samples are used 
as input to the simulation models, which then predict the 
performance of laser disks (Fig. 2-74). We may then 
concentrate our attention on the most promising glasses. 

The amplifier optimization process also requires 
accurate cost information so that tradeoffs of glass and 
energy storage banks can be made in any given amplifier 
and so that amplifiers of different beam sizes can be 
compared. Scaling costs with amplifier size is based on 
data for disk amplifiers with 39-300 mm of clear aper
ture. The specific cost models used for the Nova design 
are summarized in Table 2-10. 

1 1 ' 1 :J^-
i / T 
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Fig. 2-74. The laser-amplifier gain models normalized to 
silicate glass, providing reasonable gain estimates Tor other 
silicates (such as I.G-650). phosphates (Q-88), and iluoro-
phosphates (I.G-802). 

With performance and cost information we are able 
to optimize the sliort-pul.se (power) figure of merit 

M = — — 
AB In G 

and the long-pulse (energy) figure of merit 

Mi. = H/C. 

where AP is the power added by the amplifier. AB is the 
added nonlinear phase. G is (he small-signal gain. E is 
the stored energy, and C is the cost (see the 1976 annual 
report for details). To maximize these quantities we vary 
five parameters: 

• Pump pulse duration. 
• Glass doping. 
• Disk thickness. 
• Bank energy. 
• Amplifier aperture. 

Contours of M, and M, are shown in Fig. 2-75 for one 
amplifier size to illustrate the optimization of disk thick
ness and bank energy. 

We have designed a family of optimum amplifiers 
of different apertures to make the best possible use of the 
particular glass used in the simulations. We may then 
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repeat the optimization process for a different glass and 
compare the results. Because each glass is used to its 
best advantage, we may select the one most appropriate 
for any specific application without fear that some • ther 
choice of amplifier size or disk thickness would reverse 
our decision. A large number of glasses have been mea
sured, simulated, and compared in this manner: the 

fluorophosphalc composition used in LG-XIO. I.GH-10. 
and E-181 has been chosen as the best available alterna
tive for the Nova design. The characteristics of these 
glasses are listed in Table 2-11. Fluorophosphalc glass 
has good energy storage, low nonlineariu . and a cross 
section low enough to minimize amplified fluorescence 
losses in large amplifiers. 

Table 2-10. Cost formulas used in developing the Nova designs. The formulas yield costs in thousands of 
dollars. Additional costs for beam control and diagnostics total $250,000 per chain. Symbol definitions are 
given below table. 

Component Mcchuuicnl cost Optical co.t iper unit I l-.lectrical cosl 

Disk amplifier 
Spatiul tiller tf/ltli 
l'oliiri/er 
Kararia* rotator 
Kmiising optics: 

Brcakc* en cspts. 
Kcasbilil) evpts. 

Preamplifier 

l(UI»\,, • (>.54>I>. 
7 -I.34I) 
I • (I.(MM IV 
ft • ll.(MI7l> 

II.VI) 
IP.VI) 
Sll 

0,3 • IO.IM13I2I lt.tlll.V2iA 2..VN. • 0. 

I IK -7 : 11.5 11.0051) 0 
I1K-7: 0.021) 0 
I R - 5 : 0.031) 1 0.00321) t 

HK-7: 0.0.121) 11.0110551) II 
H k - 7 : 0.11311) 0.000651) 0 

50 211 

Definitions 
I) clear aperture iti cm 
Ni, mimher id disks. 
1 thickness in cm. 

1 
I) I) 

\ 1 

— J.I)* 
4 

where I. 

I, diameter of circular cmclopeordiskasscmhh lincini. 

surface area of disk in tin-'. 

it l> 
t (1.6 i in mil (or axis of disk. 

I)* I .(Ml) • (!.(> em minor axis of disk. 
N, numher of flashlamp circuits with t«« flashfauips per cirruil tapprnx 2> k.l circuit). 
V-i- i'niTji> storage bank in k.l. 
0 au'ratfc of spatial filler's input and output lens dianu-lvrs an emt. 
n refracti\e index. 

Table 2-11. Properties of Nova laser glass. 

Dimensions l.(.-K10 I.IH;-IO K-1X1 

A Laser \ta\clcngth (ini 1.(151 1.051 1.(15!) 

n Index of refraclion — 1.426 1.454 1.434 

n.< Nonlinear index 10 " e s u (1.5(1 ».5« l>. S3 

<r Cross section (Judd-Ofell l 111 -" enr 2.57 2.62 2.6 
f-. Line absorption — (1.135 0.1 J» 0.137 

* " : • 
Background absorption — (t.325 0.35s 0.362 

i)| Line absorption coefficient 10 J" enr ' ion l)."47 0.444 0.-)l7 

«-• Background ahsorplion coefficient II) -'" enr ' ion 11.126 0.123 0.11» 

* l " Zero-doping lifetime (AS 62(1 600 Being measured 

M„ Quenching concentration 10-" ions'em' 4.0 4.0 Being measured 

k I)eca\ ratio — 4 3 Being measured 

r„ Gain recover* time ns 2" — Being measured 

"Recent h measured; 1.3 ns used in calculations based on previous tncastirctnents in silicate glass. See $2.5.2 of this report 
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Fig. 2-75. Performance contours of the 34-cm Nova amplifier with two LG-810 disks for long- and short-pulse applications. The 
optimal long-pulse amplifier has 5.5-cm-thick disks and requires 500 kJ of pump energy, while the optimal short-pulse amplifier 
has 3.5-cm-thick disks pumped with 600 kJ of energy. A compromise between the ideal long- and short-pulse designs is possible 
because near-optimal conditions extend over a broad range, providing a system design that performs well in both the long- and 
short-pulse regimes. 

The results of the optimization procedure for disk 
amplifiers of different sizes are summarized in Figs. 
2-76(a), (b), and (c) for fluorophosphate laser glasses. In 
general, long-pulse lasers require amplifiers with higher 
linear gains, thicker disks, and larger apertures than do 
short-pulse lasers. This is shown for the extreme cases of 
very short and very long laser pulses. The transition 
from short- to long-pulse lasers is at a pulse width of 
about 1 ns for fluorophosphate laser glass. 

The gain per disk of cost-optimal amplifiers 
maximizes for clear apertures of about 20 cm (Fig. 
2-76(a)]. Amplified fluorescence losses decrease the 
gain for larger disks, while smaller and thinner disks 
absorb less flashlamp light. The lower gain coefficient 
of long-pulse disks is more than compensated by their 
greater thickness, resulting in higher linear gain than 
short-pulse disks. 

In general, amplifiers with larger apertures use 
thicker disks |Fig. 2-76(b)]. Thin disks with high gain 
coefficients reduce nonlinear effects and. hence, are 
optimal for short-pulse lasers, while thick disks with 
high gain and high energy storage are required for long-
pulse lasers. 

The overall difference between long- and short-
pulse lasers is reiterated in Fig. 2-76(c). which shows the 
optimum disk-amplifier aperture shift from between 10 
and 15 cm for short-pulse amplifiers to between 20 and 
30 cm for long-pulse amplifiers. The result is longer, 
larger chains for long-pulse lasers. Assembling a cost-
optimal chain from these amplifiers and accounting for 
the fixed costs of the controls, diagnostics, and other 
peripheral hardware needed per chain, shift the optimum 
aperture size for the output stage of a chain to the 30-40 
cm range. 
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Fig. 2-76. Optimization of several sizes of disk amplifiers made of fluorophosphate laser (lass, (a) Gain of cost-optimal disks. 
Long-pulse lasers require high energy storage and hence high linear gain per disk, while for short-pulse lasers high gain cc^Tlkients are 
more important. The gain of small dbks drops because of pump limitations, while the gain of large dbks b reduced by amplified 
fluorescence losses, (b) Optimum dbk thickness. Short-pube lasers need thinner dbks to minimize nonlinear effects. Long-purse lasers 
optimize with thicker dbks because they are fluence-limited well below the B limit. Thicker dbks provide more efficient pumping and 
higher energy storage, (c) Power and energy per unit cost for disk amplifiers. Long-pulse lasers optimize at larger apertures because of 
reduced gain cbetTicient and reduced parasitic losses. 

Laser Chain Design. The performance of any 
chain is limited by one of three processes, depending on 
the pulse width. Short pulses ( < 10 ps) are limited by 
nonlinear effects in the laser and optical glass. For in
termediate pulse widths of ~ 1 ns (of greatest interest for 
high-density inertial fusion experiments), laser perfor
mance is limited by surface damage. The composition of 
tht surface determines the fluence level at which damage 
occurs. Uncoated surfaces can take about 2.3 times more 
fluence than the present AR-coated surfaces. As the 
pulse becomes longer, the resistance to damage in
creases roughly as the square root of the pulse duration. 

In this long-pulse regime, the laser's output is limited by 
its total stored energy. 

The transition between coating-limited and stor
age-limited operation comes at the pulse width where the 
fluence, at some point within the chain, rises to the level 
of the output fluence. If the chain is to be as cost-effec
tive as possible with that output, the fluence at all high-
fluence points in the chain should reach the damage level 
at once (for this pulse width). If it does not, either some 
component is too large and its capability is not fully 
utilized or some component is too small and is prevent
ing the rest of the chain from re .ing full performance. 
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This means that, for an ideal isoflucnce design, many 
components reach the damage level simultaneously. 
However, this condition can only be fulfilled for one 
selected pulse duration. For shorter pulses the output 
fluence of a chain has to be reduced because of damage 
limitations and nonlinear effects. This leads to less gain 
saturation and. hence, to a reduction in the drive power 
and an associated reduction of the flucncc levels in the 
driver stages. 

For pulse durations longer than the isofluence de
sign point, a small increase in the output fluence requires 
a large increase in the fluencc of the driver stages (be
cause of saluralion). In short, the flucncc of Ihc driver 
stages increases with pulse duration from a level well 
below to well above the fluencc of the output stage. The 
chain design is cost-optimal at the pulse duration where 
(he fluence in the driver slages is equal to the oulpul 
fluence and t'.ie damage limit. 

The optimal pulse width for any isofluencc design 
is determined by the taper rate of the chain. Fast-taper 
chains store small amounts of energy (glass, bank, etc.) 
at a given diameter and so perform well for short pulses. 
Slow-taper chains contain more glass, store more 
energy, and. therefore, are good for long pulses. 

An actual chain docs not taper gradually but. in
stead, jumps abruptly from one diameter to another. The 
best choice of diameter steps depends first on a balance 
between: 

• Frequent low-gain steps, which make efficient 
use of the amplifiers by keeping flucncc high but intro
duce fixed losses and higher costs. 

• Infrequent steps, which reduce losses and costs 
but make inefficient use of amplifiers just following the 
steps. 

A second consideration is the use of uncoated spa
tial-filter lenses after the amplifiers and the placement of 
coated components after appropriate beam expansion. 
This allows significantly higher fluence levels through 
the amplifier than AR-coated lenses. However, it re
quires an area ratio in the beam expander that equals the 
ratio of the damage levels for uncoated and coated op
tics. 

The third consideration is that it is desirable in 
terms of cost and reliability to use f/ashlamps of one 
standard length: this, in turn, leads to a set of amplifiers 
with different numbers of disks and hence standard 
diameters. Fortunately, it is possible to satisfy all three 
criteria at once and achieve optimal performance per 
cost. 

The optimum number of disks or amplifiers for a 
particular stage can be determined by evaluating the 
extractable energy per unit cost for stages with different 
numbers of cost-optimal disks. Figure 2-77 shows the 
results of this evaluation for LG-810 laser glass. Ex
tracted energy per unit cost is plotted vs saturated gain 

per stage, assuming an average output fluence of 11.5 
J/cm-at I ns and a transmission loss of 89£ for the spatial 
filter. This evaluation shows that the optimal saturated 
gains per stage range from 2 to 4. For stages with lower 
gain (fewer disks), the performance decreases because 
of transmission losses and fixed costs of passive compo
nents, such as spatial filters, isolators, and beam diag
nostics. Foi stages with many disks (and, hence, high 
saturated gains), the performance decreases because less 
energy is extracted from the disks in the input portion of 
the amplifier stages where the fluence levels are lower. 

The combination of isofluence design and the use 
of uncoaled filter-input lenses leads to chains in which 
the fluencc alternates between the coated damage level 
and the uncoated damage level. Because of the losses at 
uncoatcd surfaces,* the storage-limited performance is 
reduced .somewhat, but the improvement in the pulse 
width of interest to fusion makes this reduction worth
while. 

Fused silica provides a damage threshold about 2.3 
times higher than that . present AR-coated compo
nents. Its use leads to an expansion ratio of about 1.46 
for successive stages and a net gain per stage of 2.14. 
resuming a transmission loss of T7t for the uncoatcd 
spatial-filter lenses. This gain is well within the range of 
optimal gains per stage, as shown in Fig. 2-77. 

*In practice, the reflcclion kisses will be minimized by selecting a 
durable low-index material. At present, fused quartz appears to be the 
most promising. 
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Amplifiers with standard flashlamp length but dif
ferent numbers of disks can match the required diameter 
expansion ratio of 1.46 quite well. Some deviations from 
this ideal expansion ratio can be tolerated without sig
nificant impact on the performance-to-cost ratio of the 
system. 

The energy-storage banks can also be standardized 
to save costs because the optimal flashlamp energy and 
optimal pulse duration are similar for all amplifiers de
scribed above. This is shown in Figs. 2-78 and 2-79 and 
allows us to design a common capacitor-bank module 
for all amplifiers. A standard energy-storage bank of 25 
kJ per lamp circuit and a pump pulse duration of 3 VLC 
= 690 ,us were selected for the Nova design. An 
energy-storage bank was selected that was somewhat 
larger than the average optimal bank for long-pulse 
amplifiers. This improves the chain performance for 
short laser pulses where, in general, thinner disks and 
higher pump energies are required; the compromise does 
not degrade the long-pulse performance significantly. 

Chain performance can be fine-tuned by proper 
selection of disk thickness and Nd doping. The effects of 
varying the disk thickness are shown in Fig. 2-80(a). 
Again, there is some range over which the disk thickness 
can be adjusted to improve the overall chain perfor
mance. Plots for determining the optimum Nd doping of 
the disks are shown in Fig. 2-80(b). 
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Fig. 2-78. Optimum bink energy. The long-pulse perfor-
nance of vtiiout duk-tntputkr stage* it optimal for tank 
energies in the range 20-26 U per lamp circuit Higher 
bank energies are required, in general, for short-pulse 
amplifiers. A standard 25-U bank per circuit was selected/ 
as the beat compromise for the Nova chain design. 
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Kig- 2-79. Optimum pump-pulse duration fur various si«e 
stages Is in the \ftC range of 200-260 ps. An average 
\f\X value of 230 fis was selected for Ihe Nova design to 
{•low standardization of the energy-storage banks. 

The Nova chain is designed to perform well in both 
short- and long-pulse regimes from about 0.1 to 10 ns. 
This requires, in general, an output stage that is 
a compromise between short- and long-pulse optima. 
Such a compromise is illustrated in Fig. 2-73. which 
shows that the optimum 34-cm-aperture disk for long-
pulse operation is 5.5 cm thick and requires a 500-kJ 
bank; for short-pulse operation, a 3.5-cm-thick disk and 
a 600-kJ bank are optimal. For a 1-ius laser design, the 
optimum disk thickness is in the range of 4.5 to 5.0 cm. 
We have tentatively chosen six 5-cm-thick disks for the 
output stage (see the data in Fig. 2-75). However, an 
arrangement of eight disks 4.5 cm thick is an attractive 
option and is also being considered. The six-disk stage 
has optimal extraction at 11.5 J/cm2 for I-ns pulses and 
provides a saturated gain of 2.03. as shown in Fig. 2-77. 
This is only slightly below the ideal saturated gain of 
2.14 for an assumed bare-to-coated damage ratio of 2.3. 

The driver stages can be designed near the long-
pulse optimum because, for short laser pulses, the output 
stage has excess gain and unloads the driver stages 
sufficiently to avoid nonlinear limitations. The 34-cm 
outp.; :.lage would require a driver stage with a clear 
aperture of about 24 em. A standard three-disk am
plifier has a clear aperture of 22 cm and. thus, is reason
ably close to this requirement. A higher gain ;n the 
output stage would reduce this difference, and an output 
stage with more but thinner disks is being examined. 
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An amplifier stage wilh six disks (22-cm clear ap
erture, 4 cm thick) can provide a saturated gain of 2.1 
with a Faraday isolator. This 22-cm stage, in turn, would 
require a driver stage with clear aperture of about 15 cm. 
A standard four-disk amplifier can match this aperture 
requirement quite well. To provide a saturated gain of 
2.14 or greater requires six 3.5-cm-(hick disks with 
16-cm clear apertures. With two standard amplifiers in 
this stage, saturated gains of .1.2 and 3.7 (with and 
without a Faraday isolator) are available. The extra gain 
provides a safety margin and is readily utilized for 
long-pulse operation, extending the performance of the 
system over a broader dynamic range of pulse durations. 
Some additional gain in this driver stage is also desirable 
to reduce the flucnce in the earlier driver stages and. 
hence, reduce the risk of damage to components. 

The saturated gain of 3.2 for the Id-cm stage with 
an isolator would allow us to reduce the driver aperture 
to about 9 cm. To maintain the gain margin and reduce 
the drive power required from the rod amplifiers, a 
lO-cm stage, consisting of two standard amplifiers with 
six 2.4-cm-thick disks each, was selected for the driver 

of the 16-cm stage. The relatively high saturated gain 
(5.2) from this stage allows a factor-of-two beam reduc
tion to 5-cm rod amplifiers. The performance of two 
l(i-cm amplifiers in this stage is about 109S lower than 
for the optimum seven-disk stage at an output fluence of 
11.5 J/cm2. However, for longer pulses and higher flu
ence levels, more energy can be extracted from this stage 
(Fig. 2-81). As the pulse duration is increased from I to 
4 ns, the performance-to-cost ratio of the stage improves 
considerably and is near its peak at 4 ns, which corres
ponds lo an output fluencc of 23 J/cm2. In other words, 
the extra gain and energy storage, provided at l'ie nomi
nal operating condition of 11.5 J/cm-' at I ns, r ;.omes 
readily available at longer pulses. Without this extra 
gain, it would not be possible to extend the performance 
of the system significantly for longer pulse durations. 

These techniques were used lo design the Nova 
chain: Nova components are listed in Table 2-12. Cost of 
the Nova chain in FY 1976dollars is estimated to be S2.1 
million. 

The length of this chain is estimated at 7h m: 57 m 
for the components as shown in Table 2-12. 14 m for the 

Disk thickness, cm Nd doping, wt% 
Fif. 2-S#. Fine-tmint the performance of a chain by adjwtfcii. the dak thickness and Nd doptaif. (a) Optimimi dbk thickness increases 
with the she of the ampWIer. A dtek thickness of 5 cm m selected for the 34-cm output Kate to improve the shorl-pulte performance 
wtthoM ii|nmr»at kut In hint P»"» performance. Disk Snckncsaes of the driver stays are dote to the loaf-palsc optimum, (b) Optimum 
disk doping. The Nd «opio« of a* * * » • " been reopombed for the (elected Damp energy, pump-pake duration, and dkk thickness. 
The optimal depimj decreases from 2J to 12 •*% Ndjtj with increastagskn and thkknem of the disks. Decreased dopmihnecessary 
in lire* disks to avoid face-mode parasitic problems. 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 
Saturated gain per stage 

Fig. 2-81. Performance of 10- by 2.4-cm disk amplifier 
stages. The cost eifef :ivehes of extracting enerev from a 
number of Identical optimized disks increases with Increasing 
pulse duration and hence increasing output fluence of the 
stage. For longer pulse durations and higher fluence levels, 
more disks are required to recti optimal stage performance. 

preamplifier section, and the remainder for 30-eni 
spacing between components. The location of relay im
ages is also shown in Table 2-12. An image located at 
21.8 cm (0.2 m beyond the 10-cni spatial-filter lens, 
component 7) will be reimaged at 32.2 m. which is close 
lo the input lens of the 16- to 22-cm spatial filter (com
ponent 14). This image is. in turn, relayed onto the 
22-cm spatial-filter lens (component 21) and then reim
aged within the final spatial filter at 66.9 m. The final 
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Fig. 2-82. Cod* performance normalization. SimidatioR of 
laser systems it bawd on measured component specifica
tions and u normalized to the actual performance of the 
system. Variations la system conditions result in the 
scatter of the data. 

image is located at 109 m, which is in the range of the 
focusing optics. This layout was designed to provide 
reasonable image positions without adding excessive 
relay .-.pace to the chain. 

The Nova chain was simulated with a "lumped 
element" computer code called "SPACE." normalized 
to Argus performance (Fig. 2-821. The perlormance of 
the Nova chain design is shown in Tables 2-13 through 
2-15 for pulse durations of 0.1. I. and 10 ns. For sub-
nanosecond pulses, the chain is B-limited in the output 
stage, providing up to 8.6 TW at 0.1 ns with a fill factor 
of 0.7. as shown in Table 2-13. At this pulse duration, 
we estimate a smooth-beam fluencc of 1.9 and 0.9 J/cnr 
on bare and AR-coated surfaces, respectively. This is 
about a factor of four below the damage limit. In other 
words, beam-intensity ripples of up lo 4:1 could he 
tolerated. In the driver stages, lower fluences and larger 
safely margins exist. 

In the l-ns regime the chain is fluence-limited. 
providing up to 5 kJ as shown in Table 2-14 and Fig. 
2-83. In this regime, the desired safety margin of a factor 
of two for beam intensity ripples limits the maximum 
fluence to 5 and 11.5 J/cnr for coated and bare surfaces, 
respectively. Again, the driver slages operate at similar 
or lower fluence levels and. hence, have a good safety 
margin. 

For pulses longer than 1 ns, most of the stored 
energy is extracted. For 10-ns pulses, the driver stages 
are at isofluence for an output fluence level of about 21 
J/cnr. producing about 9.4 kJ per beam, as shown in 
Table 2-15. This fluence level is a factor of 3.4 below the 
damage liiiu't of bare surfaces. In addition, ihe beam-in
tensity moLulations from nonlinear effects should be 
significi.ntK reduced bee use the AB values of the 
stages are well below / rad. In Ihe long-pulse regime, 
larger pinholes will be used to reduce diffraction effects 
and avoid premature pinhole closure. Tight spatial fil
tering should not be necessary for pulse durations longer 
than 2 ns hecause nonlinear effects are no longer 
dominating the performance of the system. 

The results of this evaluation for different pulse 
durations are summarized in Fig. 2-83. Here, again, the 
three regimes of operation are shown. For pulse dura
tions below 0.6 ns the system is primarily B-limited. 
while for pulse durations above 1.5 ns the system is 
heavily saturated. Only for pulse durations from about 
0.6 to 1.5 ns does the average fluence of this system 
approach the damage limit of materials within a factor of 
two. In other words, the modulation of the beam inten
sity has lo be kept below 2:1 in the l-ns regime while 
higher modulations are tolerable for shorter and longer 
pulse durations, It is in this fluence-limiling regime that 
better AR coalings and more durable materials are most 
beneficial. The potential reduction of accidental damage 
and its resulting high maintenance cost alone justify a 
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Table 2-12. Nova chain components. 

I I ) Aperture, 
em 

Number 
Thick-
ness. Refractive index Bank 

.energy, 
kj 

Gross 
Cost, $k" Ci Dmponent 

length, 
m 

Distance 
along 

No . Ilenv' 
Aperture, 

em reqd. cm n n, , 10 " esu 

Bank 
.energy, 

kj gain Total Mech. Opt . Elect. 

Dmponent 
length, 

m chain, m 

0 PA<A 20 400 80.0 50.0 20.0 14.00 14.0 
(Image distance 6.30 21.8) 

1 SFI5 l«.« 1 0.8 I.S07 1.24 0 0.99 6 5.2 1.0 0.0 1.50 15.5 
2 DISK 10.0 A 2.4 1.426 0.50 2IH) 4.50 68 13.3 12.7 42.4 1.69 17.5 
3 HOI. 10.0 2 0.8 I.S07 1.24 0 0.94 7 2.8 4.0 0.0 0.36 18.2 
4 FK 10.0 1 0.8 1.670 2.10 20 0.98 13 A.7 2.4 4.0 0.80 19.0 
S POL 10.(1 2 (1.8 I.S07 .'.24 tt 0.94 7 2.8 4.0 0.0 0.36 19.3 
6 DISK 10.0 A 2.4 1.426 0.50 200 4.50 A8 13.3 12.7 42.4 1.69 21.3 
7 SKIS 10.0 1 0.8 1.451 0.95 0 0.93 A 5.2 1.2 0.0 1.50 21.6 

( Image distance 6.74 32.2) 

S SF15 IA.0 1 I.I I.S07 1.24 0 0.99 8 A.2 1.8 0.0 2.40 25.5 
9 HOI. IA.0 2 I.I I.S07 1.24 0 0.94 14 4.0 10.2 0.0 0.58 26.4 

10 FK IA.0 1 I.I 1.670 2.10 SO (1.98 2A 7.8 8.4 10.0 1.28 27.7 
I I POL IA.0 2 I.I 1.507 1.24 0 0.94 14 4.0 10.2 0.0 0.58 28.2 
12 DISK 16.0 4 3.5 1.426 0.50 300 3.30 I0A 17.5 24.8 63.6 1.72 30.3 
13 DISK 16.0 4 3.5 1.426 0.50 300 3.30 IDA 17.5 24.8 63.6 1.72 32.3 
14 SKIS 16.0 1 1.1 1.451 0.95 0 0.93 9 6.2 2.6 0.0 2.40 32.6 

( Image distance 7.19 45.5) 

IS SFI5 22.0 1 1.5 1.507 1.24 0 0.99 10 7.2 2.9 0.0 3.30 38.3 
16 POL 22.0 1 1.5 1.507 1.24 0 0.96 13 2.9 9.7 0.0 0.40 39.0 
17 FK 22.0 1 1.5 I.A70 2.10 80 0.98 47 9.4 21.8 16.0 1.76 40.7 
18 POL 22.0 1 1.5 1.507 1.24 0 0.96 13 2.9 9.7 0.0 0.40 41.1 
19 DISK 22.0 3 4.0 1.426 0.50 400 2.40 143 21.0 37.1 84.8 1.72 43.2 
20 DISK 22.0 3 4.0 1.426 0.50 400 2.40 143 21.0 37.1 84.8 1.72 45.2 
21 SFI5 22.0 1 l.S 1.451 0.95 0 0.93 12 7.2 5.0 0.0 3.30 45.5 

(Image distance 12.98 66.91 

22 SFI5 34.0 1 2.3 1.507 1.24 0 0.99 IA 9.3 6.3 0.0 5.10 53.9 
23 DISK 34.0 2 S.O 1.426 0.50 AMI 1.70 223 28.0 67.8 127.2 1.71 55.9 
24 DISK 34.0 2 5.0 1.42A 0.50 AIM) 1.70 223 28.0 67.8 127.2 1.71 57.9 
25 DISK 34.0 2 5.0 1.426 0.50 600 1.70 223 28.0 67.8 127.2 1.71 59.9 
26 SF20 34.0 1 2.3 1.451 0.95 0 0.93 23 9.3 14.1 

(Imag 

0.0 

,e distance 

6.80 

32.53 

60.2 

109.6) 

27 FO 45.0 1 13.5 1.507 1.24 0 0.90 179 40.5 138.2 0.0 9.00 7A.0 

Totals 3770 kj $2127 k $407 k $656 k $813 k 
Alignment cost: $250 k/chain 
Component length without PA: 57.2 m 
Volume of laser glass: 88.7 liters 
Number of flashlamps: 288 

"PA = preamplifier, a = alignment, SF - spatial filter, D ISK 
F O = focusing optics at end of chain. 

h M e c h . = mechanical. Opt . = optical. Elect. = electrical. 

laser amplifier disk, POL = polarizer, FR = Faraday rotator. 
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Table 2-13. Nova chain performance for a 100-ps pulse. 

Thick- Refractive index Bank Gain Incre-
ID Aperture, Number ness, energy, Energy, mental Fluence, Cost, 
No. Itcllf' cm reqd. cm n n? , 1 0 l : 1 e s u kj Gross Saturated J B, rad J/cnr $k 

0 PA+A 20 1 400 
1 SF15 10.0 1 0.8 1.507 1.24 0 0.99 0.99 1 0.00 0.01 6 

2 DISK 10.0 6 2.4 1.426 0.50 200 4.50 4.17 3 0.03 0.06 68 
3 POL 10.0 2 0.8 1.507 1.24 0 0.94 0.94 3 0.02 0.06 7 

• 4 FR 10.0 1 0.8 1.670 2.10 20 0.98 0.98 3 0.01 0.06 13 
S POL 10.0 2 0.8 1.507 1.24 0 0.94 0.94 3 0.01 0.06 7 
6 DISK 10.0 6 2.4 1.426 0.50 200 4.50 4.12 12 0.12 0.22 68 
7 SFI5 10.0 1 0.8 1.451 0.95 0 0.93 0.93 

(1.00 

11 

11 

0.03 

0.23) 

0.22 6 

8 SFI5 16.0 1 1.1 1.507 1.24 0 0.99 0.99 II 0.02 0.98 8 
9 POL 16.0 2 l . l 1.507 1.24 0 0.94 0.94 10 0.03 0.08 14 

10 FR 16.0 1 1.1 1.670 ' .10 50 0.98 0.98 It) 0.03 0.07 26 

II POL 16.0 2 l . l 1.507 1.24 0 0.94 0.94 10 0.03 0.07 14 

12 DISK 16.0 4 3.5 1.426 0.50 300 3.30 3.07 29 0.13 0.21 106 
13 DISK 16.0 4 3.5 1.426 0.50 300 3.30 2.99 87 0.39 0.62 106 

14 SF15 16.0 1 l . l 1.451 0.95 0 0.93 0.93 

11.00 

81 

81 

0.11 

0.72) 

0.62 9 

15 SFI5 22.0 1 1.5 1.507 1.24 0 0.99 0.99 80 0.99 0.30 10 

16 POL 22.0 1 1.5 1.507 1.24 0 0.96 0.96 77 0.07 0.30 13 
17 FR 22.0 1 1.5 1.670 2.10 80 0.98 0.98 76 0.14 0.29 47 
18 POL 22.0 1 1.5 1.507 1.24 0 0.96 0.96 73 0.07 0.28 13 
19 DISK 22.0 3 4.0 1.426 0.50 400 2.40 2.21 161 0.37 0.60 143 
20 DISK 22.0 3 4.0 1.426 0.50 400 2.40 2.13 343 0.80 1.29 143 
21 SFI5 22.0 1 1.5 1.451 0.95 0 0.93 0.93 

(0.99 

319 

316 

0.31 

1.84) 

1.29 12 

22 SFI5 34.0 1 2.3 1.507 1.24 0 0.99 0.99 313 0.23 0.50 16 
23 DISK 34.0 2 5.0 1.426 0.50 600 1.70 1.59 498 0.46 0.78 223 
24 DISK 34.0 2 5.0 1.426 O.SO 600 1.70 1.57 780 0.73 1.23 223 
25 DISK 34.0 2 5.0 1.426 0.50 600 1.70 1.53 1193 1.13 1.88 223 
26 SF20 34.0 1 2.3 1.451 0.95 0 0.93 0.93 

(0.88 

1110 

972 

0.68 

3.24) 

1.88 23 

27 FO 45.0 1 13.5 1.507 1.24 0 0.90 0.90 877 2.31 0.87 179 

Totals 

(0.98 856 2.31) 

8.3 rad Totals 3770 kj 

(0.98 

856 J 

2.31) 

8.3 rad $2127 I 
Input energy: 0.81 J 
Pulse duration: 1.051 ns 
Laser wavelength: 1.05] pm 
Emission cross section: 2.57 x 10 -" cm-
Gain recovery time: 1.3 ns 
Effective saturation fluence: 3.77 J/cnr2 

Cost of laser glass: Based on ED-2 cost 
Large-scale noise: 0.2% 
Small-scale noise: 0.02% 
Scatter loss per surface: 0.3% 
Absorption loss: 0.2%/cm 
Fill factor: 0.7 
Z-value: 0.402 kJ/$M 

'PA = preamplifier, A = alignment, SF = spatial filler, DISK = laser amplifier disk, POL = polarizer, FR = Faraday rotator, FO = 
focusing optics at end of chain. 
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Table 2-14. Nova chain performance for a 1-ns pulse. 

„. • _ . » , , . Refractive index Gain _ . , „ . . . 
It) Aperture, Number ness, energy, Energy, mental rluence. Cost, No. Item1 cm reqd. cm n n 10 "esu kj Gross Saturated J B, rad J/cnr $». 
0 PA+A 20 30 400 
1 SF15 10.0 1 0.8 1.507 1.24 0 0.99 0.99 30 0.01 0.55 6 
2 DISK 10.0 6 2.4 1.426 0.50 200 4.50 3.70 110 0.12 2.00 68 
3 POL 10.0 2 0.8 1.507 1.24 0 0.94 0.94 103 0.05 2.00 7 
4 FR 10.0 1 0.8 1.670 2.10 20 0.98 0.98 101 0.05 1.88 13 
5 POL 10.0 2 0.8 1.507 1.24 0 0.94 0.94 95 0.05 1.84 7 
6 DISK 10.0 6 ...4 1.426 0.50 200 4.50 3.04 289 0.33 5.26 68 
7 SF15 10.0 1 0.8 1.451 0.95 0 0.93 0.93 

(1.00 

269 

269 

0.07 

0.67) 

5.26 6 

8 SF15 16.0 1 I.I 1.507 1.24 0 0.99 0.99 266 0.04 1.91 8 
9 POL 16.0 2 I.I 1.507 1.24 0 0.94 0.94 250 0.07 1.89 14 

10 FR 16.0 1 I.I 1.670 2.10 50 0.98 0.98 245 0.06 1.78 26 
11 POL 16.0 2 1.1 1.507 1.24 0 0.94 0.94 230 0.06 1.74 14 
12 DISK 16.0 4 3.5 1.426 (1.50 300 3.30 2.5(1 576 0.27 4.09 106 
13 DISK 16.0 4 3.5 1.426 0.50 300 3.30 2.05 1178 0.61 8.37 106 
14 SFI5 16.0 1 I.I 1.451 0.95 1) 0.93 0.93 

(1.00 

1095 

1093 

0.15 

1.26) 

8.37 9 

15 SF15 22.0 1 1.5 1.507 1.24 0 0.99 0.99 1082 0.13 4.11 10 
16 POL 22.0 1 1.5 1.507 1.24 0 0.96 0.96 1038 0.10 4.06 13 
17 FR 22.0 I I.S 1.670 2.10 80 0.9S 0.98 1018 0.18 3.90 47 
18 POL 22.0 1 1.5 1.507 1.24 0 0.96 0.% 977 0.09 3.82 13 
19 DISK 22.0 3 4.0 1.426 0.50 400 2.40 1.76 1715 0.43 6.44 143 
20 DISK 22.0 3 4.0 1.426 0.50 400 2.40 1.57 2684 0.72 0.08 143 
2i SF15 22.0 1 1.5 1.451 0.95 0 0.93 0.93 

(0.99 

2496 

2474 

0.24 

1.89) 

0.08 12 

22 SFI5 34.0 I 2.3 I.S07 1.24 0 0.99 0.99 2449 0.18 3.89 16 
23 DISK 34.0 2 5.0 1.426 0.50 600 1.70 1.41 3449 0.34 5.43 223 
24 DISK 34.0 2 5.0 1.426 0.50 600 1.70 1.35 4658 0.47 7.33 223 
25 DISK 34.0 2 5.0 1.426 0.50 600 1.70 1.30 6039 0.62 9.50 223 
26 SF20 34.0 1 2.3 1.451 0.95 0 0.93 0.93 

(0.99 

5616 

5560 

0.35 

1.96) 

9.50 23 

27 FO 45.0 1 I3.S 1.507 1.24 0 0.90 0.90 5021 1.32 4.99 179 

Totals 

(1.00 5007 1.32) 

6.1 rad Totals 3770 kj 5007 J 

1.32) 

6.1 rad $2127 1 
Input energy: 30 J 
Pulse duration: 1 ns 
Laser wavelength: 1.051 fxm 
Emission cross section: 2.57 x 10 "" cm2 

Gain recovery lime: 1.3 ns 
Effective saturation fluence: 4.5 J/cm-
Cost of laser glass: Based on ED-2 cost 
targe-scale noise: 0.2% 
Small-scale noise; 0.02% 
Scatter loss per surface: 0.3% 
Absorption loss: 0.2% 
Fill factor: 0.7 
Z-value: 2.354 kJ/$M 

"PA = preamplifier, A = alignment, SF = spatial filter, DISK = laser amplifier disk, POL = polarizer, FR = Faraday rotator, FO = focusing 
optics at end of chain. 
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Table 2-15. Nova chain performance for a 10-ns pulse. 

-„ . _ .. . Refractive index Cain ., . . ... , , . 
iD Apertrre, Number ness, energy, Energy, mental Hux, Cost, 
No. Hem" cm reqd. cm n n. , Ifl " esu kj Gross Saturated .1 It. rad J/cm- $k 

0 P A + A 20 250 409 
1 SFI5 10.0 1 0.8 1.507 1.24 0 0.99 0.99 248 0.01 4.55 6 
2 DISK 10.0 6 2.4 1.426 0.50 200 4.50 2.62 647 0.08 11.78 68 
3 POL 10.0 2 0.8 1.507 1.24 (1 0.94 0.94 609 0.03 11.78 7 
4 FR 10.0 1 0.8 1.670 2.10 20 0.98 0.98 596 0.03 11.07 13 
S POL 10.0 2 0.8 1.507 1.24 0 0.94 0.94 561 0.03 10.85 7 
6 DISK 10.0 6 2.4 1.426 0.50 200 4.50 1.99 1118 0.15 2C.34 68 
7 SFI5 10.0 1 0.8 1.451 0.95 0 0.93 0.93 

(1.00 

1040 

1040 

0.03 

0.35) 

20.34 6 

8 SFI5 16.0 1 1.1 1.507 1.24 0 0.99 0.99 1029 «.()2 7.39 8 
9 POL 16.0 2 I.I 1.507 1.24 0 0.94 0.94 968 0.03 7.31 14 

10 FR 16.0 1 1.1 1.670 2.10 50 0.98 0.98 948 0.02 6.87 26 
11 POL 16.0 2 1.1 1.507 1.24 0 0.94 0.94 891 0.02 6.74 14 
12 DISK 16.0 4 3.5 1.426 0.50 300 3.30 2.02 1803 0.09 12.81 106 
13 DISK 16.0 4 3.5 1.426 0.50 3m 3.M 1.65 2984 0.17 21.20 106 
14 SFI5 16.0 1 I.I 1.451 0.95 0 0.93 0.93 

(1.00 

2775 

2774 

0.04 

0.391 

21.20 9 

15 SFI5 22.0 1 1.5 1.507 1.24 0 0.99 0.99 2746 0.03 10.42 10 
16 POL 22.0 1 1.5 1.507 1.24 0 0.96 0.96 2636 0.02 10.32 13 
17 FR 22.0 1 1.5 1.670 2. Ml 80 0.98 0.98 2583 0.05 9.91 47 
18 POL 22.0 1 1.5 1.507 1.24 0 0.96 0.96 2480 0.02 9.71 13 
19 DISK 22.0 3 4.0 1.426 0.50 4(11) 2.40 1.57 3904 0.10 14.67 143 
20 DISK 22.0 3 4.0 1.426 0.50 400 2.40 1.42 5547 0.16 20.84 143 
21 SF15 22.0 1 1.5 1.451 0.95 0 0.93 0.93 

(l.(l(P 

5158 

5156 

0.05 

0.441 

20.84 12 

22 SF15 34.0 1 2.3 1.507 1.24 n 0.99 0.99 5104 0.04 8.11 16 
23 DISK 34.11 2 5.0 1.426 0.50 AIM) 1.70 1.35 6897 0.07 10.85 223 
24 DISK 34.0 2 5.0 1.426 0.50 600 1.70 1.30 8946 0.09 14.08 223 
25 DISK 34.1) 2 5.0 1.426 0.50 6110 1.70 1.25 11177 0.12 17.59 223 
26 SF20 34.0 ' 2.3 1.451 0.95 0 0.93 0.93 

(1.(111 

10394 

10390 

0.06 

0.381 

17.59 23 

27 FO 45.0 1 13.5 1.507 1.24 0 0.90 0.90 93SI2 (1.25 9.33 179 

Totals 

II.IK) 9379 0.251 

Totals 3770 kj 

II.IK) 

9379 J 1.5 rad $2127 k 
Input energy: 250 J 
Pulse duration: 10 ns 
Laser wavelength: 1.051 ftm 
Emission cross section: 2.57 x 10 '-" cm2 

Gain recovery time: 1.3 ns 
Effective saturation fluence: 6.68 J/cnr 
Cost of laser glass: I Based on ED-2 cost 
Large-scale noise: 0.2% 
Small-scale noise; 0.02% 
Scatter loss per surface: 0,3% 
Absorption loss: 0.2% 
Fill factor: 0.7 
Z-value: 4.409 kJ/$M 

aPA = preamplifiers, A = alignment, SF = spatial filter, DISK = laser amplifler disk, POL = polarizer, FR = Faraday rotator, 
FO = focusing optics at end of chain. 
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Fig. 2-84. The energy on target, increasing with increasii 
energy into the disk amplifier until nonlinear or fluen 
limitations are reached. The imnrovemenls in lone-nul 
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Fig. 2-84. The energy on target, increasing with increasing 
energy into the disk amplifier until nonlinear or fluence 
limitations are reached. The improvements in long-nulsc 
performance result from gain recovery with a time constant 
of 1.3 ns, which improves the saturated gain of the amplifiers. 0.1 1 10 

Pulse duration, ns 

Fig. 2-83. Nova chain performance for various pulse 
lengths, showing three distinct regimes. Nonlinear effects 
dominate the subnanosecond regime. Fluence limitations 
determine the performance at I ns, and finally most of the 
extraclable energy is extracted in the long-pulse regime. 

substantial effort (<> improve ihc damage thresholds of 
coalings and bare materials to provide a higher safety 
margin. 

Figure 2-84 shows a different representation of the 
Nova chain performance by plotting the energy on target 
as a function of the input energy to the 10-em disk 
amplifier of <-:t<:h chain. In this graph, the energy on 
target for subnanosccond pulses is limited hy nonlinear 
effects to 0.86 and 2.4 kJ for 0.1- and 0 .'-ns pulses, 
respectively. For 1-ns pulses the system becomes flu-
ence-limited at 30 J of input and 5 kJ of output before 
reaching the nonlinear limit. The performance at 3 ns 
and 10 ns is improved over the l-ns case because of gain 
recovery, which increases the effective saturation flu
ence and. hence, the saturated gain of the amplifiers. 

Laser chains must be integrated into a target irradi
ation system before the design is complete. This in
volves selecting the appropriate number of chains and 
the physical layout of the chains in a building, as well as 
directing the output beams onto the target. 

The number of chains is determined by the relation 
between chain output and cost, as well as by the fixed 
cost per chain. Given a fixed budget for a laser system. 
the output available from various numbers of chains is 
determined, and, taking fixed costs into account, the 
optimum number of chains is thus determined. The 
details are spelled out in §2.5 of the 1976 CP&D report. 
We have found that the most cost-effective system has a 
small number of chains of very large aperture (50-100 
cm). Because the production of very large laser disks 

and passive optics is unproven technology at present, we 
feel that there is risk in designs much larger than those 
that have already been built Ohe 30-cm D module). We 
have, therefore, slopped al the 34-cm aperture shown in 
Ihe Nova design. 

The physical layout of the chains depends on their 
total length. This length is. in turn, set by considering 
noise-filtering, optical-relay, and pinhole-closing prop
erties of the expander-filter-relay elements. The ratio of 
filter length to pinhole size in these elements is set by the 
desired filtering properties, which are determined by 
detailed prop: jation calculations. The actual size of the 
pinhole is de«e< mined by the necessity of keeping plasma 
forned on its edge from reducing transmission or dis-
tort'ng the beam. By making the pinhole large enough, 
we may make the travel time of the plasma from the edge 
to the centra! beaiv. position longer than the pulse width, 
or reduce the intensity on the edge below the threshold 
for plasma formation. This pinhole size, combined with 
the desired filtering properties, then specifies the length 
of the expander-filler relay. Once this has been done for 
all filters in the chain, the amplifiers and filters may be 
laid out so that the net optical length of the chain is near 
zero, which leads to minimal diffraction effects, high fill 
factors, and, consequently, high output power and 
energy. 

In practice, the layout procedure outlined above 
favors very long chains. However, the total project cost 
is reduced by shortening the chain. Although this will 
reduce the chain output, it will reduce the laser-plus-
building costs even faster (for a while) so lhat there is net 
performance-per-cost benefit To determine how short 
the chains can be made before performance begins fal
ling faster than total cost, we must follow a procedure 
involving extensive propagation calculations, experi
ments to accurately measure pinhole closure as a fune-
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lion of loading and pulse width, and drafting of a variety 
of splitting and folding options. While we already have a 
layout that gives excellent performance, this total sys
tem optimization is continuing. The current layout fea
tures: 

• An arrangement in which more space is allotted 
to filters than amplifier sections. This leads to net nega
tive optical length through the system but shortens the 
physical length considerably. 

• A mixed filtering strategy where both short and 
long filters are used in the chain. Pinholes are enlarged in 
the downstream fillers for pulses longer than 2 ns. This 
increases pinhole transmission lime but reduces filter
ing; it is possible to do this because nonlinear effects are 
greatly reduced at longer pulse widths. 

Tiansport of the beams to the target is straightfor
ward once the chains have been laid out. The only 
influence of chain layout is that it is desirable to have the 
coated elements (turning mirrors and focus lenses (near 
positions that have zero optical path, so that modulation 
depth at these sensitive items will be minimal. This will 
increase the operational reliability of the system and 
decrease total life-cycle cost. 

In summary, we select chain count by balancing the 
increasing cost-effectiveness of chains with larger and 
larger apertures against the increasing risk of larger 
optics. We select the layout by balancing the increasing 
performance of longer chains against increasing cost. 
Finally, we bring the beams to the target while keeping 
sensitive coated components in smooth portions of the 
beam. The result is an irradiation laser with the highest 
possible performance for a given expenditure. The sen-

Table 2-16. Nova 

Acive [Clements 
Laser rods 

(ends are AR-coafcdf 
Laser disks 

I elliplically shaped, edge-clad with a I .<!(>-/Jin 
absorbing material to prevent parasitic oscillation) 

Faraday isolators 
Pockets cell shutters 
Oscillator 

Passive Klements 

Lenses 
(AH-coated and slightly aspheric) 

Windows and polarizers 
Icoaled) 

Mirrors 
lane set with highly reflective coating, 
one set with partially transmitting coating) 

Debris shields 

sitivity of this laser-target system to material and propa
gation parameters is the subject of ongoing invesliga-
lion. A design freeze of the Nova laser system is ex
pected to come in early FY 197*}. 

Authors 

W. F. Hagen 
J. B. Trenholme 
T. ,1. Cilnuirlin 
\V. W. Simmons 

2.3.2 Nova Optics 
Nova laser optics, listed in Table 2-1 fi. must gener

ate and amplify (he laser pulse with maximum effvicncy 
and minimum distortion. Nova's optical components arc 
similar ID Shiva's, and we can use the experience gained 
in designing and building Shiva for construction ol 
Nova. Still, there are two aspects of the optics that make 
Nova a potentially more difficult project than Shiva: 

• New improved optical components. 
• Considerably larger si/e and quantity of Nova 

optics. 
The requirements for Nova optical materials de

pend on their function in the laser chain. In general, the 
transmitting optical components must use materials that: 

• Have low nonlinear indices of retraction invito 
prevent laser beam breakup. 

• Can he finished to high optical tolerances. 
• Have high laser-damage thresholds. 

ical components. 

Percent of 
optics budget Material 

2 Fluorophosphatc 

n(l Klunrophosphatc 

3 KR-5 
2 Kl)*l" 

— Yl.K or YA<; 

12 BK-7/fuscd silica 

7 BK-7 

il BK-7 

3 BK-7/fused silica 
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Table 2-17. Design criteria for Nova optics. 

I. Fluorophosphate laser glass: 
Nonlinear index coefficient y 
Energy storage, J/cnv' 
Cross section tr 
Allenualion coeff. @ 105* nm 
NdF ; t doping 
Optical qualily 
Daniage threshold 

I I . Coatings: 
A. Antireflectlvc <AR) coatings 

Rellectancc 
Damage threshold 

!). High-reflective (HRl coatings 
Reflectance 
Damage threshold 

III. Lenses (coated and uncoatc'l): 
Linear index n« 
Nonlinear index coeflicicnl y 
Damage threshold 

IV. Isolators: 
A. Pockcls cells 

Transmission 

B. Faraday rotators 
Transmission 

Incremental B 
Damage threshold 

(1.6 •• 0.15) x 10 * ' m7W 
Higher than ED-2 glass 
(2.6 ± 0.2) x 10 -"' cm ! 

<0.2m ' 
2.2 ± 0.2 wt% 
Equivalent to PH-4 

•20 J/cm2 @ I ns 

< 1 % 
•10J/cm-' @ l ns 

-99.5 
•10 .l/cm-' @I ns 

-1.51 
^3.6 x 10 '" nr'/W 
-lOJ/cm- (coated I 
20 J/cni- luncoatcd) 

•98% (on) 
'\% (off) 

•0.90 (forward) 
<10 '•' (back) 
^0.25 
•15 J/cm-' @ I ns 

Current Nova chain design 

Ro*»«®\e/EM\c/HH>^00iHE]0BM\ 
Shiva chain design 

Rods M mi m\o/x [mM LiilMWS\ 

_ Legend 

• ^ Spatial filter 

I I.N-cm-aperture disk amplifier 

AC/Pclariier-rotator-polarizer 

\ \Turn mirrors 

UJ Foous lens-windowKlebris shields 

% 

Component Shiva Nova 
Spatial filter ItnMt 240 480 
Laser rods 40 80 
Polarizers 280 500 
Rotators 40 100 
Pockeli cell* 40 60 
Later diiki 500 1460 
Turning mirrors 40 80 
Focus lentei 20 40 
Windows 20 90 
Debris shields 
Total components 

20 
1240 

40 Debris shields 
Total components 

20 
1240 7980 

Volume of glass, litre* 
Laser glass 390 3680 
Rotators 10 30 
Laser beam optics 80 620 
Windows and focusing 

Finlshederea, m2 
Coated area, m2 

360 
86 

8470 
404 Finlshederea, m2 

Coated area, m2 26 212 

Fig; 2-45. Coaagarieea of tfc* SMrt M 4 Nov* chaki dtelgn aid major bean-lint coatpoMirt qeanttllta. 
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The Nova optical materials listed in Table 2-16 have 
been chosen on the basis of the highest possible perfor
mance per unit cost, taking into account manufactura-
bility and damage resistance. 

Fluorophosphate laser glass, a low-n2 material suc
cessfully developed over the past two years with DOE 
support, is the glass chosen for the active laser material. 
It may also be used for certain lenses and windows where 
a low nonlinear index is especially important. The pre
sent size of fluorophosphate melts is close to the largest 
Nova disk size. 

Antireflection (AR) coatings are the flux-limiting 
material for laser pulse widths in the 0.2- to 2-ns range, 
as discussed in the preceding section. The Nova chain 
has been designed with the assumption that AR coatings 
will be produced with damage thresholds of at lea:' '0 
J/c,2 at I ns, a level presently attained by Shiva produc
tion coatings. However, through additional develop
ment efforts, the damage resistance of AR coatings may 
be improved 40-50% by the time production of coated 

Nova optics begins. In this case, the reliability of Nova 
will be significantly increased and maintenance costs 
lowered. 

The Faraday isolators, Pockels cell shutters, 
lenses, mirrors, and windows for Nova will use the same 
materials as Shiva, although some will be much larger. 
The debris shields for Nova, however, will be fabricated 
from fused silica instead of from BK-7. A new oscillator 
material will be needed to match the new fluorophos
phate laser glass. The design criteria used for the Nova 
chain optics are listed in Table 2-17. Figure 2-85 com
pares the optical requirement* of the Shiva and Nova 
lasers. 

New Laser Glass. For high-powered lasers the 
importance of using optically transmitting materials 
with low nonlinear refractive index values (n5) is well 
known. 1" 1 7 For this reason fluorophosphatc glasses 
have been chosen as the laser glass material The n™ 
values of optical glasses are shown in Fig. 2-Kfi. The 
commercial kuv-n., fluorophosphates LHU-10 (Hoya), 

1.9 

1.8 

1.7 

1.6 

§ 1.5 -

1.4 -

1.3 -

1.2 

Nonlinear index 
N | ( 1 0 " 1 3 e s u l 

110 
Abb6 number v. 

Fig. 2-86. Linear and nonlinear indices of optical glasses. 
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E-181 (Owens-Illinois), and LG-812 (Schott) on this 
Abbe diagram were identified during a three-year re
search and development program supported primarily by 
DOE. 

During those three years, fluorophosphate com
position was also extensively explored. The composi
tions investigated are plotted as points on the 
pseudoqualernary diagram in Fig. 2-87. This diagram is 
a three-dimensional tetrahedron whose four vertices 
each correspond to 100% of one of the four components 
AKPO.,).,, AIF:I, RF,„ and MF (R = Mg, Ca, Sr, or Ba; 
M = Li. Na, or K). Expressing the fluorophosphate 
compositions this way helps categorize the extremely 
large number of possible compositions. The glass-
forming region of low-n^ fluorophosphales is shown by 
the shaded volume. Four commercial glasses are indi
cated. 

The spectroscopic and optical properties of ap
proximately 80 fluorophosphate glasses have been mea
sured. Data is tabularized in Vol. II of AW.' Laser Glass 
Data Sheets.'" From these studies, potential commercial 
fluorophosphate laser glasses have been identified. The 
properties of certain fluorophosphate glasses are listed in 

Table 2-18. These glasses possess low stress-optic coef
ficients, long fluorescent lifetimes, and good durability. 

Small-signal optical gain measurements have been 
made on the fluorophosphate glasses. These glasses 
have measured gains within 10% of projected values, 
using spectroscopic data and computer modeling. 

Large pieces have already been made by each of the 
three participating commercial glass manufacturers 
(Hoya, Schott, and Owens-Illinois); results vary from 
promising glass—free from devitrification and major 
striae, but evidencing bubbles and inhomogeneit)— to 
glass with adequate optical quality. One such high-qual
ity piece of LHG-10 glass, 12.5 X25.3 x.lcm.showsa 
stress berefringence of 4 nm/cm and a homogeneity of ± 
1.5 x 10 «. 

These arc all experimental melts, however, and it is 
necessary to evolve from this stage to prototype, qualifi
cation, and early production phases; such a plan is being 
implemented by LLL in conjunction with the DOE-
funded glass development program. The anticipated 
glass development plan will follow the scenario shown 
in Fig. 2-88. 

Pig. 2-87. Glass-forminR regions of 
fluorophosphatc glasses. Tile four vertices 
each correspond to one of four main 
components of fluorophosphatc compo
sition. R = MR. (a. Sr. or Ba; M = l.i. 
Na. or K. RF2 = alkaline earth fluoride 

MF = alkali fluoride 

* LG-810 

LHG-10 

E-181 
FK-51 

AI<P03>3 
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Table 2-18. Properties of certain fluorophosphate glasses. 

I.G-812 I.HG-IO l.ti-802 KVK-I 

Optical and Speitroscupic Properties 

Nonlinear index n... II) | : I esu 

Peak stimuluted-cmission cross section <r,. Hi -" em-
Lifetime at Nd concentration or 2 * 10-" cm :1, its 
Peak fluorescence wavelength A|>, nm 
I.incwidth (KVVHMl SK. nm 
l.inewidth (effective) A\„. nm 
Absorption efficiency of 5 * HP" Nd wms/fnr 

for 15-mm xenon ftushlamps at HMO A/cm-
(relative to KD-2) 

Refractive index at peak fluorescence 
wavelength ill A,.) 

Abbe number <n,, I l/ln^ n<) 
Relhii'tlvi- index temperature ciH'fficienl 

«in/oT. 10 " X' ' 
Thermal coefficient of optical path length 

num. i«" c ' 
Stress optic coefficient M\. nm -cm/kg 

Thermal Properties 
Thermal expansion coefficient r*. 10 '' X' ' 
Specific heal capacity at constant pressure C r, 

J/em:'-K 
'fhernial heat conductivity K, W/m - [K ' 
Transformation point T,,'C 

Mechanical Properties 

Density (i, fi/cm:l 

knnop hardness Ki„ kg/mm-, 100 g 

calc. 0.50 
meas. 0.49 ' (I.IIS 

2.6 
465 
1051 
26.1 

31.0 

0.90 

1.426 

91.6 
7.7 

1.4 

0.91 

14.6' 
0.71 

1.06 
407 

3.19 
330 

0.52 

2.6 
440 
1050 
26.1) 
30.4 

0.91 

1.434 

92.2 

0.72 

I4.H" 

3K3 

3.47 

0.5S 

2.6 
420 
1051 
26.5 
31.3 

0.93 

1.454 

89.9 
4.9 

15.8' 
0.84 

435 

3.64 
355 

0.63 

2.7 
tun 

1052 
26.2 
30.9 

0.94 

1.4711 

88.0 
8.3 

1.8 

0.66 

13.4" 
0.63 

0.89 
437 

3.77 
360 

2.9 
370 
1053 
25.6 
30.4 

0.97 

1.479 

83.5 
K.O 

0.9 

0.58 

14.9" 
0.63 

U.9I 
389 

3.72 
350 

" 30I«70'C 
"25 to 1001; 
• 100 to 300 C 

Phase 1 
22-cm disks 
35-cm disks 
35-cm disks 

FY1978 FY1979 FY1980 

Phase 1 
22-cm disks 
35-cm disks 
35-cm disks 

A 
A 

A 
Phase II 

35-cm disks 
35- to 45-cm segmented disks I : 

Phase III 
Qualification disks 

Early production 
Concurrent Battelle edge clad 

A 
Phase III 

Qualification disks 
Early production 
Concurrent Battelle edge clad 

Phase III 
Qualification disks 

Early production 
Concurrent Battelle edge clad ^ 
Concurrent finishing development 

_ _ 
Concurrent finishing development 

_ _ 

Fig. 2-88. Development schedule for 
large-scale fluorophosphate melts. 
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The manufacture of a laser glass disk is divided into 
two main parts: production of the blank and optical 
finishing. These functions are generally provided by 
different vendors. Producing the blank is the more com
plex function and more expensive by a factor of about 
three. Blank production involves the following areas: 

• Constituent materials (high-purity chemicals, 
including purchasing, storing, and, in some cases, re
processing). 

• Mix, melt, and cast (requires platinum fur
naces, complex technology to avoid contamination and 
to produce a high level of homogeneity). The step im
mediately following the cast is a controlled-cooling/ 
coarse-annealing process. 

• Edge preparation, cladding, and final anneal. 
Based on the work done so far, the process of 

casli:.:• appears to be more reliable for lluorophosphatc 
glas.ws than for silicate glasses, because, in part, of the 
lower viscosity of the fluorophosphatc at the appropriate 
pouring temperature. 

It is apparent that the cost of the high-purity materi
als that go into the melt will be a considerably larger 
portion of the overall cost of fluorophosphales than was 
the case with silicates. The materials may represent 
perhaps 10-30% of the total cost, as opposed to a very 
few percent in the past. Efforts are nnw being made to 
find suitable sources for the high-purity fluorides. 

Finishing of laser glass disks is best done on high-
precision, temperature-controlled, continuous-polish
ing laps. In a current program, both the LLI. shop and 
several vendors are polishing small and intermediate 
fluoiophosphate samples (up to about 20 cm). Excellent 
progress has been reported. There is a high degree of 
finishing-vendor interest in the Nova program; over the 
last two years there has been a substantial increase in the 
number of 2.0- to 2.4-m machines capable of doing this 
work, and more are planned. The finishing development 
program is being extended to processing of large pieces 
as soon as they become available. 

1. Refractive index match: 
0.975 -̂  R r f r a c ' i v e i " d e " ° f cladding , fl2<, ^ ^ 

Refractive index of glass 
2. Transmission: 

<2%at 1.052 nm, 
<20% at 1.3 fim. 

3. Total reflectivity: 
<0.4% at 1.05 ion. 

4. Damage threshold: 
>20 J/cm* delivered in <1 ms. 

The current program for large-scale fluorophos-
phate melts will be coordinated with the current DOE-
funded fluorophosphate laser glass development pro
gram and will provide separate LLL funding for the 
extension of the program to that production of pre-
prototype, large-size, edge-clad laser disks. 

The importance of edge claddings for the suppres
sion of parasitic modes has been described else
where. '"" ' The maximum allowable reflectance and 
transmission of the edge cladding is set by the maximum 
gain-length laL) product present in any disk in the Nova 
chain. To meet the design criteria for parasitic suppres
sion, the edge cladding must have the characteristics 
listed in Table 2-19. 

Development efforts on fluorophosphate edge 
claddings are currently under way at the glass companies 
and at Battelle Memorial Institute. A previous program 
of this type was very successful in developing claddings 
for ED-2 and LSG-9IH silicate glasses.20 Preliminary 
results indicate that several candidates for the 
fluorophosphatc edge-cladding material exist. Reflec
tance measurements for one cladding, ECP-10, de
veloped by Hoya for LHG-10, demonstrate that good-
quality claddings for fluorophosphate glass are currently 
available. 

Other Components. The material chosen for 
spatial filter lenses and polarizer substrates is BK-7. The 
higher nonlinear index of BK-7 compared with 
fluorophosphate glass is offset by its much lower cost 
($0.25/cm:! vs $3/cnv'). However, the high flux levels 
present al the final focusing lens and target chamber 
windows may require that one or both of these elements 
be fabricated from a material with a lower n» to maintain 
good beam quality Our options include the use of 
fluorophosphate glass or fused silica. A comparison of 
the figures of merit for lenses and windows made of 
these materials is given in Table 2-20. 

Table 2-19. Design properties of edge claddings. 



Table 2-20. Refractive indices and relative figures of merit for lens and window materials at 1064 nm. 

Material n n n,, (10 '•' esu) n(n l>/n. n'n, 

Burosilicatc (BK-71 1.517 1.24 1.(1 1.0 

Fused silica (SiO.) 1.458 0.95 1.1 1.2 
Fluor«phospliaIe(FK-5ll 1.487 0.69 1.7 1.8 
Fluoniphnsphate(FK-54| 1.431 0.50 2.0 2.3 

Two large tinning mirrors will be used in Nova. 
One of these must be panially transmitting ( - 29S) for 
return-beam diagnostics and thus needs to have good 
optical quality. The other mirror is 99.5r/} reflective and 
does not require substrate glass of high optical quality. 
The material for both mirrors will be BK-7. primarily 
because of its low cost. 
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2.3.3 Mechanical Systems 
The mechanical systems for Nova, listed in Table 

2-21, are based on a 40-beam conventional chain design. 
We intend to use as much of the Shiva hardware as 
possible. Table 2-21 shows how many items are re
quired, the relative cost of each system, and experience 
with each type of system. Experience is expressed in 
percent and is based on the number of similar systems 
that have already been designed, built, and tested in the 
LLL solid-state laser program. 

The platform for the mirrors, amplifiers, and as
sociated componepts of the Nova laser system will be a 
stable, three-dimensional optical bench of square steel 
tubing.21 It will consist of three separate structures: two 

laser spaceframes to hold the laser beam ainpiification 
hardware, and one target spaceframe to hold the turning 
mirrors and target chamber. The design criteria for these 
frames have been established and design has begun. 

Stability criteria for the Nova spaccframe arc simi
lar lo those for the existing Shiva spaceframe. We mea
sured vibration on the Shiva frame after it was built with 
aii-conditioning fans operating and no one in the room. 
Nalural frequencies, mode shapes, and umhienl vibra-
lion were measured with velocity transducers in con
junction with the computer-based system I'DAC (trans
portable data acquisition and control)." Velocil\ trans
ducers were placed at critical locations, and the frame 
was struck at other locations with a hummer that con
tained a force transducer. The natural frequencies as
sociated with frame motion were derived from the 
transfer function. The velocity data were processed and 
integrated to provide the displacement information de
scribed in the foregoing criteria. 

Thermal motions of the Nova spacef'rame will be 
limited by the building environment as given in specifi
cations. Measurements ol the Shiva building after the 
spaceframe was installed show that specified conditions 
of temperature control have been achieved.s:l 

Supports for the Nova spacefranie. like those for 
Shiva, are designed to accommodate thermal expansion 
when the air temperature changes. Roller-hearing sup
ports will alhnv the frame to expand. Measurements 
have confirmed lhat the Shiva frame expands and returns 
to its original position without high strains.-4 

The Nova laser and target frames will be shop-fab
ricated in large modules, as on Shiva. Prcfabrication of 
modules allows the work to proceed concurrently with 
the building construction. These modules will be instal
led when the building is ready for occupation. 

The use of shadow shielding in the target area for 
the Nova structure (Fig. 2-89) will make it possible to 
construct most of the structural members out of steel. 
The target chamber will be built with an integral waler 
wall, which will shadow the support structure. Because 
there will be neutron radiation on the beam paths, the last 
length of beam tubing will have to be shielded. Large 
polyethylene or water blocks at the end of these tubes 
will stop radiation. The structural members and mirror 
mounts that will be exposed to radiation will be made of 
composites of Kevlar or aluminum. These materials 
have excellent activation and structural properties. 
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Table 2-21. Nova mechanical systems. 

Systems Number required Relative cost, % Bxperience factor, % 

Laser spaceframe 1 4 95 
Target spaceframe i 3 90 
Rod amplifiers 100 5 90 
Disk amplifiers 432 38 80 
Spatial filters 254 28 80 
isolation stages 200 13 75 
Turning mirrors 96 8 75 
Gas system 1 1 75 

Totals 1085 100% 
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The Nova laser frame will be designed without the 
cross-room bulkheads used to stiffen the Shiva frame. 
This will allow better crane access to components along 
some of the beams and will greatly aid access and 
maintenance. In this design, the rigidity of the support 
frame will have to come from larger, stiffer structural 
members and from component-bearing walls that are 
wider apart. The only tie between the north and south 
banks will be at the base; this will have to be very stiff to 
distribute the load to the support column caps. 

Work described in § 2.3.1 has resulted in a chain 
with both an optimal aperture size and optimal number 
of laser components. The chain optimizaton also 
specifies a linear spacing to achieve proper image re
laying. The remaining problem is finding the optimal 
arrangement of the laser chains on a spaceframe that 
satisfies all of the operational, geometric, and construc
tion constraints listed in the criteria. 

A building configuration satisfying all the criteria is 
shown in Fig. 2-90. The symmetrically shaped building 
is achieved by extending the Shiva laser spaceframe into 
the existing target room and building a new target room 
and an equally long laser bay to the east. The target 
chamber is located entirely below grade, and the re
maining target-room area is completely filled by the 
very long output spatial filters and the turning mirrors. 

The base) ine design calls for 40 total beams with an 
output aperture of at least 34 cm. The total straight-line 
length of a properly staged and relayed chain exceeds the 

length of the currently conceived laser bay. This neces
sitates folding or branching the chains to allow them to 
fit into the extended Shiva building length. 

If the chains are only to be folded, then 80 chains 
(40 drivers plus 40 output chains) on the east and wot 
spaceframes are required. Considering the increased 
output size and the requirement of accessibility, this 
arrangement is not feasible. Branching to two output 
beams from one driver and adding an additional 
amplifier to compensate for gain loss result in 60 arms 
(20 drivers plus 40 outp1 -twins) stacked vertically on 
the spacefr. -. Again, crowding of these larger chains 
precludes this possibility. Branching four-to-one results 
in 50 chains (10 drivers 4 40 chains), an arrangement 
that will fit the spaceframe. However, four-way 
branches can be made only at a point in the chain where 
the addition of an amplifier has sufficient saturated gain 
lo compensate for the loss. Figure 2-91 shows a chain 
branched six times after the 5-cm rod amplifier. If 
pinhole closure requires spatial-filler lenses of longer 
focal length, the chains will correspondingly lengthen 
into the target chamber. 

An optional chain design uses 32 chains of 44-cm 
output aperture branched two-to-one at the 22-cm aper
ture. This results in 48 chains (16 drivers plus 32 output 
chains), which will fit the spaceframe conven
iently even though the output components require 
greater beam-to-beam centerline spacing. 

Addition to Shiva 

1 o 
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West laser bay 

Target room 
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End view 

Side view , , ,. 

l i e . 2-91. The Nova beam-line configuration, based on a l-ti>-6 branching after the S-cm rod amplifier (right side of figure). 

The target-chamber illumination geometry is 
.shown in Fig. 2-K9. The two turning mirrors are required 
to achieve sufficient freedom to both center and point the 
beam at the target. The spaceframe surrounding the 
chamber will rigidly hold the mirrors, beam diagnostics, 
and target-chamber diagnostic equipment in place. Each 
mirror is also positioned to equalize the chain path 
lengths. The final adjustments to path length are made 
on the beam-branching array located at the extreme ends 
of each spaceframe. 
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2.3.4 Electrical Systems 
The projected pulsed-power requirements for Nova 

are large (150 MJ); however, they represent a reasonable 
extension of previous power-conditioning systems.'-"' •" 
Shiva, with an operating system of 25 MJ, was a reason
able step from the 4-M.I Argus installation. Similarly, 
Ihe Nova requirement in the hundred-megajoule range is 
again a reasonable extension of technology that has been 
well developed for previous lasers. Figure 2-92 shows 
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Fi(. 2-92. Increasing} larger power-conditioning require
ments for lasers. The Nova requirement Involves a reasonable 
and direct extension of proven technology. 
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Fit,. 2-93. The elements ofthe laser power-conditioning system, includin t flishlimps driven by an array of capacitors. The capacitors, 
charted from a power supply, are swttched into the flashlamps by ignitions. A computer pretests, controls, and monitors all aspects of 
the power flow. 

this evolution of power systems for solid-state lasers 
over the past four years and for the projected Nova 
system. 

The pulsed-power system for the Nova laser is 
depicted in Fig. 2-93. Each flashlamp-driving capacitor 
module is tailored to supply the energy and pulse 
waveform necessary to drive a series pair of 44-in.-long 
xenon flashlamps. Similarly, Faraday rotator modules 
supply the energy required to establish a magnetic field 
within the Faraday rotator glass. A typical module is 
sized to store 20 kJ at 20 kV. Modules are charged and 
switched in parallel from common power supplies and 
ignitron switches, as shown in Fig. 2-93. Control, trig
gering, and data acquisition are accomplished with a 
digital-based control system. 

Energy-Storage-Capacitor Development. Thi 
Nova power-conditioning system will be based solidly 
on presently existing technologies as they have been 

implemented on the smaller Argus and Shiva lasers. For 
a discussion of the various functional block-component 
technologies illustrated in Fig. 2-93 (flashlamp loading, 
Faraday magnet loading, modularity, circuits, power 
supplies, block charging and switching, switches, 
grounding, and isolation), refer to $ 2.2.9 of this report. 

The energy-storage capacitor (Fig. 2-94) is the 
backbone of glass laser power-conditioning systems. 
During the past four years, this component has been the 
focus of a great deal of development, reliability, and life 
testing.2" More than 35 MJ of capacitive energy storage 
is currently installed and successfully operating in vari
ous laser and experimental systems within the program. 

Data from millions of unit shots have characterized 
the life-cost-reliability factors involved in the design of 
these units. In addition, the program has used the con
siderable design and manufacturing expertise that exists 
in outside industry. 
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Bottom 
swaged 

Fig. 2-94. Energy-storage capacitor. The capacitors are 
made with Kraft paper dielectric impregnated with castor oil. 
The electrodes are extended aluminum foil. This cutaway 
view shows the individual pads that are connected together 
by strips soldered across the pads. The capacitors have two 
series sections, connected to two terminals and insulated 
from the case. Capacitors are used for power conditioning 
because of their unique capability to store energy for long 
times and then to discharge it with a very high power 
impulse. 

The evolution of energy-storage capacitors toward 
the specific requirements of glass laser systems is seen in 
Fig. 2-95 as a function of cost and stored energy. De
signs A. B, and C are castor oil/paper/aluminum foil 
units like those developed early in fusion research for the 
Sherwood program. The reduction in cost and the in
crease in energy density achieved with B and C resulted 
from allowing the dielectric stress to rise from 2000 
V/mil to 2780 V/mil. The resulting high-energy-density 
capacitor is better matched to the actual use conditions in 
laser service. These are low-reversal discharges and 
10:'-shot lives. Only during infrequent fault conditions 
are the capacitors subjected to high-voltage reversal. 

Recently, new dielectric impregnants developed by 
the capacitor industry have made possible units with 
much higher energy density and significantly lower cost; 
D and E (Fig. 2-95) are two projected examples. The 
new impregnants are characterized by dielectric con
stants that are about 30% higher than those of castor oil, 
and by dielectric strengths that are comparable to one 
another. Further, the addition of polyester or poly
propylene sheets to the dielectric systems makes higher 
dielectric stresses possible and, consequently, provides 
more energy per unit volume. While actual designs have 
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Fig. 2-95. Evolution of energy-storage capacitors for glass 
laser systems. Points A, B, and C aw 20-kV castor oil/paper 
capacitors. Points D and E are 20-kV new impregnated 
film/paper capacitors. 

not yet been manufactured and tested in large production 
quantities, some prototypes have been tested, and the 
results are encouraging. Should these units meet the 
necessary performance, cost, and reliability criteria for 
Nova, a substantial cost savings will be realized. 

Alternative Energy-Storage Technolog ies . 
The Nova system requires 3.8 MJ per chain for 
flashlamps and Faraday rotators. This energy from the 
power grid is obtained inexpensively over a l-min. 
period (at 3"/kW-h; 150 MJ cost SI. 15). The power-
conditioning requirement is to deliver this energy in a 
short time (- 0.0005 s) with minimum technical risk and 
maximum cost-effectiveness. 

Because the flashlamps constitute the largest load 
( - 140 MJ), the potential for saving costs is greatest 
with the flashlamp power system. The peak requirement 
( - 1/2 TW) is much higher than that available from the 
power grid, so intermediate energy storage is necessary. 
Energy storage is also required for the Faraday rotator 
system because the —15 MJ must be sup
plied in a tenth of a second, or less, with room-tempera
ture coils. 

A comprehensive study of methods to store energy 
and then convert it to electrical power was made at LLL 
under cortract to Maxwell Laboratories/1" The result 
revealed three ways to provide very high power impulses 
to flashlamps: 

• The capacitive storage and discharge concept, 
which is the baseline system already discussed. 

• Chemical (explosive) energy converted to an 
electrical impulse by driving an armature in a magnetic 
field. 3 1 

• Inertially stored energy in a flywheel converted 
to magnetically stored energy in a large inductor that is 
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subsequently switched to provide an electrical pulse for 
the flashlamps.32'311 

Other methods were also reviewed and discarded 
because all suffered from the inability to provide high 
power economically. These included flywheel-driven 
generators (with the possible exception of a very fast 
homopolar generator, as discussed earlier), MHD 
generators, batteries, and a whole host of lower power-
generation devices (fuel cells and piezoelectric pulsers). 

Explosive-driven pulse generators can potentially 
provide power with discharge times from a few mi
croseconds to tens of milliseconds. Furthermore, they 
produce an ideal waveshape for flashlamps—an expo
nentially rising current pulse. These generators fall into 
two classes: 

• Explosive flux-compression devices that em
ploy a steady-state magnetic field. This field is compres
sed with a moving (shorted-turn) conductor driven by 
explosives. The electrical impulse is taken out with a 
load coil that couples to this changing field. 

• MHD generators that use explosives to drive a 
thin metal plate or a slug of ionized gas thou 'h a 
magnetic field. This device is a linear dynamo, the 
current flows through the moving conductor and is re
moved at right angles to the magnetic field. 

Of the two explosive-driven devices, the magnetic 
flux-compression generator is the more advanced. A 
study was made to apply this technique to driving Nova 
flashlamps.:M The results indicated that each module of 
the system must be very large ( -50 MJ) to be cost-ef
fective, making the system very inflexible. The module 
would be expensive to dry-run, and the system would 
not be feasible to test in small segments. Furthermore, 
this explosive-electrical technology has not yet been 
developed for large high-power systems. All in all, the 
method is considered to be too high a risk for Nova. 

Inertial storage devices may still provide suitable 
al'ernatives to large banks of capacitors for driving 
flashlamps. Fast homopolar generators could drive the 
Faraday rotators, but their use with flashlamps requires 
an intermediate inductive storage and an exploding 
opening switch. This mode of operation is unattractive. 
Other techniques are becoming available, however, and 
recent work in the development of rotating fast-pulse 
discharge generators3' at the University of Texas Center 
for Electromechanics, Austin, may make very high 
power machines available for flashlamp pumping. 

The power-conditioning control system3" must 
execute a large number of varied tasks that require a high 
degree of reliability. These tasks can be roughly divided 
into four major categories: 

• Preshot diagnostic and testing activities. 
• Control and monitoring activities that occur 

during the shot. 

• Poslshot performance verification and evalua
tion. 

• Systematic maintenance activities. 
All these functions are presently carried out with the 
Shiva control system; it is expected that Nova controls 
will perform similarly. See S 2.2.7 for details. 
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2.3.5 Alignment, Control, and Beam Diagnostics 
The technical approaches for Nova's system-wide 

control, beam alignment, and beam diagnostics are gen
erally the same as those already used on Shiva. How
ever, there are some changes that will improve operaiing 
speed in the controls, more fully automate alignment of 
the laser, and provide increased visuai monitoring capa
bility for both alignment and beam diagnostics. 

Controls. Effective system-wide control is es
sential for a laser as large as Nova. Reliable control 
capability is important, not only for efficient operation 
of the completed facility, but for initial operation of each 
new section of the system during the construction phase. 
Requirements for system control are: 

• Division of operation into a number of separate 
modular-control units. 

• Local control of each control unit at a "base 
level." 

• Performance of critical operations entirely 
within stand-alone control units. 

• Common architec ural design of many control 
units. 

• Enhanced (i.e., above base level (control oper
ations by coordination and communication between a 
number of control units. 

• Capability of developing new features concur
rently with operation. 

• Compatibility with the existing Shiva contiol 
system and ongoing enhancements. 

• Central monitoring, control, data archiving, 
and computational support for groups of modular control 
units. 

• Capability of control unit to self-test. 
• Initial independent control of the Nova east end 

section, with eventual overall control of both east and 
west ends. 

The control network architecture, shown in Fig. 
2-96, has been chosen as the one that best satisfies the 
Nova design criteria. It makes extensive use of small 
distributed computer systems as the basis for develop
ment of the overall Nova control network. This approach 
will make maximum use of the technology developed for 
Shiva. 

The functional requirements for Nova control and 
data acquisition can be clustered naturally into three 
major areas: power conditioning, alignment, and diag
nostics . The structure of the Nova control system fits this 
clustering by the use of three major control subsystems, 
each consisting of a minicomputer for inte
gration of that subsystem's activities and a set of lower 
level microprocessor-based control units or "front-end 
processors.'' A control unit may consist of one or more 
microprocessors, but it is limited in extent to a size and 
complexity that can be confidently managed by the 
reasonable efforts of one or two key people. Each sub

system's minicomputer is therefore a "second-level 
processor" in a three-level hierarchical network where 
the third or upper level is a larger minicomputer system. 
The third-level system provides computational and 
data-archiving support for each of the three major sub
systems. The functions performed at each level of con
trol are: 

General FEP (front-end processor) functions: 
• Stand-alone ' 'base level" control, data acquis

ition, and archiving. 
• Interface to local control panels. 
• Interface to sensors and controllable 

mechanisms. 
• Interface to the second-level processor for en

hanced and coordinated operations, e.g., 
—Accept supervisory control commands from 

the second-level systems. 
—Periodically report status to the second-level 

systems. 
• Electrical isolation of the control systems from 

the rest of the laser hardware. 
• Self-test diagnostics. 

Second-level control system functions: 
• Integration and coordination of FEP activities. 
• Separate but centralized operator control for 

each of the three major Nova subsystems. 
• Acquisition and formatting of FEP status and 

data for display and storage. 
• Short-term storage of all important subsystem 

data. 
• "Quick look" data analysis. 
• Computational support for enhanced control 

features. 
• Self-test diagnosis of itself and all associated 

FEPs. 
Third-level control system functions: 

• Concurrent software development and con
trol-system operational support. 

• Analysis of laser and target performance. 
• Large-volume archiving of performance data. 
• Host for sharing of expensive peripherals. 
• Data interchange with Octopus, the LLL time

sharing computation facility. 
• Control system self-test and status display. 
All minicomputers and microprocessors used in the 

Nova control system will be from the same family of 
upward-instruction-set-compatible machines used for 
Shiva (PDP-1 l/LSl-11). This will allow the Nova con
trol system to be developed as an extension of the Shiva 
control system. Also, this provides the greatest flexibil
ity in backing up subsystems with other subsystems. 

Diagnostics and Alignment. The basic function 
of beam diagnostics and alignment systems is to achieve 
optimized irradiation of each target and, at the same 
time, to avoid conditions in the laser that could cause 
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optical damage to system components. To learn the most 
from each target irradiation, the laser must perform 
consistently and each beam hitting the target must be 
accurately characterized. The detailed requirements that 
follow from these general criteria are: 
Requirements for system alignment: 

• Accurate beam positioning on a variety of fu
sion targets. 

• Beam propagation from the oscillator tc the 
target without violating component apertures. 

• Pinhole positioning in each of approximately 
220 spatial filters. 

• Pulse simultaneity at the target. 
• Complete alignment in one hour or less. 
• Built-in self-test capability with the beam off. 
• Control flexibility with respect to signal pro

cessing, system monitoring, and alignment sequencing. 
• Operating manpower level of one engineer and 

two technicians, 
General requirements for beam diagnostics: 

• Temporal, spatial, and energy monitoring of 
pulse evolution from the oscillator along each amplifier 
chain to the target. 

• Data acquisition and processing in a time short 
compared to the laser turnaround time to permit adjust
ment of laser parameters based on interpretation of diag
nostic data. 

• Independent subsystems installed with each 
section of the laser. 

• Built-in self-test capability with the beam off. 
• Sufficient control flexibility to allow config

uration of beam diagnostics for a wide range of laser 
energy and power performance. 

• Operating manpower level of one engineer and 
two technicians. 

To meet the requirements listed above, the align
ment and diagnostic tasks have been divided into gruups 
performed by independent subsystems. This subsystem 
organization facilitates phased installation of alignment 
and diagnostic capability during construction of the laser 
and greatly increases reliability when the whole system 
is complete. Because failures can usually be isolated to a 
single subsystem, automatic operation of the other sub
systems can continue uninterrupted. Figure 2-97 iden
tifies the alignment and diagnostic subsystems. This 
organization also provides a way of dividing the align
ment-accuracy requirements for the overall system into a 
number of separately achievable design and perfor
mance goals. This approach was used on Shiva and 
worked well. 

New Features of Nova Beam Diagnostic and 
Alignment Sensors. Although automatic perform
ance of alignment and diagnostic tasks is essential for 
efficient operation of such a large system, it is also 
important that the operator be able to visually confirm 
both the alignment status and the quality of the beam. In 
many of the Nova alignment and diagnostic subsystems. 
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charge-coupled device (CCD) arrays will serve as the 
source of both error signals for closed-loop alignment 
and high-quality video displays for the operator. 

Also, because the optical components required for 
performing alignment and diagnostic tasks are, in gen
eral, very similar, many of the Nova alignment and 
diagnostic functions will be performed by common sen
sors. This commonality is expected to simplify mainte
nance procedures and lead to more cost-effective pro
curement of the sensors. 

Front-End Alignment and Diagnostics; Pulse 
Synchronization. Figure 2-98 shows the arrangement 
of oscillator and preamplifier components for Nova. For 
alignment, these components are divided into four 
groups: the oscillator and pulse-shaping components on 
the oscillator table, two groups of preamplifiers on the 
preamplifier table, and one group of preamplifiers 
mounted on the wall of the room. Each of these groups is 

separated from the others by a pair of motorized gim
bals, and each group has its own alignment senror for 
both pointing and centering the beam The first three 
alignment sensors will be very much like the Shiva 
oscillator alignment sensor except that the lateral-effect 
photodiode detectors will be replaced by CCD arrays. 

Diagnostic instrumentation will be installed at the 
locations shown, and the sensor that is located at the 
point where the beam is directed upward into the main 
laser bay will be a combined alignment and diagnostic 
package. 

Between the oscillator-preamplifier room and the 
input to each chain, the beam travels long distances, is 
redirected by some 10 reflecting surfaces, and must 
propagate without violating various limiting apertures 
Figure 2-99 shows the airay of reflectors and beam 
splitters for the east end of Nova. A centering sensor 
monitors the beam position at the end of each major path 
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segment, and the error signal drives a gimbal located at 
the beginning of each segment. A sensor that not only 
monitors beam centering but also determines the far-
field or pointing characteristics of the beam and mea
sures beam energy will be used to align and characterize 
each of the four driver beams before the final split into 
individual chains. 

In these splitter-array sensors, as well as other 
sensors to be described later, CCD arrays are used as the 
detector element. The output from these devices can be 
digitally processed to derive alignment error signals end 
quantitative beam-profile information. At the same 
time, the output can be presented to the operator in video 
form, providing him with the capability of monitoring 
the status of the system in great detail. 

The function of the pulse synchronization system 
(PSS)isto synchronize to ± 10 ps the time of arrival at 
the fusion target of laser pulses propagating through all 
the amplifier chains of the Nova laser. The synchroniza
tion technique currently in use on Shiva will also be used 
on Nova (see § 2.2.7). 

Chain Alignment and Diagnostics; Spatial-Fil
ter Pinhole Positioning. To propagate successfully 
through the long amplifier chains, each beam must enter 
at just the right angle. To automatically insure that this 
requirement is met. each beam will be aligned by the 
chain-input pointing system. This system consists of a 
pointing sensor and a motor-driven gimbal at the begin
ning of each chain. Accurate centering at the chain input 
is achieved by placing a limiting aperture about 15% 
smaller than the incoming beam at the position of the 
desired beam line. 

For optimizing the performance of each amplifier 
chain, it is important to know the input energy. A calib
rated photodiode in each chain-input sensor measures 
this energy. 

Before each firing of the laser, the 220 pinholes in 
the amplifier chain's spatial filters must be accurately 
positioned on the laser beam focused through them, and 
they must be visually examined to verify that they have 
not been damaged by a previous shot. Figure 2-100 
illustrates a back-illumination scheme that allows both 

(a) Central part of beam focuses at 
normal focal position 

(c) Conceptual drawing of video display 
from an incident-beam diagnostics 
sensor facing back along the chain 
toward the illuminated pinhole 
shown in (a) and (b). 

(b) Outer part of beam focuses ahead 
of normal focal position and 
expands to fill pinhole 

Kig. 2-100. Illumination scheme for alignment and inspection of Nova's spatial filter pinholes. 
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tasks to be performed simultaneously. A weak lens with 
a hole in the center is inserted at the front of each chain. 
The central part of the beam, which is unaffected by the 
lens, comes to a focus in the normal focal plane. Light 
passing through the outer part of ihe lens is not colli-
mated when it enters the spatial filter, and hence it 
overfills the pinhole in the focal plane. Thus, an imaging 
system looking back into the amplifier chain and imag
ing the pinhole plane sees a silhouette of the pinhole. 

This technique simultaneously provides informa
tion about the location of the focused beam as well as the 
position of the pinhole. An incident-beam diagnostics 
sensor described below faces back into each am
plifier chain and contains a CCD array camera that can 
be used to image spatial-filter pinhole planes. This will 
result in a video display of the sort shown in Fig. 2-
100(c). Digitized versions of these pinhole-plane images 
will be analyzed by the pinhole-alignment computers to 
determine how much the pinhole needs to be moved and 
whether it has any irregular features. 

The energy evolution of the pulses as they travel 
through the laser amplifier chains must be measured in a 
way that does not unnecessarily decrease the chain out
put. This requires sampling the beam at points where 
some light is already being rejected. Two such sources 
of light are the reflection from the last polarizer in a 
polarizcr/Pockels-cell assembly or in a polarizer/rotator 
assembly and the reflection from the second surface of a 
spatial-filter output lens. Techniques for sampling at 
these points arc described in LPAR-76, 
§ 2-2.12. and Fig. 2-101 shows the locations in the Nova 
chain at which such measurements will be made. 

Incident-Beam Diagnostics. To fully charac
terize the beams hitting the target and to provide data for 
pinhole alignment and beam centering on the first turn

ing mirror, the incident-beam diagnostics system must 
perform the following measurements: 
Measurements to eharaeterize eaeli beam hilling the 
target: 

• Beam energy and the fraction focused on the 
target. 

• Prepulse energy, i.e.. energy arriving ahead of 
the main pulse (measurement required on one or two 
beams only). 

• Video and photographic record of the beam's 
spatial profile in the target plane. 

• Streak-camera or fast-diode record >•>!' the 
beam's temporal profile in the target plane. 
Measurements in preparation for a shot: 

• Video image of laser spatial-filter pinhole 
planes lo provide data for pinhole alignment. 

• Video image of near field to provide data for 
centering each beam on its first target-room tinning 
mirror. 

The incident beam diagnostic sensors will be 
positioned behind the first turning mirror as illustrated in 
Fig. 2-102. Figure 2-103 shows a sensor design that 
incorporates all the required features, including those 
used for shot preparation. 

F.y,cept for the near-field imaging, these functions 
are already performed by the Shiva incident-beam diag
nostic sensor. However, the design for Nova is more 
compact and shares a large number of common parts 
with the sensor required for incident beam alignment, as 
will be seen in the next section. 

Incident-Beam Alignment and Reflected-Beant 
Diagnostic's. The techniques used on Shiva for cen
tering the incident beam on the focus lens and pointing 
and focusing it at a surrogate target have worked well 
and will be used in slightly, modified form on Nova. The 

o Beam direction 
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Fig. 2-101. Locations of calorimetry stations that will measure beam energy at various points along the Nova chain. 
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modification is to look through the first turning mirror 
toward the target rather than through the second. This 
allows sharing of the partially transmitting mirror 
through which the incident-beam diagnostics sensor is 
already looking and also provides some measure of 
shielding against direct radiation from the target. 

Figure 2-102 shows a Nova incident-beam align
ment sensor positioned to look toward the target through 
the first turning mirror. In the figure it is labeled as a 
combined pointing, focusing, and centering sensor and 
reflected-beam diagnostics sensor. This is because the 
optical requirements for incident beam alignment and 
target viewing prior to a shot are essentially identical 
with (he optical requirements for reflected-beam diag
nostics during a shot. The similarity of these require
ments is evident in the listings that follow: 

Sensor requirements for alignment and beam/target 
viewing in preparation for a shot: 

• Near-field image of beam on centering screen 
ahead of target focus lens. 

• Near-field image of beam reflected from surro
gate target when centering screen is removed. 

• Error signals proportional to displacement of 
the beam from preselected positions in the centering 
screen plane. 

• Image of the target and of the opposing beam in 
the target plane: high and low magnification, internal 
focus. 
Sensor requirements during a shot: 

• Near-field measurement of energy reflected 
from the target. 

• Photographic record of target illuminated by 
laser pulse. 

• Streak-camera or fast-diode record of laser 
pulse reflected from the target. 

Further comparison between these requirements 
and the listings under Incident-Beam Diagnostics above 
leads to the conclusion that, in fact, the optical require
ments for incident-beam diagnostics, incident-beam 
alignment, and reflected-beam diagnostics are all very 
simitar. Thus, the incident-beam alignment functions of 
pointing, focusing, and centering (PFC) can be com
bined in a single package with the calorimetry and 
photographic functions of reflected-beam diagnostics. 
Furthermore, with the exception of a few modular items, 
this PFC sensor will be identical to the incident-beam 
diagnostics sensor shown in Fig. 2-103. This common
ality should contribute to ease of maintenance as well as 
to cost-effective procurement of the hardware. 

The combination of alignment and diagnostic 
functions into a single package is a logical extension of 
the approach used for incident-beam alignment and re
turn-beam diagnostics (RBD) on Shiva. Although 
separate PFC and RBD packages were built for Shiva, 

they were subsequently mated in such a way thai they 
share a single objective lens and TV camera (see 
§ 2.2.7). 

Alignment and Diagnostics Controls. Controls 
for Nova alignment and diagnostics are part of the 
three-level digital network described above. Optical-
mechanical functions in the sensors such as moving a 
lens or closing a shutter are controlled by front-end 
processors that are coordinated at the second level by the 
alignment minicomputer. Data-processing functions 
such as collecting and processing calorimetry data are 
performed by front-end processors that are coordinated 
at the second level in the diagnostics minicomputer. 

Authors 

E. S. Bliss 
F. VV. Hollow nv 
R. G. Ozarski 
G. J. S'uski 

2.3.6 Target Systems 
The goal of Nova target-design calculations and 

precursor experiments is to simultaneously achieve high 
energy gains (> 20), superhigh densities (approximately 
1000 g/cnv') and efficient thermonuclear burn (> 20%). 
Reaching these performance levels experimentally 
would demonstrate the scientific feasibility of inertia! 
microfusion targets for practical applications. 

Nova targets will generate higher gains, densities, 
and burn efficiencies than Shiva targets because the laser 
energy and power, an order of magnitude larger than 
Shiva's, make possible the implosion of targets an order 
of magnitude more massive. Consequently, inerlial 
confinement times are st-veralfold larger, and the 
shielding required for protection from the superthermal 
x rays and electrons (which limit the maximum im
ploded density) is much greater. 

Our predictions of target performance are based on 
calculations made with LASNEX, our sophisticated 
computer code used to design targets and to analyze 
experimental results. Our confidence in LASNEX is 
high because it has successfully predicted the perfor
mance of microscopic fusion targets initiated by 10- to 
1000-J lasers at Livermore. Between now and the oper
ational date of Nova, LASNEX will continue to im
prove, and much more powerful computers will be ac
quired. With these improvements, we should be able to 
predict the laser-plasma interaction associated with the 
most complex targets. 

The high-performance targets being designed for 
Nova have a shell of frozen DT (deuterium/tritium), 
which must be maintained at temperatures less than 20 
K. Continuous cool ing of the target is necessary because 
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heat is radiated from the target chamber wall and be
cause the beta decay of tritium deposits additional heat. 
A high contrast ratio is required in the laser pulse to 
avoid damage to the target from low-level precursors. 

Target-fabrication technology is strongly affected 
by both the cryogenic and cooling requirements and the 
critical need to sufficiently limit the growth of fluid 
instabilities. Consequently, it is necessary to have target 
surface finishes smooth to about 100-1000 A, and target 
shell thicknesses uniform to one part in a thousand, as 
well as to avoid singular perturbations such as mounting 
.stalks. Dust must also be carefully controlled, because 
only ten dusi specks (with diameters of about 1000 A) on 
ihc target surface might induce fluid-unstable perturba
tions and abort the implosion. 

These problems can be solved through careful de
sign of special systems that transport the target from the 
fabrication area to the test chamber and then mount and 
support the target in the test chamber. A very high 
vacuum will be created in the target chamber to 
minimize condensation on the target surface. 

An optimum laser-pulse shape (intensity vs time) is 
required for the target to achieve high performance 
levels. This pulse shape can be predicted by LASNEX 
with moderate accuracy, but the final optimization will 
be carried out experimentally. Therefore, the laser sys
tem must be capable of generating flexible and highly 
reproducible pulse shapes, so that rapid experimental 
convergence to the maximum target performance will be 
possible. 

The target implosion to superhigh densities is sen-
siti'.c to asymmetries, whereas the laser-target interac
tion is inherently three-dimensional (the light is po
larized, and the beam pattern is three-dimensional). 
Special diagnostics will be used to detect these effects 
and to provide effective feedback to the target designers. 

Because the imploded target has a density-radius 
product greater than 1 g/cm2, charged fusion-reaction 
products and thermal x rays from the burning region are 
absorbed in the target. The ignition and burn may be 
monitored by the neutrons, by very high energy x rays, 
and by neutron-activated radiochemical tracers seeded 
in the target. 

The fusion explosion will have an energy release 
comparable to that of tens of kilograms of high explo
sive. However, unlike high explosive, the thermonu
clear fuel will weigh less than a milligram, and most of 
the energy will be released at 14-MeV neutrons, as 3.5-
MeV alpha particles, as thermal x rays in the 0.1- to 
100-keV spectral ranyc, and as plasma at kilovolt temp
eratures. Small quantities of radioactive isotopes will 
also be generated. Obviously these nuclear effects 
necessitate special designs for the target chamber and 
other subsystems. 

When Nova becomes operational, the strategy will 
be to start with the simplest exploding-pusher target 

possible to test the seal ing of the physics to larger sizes. 
Exploding pusher targets compress DT to roughly liquid 
density with a simple high-power temporally Gaussian 
pulse. As the laser, pulse-shaping, diagnostics, testing, 
and target-fabrication capabilities advance, a sequence 
of progressively more complex targets with higher and 
higher performance will be tested. Prototypes of these 
targets are now being developed for testing with the 
Argus laser and, later, with the Shiva laser. As Nova is 
brought up in increments, we will continue the high-
density, high-yield experiments begun with Shiva. 

Target Chamber. The Nova target chamber will 
be designed initially to contain a scientific breakeven 
experiment, which is defined as one producing a ther
monuclear energy output equal to the laser-light energy 
input. The laser input will be about lOOkJ, which, with a 
pellet gain of 1 (scientific breakeven), will result in 100 
kJ of thermonuclear (TN) output. This is equivalent to 
the energy contained in 5 x I0"1 14-McV neutrons. 
X-ray and debris energy are typically about 20% of the 
total TN energy. Neutrons deposit little of their energy in 
the chamber, but the first wall must absorb all the x-ray 
and debris energy in addition to the laser light scattered 
from the target. 

In the second phase of Nova, to demonstrate scien
tific feasibility, energy on the target will be increased to 
about 250 k J and gain is expected to increase to about 20. 
The yield of this experiment will be about 10"'" 14-M eV 
neutrons. For various targets, as much as 1.6 MJ of x 
rays in the 0.1- to 10-KeV energy range or 2 MJ of target 
debris with 100-eV energy will be absorbed in the first 
wall. 

Target-chamber design studies for the two phases 
of Nova are based on yields in Table 2-2~ Consideration 
will be given to features to accom mourn, ields up to 
I02" neutrons, corresponding to a pellet gain of 80 with 
250 kJ on target. Some of the assumptions made are 
listed below. 

1. Negligible fissile materials in breakeven tar
gets, some fissile materials in scientific-feasibility 
targets. 

2. Double containment in the target chamber for 
fission fragments. The building itself will constitute a 
third containment. 

3. After a maximum credible shot, some repairs 
may be necessary but no significant radioactive material 
release will be allowed. 

4. Targets may be cryogenic or at room temper
ature. 

5. Targets will be fixed in place (no "ballistic 
targets"). 

6. Two-sided target-irradiation geometry. 

The initial target chamber will be constructed of 
aluminum alloy, with a designed-in capability of up-
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grading to scientific-feasibility requirements by the fu
ture addition of a first-wall liner, water shielding, and a 
second vacuum window to provide double containment 
for radioactive debris. The 5 x 10'"-neutron design 
yield of the scientific-feasibility experiments may pre
clude a metal chamber, because neutron activation 
might impose an excessive wait for decay between 
shots. Materials having the necessary structural proper
ties and containing only carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, and 
silicon narrow the choice to fiber-reinforced epoxy 
composites. A development program will be undertaken 
to evaluate epoxy composites for the upgraded chamber 
to reduce cool-down time after a maximum-yield shot. 

Properties of interest are outgassing. air permeation, 
stress-creep relationships, and fabrication and leak-
checking techniques. 

A local water shield will reduce neutron activation 
of the mechanical support structures around the target 
chamber. Incorporated in the design is a double wall 
containing 60 cm of water, which will eliminate W * of 
the neutron fluence. The necessary penetrations for laser 
beams, diagnostics ports and vacuum pumps will he 
backed up by neutron shadow-shields. 

The Nova chamber conceptual designs arc shown 
in Figs. 2-104 and 2-105. Tabic 2-23 shows the chamber 
characteristics. 

Table 2-22. Target -chamber design cri teria for Nova arc based on (he yields shown here. 

Kxpectcd Design level Maximum credible 

Breakeven experiments 

Kncrgy on target, kj 
Pellet gain 
Neutron yield 
X-ray fluenee. kj 
Debris energy, kj 
Radiation eFTeels 

Damage produced 
.Scientific feasibility experiments 

Energy on target, kj 
Pellet gain 
Neutron yield 
X-ray fluence. M.I 
Debris energy, MJ 
Radiation effects 

Damage produced 

Kill 
I 

S x |<>'« 
12(1 
120 

250 
20 

2.5 x 10" 
1.6 
2.0 

100 
2 

10 i : 

I-III 
140 

Activation 
produced 

None 

250 
40 

5 x 10" 
3.2 
4.0 

Activation 
produced 

None 

100 
4 

2 • 10 I T 

IHO 
180 

Shielding 
required 

\ « rupture 

250 
SO 
10'" 
6..' 
8.0 

Shielding 
required 

No rupture 

Table 2-23. Design parameters for Nova target chamber. 

Breakeven experiments Scientific feasibility experiments 

Shape 
Vessel 

Containment 
Energy 

Pressure 

Spherical with cone ends 
4-m inside diameter 
Aluminum alloy 
Optional shielding blocks 

Single (no fissionable material! 
I0,7-n/shot design yield 
140 fcj absorbed in wall 
10 [i-Torr vacuum 
0.2-bar equilibrium pressure 
No significant shock 

Spherical with cone ends 
4-m inside diameter 
Aluminum alloy or epoxy composite 
(iO-cm-thick l t d shield 
Damage-resistant first wall 
Double for burst, triple for gas 
5 x 10"-n/shot design yield 
3.2 MJ absorbed in first wall 
10 ,;-Torr vacuum 
0.7-bar equilibrium pressure 
*~ 20-kbar maximum shock in first wall 
from x ravs 
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/—Target positioner 

" • — ^ ^ 

^^^^^ ^ ^ Beam-turning mirrors 

Inside dimensions: 75 X 100 X 70 ft high 
Walls: 6-ft concrete 
Target chamber: 2-m radius 
8eams: 48,450-mm diameter 
Lenses: f/10 aspheric singlet 

^ — Typical target diagnostics detector 

l i d . 2-IIM. Nova target chamber area. 

The Nova chamber must contain and environmen
tally support cryogenic targets. To avoid melting frozen 
DT targets, the pressure in the chamber must not exceed 
10 '• Torr and should approach l() ' Torr." To achieve 
the II) 7-Torr range, the surface of the vessel must have 
a low outgassing rate ( 10 K Torr l i ter / 
scm-). the pump-out ports must he large (30-40 cm), 
and the vacuum pumps must have good capacity ( 10'1 

liters/si. Cryopanels will be considered. The main 
pumping systems will probably consist of cryopumps. 
turbomolecular pumps, traps, and roughing pumps, 
similar to the Shiva and Argus vacuum systems/17 

The design criteria for the vacuum and waste dis
posal system are as follows: 

• Attainabasepressureof5 x |() 7Torrinabare 
chamber. 

• Attain a working pressure of 10 " Torr when 
using cryogenic targets. 

• Pumpdown from atmospheric pressure to 10 •"' 
Torr within 30 min. 

• Collect radioactive debris in gaseous, liquid, 
and solid phases. 

• Process waste material for safe disposal. 

The array of diagnostics instruments in use on 
Shiva will he moved to Nova and added to new diagnos
tics. The resulting array will compose a complete set of 
the basic diagnostics required for all experiments. To 
accommodate the Shiva instruments, identical mounting 
fixtures will be provided on the Nova chamber. There 
will be up to 50 ports to provide access for target mea
surements. The shielding needed for the diagnostic ports 
will depend on specific instrument requirements: it has 
not been worked out in detail. 

As calculated in CP&D-76.'17 pp. 11-23, the op
timum illumination geometry is a trade-off between the 
included angle of each beam cluster and the f-numberof 
the focus lenses. For Nova, the cluster angle is 45 deg. 
For 450-mm-diam beams, f/11 lenses will be appro
priate (see Fig. 2-106). 

The lens positioners will consist of standard com
mercial translation stages and linear transducers, similar 
to Shiva lens positioners, with 5-fuvi accuracy. 

For the initial Nova experiments there will be no 
significant personnel hazard from the neutron activation 
of a target chamber constructed with aluminum alloy for 
up to 5 x 10"1 n per shot. The alpha-particle or x-ray 
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Fig. 2-105. Nova tarpel chamber (aluminum option with long tenses.) 

energy fluencc on the chamber walls is 0.1 ft J/cnr. No 
shock or evaporation problems are expected at this flu-
ence. The maximum pressure rise expected in the target 
chamber (assuming all the alphaenergy and laser energy 
is transferred to gas) is 

AP = l . 6 E / r v

s = 1.6 x 120.000 J/200-1 = 0 . 0 2 4 aim. 

The resultant pressure is less than 1 atm. 
X-ray and debris effects on the target chamber's 

first wall and pressure vessel for the scientific feasibility 
experiments have been estimated. These effects include 

early-time shock and late-time thermal degradation of 
strength, material removal, and late-time stress loading 
of the pressure vessel. Also considered was \-ray-in
duced spall of fused-silica window shields. The vessel 
was assumed to be a sphere with a radius of 2 m. and the 
first wall was assumed to he a highly damage-resistant 
carbon composite. A summary of the effects considered 
is given in Table 2-24. The dominant source of shock 
and stress in the chamber wall is the impulse imparted by 
x-ray absorption on the inner wall surface. 

The cryogenic targets, target positioners, and target 
viewers developed during Shiva operations will be up-

Table 2-24. Effects of x rays on the first wall of the Nova target chamber for the scientific feasibility experi
ments. Maximum credible yield assumes a gain of 80, a neutron production of 10'", and an x-ray production of 
6.3 MJ; all these numbers are increased tenfold for a yield of ten times the maximum credible yield. 

Carbon first wall at R " 2 m Quartz window al K 4.5 m 

Max credible 
yield 

Ten times max 
credible Yield 

Max credible 
Yield 

Ten times max 
credible Yield 

Material remoYed. Mm 2 5 0.75 2 
Stress, kbar 3.5 in n.i 5-III 
Spall expected? No No No Prohabh 
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f/11 lens 
Vacuum window 
510-mm o.d. 

Debris shield 
500-mm o.d. 

25 mm 5 mm 

Breakeven 

f/11 lens 

Vacuum/pressure 
windows 

510-mm 
o.d. 

500-mm o.d. 

Debris shield 

25 mm — —- 5 mm 

Scientific feasibility 

Fig. 2-106. Nova lenses, windows, and debris shields, (a) Kach beam has an V11 lens with a vacuum window that, in the breakeven 
experiments, must withstand an external pressure of 14.7 psia. The debris shield will proteet the stressed window from x rays and target 
debris, (b) Windows for the scientific-feasibility experiments must hoIJ vacuum and are designed for an internal shot pressure of 15 
psia. Because of radioactive fission gas generated by the shot, double containment is required, and. therefore, two high-pressure 
windows may be needed. The debris shield for the scientific-feasibility experiments will he fused silica. All other optical components 
may be of BK-7 or fluorophosphatc glass. 

graded and refined for Nova. The basic requirements are 
elaborated in CP&D-76. pp. 11-38.'" 

Target Diagnostics. The design criteria for the 
Nova target diagnostics have two broad objectives: 

• To establish and understand the physical pro
cesses governing the interactions between laserlight and 
target materials. 

• To verify experimentally the performance of 
targets as predicted by computer calculations and to 
provide feedback whereby the computer codes or mod
els can be more fully developed. 

Fulfilling these objectives will require measure
ments in the regimes shown below, which are compared 
with corresponding measurements attained during 1977. 

Electron density, cm : i 

Temperature, he 

Particle and photon energy 

Spatial resolution 

Temporal resolution 

Required by Nova 
10"' to 102'1 

1 eV to 50 keV 

I eV to 14 MeV 

I /urn to 1 cm 

I ps to 100 ns 

Attained in 1977 
10"' to 10-

I 100 eV to 100 keV (time-integrated) 
100 eV to 3 keV (100-ps resolution) 

[ 200 eV to 20 keV (15-ps resolution) 
100 eV to 20 MeV 
I/urn, visible and uv (time-integrated) 
3/an, x rays (time-integrated) 
6/um, x rays (15-ps resolution) 

t 3ju.ni, alpha particles 
| 6 ps. infrared 

15 ps, x rays 
120 ps, x rays (2-D picture) 
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Nova experiments that produce yield levels of sci
entific breakeven and above will result in neutron, x-ray, 
and particle fluxes high enough to require specific atten
tion to the survival of diagnostic instrumentation. These 
yield levels will also allow the use of new diagnostic 
techniques that can provide detailed information on the 
state of the imploded fuel and pusher shells. 

A point source of 10'" neutrons in the center of the 
target chamber can be expected to cause significant 
activation of material in the target chamber walls, the 
supporting structure outside the target chamber, and the 
walls of the target room. Figure 2-107 shows the neutron 
and x-ray fluxes expected inside the Nova target 
chamber for a 25-MJ yield. The x-ray flux expected at 
the wall of the target chamber is 3 cal/cnr. and the 
neutron flux expected is 2 x |() l : l n/cnr. Clearly, we 
must begin to seriously consider the survival of detectors 
placed inside this environment, and we must also be 
seriously concerned with the operation of electronics 
near the target chamber under these conditions. 

The neutrons from this type of experiment will 
cause significant disruption of unshielded electronics 
inside the Nova target room, so most of the electronic 
diagnostic units will probably be outside the target 

room. This configuration is shown in Hg. 2-IO.S. where 
we see detectors and front-end processor'controllers lo
cated outside the target room at the end of line-of-sicht 
tubes from the target chamber. We have used the LSI-11 
microprocessor as the front-end unit in the Shiva laser 
system, and we expect to continue to operate in this 
mode for the Nova system; however, with Nova these 
processors will, in general, be located outside the target 
room wall to protect the electronics from the neutron 
lluenceduring high-yield experiments. Control and data 
communication to these processors will be ac
complished through fiber optics, with suitable shielding 
of the optical fibers within the target room. 

Nova targets will be irradiated with laser pulses 
ranging in intensity from about 10 i a to 10 l ;' W/cnr. As a 
result, the photon emission from the targets will vary 
between temperatures of the order of I (HI eV and lens of 
kiloeleetron volts. Therefore we will need to make 
broadband spectral measurements of the x rays over a 
range from 100 eV up to several hundred kiloeleclron 
volts. For experiments at less than I TW HO'- W). we 
were able to place these detectors quite close to the 
experiment—on the order of 50 cm away. For Nova the 

2 X 1 0 1 3 n/cm 2 at 200 

13 
3 X 10 

3 X 1 0 1 4 

cm 
Fig. 2-107. Predicted neutron and x-ray 
fluxes in the Nova target chamber for a 
25-MJ thermonuclear yield. 

[ Laser beam 
I bundle 

^ ^ ^ s o 100 150 cm | [ Laser beam 
I bundle i 3 0 0 ^ * * * ^ I 

ioo y 

25 

10 

5 
Pellet yield 

10 neutrons 
6.3-MJ x rays • V 3 cal/cm2 x rays at 200 cm 
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Shiva 
target room 

Two-way 
fiber optics 

Laser bay 
50 X 220 ft 

-(Shielded 
electronics) 

cr -Data-reduction 
processor 

-Detectors and front-end 
processors/controllers 

Data concentrator 

Flf. 2-108. Nova target dlijnoMlcs. 

Target chamber 
2-m radius 

Target room wall-
2-m concrete 

Filter/fluorescer. 
7 keV - 1 MeV 

Signal conr^uoning' 
and recording 

Low-energy Dante 
0.1 - 1 , 1 keV 

Fit. 2-lM. LocatioM of x-rajr delccton for Nova. 
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fluxes will be so large that we must place the detectors at 
a significant distance from the target chamber and pro
vide significant collimation and shielding for the detec
tors to allow the acquisition of clean signals. Figure 
2-109 shows how these detectors might be installed in 
the Nova facility to produce a diagnostic package that 
would provide the temporal behavior of the broadband 
x-ray spectrum from 100 eV up to 100 keV. 

Because materials of different atomic numbers are 
used in the various shells of high-density and high-yield 
implosion targets, we can expect to see fine spectral 
details at various times and positions in these targets. 
The spectral response that can be achieved with crystal 
spectrometers is of significant additional interest be
cause it can provide information on the detailed tem
perature and (tensity distributions produced. 

Measurements that provide the spatial distribution 
of the x rays emitted by the target also provide signifi
cant information on the uniformity of heating of the 
target, as well as on the symmetry of the compressed fuel 
and pusher. Microscopes can be located at relatively 
large distances from tlie object of interest. However, the 
distances required for protection of the imaging element 
are of the order of several meters. As has been shown in a 
study on the resolution capability of grazing-incidence 

focusing x-ray optics,3 8 the object distance is directly 
proportional to the surface-figure accuracy required for 
the x-ray optics for given resolution. The conclusions 
from this study are that the first element in the optical 
chain must be expendable. Therefore, we have chosen to 
make this first element a plane reflecting mirror operat
ing in the grazing-incidence reflection mode. We are 
thus able to operate the expensive, high-resolution 
focusing optics out of the line of sight of the debris and 
damaging x-ray flux from the implosion. This makes it 
possible to provide shielding and protection for these 
high-resolution and expensive elements. In Fig. 2-110 
we show the conceptual layout of our x-ray imaging 
system that may be used for the Nova target chamber. A 
disposable plane mirror is placed at a radius of 0.5 m 
from the target. For a grazing incidence angle of 1 deg 
we are then able to provide adequate, direct-shi.ie 
shielding from the target for a four-channel series 
Kirkpatrick-Baez microscope system.3" The twice-re
flected beams are then transmitted through an aperture in 
the target chamber wall to a detector station, which is 
now well shielded from direct shine from the target. The 
recording system for such an x-ray imaging instrument 
may be a film, a CCD camera, an x-ray streak camera, or 
an x-ray framing camera. 

Kirkpatrick-Baez 
cylindrical mirrors 
R »1.0 m 

TarjKt chambtr wall 
R»2.0m t -0 .6mH 2 O 

Fll. 2-llt. Gnzint-lMMciicc x-my micnwco** for Nov*. 

Image plane -J 
Film, CCD camera 

or 
streak camera 

R-16m 

Target room wall 
R=-12m 
t» 2 m concrete 
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100 m-

Neutron "pinhole 

Water 
shielding 

Target chamber 

Target room 
shielding wall 

l-'ig. 2-111. Neutron pinhole imaging for Nova. 

Detector 
shielding 

100 £ magnification £ 1000 

A conceptual implementation of neutron pinhole 
imaging of ihe reacting region for a Nova experiment is 
•.noun in Fig. 2-111. A very small diameter, largc-as-
pect-ratin pinhole is placed inside the target chamber, 
and a flight tube is used to propagate the neutrons 
through the target chamber room out beyond the target 
room area to a detector station located several hundred 
meters away from the target. Large magnification is 
necessary to relieve the spatial-resolution problem for 
the detector system. For both phases of Nova we should 
he able to obtain good enough spatial resolution with 
neutron pinhole imaging to determine not only the over
all size of the reacting region but also its detailed shape. 

Neutron activation analysis can provide a mea
surement of the yield of the DT neutrons and also the 
target i>r for various shell elements in an imploded 
laser-fusion target. In Fig. 2-112 we show how such a 
diagnostic system might be implemented. A portion of 
the target debris is collected in a cylindrical container. 
Immediately following the shot, this collector is isolated 
from the target chamber and rapidly removed from the 
target room through a pneumatic rabbit to a counting 
station, where the radioactive decay is analyzed as a 
function of time. For the high-yield experiments in Nova 
we should be able to place trace elements in each of the 
shells in the target material to produce distinctive 
radioactive decay signatures. These may be individually 

analyzed through the collection of a portion of the target 
debris. This system can be operated remotely on a time 
scale appropriate to the prompt counting of the radioac
tive decay of the various shells' tracer debris materials. 

In summary, with the high yield that may be ex
pected with the Nova laser facility, significant care must 
be taken in the diagnostic- implementation; but also be
cause of the high fluxes, we may use new approaches to 
the gathering of vital information about the performance 
of laser fusion targets. 

Radiological Analysis. Construction of the 
Nova laser will entail two main milestones. Breakeven 
experiments will have a target chamber capable of con
taining maximum credible neutron yields up to 2 x 10" 
per shot. The second milestone, scientific feasibility, 
will have a more complex target chamber to adequately 
contain maximum credible neutron yields up to I0'1' per 
shot. The target chamber will be surrounded by a water 
shield to attenuate neutrons and to reduce activation of 
materials exposed to neutrons. The target-room concrete 
shielding will remain the same for all Nova experiments. 

Design, construction, and operation of the Nova 
laser will assure that identifiable hazards are mitigated or 
eliminated in accordance with the currently accepted 
safety standards. Pertinent radiation protection stan
dards that will be followed to eliminate risks to health 
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Fig. 2-112. Possible scheme for radiochemical analysis of Nova target debris. 

and safety include those promulgated by DOE and con
tained in the DOE Manual. Ch. 10 CFR (Code of 
Federal Regulations) pans 20, 50, and 100, and radia
tion protection standards stipulated in the LLI. Health 
and Safety Manual. 

Radiological safety considerations in this section 
are for the final base design of Nova buiiding parameters 
as currently envisaged. Some of the other base-design 
options considered in the past are documented in the 
CP&D-76 study.'17 

The required shielding to reduce prompt radiation 
levels for an unrestricted access outside the target room 
is summarized in Table 2-25. With this shielding con
figuration, in combination with appropriate target-
chamber materials, one can achieve a useful shot rate 
without excessive cool-down periods. For instance, 
neutron yields of 10'" per day can be conducted continu
ously if the reactor chamber is epoxy composite, the 
local shield is 0.6 m of water located directly on the 
chamber, the building"s concrete walls are 1.83 m thick, 
and the roof is 1.22 m thick. These precautions result in 
dose equivalents that are less than the primary protection 
limits inside the target room after a few hours of cool-
down time, less than 10% of the primary protection 
limits immediately outside the target room, and less than 

\c/t of the natural background ra.liation level at the 
nearest site boundary from Nova. Expected gaseous 
lauiwctivity and tritium releases to the environment for 
the Nova operations ate presented in Table 2-26. The 
resulting radiation levels at the site boundary are well 
below the presently accepted standards. 

Radiation doses to personnel will be kept at a level 
"'as low as reasonably achievable" (commonly abbre
viated "ALARA") in accordance with the U. S. De
partment of Energy and LLL policy on radiation. We 
have established the following operating limits on expo
sure: 

Dose equivalent, mrcm 

Exposure category Design Acceptable 

Operating personnel «500 5000 
Site boundary personnel ^50 500 
Off-site average population s=17 170 

Our analysis indicates thai an annual series of 500 
maximum credible shots of 10"' neutrons each will result 
in maximum exposure levels well below these limits. 
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Table 2-25. Calculated prompt-radiation dose equivalents outside the Nova target-room shielding. 

Breakeven experiments Scientific feasibility experiments 

Neutrons per shot 
Number of shots per year 

Shielding materials: 
Local water shield, m 
Target room concrete: 
Wall thickness, ni 
Roof thickness, m 

10" 
250 

0 

1.83 
1.22 

5 x 10'" 
500 

0.6 

1.83 
1.22 

Dose equivalents, mrem/yr: 
At nearest site boundary 
Immediately outside shielding walls 
(direct plus sky.shine) 

-M25 
- 1 
175 

Table 2-26. Potential doses at the nearest LLL site boundary from release of effluents in Nova operations. 

Operation Type of effluent 
Release rate, 

Cl/yr 
Potential dose, 

mrcin/y 

Filling targets with I)T 
Nova fusion shots 

Tritium 
Induced radioactivity 
in air 

•-500 
<100 

- 1 
- 1 

All materials exposed to neutrons will be subject to 
activation. The degree of activation depends on the type 
and amount of material, the location with respect to the 
neutron source, and the incident spectrum. These are 
summarized !>elow. 

Analysis of laser fusion targets, carried out in Ref. 
37, indicated that three high-Z target materials would 
require no special waste-recovery system; these are Pb, 
W, and Ta. The exhaust from these materials will be 
passed through a line HEPA filter between the target-
chamber vacuum pumps and the building stack to assure 
that essentially no target debris is released into the envi
ronment. 

In the case of Au and fissionable materials that may 
be used for fabricating scientific-feasibility targets, the 
fission and activated products will be chemically proces
sed, collected, and retained to allow radioactive decay. 
They will then be packaged for disposal in accordance 
with the Department of Transportation (DOT) regula
tions. 

As for the fission products generated in normal 
scientific-feasibilty operations, the primary and secon
dary barriers afforded by the target chamber walls will 
serve to prevent release of fission products into the target 
room. Under emergency conditions, the estimated dose 
equivalent from inhalation and external radiation to an 
individual exposed to the maximum inventory of the 
important fission-product radionuclides after release 
through the building stack is found to be well within the 
dose limits specified in 10 CFR 100 for accidental re
lease of fission products.3" 

Prior to a laser fusion shot, the target room will be 
depressurized to a lower-than-atmospheric pressure. 
Under abnormal conditions, a postulated accident of 
exceedingly low probability involves the rupture of both 
the primary and secondary target-chamber walls, and the 
subsequent release of gaseous and volatile products from 
the depressurized room. The volatile and gaseous pro
ducts will be discharged (at a rate of 1% of the room 
volume per minute) into an initial HEPA filtration sys
tem for the removal of particulates, through an acti
vated-charcoal scrubber system to remove iodines, and 
then through additional HEPA filtration to the building 
stack. With these precautions, the resulting potential 
doses at the site boundary from abnormal operations will 
be about I mrem external whole-body dose from noble 
gases. This is well within the dose limits specified in 10 
CFR Part 100 for accidental release of fission products. 
Under normal operations, the anticipated releases of 
activated target debris will result in negligible doses at 
the site boundary, as discussed above. 

The amount of tritium in each of the conceived 
fusion pellets will be 0.1 to 2.0 Ci. For breakeven 
experiments, the potential releases of tritium will be 
limited to less than 500 Ci/yr (250 shots). For scien
tific-feasibility experiments, the releases are expected to 
be less than 1000 Ci/yr (500 shots). While the release of 
this amount of tritium is considered negligible, oxidizer 
and molecular-sieve implementation in the target 
chamber's vacuum-pump exhaust line can reduce tri
tium releases to almost zero. 
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• The materials found attractive for the target 
chamber from the standpoint of short-.erm activation 
were primarily low-atomic-number materials.37 The 
Nova target chamber will initially be made of alu
minum alloy. For the target chamber used in the scien
tific-feasibility experiments later, the choice of mate
rials appears to be I imited to epoxy composites if prompt 
access to the chamber is required af;er a shot; other 
materials would retain too much residual radioactivity.37 

In the case of the initial aluminum chamber, the residual 
radiation levels from each shot of 5 x 10'" neutrons 
yield, after a few hours of cool-down, are acceptably 
low a few meters from the chamber. Access to the inside 
of the target chamber will be delayed or limited to 
shorter times because of high radiation levels. At the end 
of the Nova breakeven experiments, the target chamber 
will be disposed of as a very low level radioactive waste 
after a few weeks of cool-down time. 

• Neutron-induced radioactivity in the local 
water shield and the room air for the breakeven experi
ments is negligible. Therefore, it will not be considered 
here, and the calculations will be done for the scien
tific-feasibility experiments only. 

The geometric model used for the radiological cal
culations is shown in Fig. 2-113. The target chamber has 
a 2-m inside radius, the inner and outer reactor walls are 
5 cm thick, and there is a 60-cm-thick local water shield 
between the inner and outer chamber walls. 

• The mild-steel spaceframe occupies the space 
between the local water shield and the concrete shields. 
The spaceframe weighs approximately 9.1 x 10J kg. 
For calculations, it is assumed to be uniformly dis
tributed in a shell having inner and outer radii of 4 and 7 
m. respectively. 

Figure 2-114 shows the total gamma-energy decay 
rates and corresponding dose-equivalent rates for the 
Nova I spaceframe as a function of cool-down time 
following one shot of 10" n and a year's worth of shots. 
IO'7 n per day for 365 days. 

The total gamma-energy decay within the space-
frame, with and without boron in the water and concrete, 
are shown in Fig. 2-1)5. The dose-equivalent rate cor
responding to the gamma-energy decay rate is essen
tially constant inside the spaccframe network. The 
long-term dose results primarily from "''Mn. which has a 
303-day half life. 

• Activation of the concrete shield, in addition to 
the activation of the spaccframe and target chamber, 
determines the length of the waiting period after a shot 
until the room becomes acceptable for full occupancy. 
For breakeven operations, the residual radionuclides 
produced in the concrete make much smaller contribu
tions to dose levels after shutdown than those produced 
in the spaceframe and target chamber. Activation of 
concrete for breakeven operations will be within the 
acceptable levels. Therefore, the rest of this section will 
be devoted to scientific feasibility. 

12 - Fif. 2-113. Simulation geometry used for 
calculating. NoVa neutron-induced radio
activity and dose levels. 

12 '" r • i i f i i i i • • 1 Fif. 2-113. Simulation geometry used for 
calculating. NoVa neutron-induced radio
activity and dose levels. 
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Fig. 2-114. Calculated residual gamma-energy decay rate in the mild-steel spaceframe vs lime after shutdown for various breakeven-
experiment operations. 

Fig. 2-115. Calculated effect that adding 
boron to the shielding water and concrete 
has on the gamma-energy decay rate in the 
mild-sttcl spaceframe vs lime after 
shutdown for various scientific-feasibility-
experiment operations. > 

I 
Time after shutdown, h 
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As was pointed out in Ref. 37, the residual nuclei 
produced in the first 0.2 m of shielding contribute the 
majority of the concrete-activation dose rate inside the 
room following shutdown. For activation calculations, 
the neutrons were transported through 0.4 m of concrete 
to account for any contributions from the deep 
backscattered neutrons. 

The source geometry used in the calculations is 
shown in Fig. 2-113. Figure 2-116 gives the calculated 
gamma-energy decay rate for the inner 0.2 m of concrete 
and the corresponding dose equivalents as a function of 
shutdown time for different runs. It appears that the 
addition of boron in a local water shield is not very 
effective in reducing the neutron-capture reactions oc
curring in either the air or the concrete. 

For activation-sensitivity analysis, a number of 
concrete blocks, 30 x 30 x 10 cm, were irradiated at the 
Livermore 14-MeV Rotating Target Neutron Source 
(RTNS-1) Facility. Core samples taken from these 
blocks were subsequently analyzed quantitatively for 
isotopes using a Ge(Li) gamma spectrometer. Figure 
2-117 shows the important isotopes determined from 
both experimental data and calculations. Agreement 
between them is quite remarkable, in spite of the pres
ence of Sc, Ti. and Ni impurities in the concrete sam
ples. Overall agreement is within 109c. 

The energy deposited by neutrons and secondary 
gammas for a I0,!,-neutron pulse is shown in Fig. 2-
1 l8.The temperature rise in the various target-chamber 
materials is less than a few degrees at maximum. In fact, 
the temperature rise in the spaceframe and concrete is 
much less than 1 1 . 

Nova shielding-design philosophy is to limit the 
maximum total radiation doses outside the shielding to 
less than 500 mrem/yr to allow free access around the 
facility. 

Kig. 2-116. Calculated lotal residual 
gamma-energy decay for the inner 0.2 m of 

. concrete and the corresponding dose 
equivalents vs lime after shutdown for 
various scientific-feasibilin-expcrimcii! 

^•4 .c operations, 

0.04 £ 
E 
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O 

a 
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During a full-yield shot, the biological hazard po
tential inside the target room is sufficiently severe lo 
classify the target room as an exclusion area. For safely 
considerations, operational procedures used for l.iver-
more accelerators will he adapted for Nova operations. 
Additional information on dose level can be found in 
CP&D-76." 

The neutron-gamma transport code TARTNP was 
used to estimate the dose equivalent from transmitted 
neutrons and secondary gammas, where the neutrons are 
transmitted through a 60-cm-lhick (now 70-cm) water 
shield followed by a 180-cm-thick concrete shield. 

Calculations of neutron and secondary-gamma 
dose equivalents (mrem/h per n/cm2 • s) as a function of 
water-concrete shield thickness are shown in Fig. 2-119 
for a 14.1-MeV neutron source normalized to 1 n/s and 
normal incidence. 

The radiation dose resulting from skyshine is al
most an order of magnitude lower than the direct radia
tion just outside the shielding, becomes about the same 
at 50 m, and predominates from there on. 

Combined direct and skyshine radiation levels 
corresponding to the proposed facility operation and 
shielding are shown in Table 2-25. Dose equivalents per 
year for all operations are well within the design limits 
and are also in accord with the ALARA criterion. 

There will be 40 beam ports in the Nova target 
chamber. Each port will be 50 cm in diameter, an area 
through which radiation leakage can be substantial. Es
timates of neutron leakage through these rorts with and 
without spatial filters are given in CP&D-76. : | ; With the 
use of spatial fillers or shielding-beam tubes, the neu
tron-leakage levels will be made acceptable in the main 
laser bay. 

The basic safety components of the facility are 
designed to limit the environmental release of airborne 
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Fig. 2-117. Specific tctivMtt of important radloiiiiclM*< produced HI Nov» concrete lamplu by * 14.1-MeV neutron tource vi time 
tiler shutdown. Experimental meMwrtmtnri correlate well with theoretical predlctlont. 

tritium and neutron-induced radioactivity to minimal 
quantities. Estimates are made of the exposure level to 
an individual at the site boundary. The potential sources 
of airborne effluents are: 

• Fusion-target debris. 
• Neutron-induced radioactivity in air. 
• Tritium inventory, target loading, and fabrica

tion. 
Fusion-target debris includes unburned tritium and 

activated products. The maximum amount of tritium 
contained in a laser fusion target is estimated to be 2 Ci. 
Thus, the unburned tritium available for release at 
maximum will be 500 and 1000 Ci per year for the 
breakeven and scientific-feasibility experiments, re
spectively. This quantity of molecular tritium results in 
only a negligible dose at the site boundary. In case its 
quantity of tritium becomes oxidized, the internal dose 
at maximum will be 3 mrem at the site boundary. 

While these levels are not radiation hazards as they 
stand, they can be reduced still further by simply coupl
ing a molecular sieve in line with the target exhaust to 
remove oxidized tritium. If releases of molecular tritium 
approach 1 Ci per day, the tritium in the exhaust will be 
oxidized and absorbed on a molecular sieve. In this 
manner, the environmental l eases of target-fuel tritium 
can be reduced to nearly zero. 

Activated products could be released following a 
laser fusion shot. The majority of the target debris will 
become embedded in the debris shields and the inner 
liner materials. For low-yield targets, the amount of this 
embedded debris is projected to be very small. 
Washdown will result in low-level liquid wastes, which 
will be drained and pumped into a waste-retention tank. 
A representative sample for quantitative isotopic 
analysis will be taken from the retention tank; then, on 
the basis of analysis of this sample, disposal methods 
can be determined. 
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In the case of fission-product-yielding targets, a 
specially designed fission-product recovery system will 
be used. Basically, it will remove iodines from the 
gaseous stream and hold gases several weeks to allow 
radioactive decay. The liquid and solids will be recov
ered separately. More details are given in CP&D-76.37 

Gaseous neutron-induced radioactivity and the 
nuclear reactions leading to the production of various 
radioactive products in air are discussed in an earlier 
section on the local water shield and room air. The 
nuclides of concern are l 3 N and 4 1Ar. The estimated dose 
to an individual at the site boundary for the release of 
these nuclides (at a rate of \% of the target room volume 
per minute) on a daily basis following a shot is about I 
mrem/yr. This is low enough to require no holdup of 
these gases for radioactive decay in the target room 
following the shot. 

A typical tritium-fill facility (i.e., DT-fill facility) 
has been described in the previous section on target 
fabrication. We have determined that the environmental 
tritium release from the tritium-fill process will be less 
than I Ci/day. This will result in less than 1 mrem/yr asa 
potential dose at the site boundary. 

The inventory of molecular tritium in the tritium-
fill facility is estimated currently to be 2 g (20,000 Ci). A 
container holding this gas will be stored in a hood or 
glove box. 

If the tritium recovery system failed at the time of 
total accidental release, the tritium gas would be 
exhausted through a building stack. The maximum esti
mated dose to an individual at the nearest site boundary 
downwind from an instantaneous release of 2 g of tritium 
is about zero if in molecular form and about 400 mrem if 
completely oxidized. In both cases, the levels are well 
within the ERDA dose-limiting criteria for accidental 
releases. 

The disposable solid waste will consist of target 
debris (embedded in the first-wall materials), molecular 
sieves, and filtration systems. For the breakeven ex
periments, the amount of solid wastes will be very small 
and there are no direct products from the target implo
sion resulting in liquid wastes. Subsequent washdown of 
inner-wall materials will result in low-level radioactive 
waste. This will be pumped into the retention tank, 
subjected to isotopic quantitative analysis, and then sent 
for disposal. 

For the scientific-feasibility experiments, the major 
portion of liquid and solid wastes will result from the 
embedded target debris. In the case of activated Au or 
fission products, the external radiation levels from the 
wastes are considered sufficiently high to be pumped to a 
shielded waste-retention tank. The solid and liquid 
radioactive wastes will be packaged and transported in 
accordance with the DOT regulations in effect at the ; 
time of Nova operations. / 
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The Nova facility will have the following radiation 
monitoring and alarm systems: 

• RAMS (remote area-monitoring systems) lo
cated in the target and control rooms with local alarms. 

• CAMS (continous air-monitoring systems) to 
alert personnel to unusual levels of airborne radioactiv
ity in the target and tritium-handling rooms. 

• Stack monitors to measure the effluents 
exhausted from the target, tritium-loading, and fabrica

tion rooms and determine quantities of tritium, radioac
tive gas, and particulates released. 

• Portable radiation survey meters for reentering 
the target room and doing maintenance on the target 
chamber. 

• Interlock chains including hazard-safe bo.res to 
assure personnel protection in case of entrapment. A 
start-up procedure such as is common to particle ac
celerators will be in effect for Shiva operation. 
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2.3.7 Nova Buildings 
Designs of the laser and laser-support functions are 

already well advanced, so the laser system can be closely 
integrated with the building design. Treating the build
ing and experimental systems as a single design problem 
minimizes cost and construction time and enhances de
sign flexibility. 

During the initial planning for Nova, we consid
ered several designs for the laser laboratory and office 
buildings.4"-'" This subsection lists the criteria for the 
laboratory addition and office building and describes the 
buildings developed to satisfy the criteria. Recent de
velopments are identified and described in some detail. 
Figure 2-120 shows how the new Nova buildings will fit 
into the existing laser complex. 

Criteria. The Nova laser system will have two 
bays of lasers—a west bay and an east bay—aimed at a 
target chamber located between them. The west bay will 
be the existing Shiva building with new lasers in the 
Nova configuration. The buildings for the target 
chamber and the east bay of lasers will be new construc
tion. 

The building for the new (east) laser must contain a 
mechanically stable platform. The environment of the 

room must be that of a class 10,000 vertical-laminar-
flow clean room. The temperature throughout the room 
must be maintained at 74 ±1/2°F Finally, there must be 
enough space lo accommodate the laser and a supporting 
frame approximately 30 ft wide, 25 ft high, and 200 ft 
long. 

The two lasers oppose each other across a new 
target facility (Fig. 2-121). This facility must be large 
enough to accommodate the target chamber as well as 
the support framework for the turning mirrors, inci
dent-beam diagnostics, and experiment diagnostics. 
Environmental requirements for the target facility are 
identical to the ones already adopted for the laser. In 
addition, thick concrete walls are requited as a barrier 
against 14-MeV neutron fluxes of up to 10111 neutrons per 
burst. The target room design will include containment 
features for handling gaseous, liquid, and solid radioac
tive wastes in the small amounts that would be present 
should primary containment systems fail. The laser's 
master oscillator section requires a separate room cen
trally located in the system so that an initial pulse can he 
divided and fed simultaneously to both the opposing 
lasers. Its stability and environmental requirements are 
the same as the ones adopted for the laser. Because the 
master oscillator is sensitive to RF interference, the 
room must incorporate RF shielding. 

A large area is needed to accommodate the 
capacitors and power supplies of the 150-MJ power-
conditioning system. For maximum longevity, the 
capacitors should be kept in an area that has a tempera
ture of 74 ±4°F. typical of a comfort-level air condi
tioning system. About 17.5 MVA of pulsed utility power 
is needed when the power-conditioning system is 
operating. This is supplied at both 480 V and 27 kV. The 
energy-storage area should be located very close to the 
laser to minimize cable lengths and system losses. 

Control and diagnostic functions require 3500-ft2 

and 2200-ff2 rooms, respectively, with computer access 
flooring for the extensive cable networks that go with 
these functions. All incoming and outgoing signals are 
handled by optical isolators that can stand off transient 
electrical pulses up to 60 kV. Highly refined temperature 
control is not necessary, but cooling capacity is needed 
to deal with a large equipment heat load. Control and 
diagnostic data-gathering areas should be reasonably 
close to the laser and target facility, respectively, al
though moderate cable runs are acceptable. 

Laser system assembly and maintenance can only 
be performed in an ultraclean environment because of 
the catastrophic damage to optical surfaces that is caused 
by minute amounts of surface contamination. Class 100 
cleanliness will be the minimum acceptable in the as
sembly and maintenance area. The combined Nova laser 
system will require about three times as much clean 
assembly space as Shiva alone. Therefore, the new 
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facility needs to be approximately twice the size of the 
existing one. 

The targets for Nova experiments are tiny, fragile, 
and complex, and so must be manufaclured close to their 
point of final use. This implies a self-contained target-
fabrication complex close to the target facility with a 
quiet, vibration-free environment. Because tritium-
bearing targets will be used in Nova experiments, a 
tritium-handling capability will be required. 

The laboratory addition will include a technician 
shop, a laser glass staging and preparation room (located 
close to the assembly facility), and circulation and verti
cal transportation elements. These areas will be 
adequately served by standard utilities and environ
mental controls. 

All possible space next to the target room will be 
reserved for the placement of experiment diagnostic 
detectors, because many of them must be located outside 
the concrete wall. During the building phase of Nova, 
some of this space can be shared with the target chamber 
assembly and staging function. 

Finally, interior space must be devoted to building 
support, principally for air conditioning and special en
vironmental controls. Other air conditioning equipment 
and a large power substation will be outdoors. 

An evaluation of the Laser Program's manpower 
levels indicates that we need an office building for 200 
professional and support personnel. Because many of 
these people will support the Nova experiment, the 
building should be near the Nova laboratory addition, 
but the building also has lo be close enough to the Laser 
Fusion Laboratory (Building 381) so that the personnel 
can maintain circulation and communication ties. De
sign requirements include individual offices for ap
proximately 80f/f of the people, a combination of "con
trolled" and "limited" security zones, and a briefing 
room for about 120 people that is convertible between 
security modes. In addition, the design needs to be 
flexible enough to accommodate working groups that 
fluctuate in size. An attractive working environment is 
required, with quality and appearance comparable to 
other permanent Laser Program buildings. 

Description of the Buildings. Because this is a 
building addition, many architectural and functional 
features will be similar or identical to those in the struc
ture that houses the Shiva laser. The laboratory addition 
will add approximately 106,000 ft- to the 66,000-ft2 

HELF (Building 391). Table 2-27 shows how this space 
will be distributed. Each area shown in the table is 
tailored to its experimental requirements. Each is de
scribed below. Plan views are shown in Fig. 2-122. 
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The inside of the new target room will he 75 ft wide 
by 100 ft long (east-west direction), with fit) ft of clear 
height under a bridge crane hook. Its floor will be 30 ft 
lower than the laser bay floor. Because the room acts as a 
secondary radioactive rontainment vessel, all openings 
will be scalable. Construction is entirely of reinforced 
concrete. 6 ft thick at the walls and 5 ft thick at the roof: 
floor thickness will be determined by foundation re
quirements. 

The same type of air-handling system used in the 
Shiva facility will make the new target room a Class 
10.000 clean room, with Class 1.000 available. Temp
erature will be maintained at 74 ± l/2°F. For the re
moval of activated airborne contaminants, an indepen
dent fan system will discharge target-room air through 
HEPA filters and an activated carbon bed to a discharge 
stack on the target-room roof. This system's capacity-
will be sufficient to maintain a negative room pressure, 
thereby preventing infiltration to surrounding areas. 

Identical in cross section to the Shiva laser bay, the 
new Nova east laser bay will be 60 ft longer, giving it a 
total length of 220 ft. The laser bay will be structurally 
isolated from the rest of the building, minimizing the 
vibrations transmitted from ihe mechanical equipment. 

The Nova target room will be built against the east 
wall of Ihe Shiva target room, with the new Nova east 
laser bay beyond it to the east. The Shiva target room 
will then be niodified to become an extension of the 
Shiva laser bay; the enlarged bay will house the Nova 
west laser. 

Table 2-27. Space distribution of Nova 
laboratory addition. 

Area (iross area, ft~ 

Target room 9,500 
Laser bay 11,400 
Master oscillator room 1,500 
Energy storage 28,200 
Clean room 6.200 
Control room 3.500 
Diagnostics areas 10,300 
Support laboratories 4,200 
Target fabrication 6,900 
Circulation elements 9,000 
Building services 15,100 

Total 105,800 
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Fig. 2-122. Laboratory addition, (a) First-floor plan, showing principal dimensions and functional area distribution. Not shown are 
circulation connections to the Shiva facility, a second-floor tiewing gallery, and the second-floor diagnostics data-gathering room, 
(b) Full basement containing power-conditioning equipment for the laser, target-fabrication laboratories, and assembly areas requiring 
basement-level access. 
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It will be positioned over a basement on columns that 
coincide with the laser spaceframe columns. Thus, its 
elastic concrete floor will not be a pari of the laser 
support system. Like the targe, room, the laser bay will 
be a Class 10,000 clean room, capable of upgrade to 
Class 1,000, with temperature controlled at 74 ± 1/2°F. 
Suspended ceilings in both rooms will contain air supply 
ducting and will be integrated with flush lighting and 
HEPA filters, the latter distributed to provide a high-
velocity, vertical-laminar-flow environment. Elevated 
computer flooring will create an underfloor return-air 
plenum. 

A pair of 5-ton radio-remote-controlled bridge 
cranes will be installed. Large doors at the east end will 
permit large components to enter the laser bay. Surface 
finishes in the laser bay and target room will minimize 
dusting and din retention. 

A small room in the basement, against the east wall 
of the target room, houses the Nova laser system's 
master oscillator and pulse conditioning system. It rests 
on a spur extending from the target room monolith that is 
isolated from the rest of the basement floor, a position 
that provides the requisite mechanical stability. This 
central location facilitates simultaneous beam delivery 
to the two opposing arms of the Nova laser. About half 
the space within the master oscillator room is devoted to 
a screen room, which provides radio-frequency shield
ing for the master oscillator. Air is HEPA-filtered and 
the temperature is kept at 74 ± l/2°F. the same as in the 
new laser bay described above. 

Directly under the laser bay is a full basement that 
contains power supplies and capacitors; the latter store 
150 MJ of electrical energy, which will be used to fire 
the Nova east laser's amplifier flashlamps and 
rotators .This location has the required proximity to the 
laser bay Fifteen and one-half feet of headroom is 
provided so that capacitors can be stacked eight units 
high; stacking is necessary if we are to provide full 
storage and charging capacity within the available area. 
This space contains no significant heal loads, but air 
conditioning is needed to maintain a stable 74 ±4°F. 
This prolongs capacitor life and minimizes thermal 
changes in the height of the columns that pass up through 
the basement and support the laser. Electrical power is 
supplied from an outdoor substation at basement level. 

A 3,500-ft- control room is located south of the 
target room on the first floor level. This room has a 
computer access floor that conceals cable runs within the 
room and connects readily with the laser bay underfloor 
plenum and the ceiling space of the power-conditioning 
area below. The air conditioning system provides a 
comfort-lcel environment wirh a reserve capacity to 
remove up to 60 k W of heat from equipment in the room. 

A large solid angle is available for diagnostic de
tectors outside the south wall of the target room in a 

diagnostics loft extending from the first floor level to the 
bottom of the target room crane rail; the rail defines the 
upper limit of accessibility. A similar loft on the north 
side of the target room begins at the basement level. The 
basement floor space on the north side is borrowed for 
target chamber assembly and staging during the experi
ment's construction phase. The lofts are basically un
finished areas, although the temperature is controlled to 
some extent. 

Adjacent to the south diagnostics loft and above the 
control room is the diagnostics data-gathering room, 
which has design features similar to those in the control 
room. Underfloor spaces are connected by a cable duct. 
The data-gathering room has an air conditioning system 
with enough reserve capacity to handle 60 kW of heat 
from the electronic equipment. 

With three times the number of critical optical 
components as Shiva, the Nova laser system requires a 
new clean room twice the size of the one in the Shiva 
facility. Identical lo Shiva in its design features and 
finishes, it provides a Class 100 vertical-laminur-flow 
environment. Its location will speed the How of parts 
while providing direct access to the laser bay. The room 
has a long exterior wall, beyond which will be placed the 
extensive air-handlinK equipment. 

The target-fabrication laboratory complex occupies 
the entire area south of the target room at the basement 
level. It will be a self-contained facility that can man
ufacture cryogenic and tritiated taigets. It will be struc
turally isolated from nearby vibration sources and have 
comfort-quality temperature control. Humidity will be 
controlled at \5'H relative. Each laboratory will have 
one or more fume hoods vented to the building's exhaust 
stack: the hoods will be able to maintain negative pres
sures up to 0.01 in. of water. The tritium targel produc
tion facility (TTPF) within the complex will be main
tained at negative pressure to prevent tritium from 
spreading to surrounding areas. 

This group includes an electro-optic alignment lab. 
a technicians' shop, a glass staging room on the first 
floor, and a target-chamber staging area in the basement. 
All the first tloor labs have comfort-level air condition
ing. 

The electro-optic alignment laboratory has a re
inforced floor (basement space below) to support granite 
laser tables, nondusting finishes, variable-intensity 
lighting, and laser interlocks. 

The technicians' shop is designed to provide bench. 
assembly, and light-machining space for mechanical 
and electronics technicians. This shop will have a rein
forced floor (basement below), a light-duty monorail 
hoist, a hardened concrete floor surface, and gypsun 
board wall surfaces. 

The glass staging area will provide space for re
ceiving and storing Nova's large laser glass inventory; 
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the glass is also prepared in the area before it goes to the 
clean room for assembly. A laser laboratory environ
ment will be provided, including nondusting wall sur
faces. 

The target staging area occupies the basement area 
north of the target room, affording direct access to the 
basement-le\c-l loading area outside the building. This 
area, together with the diagnostics lofts must only be 
protected against temperature extremes; precision is not 
required. It may prove feasible to do this by discharging 
exhaust air from the laser bay and target room into the 
lofts. 

Circulation elements include corridors, receiving 
areas, and an elevator from the basement to the target 
room roof. There will be another elevator inside the 
target room, traveling its entire height, with stops at 
approximately 10-ft intervals, and a hydraulic lift plat
form operating between the basement level and the floor 
level of the target room. The arrangement of the target-
fabrication laboratory complex, control room, and diag
nostics data-gathering room in a three-level "stack"' 
permits them to be enclosed in a self-contained "lim
ited'" security zone with its own internal stairways. 
The viewing gallery at the second floor level will be built 
above the support laboratories to afford viewing of the 
Nova laser bay through optically filtered and shuttered 
windows. (Shielding requirements make it difficult to 
provide viewing into the Nova target room.) 

Mechanical and electrical support for the building 
arc contained principally in five areas: an equipment 
room in the basement that houses chillers and electrical 
distribution equipment, a laser-bay fan loft, a fan loft on 
the roof of the target room. and a yard for the clean-room 
air handlers. The lofts contain the air handlers that con
trol temperatures and generate the high air-flow rates 
required in the target room and laser bay. Additional 
air-handling equipment is located in a first-floor 
mechanical room. 

Liquid and gaseous contaminated (or potentially 
contaminated) wastes will be piped to separate tanks 
contained within a concrete vault wiih 4-ft-thick walls. 
The disposal system includes piping from floor drains in 
the target room, TTPF. and the target chamber and its 
shielding water annulus. The vault will contain pumps to 
remove gaseous wastes and a ventilating system that will 
be ducted to the discharge stack. During Title I design, 
the A-E will detrrmine the most cost effective vault 
location. 

The new building will extend 360 ft east of the 
Shiva target room, requiring the rerouting of a drainage 
channel and the relocating of several underground 
utilities. A new parking lot will be located to the east. AH 
new and old laser fusion program facilities will be uni
fied by a network of interconnecting pathways, with 
bridges across the drainage channel at appropriate inter

vals. Landscaping will be an extension of the existing 
area plan, with sparing use of heavily developed land
scaping, some drought-resistant plants, and some areas 
left in their natural state. 

The paved access area to the basement level on the 
north side of the Shiva building will be extended east
ward to provide similar delivery access to the basement 
of the laboratory addition. The roadway will be modified 
to permit drive-through capability and sufficient area to 
park and offload truck-trailer combinations up to 65 ft 
long. A large basement-level yard will be developed 
north of the access road. At grade level, a separate 
access from the outer loop road will serve the doors at the 
east end of the laser bay and the laboratories on the south 
side of the building. 

Utility mains lie south of the building and parallel 
to its axis. They will be extended beyond their present 
termination to serve both the laboratory addition and the 
office building. 

The building electrical substation will be at the 
basement level along the north wall of the building. It 
will have four main sections: 2500 kVA of utility power 
for heavy intermittent ar J inductive loads, 2500 kVA of 
clean utility power lor lighting and continuous loads, 
500 kVA of clean instrument power, mainly for control 
and diagnostic functions, and 5000 kVA of pulsed 
power at 480 V and 27 kV for capac.'or charging. 

Nova's office building will be located south of the 
laboratory addition. The three-story structure will con
tain about 55,000 ft- of office, conference, and support 
space for 200 professional and clerical staff engaged in 
the Nova scientific effort (Fig. 2-123). 

Now at the conceptual stage, planning for the 
building includes a high-quality working environment 
(exemplified by that in Building 381), effective com
munication and traffic flow, energy efficiency, and a 
strong visual and functional connection with other 
buildings in the laser complex. 

Energy-efficient design calls for a compact build
ing with minimum exterior exposure. About two-thirds 
of the offices are along exterior walls, while the balance 
face skylighted interior courts, creating an atmosphere 
comparable to that in the exterior offices. 

The interior plan calls for location of "controlled " 
(red-badged access) areas on the first floor and "lim
ited" (green badge) areas on the second and third floors. 
Ground-level acce .s to the first floor will be gained from 
the east and west sides. Access to the second floor will 
be gained from either the first floor, or from the east side 
via bridges that link the floor with an elevated grade that 
partially surrounds the building. Dual CAIN access 
booths will be placed at each second-floor entrance. The 
third floor is reached from the second by an elevator and 
by internal stairways. The walls of the building's two 
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upper floors will be primarily bronze reflecting glass, 
which not only will conserve energy, but will also serve 
as a strong visual connection to Building 381. Windows 
will constitute less than 20% of the glass area; the ba
lance will be a reflective sheath over an insulated wall 
system. In addition to a low overall heat-transmission 
factor, the glass will be an effective visual and sound 
security barrier. 

Interior finish will be comparable to that of Build
ing 381. Permanent walls will be gypsum board ovtr 
steel studs. Interior flexibility will be ensured by a mov
able wall system over a continuously carpeted floor in all 
office areas. 
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2.3.8 Documentation 
The description of the Nova facilities given in 

§ 2.2.7 represents the project status at the end of 1977. 
We are now entering Title I engineering design, having 
completed the Construction, Planning, and Design 
(CP&D) over approximately 20 months in 1976 and 
1977. Systems tradeoffs and optimization that have led 
to the current design are covered in detail in the CP&D 
preliminary (1976),42 interim (1977)," and final 
(1978)44 reports, approximately 1700 pages in three 
volumes. These reports reference over 8000 pages in 
300 additional reports and publications concerned with 
technical and management aspects of the Nova project. 
The preparation for this project has been extensive and is 
thoroughly documented. 
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2.4 Laser Components—Overview 

The Solid-State Laser Program at Lawrence 
Livermore Laboratory is responsible for *ne 
specification, design, engineering, prototyping, 
and evaluation of a wide variety of high-technology 
laser chain components. When they are assembled 
into laser chains, we intend them to generate 
extremely high power (~10' 2 W), high-energy 
(-500 J), high-flux (2.5 x 10 , 0 W/cm2) laser beams 
in the near (1050-1064 nm) infrared. Most of the 
components designed for Argus and Shiva were 
described in the 1975 and 1976 annual reports. The 
components described here are primarily for the 
Nova system or were designed to improve the per
formance of Shiva. 

Chain components include laser amplifiers, 
spatial filters, optical isolators, amplified 
spontaneous-emission (ASE) switches, optical re
lays, and power-conditioning electronics. Our 
specifications call for very high levels of perfor
mance: 

• Laser amplifiers must achieve their desired 
levels of optical gain with the specified 
homogeneity. 

• Isolation stages have to reject a sufficient 
fraction of retrodirected light. 

• Spatial filters must smooth intensity fluctu
ations on the beams. 

• Optical relays need to image the apodizers 
in the appropriate planes along the laser chains. 

• ASE switches are required to have 
adequate extinction ratios. 

• Power-conditioning components have to 
deliver the laser amplifier and Faraday rotator exci
tation pulses at the proper times, durations, and 
intensities. 

• Finally, all optical elements in each chain 
must meet exacting standards of reliability, optical 
phase distortion, and proper linear polarization in 
transmission. 

During 1977, we have undertaken careful, in-
progress development of laser disk amplifiers, rod 
amplifiers, electrical-energy storage systems, laser 
isolation systems, and high-power beam-
propagation components. The evolution from ini
tial breadboard concepts to reliable, high-
performance components in the Solid-State Laser 
Program is continuing. In particular, our develop
ment effort addresses the very ambitious design 
goals for the Nova laser system, whose require
ments are detailed elsewhere in this report. 

To illustrate the scope of the current compo
nent development effort, we tested and installed 
the following on the Shiva laser space frame: 

• 27 alpha rod amplifiers (2.3-cm aperture). 
• 25 beta rod amplifiers (4.6-cm aperture). 
• 66 beta disk amplifiers (9.4-cm aperture). 
• 23 gamma disk amplifiers (15-crn aperture). 
• 23 delta disk amplifiers (20-cm aperture). 
• 101 spatial filters. 
• 23 ASE switches. 
• 44 isolation stages (including spares). 
In addition, we installed and made the com

plete power-conditioning system (except the PILC 
system) fully operational. The Shiva laser met its 
design goal for output energy from the 15-cm-
aperture gamma amplifiers by delivering 10 kJ into 
calorimeters in November. For Shiva to meet this 
design goal, it was necessary for each electro-
optical component in each of 20 chains to meet its 
individual design goal (i.e., to satisfy our extensive 
system specifications). The design and construc
tion details of these Shiva laser components are 
detailed in the 1976 annual report. In this subsec
tion we describe the improvements in our compo
nent development efforts that will both affect future 
glass laser systems and improve the performance of 
current systems. 
Author 

G. J. Linford 
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2.4.1 Laser Amplifier Development 
In 1976, we developed two new types of rod 

amplifiers and three new types of disk amplifiers to 
satisfy the requirements of the Shiva laser. At the 
time, each amplifier type represented a significant 
advance over earlier amplifiers of similar design 
and construction (see the 1975 annual report). In 
this subsection, we detail the significant devel
opments, measurements of design improvements, 
and innovations in solid-state laser amplifiers dur
ing 1977. We rely heavily on previously published 
reports for detailed descriptions of prototype am
plifier designs. 

Disk Laser Amplifiers. Complete de
scriptions and performance summaries of disk am
plifier prototypes appear in the 1976 annual report. 
Pertinent experiments and developments with disk 
amplifiers during 1977 included the following: 

• Successful development of index-matched 
solid edge-coatings for LSG-91H silicate laser 
glass. 

• Design, fabrication, and experimental 
evaluation of segmented, index-matched edge-
clad, large-aperture laser disks. 

• Application of an index-matched double 
edge-coating to the largest aperture (30-cm) glass 
laser disks and performance evaluation of a 
Cyclops prototype 40-lamp cylindrical disk am
plifier using these very large, edge-clad disks. 

• Design, fabrication, and preliminary test
ing of a prototype rectangular disk amplifier pump
ing configuration capable of permitting new higher 
efficiency pumping geometries to be investigated. 

• Superfluorescence and parasitic-mode 
measurements in large-aperture laser disk am
plifiers. 

• Evaluation of production Shiva disk 
amplifiers. 
Although many of these experiments and meas
urements directly supported Shiva, a number of 
them anticipate the demands of the Nova laser sys
tem. This is particularly true for the superfluores
cence and parasitic-mode work, the segmented-
disk evaluations, the large aperture (30-cm) edge 
coating evaluation, and the rectangular disk am
plifier gain measurements, as we discuss below. 

Two principal sources of optical depumping 
limit the gains attainable in large-aperture laser 
disks: parasitics and superfluorescence. We can 
further divide the parasitic modes into face modes 
(which oscillate parallel and close to the disk faces) 
and bulk modes (which oscillate through the bulk of 
the laser glass, taking advantage of total internal 
reflections from the disk faces). The 1974 annual 
report describes in detail the geometries of these 

two types of disk parasitic modes. Here, we de
scribe our present methods of dealing with both 
modes by applying suitable disk edge coatings to 
the laser disk perimeters. 

Superfluorescent (SF) depumping in large-
aperture laser disks is difficult to prevent because it 
is caused by the amplification of spontaneously 
emitted light from both ends of the elliptical laser 
disk. The amplification of spontaneous emission 
occurs most strongly along the major axis of the 
laser disks. For this reason, methods for controlling 
SF depumping must concentrate on controlling this 
loss mechanism along the disk major axis. 

The aperture (and consequent disk dimen
sions) of Shiva disk amplifiers increases from the 
10-cm beta to the 20-cm delta. The problems asso
ciated with the suppression of spurious parasitic 
modes become more serious as disk dimensions 
increase. As an example, the edge coating used on 
the beta disk amplifier need only withstand a bulk 
mode gain of 12 and a face mode gain of 22 along the 
disk major axis. The delta disk edge coatings, on 
the other hand, must suppress bulk and face parasi
tic mode gains of 50 and 112, respectively. The 
edge-coating requirements of the beta disks are 
comparatively relaxed, which enables us to use an 
earlier, nonindex-matched edge coating, (EI-4 
Owens-Illinois). The Fresnel reflectivity at the 
disk/edge-coating interface on the major axis of a 
beta disk is insufficient to permit the face mode to 
oscillate. For the gamma and delta disks, however, 
we estimate that the index mismatch at the same 
interface would be too large to permit the complete 
suppression of parasitic modes. Accordingly, in 
cooperation with R. Bennett at Battelle-Columbus 
Laboratories and with Owens-Illinois and Hoya 
glass companies, we began two edge-coating im
provement programs. The first was to develop an 
index-matched edge coating for the 15-cm-aperture 
ED-2 gamma disks, and the second, to develop a 
similar edge coating (using a different composition) 
for the 20-cm-aperture LSG-9IH delta disks. Both 
programs successfully met their goals. The ED-2 
gamma disk edge coating was described in the 1976 
annual report. Here, we describe the development 
of the LSG-91H edge coating. We are extremely 
pleased with the results of this cooperative pro
gram.*5 

We determined the LBH-30 edge-coating 
composition for the silicate LSG-91H laser glass by 
modifying the copper-doped, borate edge coating 
recently developed for ED-2. We tailored the ther
mal-expansion characteristics of the resulting 
LBH-30 edge-coating glass to fit those of the sub
strate LSG-9IH. This permitted us to minimize the 
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residual stress in the edge coating. The cupric ion 
content of the edge coating increased to 8 wt% 
without an unacceptable increase in the tendency 
of the edge-coating glass to devitrify. The higher 
cupric ion density increases the specific absorption 
of the edge-coating glass to fluorescent radiation at 
1.06 and 1.3 fim and raises the threshold of the bulk 
and face parasitic modes within the laser disk. 

We found the measured combined scattering 
and Fresnel reflectivity from the LSG-9IH disk/ 
edge-coating interface to be less than 0.1% on ac
tual test 20-cm-aperture LSG-9IH laser disks. 
Measurements of the bulk edge-coating glass re
fractive index indicated that a mismatch between 
the edge coating and the disk should produce a 
Fresnel reflectivity of only 1.2 x 10"4 (perpendicu
lar, or "s," polarization). Microscopic examina
tion of the disk/edge-coating interface indicated 
that the largest fraction of the 0.1% light reflected 
and scattered from the interface was caused by 
scattering centers in the edge coating. If we assume 
that these scattering centers could be eliminated, 
we can achieve even higher optical gains in large-
aperture laser disks before parasitic modes can 
reach oscillation threshold. 

In our view, the edge coatings on future large-
aperture segmented laser disks will be homogene
ous and index-matched well enough to suppress 
completely the onset of either face- or bulk-mode 
oscillation. Accordingly, superfluorescence de-
pumping becomes the major loss mechanism for 
stored energy in the laser disks. The effects of 
superfluorescence are most pronounced along the 
major axes of the laser disks. A measure of the 
relative magnitude of the superfluorescent depump-
ing problem is the product of average disk gain 
coefficient a b and disk major axis L. In general, for 
atbL < 2.5, the deleterious effects of superfluores
cent depumping are not important. For abL > 3.0, 
however, increasing fractions of the disk-stored 
energy are radiated along the disk major axis as 
superfluorescence. 

One method of reducing the deleterious effects 
of superfluorescent depumping is to interpose a 
fluorescence-absorbing layer of suitably selected 
ions in an appropriate plane perpendicular to the 
disk major axis. In the simplest case, this absorbing 
layer can be oriented at the appropriate obliquity 
angle to present the smallest cross-sectional area to 
an incoming beam incideqt on the disk at Brew
ster's angle. The layer of fluorescence-absorbing 
glass is then located in the center of the laser disk in 
a plan? containing the minor axis of the laser disk. 
Figure 2-124 is a schematic of such a geometry. The 
angle of the cut through the laser disk along the 

minor axis is given in terms of the bulk glass refrac
tive index by the expression 

We cut a previously uncoated test ED-2 disk of 
20-cm aperture into two pieces at the appropriate 
obliquity angle and applied the current index-
matched edge coating suitable for ED-2 (EI-6) to 
the interstitial surfaces, as well as to the semi-
elliptical perimeters of the bisected disk (see Fig. 
2-125). 

Test results of the segmented ED-2 20-cm disk 
indicated an improvement in stored energy be
tween 10% (at 14 kV and an input energy of 138 kj) 
and 23% (at 24 kV and an input energy of 404 kJ) 
with the segmented 20-cm-aperture laser disk over 
a similar laser disk of conventional configuration. 
Figure 2-126 plots small-signal gain coefficients vs 
bank energy. 

The original 30-cm "D" disk amplifier pro
totype for the Cyclops laser system41' was designed 
to accept two 1.2% Nd-doped ED-2 elliptical disks 
with major axes of 58.4 cm, minor axes of 30.5 cm, 
and disk thicknesses of approximately 3.4 cm. 
These large disks were given a double thickness of 
the EI-4 edge coating available in 1973-1974. We 
used the double coating to decrease the transmis
sion of the resulting EI-4 edge coating to suppress 
the higher gain parasitic modes we anticipated in 
these very large disks. 

When the Shiva edge-coating development 
programs produced an improved index-matched 
edge coating (designated EI-6), we had two 30-cm-
aperture elliptical disks stripped of their original 
edge coating and recoated first with a layer of EK-6 
and then with an outside layer of EI-4. Before strip
ping the original EI-4 edge coating, we first deter
mined the gain performance of the disks. As Fig. 
2-127 shows, relatively little improvement in meas
ured gain performance occurred between the same 
disks edge-coated with EI-4 and EI-6 edge coatings 
at the pumping levels accessible with the 40-lamp 
prototype "D" disk amplifier. This result was ex
pected after measurements of the combined scat
tering and reflectivity from the disk/edge-coating 
interfaces indicated that both the face and bulk 
parasitic modes would be kept below oscillation 
threshold. From the measured slope efficiencies of 
the stored energy vs bank energy performance 
curves, it was evident in both cases that the gain 
performance of the 30-cm-aperture laser disks was 
pump-limited. The new edge coating should 
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Fig. 2-125. The 20-cm-aperture segmented test Kd-2 laser disk: (a) end view, (b) side view. 
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provide performance enhancement in cases for 
which increased pumping levels are achieved. 

Our development program for solid edge coat
ings appropriate for lluorophosphate laser glasses 
promises to yield glasses whose refractive-index 
mismatch, scattering, and transmission of fluores
cence radiation are all much lower than the results 
obtained on the KD-2 disks tabulated in Table 2-28. 
As a consequence, we anticipate that advanced 
edge coatings applied to the proposed 34-cm-
aperture disks for Nova will be able to withstand 
face-mode gains --. 9 Np. 

Comparison of the measured gain coefficients 
with theoretical predictions from our GAINPK 
computer code in our examination of face-mode 
suppression indicates that neither face nor bulk 
parasitic oscillations produced significant re
ductions in " D " disk amplifier performance. If the 
gain coefficient ratio of face to bulk modes in a " D " 
disk with a doping-thickness product of 4.1^-cm is 
approximately 1.6, the gain for a face mode di
rected along the major axis L is 

G r - e x p ( l . 6 « L ) o r G t = 181. (2) 

On the assumption that reflections from the disk/ 
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edge-coating interface are normal for such a parasi
tic ray, the maximum refractive index mismatch An 
is given by 

An = ( n ' + " ' ,orAnM).23. (3) 
exp (0.8 al.) 

assuming that theedge coating itself is opaque: here 
n,. is the refractive index of the cladding glass. Be
cause the normal reflection from the edge-coating/ 
air interface is attenuated by two transits through 
the edge-coating glass, the requirement on the 
transmission T of the edge-coating glass is given by 

T « ( n ' + " exp(-0.8aL)orT«0.32. (4) 
(n,. - 1) 

assuming that the edge-coating glass is perfectly 
index-matched relative to the bulk laser glass. In 
the general case, however, the refractive-index 
discontinuity An and edge-coating transmission T 
must satisfy the inequality 

(nc. - 1) L , + i i — =sexp(-0.8aL). (5) 
L<n(. + 1)J n c + n 



The gain G,, of a bulk mode directed along the 
major axis L of the D disk is given by 

G b = exp (n»L) or G,, = 157, (6) 

where n is the refractive index of the laser glass. 
Because the oblique attenuation of the edge coating 
is the principal loss mechanism for the bulk modes 
within the volume of the laser disk, the transmis
sion T of the edge coating for totally reflective rays 
is given approximately by 

T s exp(-«L/2) or T s 0.20. (7) 

More generally, if the angle of incidence of the 
disk/edge-coating interface of a hypothetical 
parasitic ray is 0, then 

T«exp{-(csc 0) (aU2) ^ n,2 sin-' (t) . (8) 

The maximum allowable refractive-index mis
match An of the disk and edge-coating glasses is 
defined by the expression 

An = n,. Veos'-tf lanh-(csc l» («l./4) + sin-'fl I 
Vcos-0 lanh-tcsc 0) («I74) + sin-« 

(9) 

which produces An = 0.12 for 0 = 50° (TIR ray; here 
a is the average gain coefficient of the laser disk, 
and L is the disk major axis). 

Table 2-28 compares these results with our D 
disk edge-coating specification and summarizes the 
requirements met by the EI-tVEI-4 edge coating 
that permit the D disks to achieve the measured 
gain coefficients. It is evident that substantially 
higher face- and bulk-mode gains can be tolerated 
before oscillation occurs. 

We measured the small-signal gains of large-
aperture (20-30 cm) phosphate and silicate laser 

disks, using specially designed experimental appa
ratus and carefully selected laser disks. This per
mitted us to determine the effects of superfluores-
cence and parasitic oscillations on the performance 
of large aperture laser disks. We used two types of 
test disk amplifier modifications to isolate the 
influences of two inversion loss mechanisms: 

• We achieved a variation of the effective 
major axis of the test disk by using suitable matle-
finish mask that simulated the laser disk absorption 
while allowing us to vary the pumped aperture of 
the disk. 

• We measured properties of the edge coat
ing by using a special laser disk holder thai permit
ted us to use different liquid edge-cladding so
lutions. 

By varying the effective major axes of the test 
disks, we were able to determine the combined 
losses of parasitics and superfluorescence. With 
the liquid-clad disk holder, on the other hand, we 
were able to vary the optical feedback to the parasi
tics to demonstrate experimentally their im
portance for given edge-coating absorptions and 
refractive-index mismatches. 

Much of our research on large-aperture disk 
amplifiers supports the Nova laser project. Nova 
will use fluorophosphate laser disks very likely of 
significantly larger aperture than any designed for 
Shiva(34-cm disks vs20-cm disks). Accordingly.it 
is extremely important that we conduct meas
urements pertinent to superfluorescence and disk 
parasitics that overlap the Nova laser parameter 
space. To do this, we selected a high-gain phos
phate laser disk of 20-cm aperture that we could 
scale to estimate 34-cm disk performance by virtue 
of the ratio of the peak stimulated emission cross-
sections of the phosphate to fluorophosphate laser 
glasses (4.1 to 2.7 x 10 -2" cm"). For a second 
experiment, we prepared some previously pur
chased 30-cm-aperture ED-2 laser disks for test 
(the silicate glass has a cross section similar to that 

Table 2-28. "D" disk edge-cladding parameters. 

Specific case 
Linear gain of 
parasitic mode 

Refractive-index 
mismatch of 
edge coating 

Permitted 
edge-coating 
transmission 

Total permitted 
reflection and 

scatter 

Measured values of 
actual edge coating 

Estimated magnitude of 
face mode of disk 

Estimated magnitude 
of bulk mode on disk 

181 

157 

0.03 

0.23 

0.12 

0.08 

0.32 

0.20 

5.C x 10 : l 

5.5 x 10"3 

6.4 x 10 :1 
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of the Nova fluorophosphate laser glass). By com
paring the measurements made using the 20-cm-
aperture, high-gain phosphate disk results with the 
30-cm-aperture, moderate-gain silicate disks, we 
were able to obtain significant internal consistency 
among our experimental measurements. 

Measurements of the influence of disk major 
axes on the attainable gain coefficients were made 
by using two principal types of amplifier: a liquid-
clad disk unit designed to lest disks of 20-cm aper
ture having no edge coatings, and a prototype 
30-cm disk unit optimized for pumping disks with 
solid edge claddings. 

We equipped the liquid-clad disk amplifier 
with an elliptical 20-cm-aperture l.HG-6 (phos
phate) laser disk. The relatively large Nd doping-
thickness product (9.2%-cm) of this disk permitted 
face parasitic modes to achieve very high gains. We 
optimized the fluorescence-absorption and refrac
tive index match of the liquid edge cladding to 
minimize the optical feedback from the disk/edge-
coating interface. Two sizes of elliptical masks 

used in succession reduced the geometrical dimen
sions of the pumped portion of the laser disk. This 
permitted us to measure the influence of disk major 
axis on gain performance while holding all the other 
cavity parameters constant. 

In the first experiment, we placed elliptical 
matte-finish stainless steel masks over each of the 
two surfaces of the LHG-6 laser disk, reducing the 
disk size to minor axes of 3.6-cm ("A" size). We 
measured gain coefficients vs input energy to the 
amplifier. In the second experiment, we installed 
similar masks on the disk faces, reducing the 
20-cm- aperture disk to 10.2-cm ("B size") aper
ture, and repeated the measurement. Finally, we 
evaluated the gain performance of the full 20-cm-
aperture LHO-6 disk in the same pumping cavity 
used for the first two experiments. Figure 2-128 
plots the resulting gain coefficient vs bank energy 
characteristics. As indicated in Fig. 2-128, in
creases of 15% and 22% in gain coefficient resulted 
as the effective disk aperture reduced to 10.2 cm 
and 3.6 cm, respectively. Moreover, the product of 

Fi|. 2-121. Sn»H-dtn*l I»ln coefficient! 
vt bank «wr(y for J.<% Nd-doptd LHG-* 
"C" dbk. 

c 
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Input energy, kJ 
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average gain coefficient a and disk major axis L 
achieved with the LHG-6 disk reached a level of 
3.6, significantly higher than aL products achieved 
with comparably sized or even larger silicate laser 
disks. Furthermore, an aL product of 3.6 approxi
mates the Nova requirements for the proposed 
34-cm disk amplifier. 

We used the computer program GAINPK to 
simulate the influence of superfluorescence on 
LHG-6 disk performance. We found that the code 
was able to predict the relative ratios of the gain 
coefficients measured for 3.6-, 10.2-, and 20-ctn 
disk apertures. However, it was necessary to use 
an empirically derived scale factor different from 
ED-2 to obtain absolute agreement between exper
iment and theory for the optical gain attained in the 
LHG-6 disk. 

These results become impressive when the op
tical gain corresponding to the face modes in the 
LHG-6 disk are calculated. Usingthe VODEP glass 
absorption-efficiency parameters for LHG-6 and 
the disk doping-thickness product, we calculated 
that the gain of the face mode in this disk may have 
been as high as I Np (corresponding to a linear gain 
of 6.6 x 10 -4). These data are summarized in Table 
2-29. 

As Fig. 2-129 shows, when the highly absorb
ing, nearly index-matched immersion fluid around 
the LHG-6 disk periphery was replaced with dis
tilled water, the attainable gain in the laser disk was 
clamped at a relatively low level. In this case, the 
immersion fluid had a relatively poor refractive 
index match and only moderate absorption of the 
fluorescence radiation. This permitted the parasitic 
modes to reach oscillation threshold and clamp the 
amplifier gain at a fixed value. When we inserted 
the optical parameters of the distilled water at 

Table 2-29. Measured gain coefficients and estimated face and bulk parasitic mode gains of 20-cm-aperture 
LHG-6 disk tested in liquid-clad disk holder." 

Average gain 
coefficient, 

1/m 

Face mode 
gain, 
N P 

Bulk mode 
gain, 
NbP 

Linear face 
gain along 
major axis'' 

Linear bulk 
gain along 
major axis" 

Effective 
major axis, 

cm 

4.ST 5.4'' 1.7r 2.2 x Iff" 5.5'' 39.0' 
4.2 11.1 3.6 6.6 x 10" 36.6 39.0 

10.6 6.1 2.0 4.5 x 10* 7.4 19.6 
11.1 2.9 0.9 1.5 x 10' 2.5 7.1 

"Measurements were made using 32 standard Ce-doped 1.5-cm-bore flashlamps, standard bank, 24-kV voltage (400 kj). 
"Elliptical masks with major axes listed in column 5 were used to vary superfluorescence and parasitic geometry. 
Distilled water used as disk edge-coating immersion fluid. 

100 200 300 
Bank enargy, kJ 

400 

Fi(. 2-129. Comparisons of fain coefficients vs bank energy 
for 3.6% Nd-doped LHC-6 2<HX40-cm elliptical disk pumped 
wish 32 standard flashlamps in C-75 disk amplifier, using 
two types of liquid edge claddings: distilled water and 
index-matched Znli +.NICI2 solution. 

1061-nm wavelength, in Eqs. (2)-(7), the predicted 
parasitic threshold agreed well with experimentally 
determined value. 

In a similar fashion, we made gain meas
urements on two 1.29f Nd-doped ED-2 D disks 
(30-cm aperture) as a function of the effective disk 
major axis. Again, matte-finish elliptical stainless 
steel masks used over the large laser disks permit
ted the combined effects of superfluorescence and 
any (minor)-parasitic mode contributions to be de
termined. The relative effects of these combined 
effects appear in Fig. 2-130, which plots the meas
ured small-signal gain coefficients vs bank energy 
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Fig. 2 - IM. Comparison of GAINPK simulations of full-
aperture (58-cm major axis) " D " disks with the same disks 
masked to 7.1-cm major axis. No parasitica were assumed 
present. Disks were clari, using Index-matched EI-t/EI-4 
solid edge coating, the pumpfng-puhc duration was the 
standard 60* s. 

for cases in which the effective disk major axes 
were 58 and 7.1 cm, respectively. As shown, we 
observed a 16.5% increase in small-signal gain 
coefficient (for an input energy of 501 kJ), when the 
58-cm (major axis) "D" disks were reduced to 7.1 
cm (major axis). As with the LHG-6 phosphate disk 
experiments described above, the computer pro
gram GAINPK was able to appropriately scale the 
relative performances of the 7.1- and 58-cm major 
axes. These data provided convincing evidence 
that we are able to simulate the effects of parasitic 
oscillations and superfluorescence in the largest 
(34-cm) fluorophosphate laser disks currently 
under consideration for Nova. 

During 1977, we made small-signal gain meas
urements of the Shiva gamma and delta disk am
plifiers. These measurements confirmed that the 
Shiva disk amplifiers had met their design goals 
with regard to both axial gain and gain 
homogeneity. Further, for the gamma disk am
plifier, the measurements were very similar to the 
data obtained by using the prototype amplifier. 

Our measurements of both axial gain and gain 
profile used a gamma disk amplifier whose rein
forced disk ladder structure was remachined to 
minimize the amount of stainless steel in the pump
ing cavity, while still yielding an acceptable result 
in our mechanical deflection measurements. We 
obtained axial net gains of 2.5 at 20 kV (224 kJ) and 

2.9 at 24 kV (360 kJ) with a gain homogeneity of ± 
8%. These gains compare favorably with the Shiva 
gamma disk amplifier design goal of 2.6. 

The design of the disk ladder structure of the 
delta disk amplifier changed before the amplifiers 
had been built. As a result, we used the finished, 
production-type disk amplifier for our gain meas
urements on the first delta disk amplifier. Although 
no genuine delta disks were available for these gain 
measurements, we were able to use three exper
imental delta disks with advanced experimental 
edge coatings whose properties were similar to 
those specified for the majority of the delta laser 
disks. We installed these three delta disks in the 
first production delta disk amplifier and made gain 
measurements. We measured small-signal net axial 
gains of 1.8 at 20 kV (280 kJ) and 2.0 at 24 kV (400 
kJ) with a gain homogeneity of ± 5%. The Shiva 
design goal for the delta disk amplifier was 1.9. 

Summary comparisons of the measured per
formance of the Shiva disk amplifiers with the 
Shiva design goals appear in Fig. 2-20. 

Rod Amplifier Improvements. During the 
year we have made significant progress in two 
areas: rod gain control and gain measurements of 
an alpha rod amplifier equipped with a "dry" 
parasitic mode-suppressing sleeve. An effective 
gain-control system in the alpha rod amplifier is 
particularly important, because the amplifier is ca
pable of generating very high optical gains (up to 
180). In addition, replacement of the elaborate 
liquid-immersion systems from the 50 rod am
plifiers installed on the large Shiva laser system is 
desirable if rod-cooling requirements are not of 
paramount interest. 

The Shiva alpha rod amplifier is capable of 
generating a small-signal optical gain of approxi
mately 180 at an input energy of 23 kJ (23.5 kV) 
when the amplifier rod is immersed in a nearly 
index-matched solution of ZnCI2 + SmCl3. The 
achievement of such high optical gain in a 
monolithic amplifier has significant advantages in 
terms of its compactness and the generally excel
lent optical quality of the transmitted beam. This 
type of amplifier, however, can undergo large 
changes in its optical gain from comparatively small 
variations in the Nd-doping of the rod and the prop
erties of the pumping cavity. Such amplifier and 
system parameters include the following: 

• Variations in rod Nd-doping. 
• Variations in bank capacity. 
• Changes in rod amplifier reflector condi

tion. 
• Deterioration of immersion fluid. 
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The current Nd-doping specification of the alpha 
rod amplifiers is 1.2 ± 13'/i wt% Nd. When we 
consider the variations of all alpha rods whose 
Nd-dopings lie within specification, we find the in
version density attainable in the lowest- and 
highest-doped rods could be as much as 16%. Fur
thermore, variations in bank capacitance range 
from lows of 87 p,F to highs of 93 /xF, which pro
duces a range in bank energy of 8%. These two 
effects together could produce a maximum varia
tion in alpha rod amplifier gain trom lowest to high
est of 40%. Estimates of differential reflector and 
immersion fluid deterioration range up to ~ 10% 
each; hence, the total range of gain variations in 
aged alpha rod amplifiers may be approximately a 
factor of two. 

This problem is less severe in the case of the 
Shiva beta rod amplifier, because its gain is only — 
15. Variations in doping, bank energy, immersion 
fluid, and reflector condition produce much smaller 
variations in amplifier gain than is the case for the 
alpha rod amplifier. Two solutions to this problem 
for the high-gain alpha rod amplifier are apparent: 

• Provide individually adjustable voltage 
controls for each alpha rod amplifier, and provide 
means for measuring the gain of each amplifier to 
assure that the gains were set at the proper levels. 

• Use an automatic means of clamping the 
amplifier gain at some predetermined level. 

The first solution is helpful if the multiarm laser 
system has a variety of gains associated with each 
of its (many) arms. In this case, we can adjust the 
high-gain alpha rod amplifiers both to produce 
equal gain for each arm and to compensate for 
strengths or deficiencies along each arm. The pen
alty is a somewhat more complicated system of 
control and measurement for each alpha rod am
plifier on each chain. 

We can use the second solution very easily by 
allowing parasitic oscillations within the rod am
plifiers to clamp the inversion densities in each 
amplifier to a fixed value determined by the 
immersion-fluid and pumping-cavity parameters. 
Thus, for example, if we substitute distilled H 2 0 in 
the alpha rod amplifiers for ZnCl2 + SmCl:„ the gain 
reduces from approximately 180 to 50, but the am
plifier gain is relatively insensitive to changes in 
bank energy, rod doping, or pumping-cavity condi
tion. 

The high-gain performance of the Shiva alpha 
rod amplifier is predicated on the effective suppres
sion of internal parasitic modes. These parasitic 
modes are suppressed in the conventional Shiva 
alpha and beta rod amplifiers by the use of an 

index-matched, liquid-immersion system. The ef
fectiveness of the system arises from a fluid that 
nearly matches the refractive index of the ED-2 
laser rods, is transparent to the important Nd:glass 
pump bands, and selectively absorbs fluorescence 
radiation at 1061 and 1340 nm. The use of this fluid 
system for parasitic-mode suppression causes 
some amplifier maintenance problems, however. 
As a consequence, we feel impelled to explore al
ternative means of achieving comparable perfor
mance, but with a "dry" rod amplifier design. 

The laser disk amplifiers use a dry, 
fluorescence-absorbing edge-coating glass applied 
about the periphery oi'each disk to suppress parasi
tic modes. The edge-coating glasses developed for 
laser disks have, in general, not been designed to 
allow a large fraction of pumping radiation to pass 
through the glass. Consequently, no well-
developed edge-coating glass is available for large 
rod amplifiers. Some experiments have been con
ducted with samarium-doped edge-coating glasses 
for segmented-disk applicalions, and this type of 
edge coating may prove successful, provided the 
absorption of the SM-doped edge-coating glass is 
high enough to completely suppress any parasitics 
present in the rod. 

To explore the feasibility of such a "dry" 
alpha rod amplifier, we procured a sleeve of 
Owens-Illinois ED-5 (5% Sm ln ; l) glass. We cored it 
to accept a standard Shiva alpha rod, and polished 
it on the outer diameter to permit pumping radiation 
to pass into the interior of the annular cylinder (see 
Fig. 2-131). The column between the Sm-doped 
annular cylinder and the outer diameter of the ED-2 
alpha rod amplifier was filled with a viscous solu
tion of inorganic index-matching fluid. The compo
site rod assembly was installed in a standard Shiva 
alpha rod amplifier in preparation for out gain 
measurements. 

As Fig. 2-132 shows, when we conducted gain 
measurements on the composite "dry" Shiva alpha 
rod, we found that the axial gain of the "dry" rod 
exceeded the axial gain of the liquid-clad standard 
rod tested in the same pumping cavity by approxi
mately 15%. We attributed the difference to a com
bination of increased parasitic control and in
creased transparency of the ED-5 shield glass to 
xenon-lamp pumping radiation. (The transparency 
level is compared with equivalent transparency of 
the ZnCl2 + SmCI, immersion fluid.) We also ob
served a concomitant increase in "dry" rod axis-
to-edge gain ratio, which is to be expected if an 
increased level of parasitic suppression were 
achieved by using this geometry. 
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i i i c . i su i c i i i en ts on ac t i ve laser sv * m c o m p o n e n t s 
d i n i n g IVl: 

• S t ress - induced b i re f r i ngence in Sh iva o p t i 
cal c o m p o n e n t s . 

• S11rt";n.'«.- s c a t l e r i ' V in S h i \ : i d isk amp l i f i e rs . 
• S a t u r a t i o n IMICI ICC in 1:1)0 I I • In ' l i s pulse 

d u n i l i o n s i . 
• Hu lk a b s o r p t i o n i l l ' l l i i o r o p h o s p h a l e glass. 

V \c d iscuss each o f l l i csc measu remen ts ani l Ms 
r e l a t i v e s i j i n i l i canco b e l o w . 

R e c e n t m e a s u r e m e n t s o f b i r e f r i n g e n c e in 
S h i v a c h a i n c o m p o n e n t s have i n c l u d e d meas
u r e m e n t s m a d e on a beta d isk a m p l i f i e r . Pocke ls 
c e l l s , a l pha r o d a m p l i f i e r s , beta rod amp l i f i e r s , and 

a g a m m a to -dc l ta spat ia l f i l te r . In gene ra l , we con -
due led ihese m e a s u r e m e n t s us ing test con f igu ra 
t i o n s a p p r o x i m a t i n g b o l h an o r d i n a i v p l a n e 
po la r i scope (c rossed analv / e r and p o l a r i / e i ) and a 
c i r c u l a r po la r i scope (quar te rvv . ive p la tes o r i en ted 
al 45 bc lvvccn a c rossed p o l a r i / e r - a n a l w e r c o m b i 
na t i on ) . I l ie p lane po la r i scope e o n t i g i i r a l i o n per
mi ts the p r i nc i pa l stress d i r e c t i o n s to be o b s e r v e d , 
wh i l e the c i r c u l a r po la r i scope c o n f i g u r a t i o n per
m i t s the o v e r a l l s t ress d i s t r i b u t i o n l o he m a p p e d . In 
p rac t i ce , h o w e v e r , because w e used a w h i t e l i gh l 
source fo r these b i r e f r i ngence m e a s u r e m e n t s , the 
f r inges ob ta ined w i t h the c i r c u l a r po la r i scope we re 
not d i s t i n c t . I n s t e a d , we re l ied on the plane po la r is 
cope measu remen ts ( f o r c o m p u t a t i o n a l p u r p o s e s , 
w e a s s u m e d a 5 5 ( l - n m " w a v e l e n g t h " f o r the 
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Fit,. 2-132. Comparkon of dry alpha rod amplifier fain 
performance vs Input energy with standard wet alpha rod 
amplifier tetted with Index-matched immersion fluid and 
water (90-jiiF bank). 

for one beta disk amplifier, two beta rod and three 
alpha rod amplifiers. As indicated, we found that all 
Shiva laser rods and disks examined thus far (with 
the exception of rod No. 3 installed in the No. I 
alpha rod amplifier) were within the Shiva 

,i- locations for birefringence. Rod No. 3 may 
/een stressed during assembly. The No. 55 

bet . disk amplifier showed a substantial reduction 
in me?-yred birefringence when the amplifier was 
rotated .o a 90° azimuthal angle (disks standing on 
their edges). We believe this reduction was due to 
relaxation of gravitationally induced stresses. 

Because Shiva laser chains propagate linearly 
polarized beams, any birefringence in the chain 
components elliptically polarizes the transmitted 
beams. The disk amplifiers and the dielectric-
coaled polarizers reject the s components of any 
elliptically polarized beams. This process, there
fore, represents the principal loss mechanism for a 
chain with a significant amount of birefringence. 

We assume that the incident laser beam is ini
tially linearly polarized, so (hat the electric vector 
E is given by 

E = i A s cos (at + j A y cos <ot. (10) 

After passing through a birefringent medium, a 
phase retardation 4> imposed between the x and y 
components of E is given by 

"white" light. The large-aperture polariscopes 
used for these measurements feature Polaroid sheet 
polarizers in conjunction with quarterwave plates. 
The sheet Polaroid dye filters out most optical radi
ation not around 550 nm, which permits high con
trast with the quarterwave plates designed for 550 
nm. 

Table 2-30 lists experimental measurements of 
the retardations made with the plane polariscope 

<t> = (27r/A) (n x - n v) t. (11) 

where t is the thickness of the birefringent plate, n s 

is the refractive index along the x axis, and n v is the 
refractive index along the y axis. 

If we assume no transmission losses, Eq. HO) 
then becomes 

E = i A x cos oil + j A y cos (tot + <£), (12) 

Table 2-30. Measured retardation and birefringence. 

Inferred" Shiva 
Retardation birefringence specification 

Laser amplifier Laser rod No. at 550 nm at 1.064 tint at 1.064 Mm 

Alpha rod amplifier 3 11° 0.84nm/cm ±.2 0.75 nm/cm 
Alpha rod amplifier 4 5° 0.38 nm/cm 0.75 nm/cm 
Alpha rod amplifier 5 6° 0.46nm/cm 0.75 nm/cm 
Beta rod amplifier 43 7° 0.53 nm/cm 1.25 nm/cm 
Beta rod amplifier 44 r 0.61 nm/cm 1.25 nm/cm 
Beta disk amplifier — r 1.43 run/cm 2.5 nm/cm 

2° 
(see note a) 

0.36 nm/cm 2.5 nm/cm 

"For this measurement, the beta disk amplifier was rotated to a 90° azimuthal angle. 
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which can be expanded to produce the expression 

r E4. i 2 r Ex i 3 2 E x E y 
(_ Ay J L * J nxny 

= sin 2 *. ( 1 3 ) 

where we have written 

E x = A.coscut (14) 

and 
E, = Ay cos cot. (15) 

Equation (13) describes an ellipse; thus, in 
general, the resultant polarization state after pas
sage through a birefringent medium is elliptical. 

In a more general case, we can assume that the 
initial incident beam is linearly pt larized at an angle 
a with respect to our coordinate system. We also 
assume that the stress axes of the birefringent re
gion are oriented at an angle with respect to our 
coordinate system (as indicated in Fig. 2-133). 
Under these circumstances, the elliptically 
polarized wave leaving the birefringent plate is de
scribed by 

Ex- E / _ EXEV cos <fr 
cos2 (p-a) sin2 (/?-a) sin2 (|tf-a) 

= E„sin2<£. (16) 

For this geometry, we assume that the polarizer 
and analyzer are oriented at right angles to each 
other (so that, in the absence of the birefringent 
medium, the laser beam is extinguished). 

After the incident laser beam has passed 
through the birefringent region (where the "fast" 
axis is oriented at an angle p-a), the resultant elec
tric field E a is given by 

E;, = E„ sin 2 (/3-a) 

x [(1 - cos <J) cos tot + sin <J> sin wt] , (17) 

which corresponds to an intensity I, given by 

l » j B « D i 2 J £ 2 ) ( i - c o S « ) . (18) 
2 

Equation (18) can also be written as 

I(a,/3,*) = I„ [sin2(/J-a) sinW>/2)]2. (19) 

In the case of a uniformly stressed plate, Eq. 
(19) estimates the amount of intensity lost from the 

/ ^ — Axes of birefringent 
plate 

Fig. 2-133. Geometry of plant-polarized beam incident on 
birefringent plate. 

laser beam because of birefringence. For a pair of 
spatial-filter lenses or a rod amplifier under azimu-
thally symmetric strain, it is necessary to integrate 
the relaxation indicated in Eq. (I) over the azimu-
thal angle fi\ and, assuming that both a and <f> re
main constant, we have the approximate expres
sion 

l„ l s l = — U sin2 2(/3-a) sin2(</,/2) d/3, (20) 
7TJ0 

which reduces to 

li,.st = ^sin 2(*/2). (21) 

The estimated losses from the Shiva gamma-
to-delta spatial filter, the beta disk amplifier, the 
alpha rod amplifiers, and the beta-rod amplifiers are 
listed in Table 2-31. Our experimental arrangement 
for measuring birefringence in laser components is 
shown in Fig. 2-134. 

Although these considerations are somewhat 
oversimplified, they do permit us to estimate the 
losses associated with simple forms of stress bire
fringence. The Pockels cell case is somewhat more 
complicated because of the inhomogeneous nature 
of the birefringence throughout the crystal. As 
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Table 2-31. Estimated birefringence losses in Shiva chain components. 

Measured phase shift Direction of Estimated optical loss 
Component (0/2) at 550 run indicated stress (average s component) at 1064 nm 

Gamma-to-deKa 
spatial filter r Honogeneous 

compression 
0.24% 

Rod amplifiers 7.4° AziimithaHy 
symmetric 

0.23% 

Disk amplifiers 8° AzimuthaHy 
symmetric 

0.24% 

"Assuming total rejection of P-polarizalion in next thin film polarization. 

/K°v 

Axis of analyzer 

Analyzer 
(set for dark field) 

Delta spatial-
filter lens 

I 
-Birefringent plate 

Quarterwave 
plate 

Axis of polarizer 

Diffuse white-^ 
light source \ 

-Graflex camera \T Quarterwave —̂ Evacuated '-Gammaspatial- *-Polarizer 
plate spatial-filter body filter lens 

Fig. 2-134. Schematic of stress-induced birefringence measurement apparatus used for gamma-to-delta spatial filter. 

Figs. 2-135 and 2-136 show, the birefringence can 
be large and nonuniformly distributed. The result
ing depolarization of the beam will impose high 
spatial-frequency ripple (specification <2%) on the 
intensity profile as it passes through the next 
polarizer. Only a small energy loss will occur at the 
polarizer, however. A somewhat larger loss may 
occur at the next spatial filter as the high frequen
cies are rejected at the field stop. The latter effect is 
difficult to calculate, although it can be minimized 
by selecting KD*P crystals with low birefringence. 
This phenomenon is more pronounced in the beta-
size crystals, as the data in Table 2-32 indicate. The 

Shiva Pockels cells are the current state of the art; 
in the future, we may need to choose between some 
marginally acceptable level of birefringence in the 
KD*P crystals and the lack of an available re
placement. As Figs. 2-135 and 2-136 show, ihe 

Table 2.32. Spatial-frequency ripples in Pockels cells. 

Component 
Average phase 

shift (en) 
Estimated 

ripple magnitude 

Alpha Pockels cell 
Beta Pockels cell 

2.6 ±2.6° 
6.0 ±2.1° 

0.3 ±0.7 
1.2 ±0.7 
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The passive transmission of a laser rod with 
fates of specular reflectivity r, length I. , bulk ab
sorption coefficient (at I.(164 pirn) fi, and surface-
scattering fraction Y is given by 

T „ „ - (1 r ) z ( l Y)'exp( fi\.). (23) 

The rod face reflectivity values have averaged 
0.0012. Thus, since Y is expected to be very small 
because of Ihe nearly normal incidence and excel
lent polish o f the rod ends, the principal contribu
tion to Ihe rod passive-insertion loss is expected to 
be Ihe bulk absorption coefficient fi. Therefore, i f 
we compute a value of/4 for the silicate laser glass 
using rod-inscrtion-loss data and Kq. (23), then by 
inserting this value for fi in Kq. (22) we can obtain 
trial solutions for the scattering-loss fraction X for 
the laser disks. The results of this substitution are 
tabulated in Table 2-33. The results of the scattering 
calculations are tabulated in column 6 o f Table 
2-33. As indicated, the results arc reasonably con
sistent with a scattering fraction of 0.3-0.49? per 
surface for each Hrcwster's angle surface.There is 
an apparent trend toward increasing scattering as 
the aperture of each disk increases. This may not be 
a real effect however, because the disks are made of 
I .SG-9IH, not F.D-2. (Consequently, it is probably 
not reasonable to assume that the bulk attenuation 
coefficient is 8 75 x 10 'cm ' for I.SG-91H.) The 
bulk attentualion coefficient specification for both 
the ED-2 and K S G - 9 I H substrates is « 3 x 
10 'cm '. 

Prototype Rectangular Disk Amplifier Meas
urement. In our continuing effort to improve the 
performance and efficiency o f Nd:glass laser am
p l i f ie rs , we have designed a h igh-ef f ic iency, 
rectangular disk amplifier pumping apparatus that 
uses linear arrays of standard 112-cm arc length, 
1.5-cm bore flashlamps. The use o f rectangular 
(rather than cylindrical) pumping geometry seems 
to offer a number o f potential advantages: higher 
efficiency, lower manufacturing cost, easier as
sembly, greater experimental flexibility, and lower 
bank costs. We tested the validity of these admit
tedly optimistic speculations by making compara
tive gain measurements of a rectangular pumping 
cavity that pumped two 30-cm aperture " D " disks 
and the previously tested wraparound cylindrical 
pumping cavity (the standard " D " disk amplifier 
discussed above). 

Compu te r code Z A P ca lcu la t ions ha-'e 
predicted up to a doubling o f pumping efficiency (at 
constant lamp current density) for such a geometry. 
The Z A P predictions are based on extrapolations 
from our standard cylindrical pumping geometry. 

For this reason, our gain measurements wil l permit 
this ZAP simulation of a rectangular geometry to be 
normal ized . To ensure that th is exper iment 
provides a reasonable comparison between the 
cylindrical and rectangular pumping geometries, 
we have designed an experimental apparatus that 
uses the same lamp spacing, reflector cusp radius, 
and laser disks as the 30-cm-aperlure " D " disk 
amplifier described above. The performance of this 
rectangular pumping cavity can, therefore, be 
compared directly with that of the equivalent cyl in
drical geometry. 

We designed the prototype rectangular disk 
amplifier to permit evaluation of a variety of reflec
tor and lamp configurations. We vary configura
tions by simply installing new reflectors and rear
ranging the flashlamps. (Eventually we wil l include 
both transverse and longitudinal flashlamp orienta
tions.) This flexibility substantially reduces the 
manpower needed to conduct our initial exper
iments. 

Figure 2-138 is a schematic of the rectangular 
disk amplifier geometry. As indicated, Ihe amplifier 
has the capability of using either one or two linear 
arrays of standard 112-cm arc length, 1.5-cm-bore 
cerium-doped xenon flashlamps. The remaining 
interior surfaces of the pumping cavity are silver-
plated to reflect strongly in the pumping bands o f 
the Nd-doped laser glass. This permits higher 
efficiencies than the Shiva SS-lined structural 
cavities. 

For our initial experiments, we used the same 
lamp spacing and reflector radii found in our stan
dard cylindrical test " D " disk amplifier, together 
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with Ihe same ED-2 *'D" disks. This permitted us 
to compare directly the relative pumping efficien
cies of these two types of disk amplifiers. 

We evaluated two 1.2% Nd-doped ED-2 "D" 
disks averaging 3.39cm thick in the rectangular lest 
amplifier. These disks had been doubly edge-
coated with EI-6 and EI-4 glasses. A cw Nd:YAG 
oscillator operating at 1064.2 nm was used as the 
probe laser. Two silicon photodelectors monitoring 
the amplified laser beam and Ihe reference beam, 
respectively, were connected to Tektronix 6904 
and PDP-II/DPO data monitoring and processing 
systems. The current and voltage waveforms of one 
representative flashlamp circuit were monitored 
using our Nanofast power meter. The remaining 
flashlamp circuits were monitored with individual 
current transformers. 

We measured gain as a function of both input 
energy to the flashlamps and spatial displacement 
from the axis of Ihe amplifier. Each pair of 
flashlamps was operated using a standard 3VLC = 
600 /xs pumping-pulse duration. 

Figure 2-139 illustrates mea. ed gain 
coefficients vs input energy for the 28-lamp 
rectangular cavity vs the 40-lamp cylindrical disk 
amplifier. As indicated, the rectangular disk am
plifier (RDA) has a significantly higher pumping 
efficiency (at constant bank energy) than the stan
dard cylindrical geometry. These basic gain data 
are summarized in Table 2-34. The "comparative 
efficiencies" (at constant bank energy) listed in 
Table 2-34 are defined as 

• • 

6.0 1 1 ' 1 1 1 1 1 1 

28 lamp rociangulat —i 
— disk amplifier \ j j > ^ » 5.0 
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Fig. 2-139. Comparisons of .small-signal gain coefficients 
vs input energy for 28-lamp rectangular disk amplifier and 
standard 40-lamp cylindrical "D" disk amplifiers slnndaro 
600-fiS bank circuits. 

?NM 
« N M 
« M N 

(24) 

where aK and aK are Ihe small-sicnal gain 
coefficients measured for the amplifiers with N and 
M lamps, respectively. 

The significant trend in these data illustrates 
that using the rectangular pumping cavity makes 
possible increases in pumping efficiency of more 
than 40% over the level attainable with the 40-lamp 

Table 2-34. Comparisons of small-signal gain coefficients measured in 28-lamp rectangular disk amplifier; 
two ED-2 D disks, 1.2% Nd-doped 3.39-cm thick were used (together with standard lamps and reflectors)." 

Bank 
voltage, 

kV 

Input energy 
per lamp circuit, 

U 

Peak lamp 
current density, 

kA/cm2 

Small-signal gain 
28-Lamp, 

1/m 

coefficients 
40-Lamp, 

1/m 

Comparative 
efficiencies 

(28/40) 

10 4.5 0.88 2.16 ±.06 1.85 ±.09 1.67 
12 6.5 1.14 2.87 ±.11 2.64 ±.05 1.55 
14 8.8 1.41 3.51 ±.09 3.24 ±.05 1.53 
16 11.5 1.67 3.95 ±.06 3.77 ±.03 1.50 
18 14.6 1.96 4.28 ±.09 4.18 ±.04 1.46 
20 18.0 2.23 4.57 ±.06 4.43 ±.05 1.44 
22 21.8 2.54 4.74 ±.05 4.82 ±.04 1.40 
24 25.9 2.85 4.93 ±.10 4.94 ±.04 1.43 

•All these measurements were conducted using an Nd/YAG laser oscillating at a wavelength of 1064.2 nm and arc uncorrected for fluor
escence defect. 

The results of this cavity pumping experiment were very encouraging. In 1978, a variety of tests are planned to optimize the flaslilamp 
reflector, lamp number, and lamp performance to obtain further improvements in rectangular disk amplifier pumping efficiency. 
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cylindrical disk amplifier. The measured spatial 
gain profile was found to he acceptable, as Fig. 
2-140 shows. 

Measurements of xenon flashlamp self-
absorption have shown that flashlamps absorb sub
stantial fractions of their own output radiation and 
reradiate th;-1 absorbed energy in other spectral 
regions with n assumed optical efficiency. The 
absorbed fractions are dependent on the lamp 
current densities and. hence, become a more im
portant factor in the cavity power-flow budget as 
the input energy to each lamp increases. We have 
recently made new lamp opacity measurements, 
using a cw laser probe method, which yielded a high 
signal-to noise ratio. We made these recent meas
urements using cerium-doped, l.'i-em-hore xenon 
flashlamps similar to those used to pump our laser 
disk ampliliers. These measurements have shown 
that a relatively large fraction of the total light emit
ted by a flashlamp installed in an amplifier pumping 
cavity can be veKbswbed by the lump. I'resumaMy 
this eneigy is then reradiated in spectral regions not 
useful for pumping the ND' ' ions in laser glass. 

Small-signet 
Gain coefficient, m' 

6 -

5 -

4 -

D 
3 " 

2 -

1 -

1 1 1 1 1 1 
-15 -10 -5 <L 5 10 15 

Fig. 2-140. Measured gain profile of 28-lamp rectangular 
disk amplifier (20-kV, 252-kJ input energy), standard 
reflector, two 1.2% Nd-doped ED-2 "D"disks 3.39 cm thick. 

. 

We used the apparatus shown in Fig. 2-141 for 
our measurements of flashlamp opacity. As shown, 
this apparatus directed a cw laser beam of moderate 
power through a standard cerium-doped 1.5-em-
bore, 112-cm arc length xenon flashlamp while the 
flashlamp was fired with a standard 90-/* F. 450-^iH 
capacitor bank. We used voltages from 10 kV to 24 
kV to permit generation of lamp current densities as 
high as 2KMJ A/cm-' while the transmission of the 
lamp (at a specific wavelength* was monitored. 
Seven laser oscillator wavelengths ranging from 
47f>.2 (Kr) to 10M.2 nm (Nd) were used. We ob
served significant absorption of all seven laser 
wavelengths used in these experiments. This was 
because all seven fell in spectral regions for which 
there was significant continuum radiation from the 
test flashlamp. 

Figure 2-141 also presents a schematic ol'our 
flashlamp opacity measurement apparatus. As in
dicated, the cw laser beam was directc ; into a 
semiscaleo., N2-purgeii, fiashlump testing fixture. 
Two identical singlet lenses focus and recollimale 
the probe laser beam, respectively, through the 
axis of the flashlamp under test This configuration 
was selected to minimize the aberrations and steer
ing effects of the hot xenon plasma generated when 
the flashlamp was fired. 

The rccollimated probe laser beam then enters 
a one-meter monochromator, which is adjusted to 
transmit the appropriate probe laser wavelength. 
The transmitted laser power is then monitored as a 
function of time with a standard silicon photodiode. 
Noise measurements were made by blocking the 
cw laser beam while the flashlamp was being fired. 
Essentially no significant flashlamp light was de
lected by the photodetector when the noise meas
urements were made. 

Figure 2-142 illustrates an oscillograph of a 
typical event with both flashlamp current and 
photodelector output being monitored. As shown 
in the figure, the minimum in the transmitted cw 
laser signal was observed delayed slightly from the 
peak of the flashlamp discharge current. 

We calculated the attenuation coefficients, 
using the following expression for the transmission 
T of the flashlamp as a function of the current 
density J and probe wavelength \: 

T(j,A) = T„exp[-b( . ' -K)L\ ] for J>K, (25) 

where b is a constant derived from the experiment, 
L is the estimated path length through the xenon 
plasma, T„ is the quiescent transmission of the 
flashlamp, and K. is the experimentally observed 
"threshold" current density. 
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Fig. 2-141. Fhuhlimp opacity measurement apparatus. 

The variation of opacity with flashlamp current 
density is plotted for 20 three-probe laser 
wavelengths (476.2. 647.1. and 1064.2 nm) in Fig. 
2-143. Using a value of b = 1.213 x 104 (A -), 
values for T(j. K) given by Fq. (25) are also plotted 
in Fig. 2-143 for all three wavelengths. As indi
cated, there is a significant increase in the lamp 
absorption for current densities greater than 1 kA/ 
cm-', so that a "threshold" for the absorption phe
nomenon may be perceived. This may be a result of 
the development of an arc within the lamp 
envelope. 

As summarized in Table 2-35, the general trend 
of these data is in qualitative agreement with previ
ous lamp absorption data.17 The differences will 
require additional work to quantify the discrepan
cies between the two bodies of data. 

Disk Amplifier Contamination and Dam
age. In early 1977, we began planned periodic 
maintenance of Argus system amplifiers by rebuild
ing them one at a time, taking two weeks for each. 
During the process, we 3athered information on the 
severity and frequency of damage with two goals in 
mind: to determine system reliability and to predict 
optimum maintenance intervals.*""5' 

The most notable aspect of the morphology of 
laser disk damage is that damage sites are round, or 
at least circularly symmetric. The sites are always 
located on the surface of the glass (we have not 

Fig. 2-I42. Flashtaiiip current and transmitted probe laser 
power as functions of time (At = 200 /is/cm); current probe 
sensitivity = I.O ItA/cm: wavelength of probe laser beam -
476.2 nm; current density of standard lamp at peak = 2.53 
kA/cm. 
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Fig. 2-143. CompwifOfi of xenon fliMh-' 
lamp attenuation coefficient* 0 (J, A), 
measured 1 1H4.1, 647.1, and 47«.2-mn 
laser wavekngllr j functions of flnhlani» 
current density (In kA/cm:); standard 
flashlanip, 1.5-cm bore, 1!2-cnt arc length. 
bank 3 %/tC = tM M". 30#-Torr xenon 
premire, cerium-doped flaiMwip envelope. 

2.8 3 ;2 

Flashlamp current density, kA/cm 

observed damage to the bulk of the glass). Large 
damage sites—100 fim to several millimetres in 
diameter—are accompanied by extensive fractur
ing of the glass surface. 

Melted fragments of glass adhere to or partially 
cover many damage sites. These most likely repre
sent fragments of glass from the disk itself that have 
melted and resolidified. They may also be glass 
fragments from the encircling quartz shield tube 
that have fallen onto the disk and initiated the dam
age. 

Small damage sites—5 to 50 /tm in diameter 
—are also circular and generally appear to have 
contaminants or foreign particles fused into their 
surface. We find that damage site location generally 
correlates with disk position within the amplifier 
(i.e., disk surfaces facing upward generally sustain 
more damage than downward-facing surfaces). We 
have also noted that the first disk surface, in the 
direction of gas flow, generally has more damage, 
by as much as a factor of five, than any other disk 
surface upon which nitrogen-carried particles 
would come to rest. 

Table 2-35. Flashlamp plasma absorption. 

Wavelength 
region Current density Probe laser line 

Current measured standard 
(15- x 20-nun bore, M-380,300 Torr) 

attenuation, /3 

Previously measured 
lamp attenuation, 

450 run 2.24 •A/cnr* 476.2 run 0.70 cm"' 0.42 cm~' 
2.24 kA/.:m-2 482.5 ran 0.69 cm - 1 — 

500 nm 2.24 kA/cm 2 488.0 nm 0.73 enr" 0.56 cm-' 
550 run 2.24 kA/cnr* 568.2 nm 0.79 on"1 0.67 cm-' 
600 nm 2.24 kA/cm ! 632.8 nm 1.01 cm"1 0.62 cm-' 
650 nm 2.24kAlcar2 647.1 nm 1.19 cm-' 0.63 cm' 1 

1000 run 2.24 kA/cm a 1064.2 nm 1.66 cm"1 2.30 cm-' 
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Although foreign contaminant particles are 
rarely found attached to large damage sites, they 
are the cause for all forms of damage mentioned 
above. Any dielectric or metallic particle remaining 
on disk surfaces is rapidly heated by the flashlamp 
radiation and the laser pulse. The cerium-doped 
quartz flashlamps. pumped with 9 kJ in 600 /i.s. 
supply in excess of 20 J/cm 2 at the disk surface. This 
is sufficient energy to heat and evaporate most par
ticles smaller than 10 fim. 

A quantitative measure of the optical severity 
of damage is needed to determine when a disk has 
sustained sufficient damage to warrant regrinding 
and repolishing. A quantitative measure of damage 
is also useful for correlation with such proposed 
causes for the damage as number of amplifier firings 
or incident energy. 

The fraction of the optical surface obscured by 
damage sites is one measure of the amount of dam

age to the disk. It may be obtained by integrating 
the product of the area obscured by a damage site 
and the size distribution of the damages sites. The 
cumulative size distribution of damage sites found 
on both lightly and heavily damaged Ndrglass disks 
(see Fig. 2-1441. follows a power function of the 
form 

C = a d". 

The count density C may be expressed as the 
number of damage sites per unit area greater than 
diameterd; the parameter** determines the concen
tration, and the constant n has been experimentally 
found to be approximately - 1.64. 

Since January 1977, we have examined all over-
ha'led Argus and Shiva amplifiers to determine the 
extent of damage. Figure 2-145 shows the unaver-
aged data pertaining to the quantity of damage per 

Fit. M M . Cumulali*e slrt distribution 
of damage sites measured on several 
Nd:glass disks. The sitedistribution of 
typical contaminant particles follows the 
same general form as the size distributor 
of the damage. v 
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Flj. 2-M5. Damage sitr density on Argus ind Shin 
Nd:|>la» disks as a function of the number of amplifier 
firings. In general, there is a very low correlation between 
damage and number of firings. 

disk surface as a function of l he number of amplifier 
firings. There appears to he an upper bound of I 
damage site/cm'- • KK) jxm, corresponding to 0. \"( 

obscuration per surface. The average level of dam
age is 0.20 damage siles/cm- • 100/AID. correspond
ing to U.UIV; obscuration per surface or 0.92'v per 
arm for the Argus system—a very acceptable level. 

The low correlation of damage with number of 
firings (shown in f i g . 2-I44) implies that only ini
tially present contaminants or defects in the surface 
initiate the damage. The dala also imply that there-
is no long-term surface fatigue effect and that disks 
examined after the first 10-20 firings wil l have the 
same level of damage as they would afler several 
thousand firings. This, of course, excludes the pos
sibility of inadvertent reconlaminalion of the op
tics. It also implies that, at low repelition rales, 
very long lifetimes can be expected i f all surfaces 
are inilially clean and remain clean. 

In addition lo damage sites found during re
building, we have found thai many disks have a 
light-scattering film covering their surfaces, f igure 
2-I46 shows this film on a lO-cm aperture disk. 
Although we first thought lhat the film resulted 
from the condensation of gaseous contaminants in 
the cooling system, we now know lhat the few 
organic compounds in the nitrogen gas are no! re
sponsible for the film observed on the disks. 

Microscopic examination of the film showed it 
to be composed of small spots and crystall ine 
fibers. The largest fibers are typically 2-5 jum in 
diameter and up to 500 f im long. Figure 2-I47, a 
photomicrograph of the crystalline f i lm, shows the 
large fibers and smaller spots characteristic of the 
film. I l is of inleresl that the fibrous film has been 
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found on unfiled amplifiers, that the radiant energy 
from llashlamps does not appear to diminish 
growth, and thai the film does not appear to aggra
vate damage. 

Direct examination of fibers using an ion probe 
(I MM A l verified the existence of lithium and nit
rogen in high concentrations in the fibers. This im
plies that lithium nitride l.i : 1N. the nitrate LiNQ.,, 
the trihydrate form LiNO : , '3H 20, or the nitride 
MN0 2 ' 2H s O could be present. Since it is known 
that l£D-2 glass contains LUO, there appears to be 
sufficient evidence to support the theory of atmo
spheric attack of the Nd:glass. 

To determine the optical severity of the film 
problem, we examined a Shiva beta amplifier for 
transmission loss after being on-line for ten 
months. The film that had grown on the surface 
reduced the transmission by 0.369? per surface. 
This should be compared to an average damaged 
disk with a 0.013',? per surface-transmission loss. A 
heavily filmed disk, therefore, reduces transmis
sion much more than a damaged disk. Removal of 
the film requires that the amplifier also be removed 
from service, completely disassembled for clean
ing, and then reinstalled. 

In conclusion, it appears that the only 
significant damage problem on Argus—and now on 
Shiva—is to the surfaces of laser disks and that this 
damage is due to flashlamp heating of contami
nants. Current cleaning and surface preparation 
techniques have been able to produce amplifiers 
with sufficiently low danjitge rates that an entire 
laser arm will sustain lesstthe \% beam obscuration 
after 500 shots. The film 'crystallizing out onto the 
disk surfaces is currently the most significant 
source of beam obscuration, and an immediate so

lution is not available. It may be possible, though, 
to chemically deplete the lithium from the glass 
surface and thus substantially extend the time be
tween cleaning periods and thus increase system 
reliability. New glass for Nova should not exhibit 
this problem because of the low lithium content. 
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2.4.2 Inertial Inductive and Fast Inertial Energy 
Storage Systems 

The 40-chain Nova system may require up to 4 
MJ per chain for fiashlamps and Faraday rotators. 
This energy can be obtained inexpensively from the 
power grid over a 1- to 2-min period (at 38/kW • h, 
160 MJ costs $1.33). The power-conditioning re
quirement is to deliver this energy in a short time 
(0.5ms) with minimum technical risk and by the 
most cost effective method. 

Because fiashlamps constitute the major frac
tion of the load ( — 140 MJ), the potential for cost-
saving is greatest with the flashlamp power system. 
The peak power requirement (—0.3 TW) is far be
yond that available from the power grid; hence, 
intermediate energy storage is necessary. Energy 
storage is also required for the Faraday rotator 
syste.ri, because the ~20 MJ must be supplied in 
0.Is or less with the room-temperature coils. 

Inertial-to-inductive storage technology has 
demonstrated both appropriate energy-storage 
economy and high enough power to warrant more 
careful analysis. Problems with charging and 
switching the inductor have precluded widespread 
use, but recent work11'"'' has demonstrated the 
feasibility of using an intertially driven homopolar 
generator to charge an inductive store. The 
homopolar generator is discharged over a time con
stant of tens of milliseconds into an inductor, a 
technique that converts mechanical energy into 
magnetic energy. The inductor is then discharged 
into the flashlamps in 0.5 ms. This technique re
quires opening-switch technology that is not in 
present use; however, the feasibility of single-shot 
switches has now been fully demonstrated.H Be
cause both the charging and the switching of a 
single-shot inductive storage system have amena
ble solutions, no technological barrier exists in the 
use of this system for Nova. With the assistance of 
the staff of the University of Texas at Austin we 
have compared this technology with present 
methods, using capacitor storage, and decided that 
it is not economically compelling. We present the 
technology description here. 

Nova requires that any energy-storage device 
time-compress the energy delivery rate from min
utes coming from the power grid to sub-milli
seconds going into the flashlamps. This time-com
pression (or power amplification) of at least five 
orders of magnitude is not readily handled by big 
inductors alone. Compelling economic reasons 
(i.e., large volumes of copper) c'ctate that the in
ductor be charged in I s or less, which necessitates 
the use of a primary storage device. The size of the 

Nova flashlamp system ( — 140 MJ) requires that 
this primary store be capable of delivering many 
hundreds of megawatts to charge the inductor. An 
attractive way to provide this power is the homopo
lar pulse generators (HPG). 

In its conventional form, an HPG consists of a 
flywheel, rotating in an axial magnetic field. Energy 
can be accumulated slowly in the flywheel, in tens 
of minutes, if necessary. The principal virtue of this 
machine is that it can be discharged rapidly: i.e., all 
the inertial energy can be converted into an electri
cal impulse in less than 0.1s. This is accomplished 
by lowering electrical contact brushes onto the rim 
and the hub of the spinning wheel. A large closing 
switch then completes the circuit, and current flows 
radially through the wheel into the inductive store. 
This machine provide; much higher instantaneous 
power than other forms of flywheel-driven 
generators because the magnetic braking action 
takes place in the flywheel itself. Because the fly
wheel shaft transmits no torque, the strength of 
shaft materials is not a limiting condition. There
fore, the HPG provides the highest specific power 
(W/kg or W/nv') of any type of rotating electrical 
machinery. 

The HPG requires magnetic energy in its field: 
in a fast-pulse machine, this energy can be compa
rable to the energy stored in the flywheel. Robson 
et al.5 2 have shown that the machine can be self-
excited in a way that would convert the stored 
energy in the flywheel into its own magnetic field 
energy. This field magnet then becomes the induct
ive store used to power the flashlamps. 

An example of the homopolar inertial-
inductive storage system is given in Fig. 2-148, 
which shows the layout of the components in the 
electrical charge-discharge circuit. The flywheels 
can be started by wound-rotor induction motors, 
which were chosen by the University of Texas (UT) 
in a study for Nova.55 Hydrostatic bearings are also 
recommended in this study. The rotors are nor
mally beryllium-copper or steel, but they may be 
aluminum to reduce the density and therefore 
provide a better impedance match and faster dis
charge time. Flame-sprayed copper slip-ring sur
faces for brush contact to an aluminum wheel have 
provided satisfactory results at UT. Copper-
graphite (automotive starter motor) brushes were 
used, because they have demonstrated satisfactory 
performance to at least 270 m/s wheel-rim velocity. 
The field-coil/inductive-store would typically be 
edge-wound copper for strength. A second coil and 
possibly an iron return yoke (not shown in 
Fig. 2-148) could be used to provide an initial field 
for the generator. 
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Fig. 2-148. Liyout of the components of the homopolar inertial-inducf ive storage system. 

After the flywheels are motored up, and the 
brushes are lowered onto the wheels, the discharge 
sequence is initiated by the high-current closing 
switch. This switch is similar to the 500-ki4 unit on 
the 5-MJ UT homopolar.56'57 Current flows from the 
generator and through the closing switch, inductive 
coils, and aluminum cylinder in the explosive open
ing switch. A schematic of this circuit is presented 
in Fig. 2-149. 

The explosive switch opens this primary cir
cuit when the current reaches peak value by firing 
the PETN detonating cord (requiring about 10 g of 
explosive). This pushes paraffin insulation against 
the inside of the current-carrying aluminum tube. 
Steel cutters on the outside of this tube create 
multiple-series arc channels along the length of the 
tube. The paraffin is forced into these channels, 
quenching them in about 20 (is. During this time, 
the current transfers to a number of parallel fu„e 

wires located around the switch. When these wires 
explode, a high-voltage spike appears across the 
flashlamps. This spike triggers the lamps and then 
fires a sparkgap in series with a nonlinear resistor. 
The resistor shares current with the flashlamps, 
reducing the rate of rise of current in the lamps so 
that peak lamp current occurs 100 to 150 /LIS after 
the opening switch is fired. The nonlinear resistor is 
made of iron or tungsten win.. As current passes 
through, it heats and becomes more resistive, al
lowing the flashiamps to carry more and more 
current. This resistor uses about 30% of the energy 
that would have gone into the flashlamps, but the 
mechanism enables the lamps to survive much 
longer than otherwise. 

The explosive-openir.^ switch under consid
eration is similar to a 100-kA device being tested at 
NRL.5 4 For Nova, this unit would have to be up
graded to switch at least 500 kA of current for 
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driving 100 to 200 circuits. Cheap, replaceable 
switch inserts can be designed so that the cost per 
shot is only a few dollars, or about' 0.2*/J per 
thousand shots. 

The circuit, which uses a self-excited hornopo-
lar generator, has been modeled at LLL, with the 
H U M M program (see Fig. 2-149). Figure 2-150 
shows the waveforms from a run with a four-rotor 
machine that init ially stores 20 MJ in the rotors at 
306 m/s rim velocity. The machine drives 360 flash-
lamp circuits, corresponding to 15 of the large 
35-cm amplifiers. Accomplishing this requires that 
the peak current in the 7-/tiH inductor reach 2.1 MA 
before the p r imary c i r cu i t is swi tched 
[Fig. 2-150(a)]. The corresponding voltage across 
the inductor is given in Fig. 2-I50(b). It rises to 874 
V during the charging phase and then peaks at 14.4 
kV during discharge. (Note that the voltage spike 
that would trigger the flashlamps is not modeled.) 

The currents in the flashlamps and through the 
nonlinear resistor are shown in Fig. 2-150(c). The 
resistor current drops off rapidly as the resistor 
heats. The peak flashlamp current is 1.17 M A , cor
responding to 3250 A in each lamp circuit. This 
current rises to its peak in 148/is, and its half-width 
is 615 ps. As Fig. 2-l50(d) shows, the flashlamp 
voltage reaches 13.7 kV. Our assumption in the 
model is that this voltage V = 240 VT, where i is Ihe 
current through a single lamp circuit. 

The energies delivered to the flashlamps and (o 
the nonlinear resistor are shown in Fig. 2-150(e). 
The flashlamp energy reaches 8.8 MJ, correspond
ing to 24.4 kJ per circuit. This is an overall ef
ficiency o f 44 r7 . The :i< nlinear resistor consumes 
about 3.3 MJ o f energy in its role of reducing the 
current risetime in the flashlamps. This energy doe:, 
not melt the 1.72-lb i ron resistor. As seen in 
Fig. 2-150(f). the iron is heated beyond its 1050K 
phase transiiion temperature, but below its I817K 
melting point. Thus, no explosive energy release 
occurs. 

We exp lored the poss ib i l i t y o f en t i re ly 
eliminating the explosive switch, fuse, and non
l inear res is tor . In th is case, the homopo la r 
generator must be very fast—discharging in a very 
few mi l l i second. ; . App rop r i a te impedance-
matching devices would be required. For example, 
i f the generator were fast enough, an inductive 
store would not be required, but a pulse trans
former would be needed to match the approxi
mately 1 k V from a four-rotor generator to the 7- or 
14-kV flashlamps.* It is, of course, possible to 
series-couple a number of homopolar wheels to 
eliminate the transformer. 

*Each single 44-in. flashlamp drops about 7 kV at the peak of the 
current pulse. A series pair of these lamps requires 14 kV. 
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Table 2-36. Power-conditioning system cost. 

Another possibility is to charge an inductor 
rapidly with a fast homopolar by means of a series 
fuse. When the fuse blows, the resulting five-times 
voltage multiplication correspindingly reduces the 
discharge time. This circuit is passive, eliminating 
the need for an explosive opening switch. 

A fast homopolar generator with a discharge-
time goal of 1 ms is being developed by UT. This 
work could possibly lead to an alternative to ca
pacitor banks for powering flashlamps; however, 
the HPG/indi-ctive-store with explosive opening 
switch and some sort of optimized-fuse/nonlinear-
resistor arrangement has a smaller risk factor at 
present. 

A cost-scaling study for the HPG was per
formed for LLL by UT.5 5 This study was directed 
toward a machine that would drive Faraday 
rotators; however, the general scaling principles 
apply to any similar machine. Figure 2-151 shows 
the estimated cost for several proposed machines. 
From this figure, we obtain an estimated cost of 
$370,000 for a high-performance 20-MJ machine. 
An additional $300,000 ($833/circuit) is estimated 
for the switches and fanout system. A multiplica
tion factor of about 4/3 should be applied to these 
numbers to account for spare parts, stores draw 
and small procurements, and manpower, so the 

CapadUve energy storage 
Cost, 

Component US 

Replaceable elements 
Energy-storage modules 0.159 
Power supplies 0.019 
Ignition switches and triggers 0.010 
Bank dump hardware 0.005 

0.193 
Elements not replaced by alternative systems 

Controls, diagnostics, interlocks 0.025 
High-voltage cabling 0.013 
High-voltage junction boxes 0.006 
Flashlamps 0.035 

Total 

III 

total cost would be about $900,000. Since this ma
chine would drive the equivalent of 360 25-kJ cir
cuits (9 MJ), the cost is roughly 10e/J. 

For comparison, a cost breakdown of the 
baseline Nova flashlamp system is given in Table 
2-36. The elements of this system that would be 
replaced by the inertial-inductive alternative are 
shown to cost ]9.3«/J (including the 4/3 factor). 
Thus, the alternative has ''.e potential to save over 
9«/J compared with current capacitor technology; 
however, recent advances in low-cost capacitors 
could reduce this difference to perhaps 7 or 8e/J. If 
Nova were implemented with this alternative, we 
would probably use it to drive the large 22- and 
35-cm disk amplifiers. In a 40-chain Nova, this 
could amount to at least 100 M.J of energy. At 7'/J 
saved, 100 MJ represents $7 million potential re
duction in the cost of flashlamp power-conditioning 
equipment. While this saving is attractive, the de
velopment of higher density capacitors entails less 
risk. Furthermore, a new device, the compensated 
pulsed alternator, has more attractive technical fea
tures , and it possibly will have the same economical 
advantage as the inertial-inductive system. 
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2.4.3 Laser Propagation and Isolation 
Plasma Retropulse Shutter. An essential 

element in operating a fusion laser system is the use 
of a device designed to minimize light retroreflertcd 
from the target. The only two scheme > previously 
used with glass lasers are a Faraday rotator 
polarizer and an exploding mirror. The Faraday 
rotator polarizer combination is reliable, but it adds 
to the nonlinear phase contributions and is expen
sive. A feasible alternative candidate is an inline 
plasma shutter. 

The logical location for a fast plasma shutter is 
contiguous to the final spatial-filter pinhole.5" As
suming a pinhole aperture of 1 mm and a distance to 
the target of IS m, the pinhole must close with an 
average velocity of 106 cm/s. 

Of the several candidate techniques for pro
ducing the required opaque plasma, most fall into a 
class based on rapidly induced sublimation of solid 
material. This rapidly induced sublimation may be 
used directly as a plasma shutter, or it may drive a 
solid projectile59 (flyer or spall) across the optical 
beam path. The rapid sublimation may be produced 
by the resistive heating of a foil or by laser vapor
ization of a surface. We describe here a particular 
shutter that uses the electrical sublimation of a thin 
metal foil. After summarizing the primary physical 
processes involved, we summarize the results of 
current experiments. 

To produce sublimation of aluminum foil, a 
short pulse of electrical current derived from a par
allel array of low-inductance capacitors is dumped 
through the foil. Current flow resistively heats the 
foil at nearly constant volume, until the tempera
ture exceeds the binding energy of the atoms and 
sublimation begins. On the timescale of these ex
periments, the vapor is resistively superheated by a 
factor of two to five. The temperature achieved by 
these processes then determines the adiabatic ex
pansion velocity of the plasma. 

We have used a detailed numerical model60 

that incorporates an equivalent circuit with an 
equation of state of aluminum for parametric sur
veys, and for interpretation of experimental re
sults. 

In an initial shutter experiment, we used a 
low-inductance pulse-charged capacitor network 
to explode a foil into a l-mm-diam pinhole in vac
uum. We demonstrated closure within 70 ± 20 ns 
after foil explosion using a cw probe laser. 

The pulser for this experiment contained a 
Marx charged PFN connected to the foil load by a 
transmission line. The two-stage Marx, using tubu
lar capacitors and low-jitter pulsar gaps, rung onto 
the PFN, charging it to 72 kV in 420 ns. The PFN 
was constructed from six parallel three-section 
lumped ladder networks using 30-kV ceramic ca
pacitors. These capicitors, when pulse-charged and 
connected as described, provide the lowest in
ductance high-voltage PFN available from com
mercial components. The PFN was connected to 
the foil through a printed circuit board and Mylar 
fiat-plate transmission line with a surface-air self-
break multichannel switch. 

The 25-/im-thick, 1-mm-wide, and 3-mm-long 
aluminum foil was bridged across a tapered portion 
of the transmission line on the printed circuit board. 
A rectangular channel 1 mm wide, 1 mm high, and 3 
mm long was placed transverse to and on top of the 
foil (see Fig. 2-152). This configuration simulated 
the pinhole, yet it was easy to fabricate. 

We observed that a sinusoidal current of 30-kA 
peak was driven through the foil. The foil burst 82 ± 
5 ns after the beginning of the current pulse with a 
total input of 42 J. The optical signal shut off 70 ± 20 
ns after the foil burst. A typical photodiode record 
of the transmitted cw laser power vs time is shown 
in Fig. 2-153. 

We have obtained good agreement between 
experiment and model concerning voltage, current. 
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and time of burst. According to the model, the foil 
bursts at 3 x 104K and continues heating to 7 x 
104K. The plasma-expansion-front velocity was re
corded with a TRW streak camera with a 7B fast 
streak head and found to be 2 x 10" cm, in good 
agreement with the predicted temperature. 

A significant problem associated with this 
configuration is that it permits a portion of the sub
limed material to strike the spatial-filter pinhole. As 
a consequence, we have modified the geometry by 
removing the channel from above the foil and re
placing it with a short conical nozzle. This nozzle 
directs the sublimated vapor across the optical 
beam path and into a dump tank. Measurements 
with collector plates located at various positions 
within 0.6 cm of the exploding foil show that, with 
the nozzle, no detectable vapor is observed on the 
optical axis, but that significant vapor is deposited 
within a cone centered on the vapor axis (ortho
gonal to the optical axis) and within a solid angle 
controlled by the nozzle geometry. An additional 
benefit of the nozzle is that a slightly higher plasma 
density is achieved on the optical axis, because the 
plasma is contained within a smaller solid angle 
than was the case with the preceding channel 
geometry. We expect some vapor to expand toward 
the optics when the intense return laser pulse inter
acts with the plasma. However, our preliminary 
calculations indicate that it is feasible to deflect 
electromagneticaily the charged particles from the 
optical axis and into collection baffles. 

In measurements conducted on current laser 
systems, the post pulse reflection has been sup
pressed in the high-power output stages by Faraday 
rotators. The plasma closing shutter may be con
sidered as a candidate to replace the Faraday 

rotator for retropulse isolation. The net benefit of 
this technique is to remove the costly Faraday 
rotator, which possibly could improve laser per
formance at lower cost. 

Fast, Large-Aperture Optica! Switch. The re
generative amplifier concept described in §2.6.3 
requires a large-aperture optical switch that 
changes state in one cavity transit time. In opera
tion, the switch is turned on to inject an optical 
pulse into the regenerative cavity. After the optical 
pulse is sufficiently amplified (over several round 
trips through the cavity), the switch is again ac
tivated to direct the pulse out of the cavity. In 
addition to having a low loss and high extinction 
ratio, the switch must open uniformly across the 
entire aperture. This latter constraint is particularly 
important for large aperture (~ 100-ns round trip) 
because of the time for an E-M switching wave to 
propagate across the aperture. 

We have examined in detail and conceptually 
developed several types of switches'for the re
generative amplifier.01 Here, we review the results 
of this research and outline the most promising 
switching techniques. 

The most well-developed large-aperture 
switch technology is that of Faraday rotation in 
paramagnetic glass.62 These switches have been 
developed with =s 30-cm aperture and 200-jts turn-
on lime for optical isolators. We examined the pos
sibility of making such a rotator faster to act as a 
switch and have developed scaling relations to 
larger apertures. We describe the conceptual de
sign of a 20-cm Faraday switch and a technique for 
arraying such switches to achieve large aperture. 
Subsequently, we show conditions for a single 
large-aperture Faraday switch. We minimize glass 
thickness and cost, which are critical to this design. 

In our analysis of a 20-cm Faraday switch, we 
assume FR-5 glass. Since the Verdet constant var
ies inversely with temperature, there is a significant 
advantage to -ooling the glass. Two options we 
considered were face-cooling by helium flow for a 
transmission switch and face-cooling through a 
mirror with liquid nitrogen for a switch located at 
one end of the optical cavity, as shown in Fig. 
2-154. The required magnetic field is given by 

B AT 
60.5S 

Tesla, (26) 

where 0 is the optical rotation in radians, T is the 
glass temperature in degrees K, and S is the glass 
thickness in cm. 

Based on the design of Faraday rotators, we 
know the coil dimensions relative to the optical 
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aperture to provide a 1% uniform magnetic field. 
Assuming a single-turn coil—to minimize 
inductance—and liquid nitrogen temperature, we 
find that the peak current is I p = 20 BD KA, and the 
coil inductance is 7.3 10""D fiH, where D is the 
optional aperture. If we further assume a low-
inductance 80% efficient capacitor bank, the re
quired bank capacitance is C = 56 T„2/D fiF, and 
the charge voltage is V = 0.25 BDVT,, kV, where T„ 
is the switching time required to ring the bank 
energy into the coil. In this design, therefore, the 
coil inductance a.ni peak current are determined by 
the Faraday swiic'. aperture, whereas the coil drive 
pulser characteristics are also determined by the 
required switching time. 

A baseline design Faraday switch is driven by 
a type-A pulse-forming network with risetime and 
falltime equal to one cavity transit time and flat-top 
time equal to the number of cavity transits. With 
1.4-cm-thick FR-5 glass cooled to 77K, the pulse-
forming network stores 8KJ, has a characteristic 
impedance of 0.5fl and is charged to 175kV. For a 
five-pass regenerative amplifier with a cavity tran
sit time of 200 ns, this pulse-forming network pro
duces a 1-ju.s pulse with 0.2-/xs rise and fall. The 
construction of this baseline pulse-forming circuit 
and coil is within the state of the art. 

It appears possible to build a composite Fara
day switch of aperture greater than I m. As with a 
large-aperture amplifier, benefits are obtained by 
modularizing the aperture into smaller elements 
requiring less energy that can be switched faster. It 
is also easier to fabricate smaller aperture glass, 
and the thickness and nonlinear phase distortion 
can be reduced. These segmented glass pieces 
could all be placed in a single coil, or a prismatic 
plate could direct portions of the beam into sepa
rate Faraday switches, as shown in Fig. 2-155. This 
would permit the 20-cm-aperture baseline Faraday 
switch described above to be applied directly to 
large-aperture regenerative amplifiers. 

Fig. 2-155. Aperture division and composite of several 
small-diameter Faraday switches. 

According to the scaling relations described 
above, as either the aperture of a Faraday switch is 
increased or the switching time decreased, the 
Faraday switch coil requires higher voltage—on 
the order of several hundred kilovolts. The modular 
coil configuration shown in Fig. 2-156 permits driv
ing the coil sections with standard 100-kV parallel 
capacitors and multichannel switches. Such a de
sign is essentially a Marx generator with its output 
started by the coil. This approach is also within the 
state of the art. 

Comparison data for single-disk and seg
mented 1.2-cm-aperture Faraday switches are 
shown in Table 2-37. Cost data are based on 
preliminary estimates. fii 

Our analysis has shown that a Faraday switch 
for large-aperture regenerative amplifiers is feasi
ble and does not require development of a new 
technology. Tradeoffs can be made for a particular 
aperture switch, but it appears that a switch for 
very large apertures having the thinnest glass and 
the fastest switching time will be segmented. 

Pockels cell switches use the Pockels elec-
trooptic effect in transparent crystals to rotate the 
polarization of the laser beam. Such switches are 
now sufficiently fast (< 10 ns) but limited in aper-
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Table 2-37. Comparison of selected Faraday switch geometries for hypothetical 1.2-m aperture regeneration. 

Single 6-cm- Single 3-cm- Single cooled Modularized cooled Modularized cooled 
Condition thick disk thickdisk 3-cm-thick disk 3<m-thick disk 1.5-cm-thick disk 

6(rad) TT/4 IT/4 ir/4 TT/4 •nIA 

T(°K) 293 293 77 77 77 
D(cm) 120 120 120 21.6» 21.6" 
S(cm) 6 3 3 3 1.5 
B(T) 0.64 1.27 0.33 0.33 0.66 
Uph) 0.88 0.88 0.88 0.16 0.16 
E„(kJ) 1280 5050 360 74 295 
V„(kV) 1580 1150 300 9.6* 19.2* 
In(kA) 1540 3070 770 143 286* 
B 3.0 1.5 1.5 1.5 0.87 
Costs <$K) 

Mechanical 200 200 300 770 770 
Glass 2400 1200 1200 1440 720 
Prism — — — 230 230 
Electrical 2560 10200 720 150 590 
Total 5160 11600 2200 2590 2310 

"Data tor one module. 

ture both by the size of crystals grown (~ 7.5 cm) 
and by the method of applying the axial electric 
field (coaxial electrodes). 

As described in Rcf. 61, several materials that 
exhibit the Pockets effect might be considered for 
future Pockels switch design. However, the most 
useful available material is KD*P. 

Although the ring electrode geometry 
currently in use might be extended or modified to 
apply to larger apertures, as detailed in Ref. 61, we 
have selected a liquid electrode geometry as the 
most promising way to apply a uniform axial poten
tial to the Pockels material. Since KD*P is hydros
copic, which constrains the selection of liquids that 
contact it , 6 4 we concentrated on the geometry 
shown in Fig. 2-157. This configuration has two 
attributes: it contains glass to isolate the liquid elec
trode from the KD*P, and, because the glass is 
electrically in series with the KD*P, the overall 
arrangement reduces the Pockels switch ca
pacitance, which permits faster switching. 

Because the Pockels switch is driven by a low-
inductance pulse-forming cable, the transmission 
of the applied voltage across the Pockels cell (be
tween the liquid electrodes transverse to the optical 
beampath) obeys a diffusion equation. The effec
tive switching-time constants for 2-cm-thick 
KD*P, 1-cm-thick glass, and 0.1-cm-thick, 
10-fl-cm liquid electrode are shown in Table 2-38 
for several aperture diameters. 

Glass -

Liquid -
electrode 

KD*P-

Jndex-matching liquid 

Glass 

• Liquid 
electrode 

Fig. 2-157. Geometry for liquid-electrode Pockels switch. 

Table 2-38. Effective switching time for several 
apertures of a liquid-electrode Pockels switch. 

Aperture diameter (D), 
cm 

Switching tune (T), 

5 
10 
20 
40 

1.2 
5 

18 
65 
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For very large aperture Pockels switches, we 
have considered using ribbon electrodes embedded 
in the liquid electrode to reduce the switching time. 
The ribbons minimize beam obscuration, and a 
natural ribbon spacing equals the amplifier segment 
size (nominally 20 cm). A 1.2-m-diam liquid ribbon 
electrode cell could switch in < 100 ns. 

A Pockels switch using KD*P and crystal seg
ments of 5- to 20-cm aperture arrayed together and 
having liquid electrodes provides the potential for 
fast, thin, large-aperture switches for regenerative 
amplifiers. We estimate a 1.2-m-aperture Pockels 
switch would cost ~ $0.4 million. The two areas 
undergoing continued evaluation are the stacking 
of the crystals and the selection of the electrode 
liquid. 

AD interferometer switches operate on the 
principle of dividing the incident-pulse amplitude 
into two or more parts and then recombining after 
variable relative-phase delays. The direction of 
pulse propagation when the parts are recombined 
depends on the magnitudes of the phase delays. We 
considered two switches: the two-beam Michelson 
interferometer and the multiple-beam Fabry-Perot 
interferometer. 

Figure 2-158 shows the Michelson interfe
rometer switch. Important to the potential applica
tion of this switch are variations in the round-trip 
phase delay S from sources that include the pulse 
bandwidth, mirror-surface imperfections, and mis
alignment. These variations result in loss during 
amplification and incomplete switchout. The most 
critical loss source is mirror imperfections. Main
taining loss < 1% requires a surface figure of A/90, 
which is difficult to achieve for a 1-m aperture. 

Several switch arrangements that we consid
ered are shown in Fig. 2-159. In Fig. 2-159a, the 

u r * > ^ - H-100% 

R . T - ^ j L2 M 

Fit. 2-1SI. Mkhehon Interferometer is «n optical switch. 

switch operates by moving the mirror with 
piezoelectric transducers applied to its rear sur
face. The second method [Fig. 2-l59(b)] switches 
by applying a \ /4 voltage to an electrooptic mate
rial. The third arrangement [Fig. 2-l59(c)] uses an 
auxiliary pulse to bleach a near-resonance 
transition. 

In summary, the Michelson interferometer has 
the advantage of requiring that only a short path-
length of material be placed in the optical re
sonator, thereby minimizing the nonlinear phase 
(B) accumulation. It can work at any wavelength 
and is scalable to large apertures. The major prob
lem is fabricating the large mirrors and maintaining 
their alignment with interferometric precision. 

As an optical switch, the Fabry-Perot inter
ferometer has several serioiis problems: the 
method of changing the phase delay to switch the 
resonator, the transient response constraining mir
ror separation, and loss due to time-varying wave-
front distortions. These difficulties combine to 
make the Fabry-Perot interferometer switch ex
tremely unattractive. 

WMMM 
Bleaching 
pulse 

1 M * iSl 

EO material • 

(a) (b) (c) 

Fie. 2-1S9. Possible methods for switching the Michelson interferometer. 
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rig. 2-160. Tilting-mirror snitch. 

The angle through which a pulse is deflected in 
passing through a prism of an electrooptic material 
can be changed by applying a voltage that alters the 
index of refraction of the material. The required 
voltage for a transverse prism is similar to that for a 
transverse Pockels cell. The prism deflector has the 
advantage that field grading is easy and that biref
ringence is not a problem. 

Figure 2-160 illustrates how the resonator mir
rors could be tilted to switch out the optical pulse. 
The flat mirror can be tilted through the angle 6, = 
D/L to ensure that the beam does not intercept the 
curved mirror. Otherwise, the curved mirror could 
be tilted through 0(. = d/L to direct the beam onto 
the target of diameter d. The speed of all mechan
ical switches is limited by the tensile strength of the 
materials. The strongest available materials, resin-
impregnated fiber composites, have tensile 
strengths in the range 1-3 x 10" psi and have densi
ties of 1-3 g/cnr'. Maximum tip velocity VT about 
an axis of rotation is in the range of 10s cm/s. When 
switching the flat or curved mirror, the tip velocity 
restriction requires Lz > (cD74vT) or L2 > (cdD/ 
4vT), respectively, where c is the velocity of light. 
Typical values, D = I02 cm and d = I0~2 cm, give 
L > 200 m for flat-mirror switching. 

Switching by mechanical beam deflection in
troduces no additional material that can contribute 
B and loss into the resonator. The tilting velocity 

required for a single-piece flat mirror lies at or be
yond the limit of physical possibility. Segmenting 
the flat mirror or tilting the curved mirror makes the 
method possible. 

The most crucial element of a large-aperture 
regenerative amplifier is the optical switch. The 
switch must open and close in one cavity round-trip 
transit time T H T and remain open for N T H T during 
amplification, where THJ is determined primarily by 
amplifier-inversion lifetime, or the economical 
length of the line-of-sight pipe, or both. Anticipated 
new-generation regenerative systems might require 
apertures > 100 cm and switching times of 0.1-1 
/us. The initial regenerative amplifier system will 
require a switch that can be developed at low risk 
and reasonable cost. In addition, future regenera
tive amplifier systems will require the switch to 
draw relatively little energy. 

We have evaluated a variety of active optical 
switch options, and the Advanced Laser Group has 
also examined some selected novel switch con
cepts. Based on the collective information of these 
studies, we have identified the most promising op
tions (Table 2-39). 

The Faraday switch could be implemented 
with low risk, and it requires no new technology. 
However, the problems associated with segmenta
tion and cooling remain to be examined in detail. 

The Pockels switch is attractive because it 
uses little energy and, with liquid-ribbon elec
trodes, could be made thin and cost-effective. Prob
lems associated with liquid selection and segmenta
tion fabrication remain to be examined. 

The exacting alignment required for the 
Michelson interferometer, as well as the problem of 
moving the mirror for switchout, represent 
significant technological risk. 

The mechanical beam deflector is the simplest, 
least expensive, lowest B, and lowest-cost option 
available. The risk is in transducer performance. 

The estimated cost for each switch option, as
suming a 1.2-m aperture and a 1.06-/i,m regenera
tive amplifier, is $2.5 million or less, which is a 

Table 2-39. Summary of switch techniques. 

Cost, Energy, 
Method $M Major cost element kj SB Loss 

Faraday switch 2.5 Glass 100 Medium Low 
Pockels switch 0.4 KD*P 2 Small Low 
Michebon interferometer 2.0 Mirrors, alignment control Nil Ml Medium 
Mechanical beam deflector 0.5 Transducer and controls Ml Nil Nil 
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small fraction of the total system cost. The Faraday 
rotator and Pockels cell appear most attractive. 
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2.5 Optical Materials Overview 
Optical materials limit (he performance of all 

laser systems. To increase the performance of fu
sion lasers, we have an active research and devel
opment program on optical materials. The principal 
thrusts are as follows: 

• Low-refractive-index materials. We 
search for transmitting optical materials with 
smaller refractive-index nonlinearities to reduce 
self-focusing and breakup of intense laser beams. 

• Spectroscopic properties ofNd laser glas
ses. We study the dependence of absorption 
cross sections, stimulated emission cross sections, 
excited-state lifetimes, and quantum efficiencies on 
glass composition. 

• Glass physics. We investigate relaxation 
processes for excited electronic states, excited-
state absorption, cross relaxation, and site-
dependent spectroscopic properties of neodymium 
and their effects on saturation and transient gain 
recovery in laser glasses. 

• Laser-induced damage. We measure 
surface and bulk damage in optical materials and 
damage thresholds of thin-film coatings, examine 
the dependence of damage thresholds on laser 

pulse-duration and wavelength, and study the ef
fects of physical and chemical properties of sur
faces and interfaces. 

Other, more specialized materials efforts in
clude development of Faraday rotator materials for 
optical isolators and fast switches, large-aperature 
nonlinear crystals for electrooptic switches and 
harmonic generators, and oscillator crystals 
operating at wavelengths of the maximum gain of 
new amplifier glasses. 

Optical materials research is conducted in two 
laboratory complexes: the Laser Optical 
Spectroscopy Laboratory and the Nonlinear 
Optics/Laser Damage Laboratory. These facilities 
have been described in previous annual reports. 

In addition to the above activities, three re
search programs are supported by the Office of 
Basic Energy Sciences, DOE, under their Mate
rials Sciences Program: 

• Low-Index Optical Materials Research. 
• Optically Induced Damage in Transparent 

Dielectric Materials, 
• Laser-Excited Fluorescence Studies in 

Amorphous Solids. 
These programs complement those of the Laser 
Fusion Program by exploring basic phenomena of 
potential importance for fusion laser materials. 

The year 1977 has witnessed several significant 
developments in optical materials. In the pursuit of 
glasses with lower nonlinear refractive indices n ,̂ 
fluorophosphate glasses are now being produced 
that have n2 values of 0.5-0.6 x 10" '•' esu compared 
with values of 1.0-1.4 x I0 _ , : l esu for present-day 
silicate, borosilicate, and phosphate glasses. This 
translates into a factor-of-two increase in focusable 
laser energy over our present laser systems. These 
glasses also have spectroscopic properties, laser 
parameters, and damage thresholds sufficient to 
satisfy the design goals of the Nova laser. 

Three companies (Hoya, Owens-Illinois, and 
Schott) have produced large, high-optical-quality 
fluorophosphate glasses sufficient to satisfy the 
Nova laser glass requirements. The contractual 
support of these companies by the Office of Laser 
Fusion was the key to this progress. This rapid 
development was fostered by numerous interac
tions and communications. Two conferences were 
held in 1977—one at the National Bureau of Stan
dards in April and one at LLL in October. These 
meetings brought together workers from commer
cial glass companies with users at laser fusion labo
ratories. New glasses were quickly evaluated in 
LLL's computer-controlled spectroscopy labora
tory65 and the information distributed to all partici
pants in the form of Nd Laser Glass Data Sheets. A 
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Fig. 2-161. Refractive indices of optical glasses. Regions of known optical glasses are grouped by using the refractive index and Abbe 
number (reciprocal dispersion) as coordinates. Superimposed are dashed lines of constant nonlinear index nj. 

new, more condensed format has been developed 
for the wider dissemination of these data in 1978. 

Recent progress in reducing n2 of glasses is 
illustrated in Fig. 2-161, where regions of known 
optical glasses are plotted in terms of their linear re
fractive index and reciprocal dispersion (given by 
the Abbe number). The Shiva laser uses oxide glasses 
such as ED-2 Nd silicate glass for amplifiers, BK-7 
borosilicate glasses for lenses and other transmit
ting components, and FR-5 Faraday rotator glass. 
Included in the figure are lines of constant n2 

predicted from empirical relationships.6"-67 These 
results indicated that the nonlinear refractive index 
could be reduced by the development of low-index, 
low-dispersion glasses. Increasing the fluorine con
tent, has made new fluorophosphate glasses such as 
LHG-10, LG-812, and E-309 available with lower 

n2 values than those of previously available FK-5I-
type fluorophosphate glasses. Glasses based on be
ryllium fluoride, if they can be produced in large 
sizes and of high optical quality, offer the potential 
for a further reduction in n 2.B 8 

Although techniques for measuring n2 and 
simple procedures for estimating n2 of solids sub
ject to intense 1064-nm light are now well devel
oped, a number of questions concerning index non-
linearities remain and warrant future investigation. 
These include the frequency dispersion of the non
linear refractive index, the spatial anisotropy of n2 

in crystals, the dependence of n2 on pulse duration 
in the regime where electrostriction and thermal 
self-focusing are important, measurements of n2 

liquids and gases using time-resolved interfe-
rometry, and exploration of the possibility of neg-
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ative contributions to n2 in solids. This work is 
continuing under the OBES program on low-index 
optical materials. 

For larger lasers such as Nova, the ability to 
store and extract energy in the amplifying media 
becomes increasingly important. By using longer 
pulses and low-n2 materials, near-total energy ex
traction is possible in Nd glasses with stimulated 
emission cross sections =2-3 x 10~zn cm2. For 
xenon flashlamp pumping, both fluorophosphate 
and fluoroberyllate glasses provide energy storage 
comparable to that of ED-2 silicate glass. Glassy 
BeF2 has one of the longest fluorescence lifetimes 
and the best energy storage of the fluoride glasses. 
Gain measurements of the new Suorophosphate 
and fluoroberyllate glioses made with small test 
disks have confirmed the predicted amplifier per
formance. 

For Nd glass lasers operating at longer (> I ns) 
pulse durations and using low-n2 materials—where 
more intense beams can be propagated—gain sat
uration is possible. An important material parame
ter is the rate at which the terminal laser level of Nd 
relaxes. We have developed a procedure for direct 
measurement of this rate by observing transient 
gain recovery in an amplifier following a short 
saturating pulse."9 Initial results for ED-2 glass in
dicate that this rate is fast, ~ 1-2 ns. The technique 
also applies to measuring the presence of excited-
state absorption from the upper laser level. We will 
examine the dependence of these properties on 
glass composition and the rates in new fluorophos
phate laser glasses in 1978. 

Because of the local inhomogeneity of glass, 
the Nd sites in glass are inequivalent. Depending on 
the distribution of levels and the relative degrees of 
homogeneous and inhomogeneous line broadening, 
some spectral hole burning in the gain profile could 
occur. If present, this phenomenon is potentially 
detectable in the gain-recovery experiment cited 
above. A more direct measurement can be obtained 
from the observation of fluorescence line narrow
ing. 

Computer-aided laser system design optimizes 
the amplifier for a specific glass and, in turn, 
predicts the performance of a Nova laser based on 
spectroscopic data obtained from an = l-cm:l sam
ple. Small-signal gain measurements confirm the 
success of the modeling and the computer simula
tion. 7 0 We have therefore examined the 
spectroscopic properties at a wide variation of Nd 
glasses. 

Early investigations of Nd laser glasses dem
onstrated that a facior-of-five variation in stimu
lated emission cross section was possible by vary
ing the glass network-forming and network-
modifying ions." The fluorescence lifetime, 
linewidth, wavelengths, absorption cross sections, 
and quantum efficiency also varied. Beginning with 
silicate glasses in 1974, Ihe spectroscopic studies 
extended to phosphate, fluorophosph;.te, and 
fluoroberyllale glasses in 1975-76; they were re
ported in the 1975 and 1976 annual reports. Ranges 
of variations of the stimulated emission cross section, 
peak wavelength, and linewidth of the 4Fj / 2—• 4I n / 2 

transition and the radiative lifetime of the 4 F M state 
observed thus far for the four principal glass types 
investigated are summarized in Tabe 2-40. A num
ber of other inorganic glass types that have been 
examined, but less comprehensively, are also iisted. 
The results of these glass-composition studies pro
vide the laser designer with a wide range of proper
ties to use in future laser designs. 

Several different rare-earth ions have been 
used for glass lasers. The knowledge gained in 
tailoring the spectroscoDic properties of Nd : i4 for 
improved performance is also pertinent to develop
ing improved laser glass compositions for other 
rare-earth laser ions. 

The search for improved Faraday rotator ma
terials included measuremenls of a new crystal. 
KTbaF|n. This material combines a high concentra
tion of active ions (XV*) with the low nonlinear 
refractive index of fluoride hosts, and it has a figure 
of merit nV/n2 five times higher than the best 
terbium-doped glass. Since this material is cubic, it 

Table 2-40. Measured variation in Nd laser glass properties. 

Cross section (cr), LinewidUi (AA), Lifetime (r„), Wavelength (*„), 
Glass" 10-" cm2 nm (iS nm 

Silicate 1.0-3.1 28-45 330-950 1057-1088 
Phosphate 1.8-4.7 19-28 320-560 1053-1056 
Fluorophosphate 2.2-4.3 22-29 350-600 1049-1056 
Fluoroberyllate 1.7-4.0 15-24 550-1000 1046-1050 

"Other glasses investigated Include borate, gernianate, tellurite, fluorosillcate, ijlorophosphate, borosilicate, silicate-titanate, calcium 
aluminate, zirconium fluoride, nitrate, and sulfate. 
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is amenable lo hot forging, fusion casting, and other 
techniques for preparing large sizes. Because ter
bium compounds are very costly, lower cost 
cerium fluoride materials have also been explored 
for Faraday rotator applications. 

We have made further progress in understand
ing the local fields and :nteractions at rare-earth 
sites in glasses, using techniques of laser-induced 
fluorescence line-narrowing and site selection 
spectroscopy. We measured site-dependent transi
tion probabilities and energy levels of Nd'1* in sev
eral silicate, phosphate, borate, fluorophosphate, 
and fluoroberyllate glasses."' 7 : l Fluorophosphate 
glasses are especially interesting because of the 
presence of two different anions—F and O 2 - . This 
introduces an additional inhomogeneity into the Nd 
ion coordination that is reflected in both the 
spectroscopic properties and the relaxation prop
erties of excited electronic states. 

Phase separation is another phenomenon in 
glass that we studied for the first time, using laser-
excited fluorescence. Exploratory studies of Eu:l* 
fluorescence of alkali borate glasses revealed a de
pendence on alkali content. 7 4 Laser-excited 
fluorescence has begun to be a valuable tool for 
exploring the local fields in amorphous solids. 

We have continued our efforts lo measure 
laser-induced damage thresholds of optical mate
rials and thin-film coatings and to discover more 
damage-resistant materials. The latter is particu
larly important to capitalize on the more intense 
laser beams made possible by the use of low-n2 

materials. Data on the damage thresholds of sur
faces and coatings at the longer pulse durations 
envisioned for future fusion lasers are incomplete. 
Our activities have therefore been expanded to 
encompass the following: 

• Characterization and development of a 
continually evolving data base on the best state-of-
the-art materials. 

• Research into the fundamental processes 
limiting damage in materials and determination of 
critical parameters. 

• Expanded experimental facilities for rapid, 
comprehensive studies of damage processes at var
ious laser pulse durations and wavelengths. 

Today well characterized laser pulses, repro
ducible optical coatings, various analytical tools for 
characterizing surfaces, interfaces, and thin films 
are available. Therefore, with the application of 
materials science, progress in the development of 
more damage resistance components should be 
forthcoming. 

Numerous studies have shown that low-index 
materials exhibit higher damage thresholds. During 

1977, we further confirmed this by measurements 
using 150-ps, !064-nm pulses." Additional tests 
and evaluations of film designs using fluoride and 
other low-index materials are being pursued. 

Thin-film coatings are used for mirrors, 
polarizers, and beam splitters, and to reduce reflec
tions. Of these, antireflection coatings have had the 
lowest damage thresholds. Working with Optical 
Coating Laboratory, Inc., we demonstrated that 
the introduction ofa barrier layer of SiO;.or Al̂ O.., 
between the Ti0 2 film and the substrate increased 
the damage threshold of SiOa/Ti02 AR-coatings, in 
some cases by more than 509? . 7 , i We incorporated 
this innovation into the design of many optical coat
ings for Shiva components. 

In 1977, we continued to upgrade our exper
imental facilities. We demonstrated the utility of 
vidicons for fast electronic recording of laser beam 
intensity profiles.77 To speed the rate of testing 
Shiva components, we developed a comparative 
test procedure. (Component reliability is a critical 
issue for operation of complex optical system such 
as Shiva.) 

Looking ahead, we again expect optical mate
rials for fusion lasers operating at shorter 
wavelengths to be limited by index nonlinearities, 
two-photon absorption, and optical-damage 
thresholds. To explore these effects, the lasers in 
our Nonlinear Optical/Laser Damage Laboratory 
will be converted to the second, third, and fourth 
harmonic of the 1064-nm Nd:YAG frequency. In 
addition a versatile vacuum ultraviolet 
spectrometer is being set up for linear and nonlinear 
absorption spectroscopy. 
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2.5.1 Laser Glass Development 
We can obtain higher focusable power and 

more efficient energy storage for the Nova laser 
through the development of new glasses with lower 
nonlinear refractive indices* and better optical 
pumping capabilities. During 1977, we continued 
efforts to exploit both possibilities. As reliable 
measurements of n2 became available, we recog
nized that low-index, low-dispersion glasses should 
have smaller index nonlinearities. Of the known 
glasses, the fluorophosphales appeared particu
larly amenable to further improvements. To reduce 
the nonlinear refractive index, we decreased the 
number of highly polarizable ions. Fluorine re
placed oxygen, and low atomic number cations 
were used as network modifier ions. Glasses have 
now been developed with only a few mole 7<r P.jOr, 
and with na values significantly lower lhan all 
previously available commercial glasses. 

We also investigated changes in the 
spectroscopic properties and laser parameters with 
glass composition and used them to optimize the 
final composition. Neodymium glasses have now 
been found that satisfy the design goals of the Nova 
laser. 

Having identified low-index fluorophosphate 
glasses for Nova, we prepared a schedule for the 
timely development of those laser glasses (see Fig. 
2-162). ft begins with research on glass compo-

Author 

M. J. Weber 

*Both the nonlinear refractive index n-. and the nonlinear 
refractive-index coefficient y are used interchangeably. They 
are related by n2 = ncy/4(ta-. where c is the velocity of light. See 
§ 2.5.2 for details. 
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Fig. 2*162. Laser-glass development program. The laser glass for Nova is in the advanced development phase with high-performance 
fluorophosphate glass. During the current prototype phase, larger pieces are being melted, edge coatings developed, and finishing 
techniques refined as vendors prepare for the production phase, which will begin in FY 79. 
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silions and melting of small disks for n. nnd laser-
gain measurements ami proceeds to developing of 
melting and casting technology and eventual prod
uction capability for Nova disks. 

With support from the DOF. Office of Laser 
Fusion, we established a laser glass research and 
development program for fluorophosphate glasses, 
fable 2-41 lists participants in this program and 
their roles. Critical to rapid progress in this pro
gram was close communication among the various 
groups involved. For this purpose, two meetings on 
laser glass were held in 1977. one hosted hy the 
National Bureau of Standards in April, and the 
other by 1.1.1. in October. Between M) and 40 at 
tendees at each conference represented a total of 13 
organizations. In addition to this information ex
change, data on the spectroscopic and optica! 
properties of new glasses were provided to the glass 
researchers in the form of the NJ Laser (Hass Data 
Sheets, as well as by personal contact and corre
spondence. 

Progress on the laser glass development was 
on schedule in 1977. We received and measured 
samples and small disks of new'glasses. This work, 
together with additional studies of fluoroberyllate 
glasses, is reviewed in the pages that follow. 

By the end of 1977, several companies had 
demonstrated the capability of casting large, high-
optical-quality pieces of the new fluorophosphatc 
glass compositions. Kxamples are shown in Fig. 
2-161. Although questions, such as the damage 
thresholds, development of suitable edge cladding, 
and the final costs of production and optical finish
ing, remain, the results to date are encouraging for 
the timely development and future production of 
laser glasses for Nova. 

Fluoride Glasses. Laser glasses containing 
fluorine are desirable for laser application because 
they have lower linear and nonlinear refractive in
dices than oxide glasses. However, they have not 
been as well developed because of a limited market 
for low-index optical glasses. Accordingly, in 1977. 
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Table 2-41. Participants in the laser glass research 
and development program. 

• Glass composition and characterization 
— Corning Glass 
— Kigre, Inc. 
— I.IX 
— National Bureau of Standards 
— UCLA 

• Large melt experiments 
— Hoya Optics 
— Owens-Illinois 
— Scholl Optical Co. 

• Basic glass research 
— GTE Laboratories 
— LLL (Office of Basic Energy Sciences Program) 

DOE- and LLL-funded programs have concen
trated on the development of fluoride-containing 
glasses of low nonlinear refractive index that fulfill 
Nova requirements. (See Table 2-42 for the types of 
glasses investigated.) They include oxyfluoride 
glasses, such as fluorophosphates and fluorosili-
cates, and pure fluoride glasses with BeF2 or ZrF) 
as the glass network former. The largest portion of 
the development effort has been directed toward 
the fluorophosphate glasses, which have now been 
melted in large sizes of good optical quality, as 
shown in Fig. 2-163. During the past year, the 
refractive-index space of available fluorophos
phates (shown in Fig. 2-161) has been expanded 
from FK-51(n., = 0.7x iO-,3esu) to beyond LG-812 
(n2 = 0.5 x l O " esu). 

Studies have shown that pure and multicom-
ponent beryllium fluoride (BeF2) glasses can be 
made useful not only for low-n2 materials, but also 
for high-energy-storage laser glasses and for uv-
transmitting optics. 

The properties of fluorozirconate laser glasses 
are adequately covered in previous publications,"1, ra 

and we will not discuss them further. Of the fluoro
zirconate glasses examined to date, the refractive 
indices and spectroscopic properties offer no ad
vantage over those already obtainable in fluoro
phosphate glasses. 

Fluorophosphate Glass. Fluorophosphate 
glasses have been known for their low refractive 
indices and dispersion for many years. However, 
because of the somewhat limited market for these 
glasses (compared with oxide glasses), they have 
not been as well studied in terms of the glass-
forming compositions and their properties. 
Significant compositional studies of fluorophos
phate glasses were initially made by K. H. Sun.80 In 

Table 2-42. Fluoride glass components. 

Pure fluoride glasses 
Fluorophosphate Network Modifier ions 

0.03 <0/F <3.6" BeF2 MF 
ZrF, RF2 

PA. AIF, 
MF(M* = Li, Na, K, Rb, Cs) 
RF, (R2* = Mg, Ca, Sr, Ba, Zn, Cd, Pb) 
AIF:„ YF„ LaF:1 

"The symbol O/F refers to the oxygen-to-fluorine atomic ratio. 

the period 1947-1950, he was awarded several pat
ents on fluorophosphate glasses with refractive in
dices and Abbe numbers in the ranges 1.45 to 1.60 
and 65 to 76, respectively. In the 1950's, Jahn"' at 
Schott, Mainz, investigated glass-forming compo
sitions with similar properties. This work even
tually resulted in the introduction of a commercial 
fluorophosphate glass with an index of 1.486 and an 
Abbe number of 81.5. 

In the 1960's, additional work on the 
fluorophosphate glass-forming regions was done in 
the Soviet Union."2 By 1970, the Japanese"3 were 
also investigating fluorophosphate glass. In 1975, 
when interest in the use of low-n2 fluoride-
containing glasses for high-power lasers began to 
increase, only a few low-inde-; fluorophosphate 
glasses were available commercially. However, 
most of these glasses had not been melted in large 
sizes, and none had been doped with Nd. 

Compositions. The glass-forming region of 
principal interest has been that of fluorophosphates 
containing a minimum amount of P 2O s, consistent 
with good glass properties, and similar to the gen
eral compositions in Ref. 84. In 1977, the 
spectroscopic and optical properties of about 60 
Nd-doped fluorophosphates were measured in our 
Laser Optical Spectroscopy Laboratory using the 
computerized facilities described in previous pub
lications. ,ir>""7 Glass melts and studies of the glass-
forming regions were done by the glass companies 
and organizations listed in Table 2-41. 

In the fluorophosphate glass system, P 2 0 5 is 
the primary glass network former. However, many 
fluorophosphate glass compositions contain less 
than 50 mol % P 2 0 5 and some contain less than 10 
mol % P205.These glasses are, by necessity, mul-
ticomponent glasses to suppress their tendency 
toward crystallization. The fluorides AIF,, and CaF2 

are used to stabilize the glass. (Although neither 
AIF3 nor CaF2 alone forms a glass, they do have 
wide glass-forming regions when combined with 
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CaF2 

Fig. 2-164. Glass-forming space of I.i-Ca-AI fluoro-
phosphs'e compositions (from K.H. Sun. n | 

relatively small amounts of glass formers, such as 
BeF2 or ZrF4.) The fluorophosphate compositions 
most extensively investigated contained A1(P03)3, 
A1F3, RF2(R2+ = Mg, Ca, Sr, or Ba), and sometimes 
MF (M+ = Li, Na, K). These nine chemical con
stituents can be used for literally fifty thousand 
compositions that differ by at least 10 mol % in their 
constituents. Only afraction of these compositions 
form glasses; therefore, it is important fo know the 
boundaries of the glass-forming regions. 

Glass compositions are generally illustrated on 
a ternary diagram, such as Fig. 2-164. This diagram 
shows the ways in which, for example, A1(P03)3, 
LiF, and CaF2 can be put together subject to the 
condition that the total add up to 100%. Each vertex 
corresponds to 100 mol % of the listed compound, 
and the boundary of the glass-forming compo
sitions is shown. If LiF and CaF2 in the figure are 
replaced by the sums of alkali fluorides (Li, Na, and 
K) and of alkaline earths (Mg, Ca, Sr, and Ba), the 
figure becomes a pseudo-ternary diagram. The 
boundaries of the glass-forming region are now not 
as well-defined because of the effects of the dif
ferent alkali and alkaline earth modifiers. However, 
these pseudo-composition diagrams are helpful in 
visualizing the general aspects of the composition 
space. 

We have carried the ternary diagram one step 
further in illustrating the fluorophosphate composi
tion space, which consists of four major types of 
constituents, as a pseudo-quaternary diagram 
shown by Fig. 2-165. Each point in this diagram 
corresponds to a composition melted in the 
fluorophosphate glass development program. The 
lines connect the points to their projection onto the 
0 mol % A1F3 plane. The approximate glass-forming 

space of low-index glasses is defined by the 
purple-colored region. Figure 2-165 also indicates 
three fluorophosphate compositions—LHG-10, 
E-309, and LG-812—that are contemplated for use 
in Nova. 

Spectroscopic Properties. Spectroscopic 
properties are dependent on the glass composition. 
Compositions of fluorophosphate glasses investi
gated to date are given in Table 2-43, which lists 
them in order of increasing oxygen-to-fluorine 
ratio. The variations of spectroscopic properties 
with composition are large. The observed ranges of 
selected properties are listed in Table 2-44. Com
plete data is available in Vol. 2 of the Nd Liser 
Glass Da'a Sheets, described below. All measured 
properties of five commercial fluorophosphate 
glasses are given in Table 2-18. 

Compared with silicate laser glKss, the low-n, 
fluorophosphates have the additional advantages of 
much lower stress-optic coefficients and tempera
ture coefficients of optical path length. 

As examples of composition variations of the 
spectroscopic and optical properties of Nd-doped 
fluorophosphate glasses, the following series are 
described: 

» Alkali type—Li, Na, K. 
• Alkaline earth type—Mg, Ca, Sr, Ba. 
• Oxygen (P205) content. 
• A1F3 content. 
• Alkali for alkaline earth substitution. 
• PbF2 addition. 
The effects of varying the alkali or alkaline 

earth type are described in the 1976 annual report. 
The nonlinear index coefficient decreases in the 
order of Li-Na-K and Ba-Sr-Ca-Mg. Radiative 
lifetimes and cross sections also vary with alkali 
and alkaline earth. We find that glasses with the 
lowest y, longest lifetimes, and lowest cross sec
tions should contain KF and MgF2 as modifiers. 

Much larger property variations are found 
when the oxygen (P 20 5) content is changed. 
Fluorophosphate compositions with a wide range 
of oxygen-to-fluorine ratios (O/F) can be melted as 
glasses. Our investigations have covered a range of 
nominal O/F ratios from 0.03, which is almost a 
pure fluoride glass, to 3.6, a phosphate glass with 
some fluorine (not a minimum value). The removal 
of oxygen results in a significant lowering of the 
nonlinear index coefficient, as illustrated in Fig. 
2-166. Further, the radiative lifetime is lengthened 
in part because of the lower refractive index that 
enters as n(nz + 2)- in the spontaneous-emission 
probability. The cross section is generally smaller 
in glasses with low oxygen content, which im
proves energy storage in large disks where parasitic 
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Table 2-43. Compositions of fluorophosphate laser glasses (cationic %) in order of increasing oxygen/fluorine 
ratio. 

Oxygen' Group 
fluorine V 

Group 
in 
Al 

Group II Group 1 
Pb 

Others 
La Y Nd 

Sample 
Ratio P 

Group 
in 
Al Mg Ca Sr Ba Li Na K Pb 

Others 
La Y Nd No. 

0.03 2.0 44.0 « 39.2 >-
0.08 S.« 37.4 9.3 28.0 9.3 ».3 
0.10 7.4 37.0 9.3 27.8 9.3 7.4 
0.10 7.1 28.4 7.1 21.3 7.1 7.1 20.2 
0.11 7.7 J0.7 7.7 23.0 7.7 7.7 13.9 
0.12 8.2 32.7 8.2 24.5 8.2 8.2 8.6 
0.12 8.6 34.4 8.6 25.8 8.6 8.6 3.9 
0.13 9.0 36.0 9.0 27.0 9.0 9.0 
0.13 8.9 36.3 9.0 27.0 9.0 9.0 
0.16 10.7 31.2 8.9 26.8 7.1 10.7 
0.16 10.6 31.8 8.0 2S.6 B.O 8.0 3.5 3.5 
0.17 10.6 28.3 8.0 25.7 8.0 8.0 5.3 5.3 
0.17 10.6 31.9 7.1 24.8 7.1 7.1 10.6 
0.18 12.3 30.7 4.4 25.4 7.9 12.3 
0.19 11.5 22.6 17.7 17.7 17.7 11.5 
0.21 12.9 25.9 10.1 30.2 10.1 10.1 
0.21 12.9 31.9 6.9 23.3 6.9 6.9 10.3 
0.22 12.9 25.9 8.6 25.9 8.6 8.6 8.6 
0.23 13.0 22.6 17.4 16.5 16.5 13.0 
0.29 16.7 20.8 19.1 19.2 11.7 11.7 
0.30 13.4 28.6 21.7 21.7 13.4 
0.36 16.9 24.1 5.6 13.2 19.1 9.7 10.1 0.5 
0.44 22.9 22.9 8.9 26.7 8.9 8.9 
0.47 22.9 22.9 7.6 22.9 7.6 7.6 7.6 
0.47 22.9 30.5 5.1 15.3 5.1 5.1 15.3 
0.49 22.9 22.9 6.4 19.1 6.4 6.4 15.3 
0.50 19.6 20.0 11.4 16.0 11.0 10.7 10.1 0.3 
0.51 22.1 25.7 11.0 14.7 3.7 22.1 
0.52 22.9 7.6 22.9 45.0 
0.62 21.3 14.3 19.3 23.0 21.3 
0.94 25.7 13.9 2.7 26.5 29.7 
1.1 37.3 12.4 18.6 30.9 
1.1 37.3 18.6 6.2 18.6 6.2 6.2 6.2 
1.2 37.3 12.4 16.5 32.5 
1.2 37.3 12.4 7.2 21.7 7.2 7.2 6.2 
1.2 37.3 18.6 5.2 15.5 5.2 5.2 12.4 
1.3 37.3 12.4 6.2 18.6 6.2 6.2 12.4 
1.4 36.9 12.3 15.8 12.6 22.1 
1.5 33.9 11.3 9.8 44.3 
1.5 35.0 11.7 17.5 35.2 
1.5 30.3 10.1 20.2 38.8 
1.5 30.3 10.1 20.2 38.B 
1.5 30.3 10.1 20.2 38.8 
1.5 30.3 10.1 20.2 38.8 
1.8 33.9 11.3 54.1 
1.8 32.2 10.7 33.6 22.1 
2.0 32.2 16.1 31.5 18.8 
2.2 37.5 12.5 49.7 
2.3 41.4 13.8 8.7 35.7 
2.3 41.4 13.8 8.7 3S.7 
2.4 34.3 11.4 10.3 42.9 
2.4 34.3 11.4 10.3 42.9 
2.4 34.3 11.4 10.3 42.9 
,.t 34.3 11.4 10.3 42.9 
2.7 41.4 13.8 44.4 
2.8 41.2 13.7 22.2 22.2 
2.8 41.2 13.7 22.2 22.2 
2.8 41.2 137 22.2 22.2 
3.6 32.4 32.4 34.8 

1.5 5060 
S. f t 1146 
0.9 1105 
1.8 8239 
1.7 8238 
1.6 8237 
1.5 8236 
0.9 1106 
0.8 8189 
1.0 1129 
1.0 1131 
0.9 1139 
0.9 1140 
0.9 1109 
0.4 8096 
0.9 1144 
0.9 1141 
0.8 1155 
0.9 1100 
0.8 1102 
0.4 8139 
0.8 1103 
0.8 1143 
0.8 1154 
0.8 1161 
0.8 1160 
0.8 1096 
0.8 1110 
1.5 8118 
0.8 8148 
1.5 8140 
0.8 1125 
0.6 1153 
1.2 8117 
0.6 1152 
0.6 1159 
0.6 1158 
0.3 8097 
0.7 1091 
0.6 1095 
0.6 8156 
0.6 8157 
0.6 8158 
0.6 8159 
0.7 1090 
1.3 8119 
1.3 8120 
0.3 8098 
0.4 1093 
0.3 1094 
1.1 8113 
1.1 8114 
1.1 8115 
1.1 8116 
0.3 1092 
0.6 8151 
0.6 8152 
0.6 8153 
0.5 1126 
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Table 2-44. Observed variations in properties of 
Nd fluorophosphage laser glass. 

Oxygen Content 
Low High 

Nonlinear index coefficient (10 M m'-VW) 1.3 3.0 
Emission cross section (10_2° cm2) 2.2 4.3 
Radiative lifetime (/AS) 350 600 
Emission wavelength (nm) 1049 1056 
Absorption efficiency 

(5 x 102 0 Nd ions/cm2,15-nm xenon 0.77 1.03 
flashlamp at 1 kA/cm-, relative to ED-2) 

In addition, alkali-containing glasses have the dis
advantages of larger thermal-expansion 
coefficients and lower chemical durabilities. 

Table 2-46 lists spectroscopic and optical 
properties of a series of glasses in which the PbF2 

content was varied from 0 to 40 wt%. There are 
dramatic increases in the linear and nonlinear indi
ces with PbF2, together with a reduction in the 
effective line width. However, the Judd-Ofelt pa
rameters or transition strengths do not change very 
much throughout the series. The decrease in 
lifetime with PbF2 is due to the n(n2 + 2)2 local 
field-correction term in the spontaneous-emission 
probability. 

Optical Transmission. Figure 2-168 com
pares the transmission spectrum of a typical Nd-
doped fluorophosphate with a phosphate glass. The 
fluorophosphate glasses have very low water 
(OH~) content, as indicated by the small absorption 
at ~ 3000 nm, in contrast with phosphate glasses, 
which can have a sizable water content. (The pre
sence of water results in nonradiative quenching of 
the Nd fluorescence.) The uv transmission of 
fluorophosphates is sensitive to the purity of the 
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Fig. 2-166. Nonlinear index coefficients of ftuorophos-
phale glasses as a function of oxygen content. 

starting materials; this is illustrated in Fig. 2-169. 
The uv transmission is improved by using "high 
purity" flourides, i.e., those low in Fe. 

Passive loss at 1.05 fim in the optical glass used 
in laser systems is seriously detrimental to the sys
tem efficiency. This is particularly true in some of 
the large Nova amplifier designs where the satu
rated gain is <0.03 c m - ' . There are three contri
butions to the passive loss: surface scattering, bulk 
scattering, and bulk absorptive loss. 

The primary contributor to bulk absorption at 
1.05 jum is F e 2 + impurities. We measured the ab
sorption spectrum of F e 2 + in fluorophosphate glass 
in two samples obtained from NBS which wnre 

Table 2-45. Variations in Nd3 

in a fluorophosphate glass. 
" spectroscopic properties with Al 3 + content and oxygen-to-fluorine ratio (O/F) 

AH 
O/F 

' (cationk^ 
0.21 

25.9 31.9 22.9 30.5 12.4 18.6 

pig/an*) 
n D 

•ycc. U0- 2WW-') 
0 , ( 1 0 - " cm1) 
n,(10 M cm 2 ) 
0 . (10-" an*) 
AX,,, (nm) 
TB(JIS) 
o-p (lO"20 cm2) 

3.519 
1.453 
,\63 
1.8 
3.8 
4.9 

30.9 
482 

2.7 

3.391 
1.4.11 
1.57 
1.6 
3.9 
4.6 

31.3 
510 

2.5 

3.362 
1.470 
1.91 
2.3 
4.3 
5.2 

30.8 
426 

2.9 

3.314 
1.463 
1.83 
2.4 
3.8 
4.7 

31.8 
486 

2.5 

3.330 
1.521 
2.54 
2.9 
4.8 
5.8 

30.0 
345 

3.5 

3.278 
1.514 
2.49 
3.5 
4.4 
5.6 

31.0 
372 

3.2 
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Table 2-46. Variations in Nd'" spectroscopic properties with PbF2 content in a fluorophosphate glass. 
Composition — (wt.%) [Ba(PO:,)2 — 14.S, BaF2 — 8.6, SrF2 —12.4, CaF2 — 23.2, MgF2 — 6.2, AIF3 — 33.2, 
NdF :,-2.1],.x [PbF2]x. 
x[PbF2 (wl. %)] 0 10 20 30 40 

p (g/cm3) 3.547 3.774 4 913 4.287 4.645 
n D 

1.444 1.461 1.479 1.499 1.527 
y„, c. (1C-VW- 1 ) 1.51 1.98 2.59 3.21 4.02 
n 2 ( 1 0 ! 0 cm2) 1.6 1.5 1.4 1.4 1.3 
fi, (10"M cm2) 3.5 3.9 4.0 4.0 4.0 
n„ (10" M cm 2) 4.3 4.6 4.7 4.7 4.7 
i\, i rr (nm) 31.8 31.8 31.3 30.7 29.8 
T„(fiS) 542 485 454 442 416 
(T„ (10 f f l cm2) 2.3 2.5 2.6 2.7 2.9 

deliberately doped with Fe 20,; the results are 
shown in Fig. 2-170. The absorption coefficients a 
at 1.05 /urn are 0.19 cm' 1 and 0.059 cm"1 for the 0.5 
and 0.1 wt% Fe 2 0 3 samples, respectively. The ratio 
of 3.2:1 for the a values of the two samples is not 
consistent with the ratio of the nominal Fe 2 0 3 con
centrations. However, the Fe 2 +/Fe : l 4 ratio is prob
ably smaller in the more highly doped sample. Ex
trapolating these results, we find that the Fe 2 0 3 

concentration must be <10 ppm in order that the 
absorption coefficient be <0.001 cm"1. 

To measure total attenuation in fluorophos
phate glass, a moderate-power cw Nd:YAG laser 
oscillating at 1064 nm was directed into a simple 
etalon containing a 28-cm-long sample of Nd-doped 
fluorophosphate laser glass mounted at Brewster's 
angle. The etalon was adjusted so that the probe 
laser beam made four, six, or eight transits of the 
laser glass. We corrected for the reflectivities of the 

3.4 1 1 
• No alkali fluoride 
O 13 mol % alkali fluoride 

0.4* 0.60 0.64 0.66 0.62 
NflnUnwr inctac, 1Q~ 1 3 «tu 5 

m.w*T. cnnfiitii ni|iiiimiii«ii««rVi-«ii,/i 

etalon mirrors by removing the glass from the eta
lon and measuring the resulting output laser power 
as a function of the number of transits of the laser 
beam through the skewed etalon. These transmis
sion measurements are consistent with a combined 
bulk absorption and scattering coefficient of 0.67 ± 
.04 m~". The spectral dependence of the transmis
sion obtained by using a spectrophotometer indi
cates that Fe 2 + contributes 0.35 m~' of the loss. 
Therefore, the remainder is due to bulk scattering. 
This was clearly visible within the volume of this 
fluorophosphate laser glass when a infrared image 
converter was focused on the glass slab. Efforts to 
reduce this scattering loss ure underway. 

Optical Pumping Efficiency. Conversion of 
flashlamp photons into excited Nd ions depends on 
the strength of the Nd absorption bands and their 
spectral coverage of the flashlamp emission. By 
taking a spectral integration of the flashlamp energy 
absorbed in a glass, we can calculate an absorption 
efficiency eA. We define that efficiency as the ratio 
of the energy stored in the upper laser state to the 
energy input to the flashlamps. Figure 2-171 shows 
a typical efficiency curve plotted against the prod
uct of the Nd concentration and the glass thickness. 
The efficiency is compared to that of a perfect ab
sorber. At a typical concentration-thickness value 
of 5 x 1020 ions/cm2, the Nd glass absorbs -40% of 
the energy that could ideally be absorbed in the 
wavelength range 400-950 nm. 

For a constant total absorption strength per Nd 
ion, eA can be improved two ways: by increasing 
the Nd-absorption bandwidth and by using a sen
sitizer ion that absorbs pump energy and transfers it 
to the Nd ion. A study88 to determine whether in
creasing the bandwidth could result in a sizable 
increase in absorption efficiencies in actual glasses 
found: 
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• Sizable changes in absorption bandwidths 
of Nd glasses are required to affect e A : for example, 
an increase in bandwidth by a factor of two is re
quired to raise e A by 34%. 

• The effective absorption bandwidth var
iations with composition of Nd glasses result in 
changes of only less than 10% in e A . 
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2-171. XCIKHI Itashlamp absorption efficiency of 
•2 glass reralive to a perfect absorber. 

will not create a large increase in the amount of 
energy stored by Nd glasses, although increases of 
5-10% may be possible. 

We investigated the possibility of increasing 
absorption bandwidths by compositional changes. 
The increased fluorescence linewidth observed 
when Al:l+ is added to a glass composition suggests 
that small, highly charged ions (e.g., Al 3 +, T; 4 + , 
Zr"+, or Ta s +) could be used to broaden the Nd 
spectrum. However, the most promising 
fluorophosphate laser glasses already contain ~ 35 
mol % AlF^and show large effective linewidths due 
also to the presence of two types of nearest neigh
bor anions: oxygen and fluorine. In addition, at
tempts by NBS to substitute alkaline earth fluorides 
by TiE, and ZrF4 were unsuccessful. Therefore, we 
concluded that this approach to increasing eA is not 
feasible. 

10 
Nd concentration, 1 0 2 0 ion/cm3 

Fie;. 2-172. Concenlration quenching of Nd3* fluorescence lifetime in fluorophosphiie glasses. The shaded region corresponds to 
normal doplaf level* in ghuses for disk ampHflert. Corresponding data for sJHcate and phosphate later glasses are indaded. 
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The second approach, the use of sensitizer 
ions, could improve the overall optical pumping 
efficiency and energy storage. Our computer codes 
indicate that, with proper concentrations of Ce*4 or 
Cr 3 + , increase? in energy-storage capacity should 
be possible. Because required concentrations of 
these codopants are only ~0.I%, they will not 
upset the other spectroscopic properties. We are 
contir :ng studies of these possibilities. 

; ..e rate of optical pumping of a Nd laser glass 
depends on the fluorescence lifetime, which, in 
turn, is a function of the Nd concentration. As 
discussed in Ref. 78, ion-ion interactions result in 
nonradiative decay processes that compete with 
the radiative decay of Nd : l +. Therefore, the Nd',+ 

excited-state lifetime decreat-s as .•.: concentra
tion increases. This concentration quenching effect 
is shown in Fig. 2-172, where the concentration-
dep .dent fluorescence lifetimes of two 
fluorophosphate glasses are compared with those 
of a phosphate and a silicate glass. The shaded 
region in Fig. 2-172 corresponds to the Nd concen
tration levels normally used in large laser disks. 
Note that the lifetimes of fluorophosphate are 
longer than those of the phosphate or silicate, 
which reduces the required pumping rate for high-
energy storage. 

Fluoroberyllates. The lowest-index fluoride 
glasses are thof- based on beryllium fluoride, a 
well-known glass former with a structure similar to 
that of silica. However, the toxicity of beryllium 
fluoride glasses has limited its development to labo
ratories located at LLL, UCLA, and Corning, 
which ha- j special beryllium-handling facilities. 
Accordingly, fluoroberyllate glasses have received 
less attention than other glass types. 

The history and early developmental work on 
BeF2 glasses and recent compositional variations, 
melting studies, polishing, hardness, and moisture 
resistance were discussed in the last annual report. 
In 1977, our investigations of BeF., glasses have 
concentrated on the following. 

• Polishing techniques. 
• Elastic property measurements. 
• Solubility. 
• Effects of u v and tr transmission on purity. 
• Gain measurements. 
The polishing of BeF2 glass optical compo

nents is a crucial operation. Our current facility 
(Fig. 2-173) is capable of fabricating disks up to 20 
cm in diameter. The fluoroberyllate glasses, espe
cially pure BeF2, require a low-moisture and tem
perature-controlled environment for obtaining a 
good optical finish. Investigations of many polish
ing media have converged on the following parame
ters for obtaining satisfactory optical finishes: 

• Pitch—Ougholz (equal mixtures of Nos. 64 
and 73). 

• Lubricant—ethylene glycol. 
• Polishing compound—tin oxide. 
• Polishing speeds—do nol appear critical. 
• Weight on spindle—not fully evaluated. 
We measured the elastic properties of BeF2 

and BeF2-based glasses, and have tabulated them in 
Tables 2-47 and 2-48. A trend of decreasing elastic 
moduli with increasing alkali ion size correlates 
with decreasing hardness in the same glasses. 

Table 2-49 presents data on solubility in water 
of NaCI, a number of beryllium fluoride glasses, a 
fluorophosphatr glass, and BK-7, a borosilicale 
glass commonly used for optical components. Note 
the improvement in moisture stability with AlF:t 

addition. It is apparent that BeF2-based glasses can 
be prepared that are superior to NaCI crystals, 
which are frequently used for optical components 
and which therefore have satisfactory moisture 
durability for many applications. More extensive 
solubility studies and comparisons with fluoride 
crystals are in progress. 

In addition to their small refractive-index non-
linearities, beryllium fluoride glasses are transpar
ent over a large spectral range. Vacuum ultraviolet 
measurements of simple UeF2 glass. Fig. 2-174, 
indicate a strong absorptiOdi beginning at < IfoOnm. 

Table 2-47. Elastic properties of BeF2 and BeF2-AlF:l glasses. 

P. G", E1', 8", v,\ V,', 
Glass composition g/cm1 IV' lOGpa •OGpa lOGpa kni/s km/s 

BeF; 1.987 0.1474 1.706 3.915 1.851 4.556 2.930 
95Bt!'2-5AlF, 2.063 0.1673 1.923 4.48S 2.248 4.829 3.052 
92.5BeJV7.5AIF:, 2.087 0.1645 2.006 4.673 2.321 4.893 3.100 
93BeF2-5AIF,-2NdF:, 2.161 0.1665 1.903 4.440 2.219 4.692 2.968 

"Poisson's ratio; "Shear modulus; 'Young's modulus; "Bulk modulus; 'Longitudinal sound velocity; 'Shear sound velocity. 
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Table 2-49. Relative solubility of fluoroberyllate 
glasses in water. (Compositions are mole %). 

Material % weight loss/h 

Sodium chloride (NaCI) 100.0 (dissolved in 
7mln) 

BeF2 glass 3.88 
92.5 BeF2 + 7.S AIF:, 0.70 
47 BeF2 + 27 KF + 14 CaF„ + 

10 AIF., + 2 NdF, 0.425 
34 BeF + 24 AIF, + 19 MgF2 + 

13 BaF2 + 10 CaF2 0.0166 
Fluorophosphale glass (LG-802) 0.0021 
Borosilicate glass (BK-7) 0.0012 

Conditions: 250 ml distilled H20; 50°C; 24 h; 15-cm' sur
face area. 

lined die was used to contain and shape the molten 
glass. This die and the resulting 4.8- by 8.4-cm ellip
tical glass disk are shown in Pigs. 2-176 and 2-177. 
Gain measurements and comparison with predicted 
gain coefficients are presented in a later article. 

Data Sheets. In 1977 we generated three ad
ditional volumes of Neodymium Laser Glass Data 
Sheets. This concluded our program of providing 
spectroscopic data to glass manufacturers and laser 
designers that began last year.9' In all, six volumes 

Fig. 2-175. Middle-infrared spectra of 
distilled, undistilled, and remelted BeF Wavenumber, cm - 1 

(from Ref. 89). (Sample length was 
~ 5 mm). '4000 3000 2500 2000 
(from Ref. 89). (Sample length was 
~ 5 mm). 
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( , : tcgo' \ \ I mi.hides glasses such as bora tes . 
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glass i c s c i k i i peifoiined al 01 supported by I.I.I. 
weic also ilisti dmied with the volumes. 

Work is now IMKICI wa\ 10 present laser glass 
data in the 1'onn ol'a handbook Cor distribution to a 
wider audience In addition to spectroscopic data . 
the new data hook \\ ill include other optical . Iher-
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mal. mechanical , and chemical propert ies not con
tained in the original volumes. We will ase a l ieu , 
compact presentat ion format. 

Data Correlation S\slcm. Work also began in 
lale | y 7 7 o n a laser glass data correlat ion system for 
use on the CDC 7MI0 computer . Our purpose is to 
provide accessibility to the ruvs data collected hy 
the Laser Optical Spectroscopy Laboratory and a 
means of manipulating classes of Ihose data. 1 his 
sys tem will have the capability of correlating a 
given property u i lh o ther proper t ies and glass 
ty pes . and with composit ional changes w ithin glass 
types . These correlat ions may he done by inspec
tion ol" lists, tables, statistics, or graphs created by 
the sy stem or by computa t ions that reduce the data 
to other useful forms. 



Common data-management systems usually 
provide only input and output functions and do so 
using languages unsuited to the task. Our system 
consists of both string and mathematical pro
grams. The string programs (written in the TRIX 9 2 

language) treat data as collections of charac
ters (strings) and provide input and output func
tions. The mathematical programs (written in 
the MATHSY9'1 language) provide statistical, 
graphical, and general computational functions. 
The string programs produce data that may be 
used by mathematical programs written in any lan
guage. Calculations performed by MATHSY are 
not limited to preprogrammed routines. This desir
able situation arises because all data is stored in 
simple packed ASCII (character) format and be
cause the MATHSY language is an interactive 
interpreter that performs operations specified from 
a terminal keyboard. 

Note that the choice of languages provides a 
useful, easily programmable, flexible, and interac
tive string and calculational capability not found in 
common (one language) data-storage systems. The 
TRIX and MATHSY languages were designed for 
string and mathematical operations, respectively. 
The use of both languages thus avoids the problem 
of programming around a language designed for one 
or the other operation, making it easier to obtain the 
desired functions of the data-correlation system. 

Sixty-three spectroscopic and physical prop
erties (listed in Table 2-50) and compositional data 
for 100 laser glass samples were entered into the 
data correlation system in 1977. Output of this in
formation is presently limited to a summary page of 
all data for one glass or tables of selected properties 
for several glasses. Future capabilities will include 
the following: 

• Sorted property lists. 
• Selection of glasses via property values. 
• Graphical presentation of data. 
• Statistical summaries of properties. 
• Curve fitting of property relations. 
• Storage of notes and references. 
• Operation of the system via command files. 
• Digital transfer of data from the laboratory 

to the 7600 computers. 
We also plan a variation of this program to correlate 
data obtained in the laser-induced damage studies. 

Gain Measurements. Our measurements of 
the small-signed gain coefficients of new laser glas
ses are made with small disks in a standardized test 
facility. This provides uniform comparisons of the 
gain of different glasses—all measured under iden
tical conditions—and tests the accuracy with 
which amplifier gain can be modeled by computer 
simulations. 

The apparatus, test procedure, and ancillary 
equipment for gain measurments on small (4.8- by 
8.4-cm) elliptical glass disks have been described in 
detail in the 1976 annual report.94 A fluorescence-
absorbing, index-matching immersion fluid is circu
lated about the peripheries of the test laser disks. 
This eliminates uncertainties in the performance of 
the laser disks produced by potential parasitic oscil
lations. This is of vital importance because of the 
difficulty in developing equally effective solid edge 
coatings that can match refractive indices ranging 
from 1.56 to only 1.34 in a wide variety of glass 
compositions. Because of the small physical size of 
most of the '.est laser disks, the effects of superfluo-
rescence are not important. We conducted meas
urements dealing specifically with this effect with 
much larger laser disks (major axes of 40 cm); these 
are described in 8 2.4.1. 

Table 2-50. Glass properties used in the data correlation system. 

Common name 
Glass type 
Manufacturer 
Mell number 
LLL number 
Date received 
Density 
Omega 2 
Omega 2 error 
Omega 4 
Omega 4 error 
Omega 6 
Omega 6 error 
Branch 15/2 
Branch 13/2 
Branch 11/2 
Branch 9/2 

Radiative lifetime 
Cross section 
Cross section error 
Peak wavelength 
Intensity ratio 
Full width half max 
Effective Unewidth 
Sodium index 
Peak index 
Abbe number 
Calc n2 

Measured n. 
Calculated n-linear coefficient 
Measured n-linear coefficient 
Relative absorption 
Absorption eff A 

Absorption eff B 
Absorption eff C 
Absorption eff D 
Quenching p 
Quenching q 
Tau zero 
Decay e-foldings 
Triple exp a 
Triple exp b 
Triple exp c 
Triple exp d 
Triple exp e 
Calculated gain 
Measured gain 
Temperature coefficient 
Thermal coefficient 

Stress optic coefficient 
Damage threshold 
Expansion coefficient 
Heat capacity 
Heat conductivity 
Yield point 

Knoop hardness 
Young's modulus 
Shear modulus 
Poisson ratio 
Water stability 
Add stability 
Nominal weight % 
Measured weight % 
Nd ions/cm3 
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During 1977, we made optical gain meas
urements on 15 different Nd-doped glass compo
sitions that represent four general glass types: sili
cates, phosphates, fluorophosphates, and fluoro-
beryllates. The glass types are listed in Table 1 
together with the Nd-doping level, disk thickness, 
pe^k stimulated-emission cross section (deter
mined from both (he 'F,„0 —» 4I,,..:0 fluorescence 
spectrum and the .Judd-Ofelt intensity parameters), 
calculated radiative lifetime, linear, and predicted 
nonlinear refractive indices. The glass types featur
ing very low nonlinear indices (such as the fluoro-
beryllate and fluorophosphate glasses) perform 
best in applications requiring very high power, 
short (< I ns) laser pulses. Glass types with rela
tively low slimulat .'d-emission coefficients (primar
ily silicates) exhibit relatively large effective sat
uration fluences: hence, these glasses are more ap
propriate for relatively long pulse (~l ns) laser 
operation. Finally, glass types having large 
stimulated-emission coefficients (phosphate glas
ses) are most appropriate for applications requiring 
high specific gains, albeit at reduced saturation 
fluences. 

Measured small-signal gain coefficients for the 
laser glasses in Table 2-51 are given in Table 2-52. 
These results were all obtained under constant and 
specific pumping conditions. Also included in 
Table 2-52 are the predicted gain coefficients. In a 
few cases, the bulk laser glasses were modified, or 
they suffered from processing problems that af
fected the comparisons of simulations of laser disk 
gains and the experimental measurements. As we 
noted above, our computer codes are normalized, 
using data for ED-2 silicate glass as a reference As 
a consequence, the statistical distribution of our 
simulation error may be skewed because of a sys
tematic error associated with ED-2 simulation. In 
addition, the radiative quantum efficiency, 
excited-state absorption, and passive losses of all 
glasses are, in the absence of actual data, assumed 
to be equal for all glasses. (Details concerning our 
methodology in determining Judd-Ofelt radiative 
intensity parameters, peak cross sections, and 
other properties are covered in a forthcoming Ref. 
95.) 

Future gain-coefficient determinations will be 
made, using a new, more comprehensive laser glass 
evaluation procedure.ss Three 4.8 x 8.4 x 1.5-cm 
disks polished on the faces and perimeters and hav
ing a doping level of 2.5 x 10™ Nd/cm3 are obtained 
for each glass composition of interest. One of the 
disks is used as a reference for recording different
ial absorption spectra; it is then set aside as a con
trol disk. Absorption, fluorescence, and fluores

cence-decay measurements are recorded for the 
disks to be used in the gain measurements. The 
gains of two ED-2 glass reference disks are meas
ured in the test amplifier under standard conditions. 
This is followed immediately by measurements of 
the new glass made under identical conditions. We 
use index-matching liquids for edge cladding. 

Following the gain measurements, we cut two 
samples from one of the tested disks and chemically 
analyze for Nd content in two separate determina
tions. We remeasure the differential absorption 
spectra of the test disks to check for solarization. 
Our standard Nd glass spectroscopic evaluation is 
applied to determine the absorption efficiency and 
stimulated-emission cross section of the actual 
glass tested. These data are then used as input to 
our computer code GAINPK, which simulates per
formance of a laser amplifier. 

The result of our efforts is a separate report on 
each new laser glass that contains results of the 
tests, the ED-2 reference test data, a spectroscopic 
data summary, and a comparison of the measured 
and theoretical gain curves. 

Faraday Rotation Materials. We investigated 
additional paramagnetic materials for use in large 
Faraday isolators and fast switches. These in
cluded both glasses and crystalline materials. To 
obtain improved performance, we searched for ma
terials with higher concentrations of rotator ions 
per unit volume—and therefore larger Verdet 
constants—and for materials with smaller non
linear refractive index n2 and lower costs. In addi
tion to these properties, the materials must also 
ultimately satisfy the concomitant requirements of 
size, high optical quality, low absorptive loss, and 
high damage threshold. 

The development of low-n2 fluorophosphate 
glass compositions has brought about the possibil
ity of incorporating large quantities of paramagne
tic Faraday rotator ions in'.o these glass types. We 
explored this in collaboration with Hoya, Kigre, 
and Owens-Illinois, the first two supported by the 
Office of Laser Fusion and the last by LLL. To 
date, the amount of Tb :M that can be successfully 
incorporated into these glasses has been substan
tially less than what is obtainable in borosilicate 
glasses such as FR-5. The Verdet constants of these 
fluorophosphate glasses are therefore small. But 
the n2 is significantly smaller; thus, a longer sample 
length can be used to achieve comparable rotation 
with no increase in the B integral. Comparative 
numbers for FR-5 and for an experimental fluoro
phosphate rotator glass FR-7 (supplied by Hoya) 
are given in Table 2-53. 
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Table 2-51. Summary of optical properties for developmental laser glasses included in gain measurements; 
S, P, FP, and FB denote silicate, phosphate, fluorophosphate, and fluoroberjllatc glasses, respectively. 

Nd Thick Peak 
Nonlinear 

index 
(•lass doping. ness, cross section, Lifetime, Refractive coefficient. 
designation Type Source1' »« cm 10 -™cnr lis index 10 ="m7W 

ED-2 S O/l 3.5 1.425 2.7 359 1.556 4.3 
LSG-91H s If 3.0 1.500 2.4 412 1.549 4.2 
I.G-650 s s 5.0 1.502 1.1 926 1.511 3.9 
Q-88 p K 3.0 1.490 4.0 326 1.536 3.4 
I.HG-5' p II 3.3 1.519 4.1 322 1.529 3.2 
LHG-7' p H 3.4 1.518 3.9 345 1.505 2.9 
EV-2 p O/l 2.5 1.501 4.4 334 i.500 2.6 
I.G-700 p S 3.0 1.501 3.7 363 1.517 3.0 
I.G-710 p s 8.0 1.48* 3.8 367 1.529 3.5 
I.G-800 FP s 1.9 2.52 2.7 456 1.426 1.8 
LG-SIO FP s 2.5 1.509 2.6 495 1.457 1.5 
LHG-I04A FP H 2.5 1.473 2.6 47* 1.438 1.6 
LHG-I04B KP H 2.2 1.501 2.6 470 1.438 1.7 
E-I8I FP O/l 2.1 1.505 2.6 504 1.438 1.5 
B-IOI FB M.I. 3.0 1.435 3.? 611 1.342 I.I 

'new glass melt. 
' O/I ~ Owens-Illinois, Toledo, Ohio. 

H - Hoya Corp., Tokyo, Japan. 
S - Schott Optical, Duryea, l*enn., and Mainz, YV. Germany. 
K Kigre, Toledo, Ohio. 

Table 2-52. Comparisons of predicted and measured small-signal gain coefficients of Nd-doped laser glasses; 
standard 1.5-cm-diam bore, cerium-doped xenon flashlamps and a 600-^ts pumping-pulse duration were used. 

Glass type Designation 

Gain coefficient, m ' 

Predicts d Measured 

11.8 10.1 
6.8 7.0 

18.1 14.5 
17.8 15.0 
17.9 17.3 
13.2 13.3 
13.4 15.1 

16.0 
8.7 8.1 

12.0 11.3 
11.3 11.5 
12.2 10.3 
11.8 11.4 
15.1 14.8 

Error, 
% 

Silicate LSG-9IH 
Silicate I.G-650 
Phosphate I.HG-5" 
Phosphate LHG-7" 
Phosphate F.V-2 
Phosphate LG-700 
Phosphate LG-710 
Phosphate Q-88" 
Fluorophosphate LG-800' 
Fluorophosphate I.HG-104A 
Fluorophosphate LHG-104B 
Fluorophosphate LG-810 
Fluorophosphate E-I8I 
Fluoroberyllate B-101 

+ 17% 
-3% 

+ 25% 
+ 19% 
+ 4 * 
- 1 % 

-11% 

+7% 
+ 6% 
-2% 

+ 18% 
+4% 
+2% 

aNew glass melt (data differ from previously reported measurements). 
"New glass melt with TV * * sensitizer added; these measurements are not indicative of standard Q-88 (predicted gain coefficient of 18.6 m *'). 
rExtra thickness of disk (2.5-cm) reduces gain coefficient. 
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Table 2-53. Properties of Faraday rotator materials measured at 295 K. 

Glasses Crystals 

Property FR-5 FR-7 KTb3F,0 CaF2:0.3 CeF, EuFs 

Verdet constant (min/Oe-cm) 
442 nm -0.60 -0.29 -0.933 -0.39 -6.37 
633 nm -0.25 -0.12° -0.386 -0.11 -0.90 

1064 nm -0.071 -0.033 -0.114 -0.034 -0.195 
Active ion W * TO* TO* Ce" Eu2* 
Concentration (1027cm:l) 0.78 0.44 1.53 0.66 1.M 
Retractive index, n„ 1.686 1.531 1.511 1.495 1.550 
Abbe number, v S3 74 89 81 -19 
Estimated nonlinear refractive 

index, n2(10~':'esu) 2.4 0.95 0.70 0.75 -1.5 

"Hoya reports that Verdet constants as high as -0.146 at 633 nm have been obtained in these glasses. The value cited here was measured 
for a sample from a small experimental melt. 

Crystalline rare-earth fluoride crystals that 
combine high active ion densities with low 
refractive-index nonlinearities are potentially 
superior Faraiiay rotator materials. One particu
larly attractive candidate is KTb3F„„ a cubic crys
tal that has been grown at the Crystal Physics Lab
oratory of M.I.T. The Verdet constant at several 
wavelengths and other properties of this material 
are given in Table 2-53. No evidence of ferromagne
tic ordering is seen down to 1.66 K. Additional 
properties and growth techniques are published 
elsewhere.9 7 

As Table 2-53 shows, KTb3F,„ has a larger 
Verdet constant and a lower n 2 value than the best 
Faraday rotator glasses. The material is grown by 
the Czochralski method, but has been prepared 
only in sizes of a few centimeters. Because the 
material is cubic, it is amenable to hot forging to 
increase the diameter. Further studies of the phase 
diagram of the KF-TbF3 system and the prepara
tion of large-size KTb 3F, 0 crystals are in progress at 
M.I.T. and Sanders Associates. 

Rare-earth trifluoride crystals are uniaxial or 
biaxial and have not been grown in diameters > 1-2 
cm. However, the solid solution CaF 2:xRF 3 is 
cubic and may be prepared in large sizes by using 
growth techniques applicable to CaF 2 such as 
Bridgman-Stockbarger and fusion casting. Op-
tovac has prepared small samples of CaF2 doped 
with up to 40 mol% CeF 3. Data for a 30% CeF 3 

sample are summarized in Table 2-53. A potential 
advantage of this material is cost. For rotator mate
rials based upon terbium, the terbium is a major 
cost-determining factor; cerium compounds are 
cheaper. Although the rotation per ion at 1064 nm 
for C e 3 + is not quite as large as for Tb 3 + , the non
linear index of CaF2:0.3CeF3 is a factor of three 

smaller than that of FR-5. Attempts to prepare 10-
cm-diam Ce-doped CaF2 rotator disks for test and 
evaluation are underway at Optovac. 

Another Faraday rotator crystal examined was 
EuF2.9" The magnetooptic properties of this mate
rial and other higher index divalent europium com
pounds (EuO, EuS, EuSe) were investigated more 
than a decade ago by Suits et al. 9 9 At 1064 nm and 
295 K, EuF2 has the largest Verdet constant of any 
material we have measured to date. The rotation in 
EuF 2 arises from 4f-5d transitions of Eu 2 + . The 
Verdet constant is large because the 5d bands are 
located at low energy and because the Eu 2 + ion den
sity is large. 

Because the crystal structure of EuF2 is cubic 
(fluorite), there is no anisotropy. Accordingly, var
ious growth and preparation techniques—includ
ing hot forging and fusion casting—are applicable, 
although untried. Divalent europium has no ab
sorption bands at wavelengths >500 nm and hence 
is useful as a Faraday rotator material in the red and 
infrared wavelength regions. The current sample 
exhibited intense scattering, which probably arises 
from compositional gradients. Variations in the 
F/Eu ratio from the ideal 2.0 have been reported. I 0° 

Apparatus. The equipment used for deter
mining the Faraday rotation is illustrated schemat
ically in Fig. 2-178. The capability was extended to 
include both cw and pulsed light sources and dc and 
pulsed magnetic fields. Four fixed-frequency cw 
lasers are available for measurements at specific 
frequencies. To determine V as a function of wave
length, we use a tungsten lamp as the light source. 
A 400-nm portion of the rotated spectrum is ob
served with a Tektronix rapid-scan spectrometer. 
This unit consists of a 0.25-m grating mono-
chromator equipped with a silicon vidicon for elec-
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Data on V(A) were taken for approximately 25 
materials that included paramagnetic and 
diamagnetic glasses and crystals. These results will 
be incorporated into a data book on Faraday rotator 
materials similar to the data sheets described for 
neodymium laser glasses in S 2.1.2. 

In cases where the rotation angle 6 = VHY is 
very small, either because the Verdet constant of 
the material at the wavelength and temperature of 
interest is small or because the sample size (' is 
limited, ii is desirable to increase ihe magnetic field 
H. This was done, using a pulsed magnetic field 
provided by a Faraday rotator magnet101 having a 
pulse duration —100 /*s. The light source was a 
l-jiis xenon flashlamp, and the rotated spectrum 
was recorded with a vidicon at the peak of the field. 
The vidicon iming was set up for single-shot oper
ation. Thereafter, normalization and signal proces
sing were identical to that used previously. A 
photograph of this apparatus is shown in Fig. 
2-180. 
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change in the refractive index n. This change, An, 
which leads to self-focusing and beam breakup, is 
expressed by 
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2.5.2 Glass Physics 
Nonlinear Optics. Nonlinear optics research 

in 1977 concentrated on experimentally charting 
the region of lowest possible refractive-index non-
linearity in transparent solids and—in anticipation 
of future needs for optical materials— .dating a 
study of two-photon absorption in transparent 
crystals and glasses. To facilitate these and laser 
damage studies, a substantial expansion in exper
imental capabilities in the Nonlinear Optics/Laser 
Damage (NO/LD) laboratory was brought close to 
completion. 

The electric fields associated with intense op
tical pulses are so large that higher-order, nonlinear 
terms in the material polarizability become impor
tant. Of particular importance to the propagation of 
fusion laser pulses, is the intensity-dependent 

n„ + An, (27i 

where n„ is the familiar linear refractive index. An is 
given by n 2E 2, where n2 is the nonlinear refractive 
index and E is the rms optical electric field; An is 
equivalently given by -yl, where y is the nonlinear 
refractive index coefficient and 1 is the laser pulse 
irradiance or intensity. (The quantities y and n2 are 
related by y[m2/W] = (407r/cn„)-n2[esu], where c is 
the vacuum light speed). For practical purposes, 
ideal materials for transmitting optics would pos
sess the smallest n2 possible. 

Throughout 1977, we performed accurate ex
perimental measurements of n2 in a large dass of 
optical crystals1"2""'" and glasses."* We examined 
both oxide and fluoride materials. These meas
urements have substantiated the utility of the em
pirical rule derived by Bolins, Glass, and 
Owyoung"" for predicting the nonlinear refractive 
index from measurements of the linear refractive 
index and dispersion. This empirical understanding 
points to materials having the lowest refractive 
index and weakest dispersion for minimization of 
n2. Hence, we concentrated on the development of 
fluoroberyllate materials—both pure BeF2 and 
nonhygroscopic BeF2-based glasses—in the search 
for minimum-n2 materials. 

We investigated three beryllium-fluoride-
based glasses: pure BeF 2 glass and two 
neodymium-doped fluoroberyllate glasses. The 
compositions and designations of the latter two 
glasses were !:n..i%) 48.5 BeF2, 26.7 KF, 13.8 
CaF2, 9.9 A1F.1, i.< MdF, (B102) and 34 BeF.,, 23 
A1F:(, 19 MgF2, 10 CaF,„ 14 BaF2. with 2.5 wt7r 
NdF;, added (B402) (the latter sample was provided 
by Corning Glass). The BeF2 was obtained by de
composing (NH4)2BeF4 in an inductively heated 
graphite crucible at 1000°C in a flowing dry-
nitrogen atmosphere. To remove black discolora
tion, the material was recycled three times by heat
ing in nitrogen gas to 850°C and cooling to room 
temperature in air. Two amorphous BeF2 samples 
approximately 15 by 15 by 90 mm were prepared. A 
sample of the second glass was cast into a 
preheated (600°C) platinum-foil-lined cylindrical el
lipse die, which yielded a 15-by-48-by-85-mm disk 
suitable for gain measurements in a laser amplifier. 
For n2 measurements, flat faces were polished at 
opposite ends of the ellipse. 

When the optical frequency is well below the 
electronic band gap, the self-focusing index n2 for 
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Table 2-54. Linear and nonlinear refractive indices of beryllium flouride glasses. The nuclear contributions to 
n2 are derived from Raman scattering data1"6; the total n2 was measured using linearly polarized 1064-nm 
laser pulses of 150-ps duration. (All quantities are in esu.) 

Glass n„ 10 , 6B„ 10'8(A„ + B„) 1 0 % (nuclear) 10 , s n 2 

BeF2 1.275 41? 101? 51? 23 ± 3 
B102 1.340 141J 2015 91] 33 ±10 
B403 1.384 91in 231fS 101S2 38 (est)" 
Si0 2 " 1.459 14 ±2 57 ±6 31 ±2 95 ±10 

"No experimental data for the total n:. were obtained for this sample because the optical quality was not adequate to obtain a usable fringe 
pattern. 
"Data from References 103 and 107. 

linearly polarized (LP) light in isotropic media can 
be separated into electronic and nuclear contri
butions that are given by1"'1 

n2(LP) = (27r/n)(3<74o- + A„ + B„), (28) 

where the a term is the electronic contriubtion to 
the third-order nonlinear response and the nuclear 
parameters A„ and B„ are related to the differential 
Raman scattering cross sections d2cr/dftdA. The 
latter are defined as the fraction of incident photons 
of frequency v scattered per unit distance into solid 
angle dfl about v -A. 

The nuclear contributions to n2 in fluoroberyl-
late glasses were determined by D. Heiman and 
R. W. Hellwarth at the University of Southern Cali
fornia from light-scattering spectra."16 The Raman 
and fluorescence spectra were recorded with a 
double monochromator using either the 458-, 488-, 
or 515-nm lines of an argon ion laser for e xcitation. 
The fluorescence contribution was estimated by 
comparison with traces excited with other incident 
wavelengths. The results for the nuclear contribu
tion to the nonlinear index parameters are shown in 
Table 2-54. 

The total nonlinear refractive index was de
termined from intensity-dependent fringe shifts 
measured using linearly polarized 1064-nm, 150-ps 
pulses from a Nd:YAG oscillator-Nd:glass am
plifier laser and time-resolved interferometry."" 
The sample was placed in one arm of a modified 
Michelson interferometer (see Ref. 103). Because 
of the small index noniinearities in these glasses, 
the beam was passed through the sample twice to 
increase the fringe shift to a measurable value. The 
total path length was ~ 18 cm. The time-dependent 
shift in the fringes at'- the output of the inter
ferometer was recorded by a streak camera. Sev
eral measurements were made of each sample to 
reduce the experimental error. The measured n. 

values are given in the final column of Table 2-54. 
For comparison, we have included corresponding 
results1011-""1 obtained for fused silica, which has the 
lowest refractive index of any silicate glass. The n2 

of BeF2 (0.23 x IO- , r lesu) is the smallest ever 
measured in a solid material. 

The refractive-index nonlinearity of beryllium 
fluoride glasses is predominantly electronic in ori
gin. From Table 2-54, we see the nuclear contribu
tion to n2 is approximately 20-30% of the total for 
the glasses studied. This factor is in the same range 
as that found for silicate glasses.106 

In addition to fluoroberyllate materials, we 
measured the index nonlinearity of two new com-
merical Nd laser glasses: Kigre's Q-88 phosphate 
glass and Schott's LG-812 fluorophosphate glass. 
Table 2-55 lists these experimental results together 
with the fluorophosphate glass n2 estimated by 
using linear refractive properties and the expres
sion in Ref. 108. 

A more extensive comparison of measured and 
calculated n2 values for a wide variety of different 
glasses is given in Fig. 2-181. The agreement is 
good for n2 values ranging over more than a factor 
of 10. 

In 1977, we a/so began an investigation of the 
dependence of n 2 on geometry. The refractive 
index nonlinearity is not a constant but a linear 

Table 2-55. Nonlinear refractive indices for Nd: 
phosphate (Q-88) and Nd:fluorophosphate (LG-812) 
laser glasses. Measurements were made using lin
early polarized 1064-nm pulses of 150-ps duration. 

n 2(10- | : 1esu) 

Glass Measured Calculated 

Q-88 
LG-812 

1.14 ±0.15 1.23 
0.49 ±0.08 0.50 
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combination of real elements of the third-order ten
sor nonlinear susceptibility x:l- The particular linear 
combination is specified by the polarization type 
and direction relative to symmetry axes of the ma
terial. In the simplest case of an isotropic solid such 
as glass, n2 is independent of geometry for a 
single-wavelength, linearly-polarized wave. How
ever, for a circularly-polarized wave of equal inten
sity in an isotropic material, n2 (electronic) is re
duced by 33%. 

In the simplest crystalline materials of the 
cubic classes, such as NaCl or CaF2, there are 
three independent tensor elements, denoted x''"mn 
x"| l 2 2 , ami x'3\m- To determine the propagation 
geometry that offers the minimum n2, it is neces
sary to know all three x< 3 ) elements. We derived 
theoretical expressions for n2 in terms of x'3 ) ele
ments for a set of geometrical arrangements. The 
notation used is n 2 (a,b), where a = incident electric 
field direction for linearly polarized (b=LP) waves 
and a = propagation direction for circularly 
polarized (b = CP) waves. The relations are as 
follows: 

n 2(lll,LP) = — [x„„ + 4 X l l 2 2 +2x,.,2,](28c) 
n 

n s(lll,CP) = — [x„„ + 2x„ 2 2 - XI«I ](28d) n 

iT.dlO.CP) = £ - [x„„ + iJX"" - x.«. ] (28e) 2n 3 

n2(lll,CP) = i ?S [x„„ + 4x„ 2 2 - X.BI ] (281) n 

To exhibit the electronic (<X,T) or nuclear (A„, B,„ C„) 
origin, the expressions for each geometry may be re
cast using the transformations105 

X m l ^ J L + I + Ao + ^ + Co 2 9 a ) 

* 8 8 6 6 6 

v -* — + ^2 + fi" 
X " 2 2 24 + 72 + 24 

Xim - | j 12 

(29b) 

(29c) 

n2(100,LP) = !?2 [x„„] (28a) 
n 

n2(110,LP) = — [x„„ + 2 X l l 2 2 + Xi2!i ] (28b) n 

Measurements of n2 for these arrangements 
will determine the full tensor and, hence, n2 for any 
geometry at the wavelength 1064 nm. We have ob
tained a single-crystal NaCl sample appropriate for 
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Fig. 2-182. Cain saturation experiment. The laser source generated a 1,6-ps saturating rtulse and a Jtl-ns probe pulse, Calorimeter ( '< 
and photographic plates IM Here used to characterize the input beam, phutodiode 1)1 recorded the input and output wau'l'ormof the 
saturating pulse, and photodiodes 02 and 1)5 recorded the input and output wa\eforms of the prohe pulse. 

these experimental measurement for the cubic 
classes 432, 43m, and m3m, and are extending the 
der ivat ions to the treatment o f other crystal 
classes. 

Gain Saturation Recovery. The amplification 
of an intense laser pulse reduces the amplifier gain 
and leads to gain saturation. In Nd laser glass, gain 
recovery after amplification can occur by several 
processes—relaxation of the terminal laser level 
population, return of ions to the upper laser level 
fo l lowing excited-state absorpt ion, or spectral 
cross relaxation. The temporal dependence of gain 
saturation and recovery is very important in deter
mining the performance of a laser amplifier and 
impacts the design of large laser systems. 

Previous attempts to indirectly measure the 
gain recovery or lower-level lifetimes of silicate 
glasses yielded times ranging from < 2 ns to 50 ns or 
more . ' " We have performed several experiments 
to measure gain recovery directly and to explore 
excited-state absorption. The technique uses a 
weak laser beam to monitor the transient gain in a 
rod amplifier, fol lowing propagation of an intense 
saturat ing pulse. Results for a si l icate glass 
(Owens-Illinois ED-2) demonstrate that the recov
ery is fast, —I ns. 

The experimental apparatus is shown in Fig. 
2-182. A single-axial-mode, Q-switched N d : Y A G 
oscillator produced a 30-ns pulse. A laser-triggered 
spark gap and fast Pockels cell gated a 1.6-ns 
( F W H M ) pulse from the Q-switched pulse. The 
short pulse was amplified to ~ 2 J/cm 2 and propa
gated through a 4-cm-diameter, 25-cm-long ED-2 

amplifier rod. The small-signal gain of the amplifier 
at 1064 nm was = 7.0. The amplifier was chosen 
because of its known fiat gain pro f i le . " 2 A portion 
o f the 30-ns pulse was simultaneously passed 
through the test amplifier at a small (- • 3°) angle as a 
probe beam. (Because the energy of the probe pulse 
was only a few microjoules, we were careful to 
eliminate stray light originating from the saturating 
pulse or fiashlamps.) The temporal behavior of the 
probe beam was recorded at the input and output of 
the test amplifier, using biplanar photodiodes and 
Tectronix R7912 transient digitizers. Signals were 
processed by a PDP-11 computer. The response 
time of the system was measured to be =s 0.5 ns by 
recording 125-ps pulses f rom a mode-locked 
oscillator. 

The exper imental arrangements also had 
sufficient diagnostics (e.g., calorimeters, photo
diodes, and input/output beam photography) to 
measure the saturation flux energy E s . 

Figures 2-183(a) and 2-183(b) show examples 
of the input and output probe pulse shapes for the 
case of a 1.6-ns 1064-nm saturating pulse applied 
near the peak of the probe pulse. For these data, the 
probe and the saturating pulse had the same linear 
polarization. Figure 2-183(c) shows the result of 
dividing the output probe pulse by the input pulse. 
Gain recovery is clearly evident. We recorded and 
averaged several pulses to provide data for compar
ison with a model described below. 

Gain recovery was also observed by recording 
the input and output pulse shapes for the saturating 
pulse itself. In these measurements, the saturating 
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Fig. 2-183. Probe pulse shapes at the input (a) and output 
(b) or an ED-2 rod amplifier. A 1.6ns saturating pulse was 
applied near the peak of the probe pulse and reduces the gain 
as shown in (b). The ratio of the output and input probe pulse 
intensities plotted in (c) shows the gain reduction and 
transient recovery. 

pulse consisted of a short (= 1 ns), intense pulse 
followed by a second pulse of lower intensity to 
serve as a probe of gain subsequent to saturation. 
Gain recovery was readily apparent in the change 
of output pulse shape. These data support those 
obtained by using an independent probe pulse, but 
they are not easily interpreted because they are 
obtained only during the saturating pulse itself. 

The gain recovery behavior was also investi
gated for a probe pulse linearly polarized perpen
dicular (S) to the saturating pulse; no gain satura
tion recovery was observable. In another experi
ment, a quarterwave plate was introduced into the 
probe beam and two photodiodes were used to 
simultaneously record the S and P components of 
the circularly polarized probe on each shot. The P 
and S channels for a single shot are shown in 
Figs. 2-184(a) and 2184(h). Figure 2-I84R-) shows 
the result of dividing the P signal by ihe S signal. 
The recovered gain is approximately the same 
(within experimental errorl in bolh P and S polari
zations, but the S polarization exhibited no gain 
recovery—only a drop in gain at the time the 
saturating pulse passed through the amplifier. 

To explore the possible contribution of excited 
state absorption to the temporal gain recovery, we 
performed an experiment to measure the rise time 
of the 4 F V , fluorescence in Nd-doped materials fol
lowing excitation into higher lying slates. For these 
studies, the I.6-ns 1064-nm pulse used previously 
to saturate the 4 cm ...lplifier was frequency-
doubled to 532 nm and used to pump a smnll sample 
of Nd-doped material. The rise time of the 880-nm 
fluorescence, measured using a fast photomulti-
plier, indicates how quickly Nd ions relax from the 
pump band into the upper laser level. Table 2-56 
summarizes results for a variety of Nd laser mate
rials. For ED 2 glass, the relaxation following 
excited-state absorption occurs on the same time 
scale as the observed I- to 2-ns gain recovery. 
However, excited-state absorption may not be the 
dominant factor, because the gain recovery level 
must be higher in the presence of excited-state ab
sorption than that observed in the gain-recovery 
experiments. 

To interpret the experimental data, we wrote a 
computer code to solve the rate equations for a 

1&ble 2-56. Rise times (10-907r) of the 880-nm 4F,, 
fluorescence of Nd:i* in several laser materials. 

Nd Rise time. 
Type doping Material ns 

Fluoroberyllate glass l«S- BIOS l.S ±0.5 
Fluorophosphatt- glass 3fi I.G-8U 2.0 ±0.5 
Phosphate glass 4..T* Q-88 1.0 ±0.5 
Silicate glass yit ED-2 1.0 ±0.5 
Fluorophosptrate glass 4^ LHG-10 2.7 ±0.5 
YAG crystal K Y:,AlsO„. 2.0 ±0.5 
Fluoride crystal 1% laF, 70 ±5 
Fluoride crystal 1% l.iYF, 11 ±2 
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four-level system. The equations used in the model 
were 

ri3 = c <£ <r23n2 - n,-j/T32 (30) 

h 2 = c<j><rl2n, -c<f>(<r2i + o - 2 3 )n 2 + njT32 (31) 
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n, = c <t> <r2,n2 - c<f> cr,2 n, - n,/T,0 (32) 

n„ = n,/T,0 - _ (33) 

— + c — = c <Mo-2,n2 - <r2,ni - o-23ns), (34) 
dl dx 

where 

o-23 = effective excited-state absorption cross 
section, 

o-21, | 2 = effective stimulated absorption and emis
sion cross sections, 

T 3 2 = decay time of excited level, 
T,n = decay time of lower laser level. 

We assumed pumping by the flashlamps, during the 
short time interval of interest, to be negligible. In 
this model, all parameters thought to affect the 
amplification process are accessible. These include 
level degeneracies (o-2I/o-12), excited-state absorp
tion (o-23, T 3 2 ), and lower-level lifetime (TM). 

Using the rate equation model, we obtained 
excellent agreement between the predicted and ex
perimental gain recovery temporal behavior for 
parallel probe polarization from the following pa
rameter set: 

er12 = o-2, (35) 

o-23 = 0 (36) 

T,0= 1.25 ± 0.2 ns. (37) 

Although we obtained a sjrr "actory fit to the data, 
the equal effective degeneracies of the initial and 
final levels are strictly correct for Nd 3 + only in the 
low-temperature limit. Also, the accuracy of the 
present measurements is insufficient to rule out 
entirely any contribution arising from excited-state 
absorption. Additional measurements in ED-2 and 
other glasses are planned. 

Saturation Fluence. An important parameter 
for a laser glass is the saturation flux E s. For an 
amplifier with small signal gain G 0, and net gain G 
with input flux E i n , the saturation flux E s is defined 
by the expression"3 

G = -f^-ln {1 + [exp(E ln/Es) - l]G 0}. (38) 
tin 

This expression is strictly true only for time-
independent gain saturation. The rate equations 
discussed above were used to calculate output flux 
as a function of input flux (energy gain) for input 



pulses of several durations. Parameters o-23 = 0, o-2, 
= a-,2. and T, 0 = 1.25 ns determined from the above 
experiment and cr,2 = 2.7 x 10~20 cm2 from 
spectroscopic measurements"4 of ED-2 glass were 
used in the calculations. Input pulses were assumed 
to have a Gaussian temporal waveform. At each 
pulse duration, we obtained a value of E s by fitting 
Eq. (38). Table 2-57 gives the saturation fluences 
predicted for several pulse durations. 

Experimental data in Table 2-57 were obtained 
by measuring saturated optical gain in a well-
characterized"5 rod amplifier. We used two exper
imental procedures: a simple, self-calibrating 
calorimetric technique in measurements at 0.14 and 
1.6 ns, and a photographic technique at 3.2 ns. 

In the first procedure, we amplified a beam 
with good spatial uniformity and high fill factor and 
measured the output pulse energy as a function of 
input energy, thus producing a measurement of 
gain as a function of output flux. A model of the 
amplifier, which included fill factor as a parameter 
and the effects of gain saturation, was used to de
duce a value of saturation flux from the gain data. 

We based the experiment at 3.2 ns on photo
graphic techniques for measuring absolute flux that 
have evolved from studies of laser damage. We 
determined the flux profile for both the input and 
output beams from photographic records and then 
compared them point by point. A beam with ap
proximately Gaussian spatial profile was used. We 
measured gain saturation by comparing the on-axis 
gain with that in the spatial wings of the profile. This 
technique has several advantages. Uniform beams 
are not required because the gain is mapped point-
by-point through the amplifier. The amplifier can be 
modeled using a plane wave input, because it is 
never necessary to interpret a single calorimetric 
signal containing information relating to a variety of 
input flux values. The single disadvantage is that 
the photographic record is a nonlinear recording of 
flux; this nonlinearity must be carefully measured. 

The two experimental procedures above are, 
in essence, identical. We describe the calorimetric 
technique in detail below to illustrate the treatment 
of fill factor. 

Table 2-57. Calculated and measured saturation 
fluxes for ED-2 glass at 1064 nm and 300 K. 

Pulse duration 
T(FWHM) 

Saturation Hiu, J/cm2 

Calculated Measured 

140 ps 3.6 3.3S ±0.7 
1.6 ns 4.3 3.9 ±0.3 
3.0 ns S.2 5.5 ±0.6 

The calorimetry experiment was arranged in a 
configuration similar to that used previously"5 on 
Cyclops. A well-characterized, pulsed (1.064 nm) 
laser beam strikes a wedged diagnostic input beam 
splitter that splits off three diagnostic beams from 
the incident beam. The first diagnostic beam goes 
directly to an input energy calorimeter. The second 
beam is relayed to an I-Z plate, which is placed at 
the same optical distance from the beam splitter as 
the input aperture of a 4-cm rod amplifier. The third 
beam is directed to a fast biplanar photodiode 
monitored by a Tektronix 519 oscilloscope. The 
fourth (main) beam impinges on the input aperture 
of the 4-cm rod amplifier after having had its 
energy, spatial intensity profile (apodization), and 
temporal development characterized by beams 1, 
2, and 3, respectively. After amplification by the 
4-cm rod amplifier, the output pulse is divided into 
three additional beams directed to the I-Z plate, a 
multiple image etalon (to permit a D-log E curve to 
be generated), and the output calorimeter. 

We installed selected "hard" apertures in 
front of the first diagnostic beam splitter to select a 
uniform portion of the saturating laser beam to be 
directed through the 4-cm rod amplifier. Because of 
irregularities and spatial intensity fluctuations im
posed on the laser beam by the small-aperture 
preamplifier rods at the front end of the laser chain, 
it was necessary to reduce the aperture of this 
"hard" apodizerto 0.5 cm before the photographic 
data indicated that the fill factor was acceptably 
high (0.95). For the 0.5-cm aperture, a transmitted 
beam of relatively uniform intensity profile was 
achieved. 

We wrote a simple computer program that cal
culated amplifier saturation as a function of output 
fluence with the saturation fluence as a parameter. 
In this program, the saturating pulse can have 
either "hard" apodizations or variable super-
Gaussian intensity profiles. Assuming no lower 
laser level drain, the azimuthally symmetric, one-
dimensional Franz-Nodvik saturation ex
pression"3 becomes the ratio between the satu
rated amplifier gain coefficient a s and the small-
signal gain coefficient a s, represented by f: 

as ln[E„UI/E in] 
f = = , r • 09) 

<*„ In G 0 

where G0 is the small-signal CW gain, and E o u t and 
E l n are the amplifier output and input energies, 
respectively. 

Since the local saturation of the input laser 
beam is, in general, a function of the displacement r 
of the beam element from the axis of the amplifier, 
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calculations of amplifier gain saturation musl take 
into account the apodization function F(r) of the 
laser system. We approximated this distribution 
with a "top-hat" super-Gaussian function. An ap
propriate super-Gaussian apodization function F(r) 
is given by 

F(r) = exp[-6.V (r/d) N ] , (40) 

and for a fill factor of 0.9, N = 50. For these calcula
tions, each amplifier aperture was divided into K 
annular zones of width \r = d/K, and saturation 
calculations were made for each zone. The optical 
fluence, <t> is represented by 

<t> = <6inexp [-6.9<r/r„) N], (41) 

where the peak value of the input flux <l)in is ex
pressed as 

<*,„ = ^ . (42) 
/ ,"2irF(r)rdr 

whereas the output energy from the amplifier is 
calculated from the expression 

E„„, = **., £ 27rln x G„ exp ( - ^ - F(r) J 

+ 1 r dr. (43) 

Here, d is the amplifier semiaperture. 
We calculated saturation curves, using the 

Frantz-Nodvik expressions above (and N = 50) 
assuming saturation fluences ranging from 6 to 2 
J/cm 2 . The majority of the calorimeter-based data 
points lie on a curve relatively close to the curve 
corresponding to a saturation fluence of 4 J/cm-, 
and the overall fit to the F/N curve was judged to be 
good for pulse durations in the range of 1.2 to 1.5 ns. 

Site-Dependent Spectroscopic Properties. 
Laser-induced fluorescence line narrowing (FLN) 
techniques provide a microscopic probe of the local 
fields and strength of the ion-phonon coupling of 
ions in solids. Recent studies have revealed the 
existence of large site-to-site variations of these 
properties in glasses."" These include variations in 
energy levels, radiative and non-radiative transition 
probabilities, and optical linewidths. Further 
investigations of these phenomena and their rela
tionship to the behavior of Nd laser glasses have 

continued in 1977 in collaboration with GTE Lab
oratories (C. Brecher and L. A. Riseberg) and 
the University of Wisconsin (J. Hegarty and W. 
M. Yen). 

Site-dependent variations in the transition 
probabilities and quantum efficiency of Nd :" in 
ED-2 silicate glass were studied by Brecheret a l . " 7 

Ions were excited into the'-P,., state of Nd : l 4 using a 
tunable dye laser. Following rapid decay to the *FK 

state, fluorescence was observed to the 'I ground 
multiplet. With pulsed laser excitation, the result
ing fluorescence decay was exponential with a 
lifetime that varied with excitation wavelength, as 
shown in Fig. 2-185. The fluorescence lifetime is 
given by 1/T = 1/TI, + l / r M i , where TK and TNE< are the 
lifetimes for radiative and nonradiative decay, 
therefore the variation in Fig. 2-185 arises from one 
or both processes. To determine TH, the fluores
cence intensity was measured under conditions of 
constant absorbed excitation into 2 P , , . The radia
tive quantum efficiency 77 = T/T„ was then nor
malized to unity at one wavelength and the result
ing variations in r,, and T N ] , were plotted in Fig. 
2-185. Note that both the radiative and nonradiative 
probabilities vary with excitation wavelength. 

The fluorescence spectra, branching ratios, 
and decay of the 4F„, state of N d : u have now been 
measured in a number of different glass types"* by 
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Fig. 2-186. Line-narrowed spectra of Nd3+ in silicate glass as a function of excitation wavelength (from Ref. 118). The intensities (at 
liquid helium temperature) are given in terms of photons emitted for equal numbers of excitation photons absorbed and are normalized 
to the highest emission peak as unity. The fluorescence was measured 100 us after the excitation pulse; the spectra are not normalized 
for differences in decav times. 

using tunable pulsed laser radiation. These include 
silicate, phosphate, borate, fluoroberyllate. and 
fluorophosphate glasses. Measurements, as before, 
were made at liquid helium temperatures by excit
ing into the -P,, state, and line-narrowed fluores
cence spectra were obtained as a function of excita
tion wavelength. Large variations in Stark splitting 
of the ''I,,, and 'I,,, states have also been observed 
and attributed to site-io-site differences in the local 
crystal field. Examples of these spectra for a sili
cate glass and a fluorophosphate glass are shown in 
Figs. 2-186 and 2-187. The probabilities for radia
tive decay and for nonradiative decay by multipho-
non emission also exhibit variations with excitation 
wavelength. Although similarities exist, each dif
ferent glass type shows its own distinctive patterns 
of variation in crystal-field splitting and relative 
quantum efficiency. 

In the fluorophosphate glass, which contains 
large numbers of both fluorine and oxygen anions, 
comparison of the laser-excited fluorescence 
spectra and lifetime of Nd:i* with the corresponding 
results from pure oxide and pure fluoride glasses 
demonstrates the presence of Nd:l* sites having 
both fluorine and oxygen nearest-neighbor coordi
nation. Thus, in fluorophosphate glasses, we ex
pect some sites to have lifetimes and quantum 

efficiencies similar to those in phosphate glasses. 
and other sites to have lifetimes and quantum 
efficiencies similar to those in pure fluoride glasses. 
We also expect Nd'' sites with fluorine ligands lo 
appear on the short-wavelength side of the in-
homogeneously broadened -Pt, band. The latter 
occurs because the Racah parameters for Nd1' in 
oxide and fluoride hosts are different and this shifts 
the centers of gravity of the J states. This is illus
trated in Fig. 2-188. where the M,; —»-P,, absorp
tion bands of Nd'" in phosphate, fluoroberyllate. 
and fluorophosphate glasses are compared. 

Both of the expectations above are remarkably 
well confirmed by the GTE data in Fig. 2-189. 
where the fluorescence lifetimes observed at a 
function of excitation wavelength into the 2 P,, band 
are shown for a fluoride, a phosphate, and a 
fluorophosphate glass. The values for the short-
and long-wavelength extremes of the fluorophos
phate glass do not equal those for the pure phos
phate and fluoride glasses for two reasons. The 
network modifier ions in the various glasses were 
not identical in number density and type, and the 
refractive indices of the glasses—which enter into 
the spontaneous emission probability as n(n'-+2)2 

—are different. Using the index corrections, a 
lifetime of 500 ju.s in a fluorophosphate increases to 
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620 us in a fluoroberyllate; similarly, a lifetime of 
360 us in a fluorophosphate decreases to 320 us in a 
phosphate. The latter values in both cases are in 
good agreement with experimental values. 

To determine the coordination an J local fields 
at rare-earth sites in a fluoroberyllate glass, FLN 

spectra of Eu : , + were recorded and analyzed at GTE 
Laboratories. Assignments of transitions and de
termination of second-order (B2 m) and fourth-order 
(B,,m) crystal-field parameters were performed in 
the same manner used in their earlier investigation 
of a silicate glass."9 

Fig. 2-188. Comparison of the Nd 3* Fig. 2-188. Comparison of the Nd 3* 1 ' 1 ' 1 ' 1 ' 
4'9/2 ~~ 2P|/2 absorption bands in oxide ^^Fluorophosphate 
(phosphate), fluoride (fluoroberyllate), OR — / \ 
and mixed anion (fluorophosphate) glasses 
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Fig. 2-189. Laser-exci ed Nd3* fluorescence lifetimes 
following pulsed excitation into the 2 P|/2 band for Ihe three 
glasses in Fig. MM. 

To understand the structural implications of 
their results, the GTE group generated a geometric 
model of the immediate environment surrounding 
the emitting ion. In the previous work on oxide 
glasses, there were three major reasons for concen
trating on structures involving eightfold or ninefold 
coordination: 

• Appropriate ionic size and available bond
ing orbitals. 

• Ubiquitousness of eightfold and ninefold 
coordination in crystalline rare-earth compounds. 

• Absence of chemical or structural con
straints that might prevent the rare earth from 
achieving its maximum coordination.Since this is 
no less true in the fluoride case than in the oxide, 
the same procedure was followed. 

The previously developed structural model for 
the coordination in oxide glasses involved eight 
coordinators essentially equidistant from the Eu 3 + 

ion, arranged in a distorted Archimedes antiprism 
with C 2 V symmetry, and a ninth coordinator along 
the C 2 axis at a variable distance from the central 
ion. The model gave reasonable agreement to the 
observed changes in magnitude of the crystal-field 
parameters. For the fluoroberyllate glass, how
ever, these geometrically derived parameters have 
the opposite sign from what is observed. While the 

signs are essentially arbitrary for the B 2 2 and B 4 2 

terms (depending only on the naming of the x and y 
axes), the other three terms (B2„, B4„, B44) are 
uniquely determined by the spectral assignments 
and must be satisfied. It is feasible to satisfy the 
requirements of sign and magnitude for any of the 
crystal-field parameters by suitable variations in 
the geometric parameters of the structural model. 
What proved impossible to do, however, was to 
satisfy the signs and magnitudes of all of their.— 
along with their relative changes as functions of 
distortion (caused by the ninth coordinator)—and 
still maintain the packing density and C 2 V symmetry 
of the eight equidistant primary coordinators. 
Moreover, structures with seven or fewer primary 
coordinators gave even less satisfactory results, 
while larger numbers of primary coordinators re
quired an intolerably large radial distance to the 
central coordinating ion. 

Seeking a suitable structural model, we con
sidered various kinds of structural modifications 
possible within the context of close-packed 
eightfold or ninefold coordination having C 2 V sym
metry. This analysis revealed that with only a small 
alteration in the starting assumptions, a structural 
model can be generated that exhibits appropriate 
behavior in both sign and magnitude for all five 
crystal-field parameters. This change involves the 
segregation of the primary coordinators into two 
different classes based on radial distance. The re
sultant new model120 is a ninefold coordinated 
structure, with three of the coordinators (desig
nated "peri-") lying 5% closer to the central ion 
than do the other six ("apo-"). The structure re
sembles a capped antiprism (the oxide model) elon
gated in the y direction (perpendicular to the C2 

axis). The parametric variation corresponding to 
the range of excitation energies is reflected in the 
difference between the average distances of the two 
coordinator classes, with the higher crystal field 
associated with the larger radial difference and 
hence the closer approach of the peri-coordinators. 
The crystal-field parameters calculated with this 
model generally agree with the spectroscopic 
values to within 20%, a figure that we consider 
respectable. 

As for the oxide glasses, no independent sup
port for this hypothetical model is available. The 
differences can be attributed to the chemical dif
ferences between oxygen and fluorine themselves. 
The degree of covalency in the metal-oxygen bond 
should be considerably greater than that in the 
metal-fluorine bond. Furthermore, to the extent 
that covalency enters the picture in the fluorine 
case, the greater electronegativity of the latter and 
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its univalent bonding should tend toward more 
bridging asymmetry than in the oxide case. Thus, 
the model can be viewed as an EuF:) entity that has 
become solvated by BeF2 groups through the for
mation of nine asymmetric fluorine bridges. The 
model is chemically consistent and is the least 
complicated arrangement that can give reason
able agreement to the spectroscopically derived 
parameters. 

Two phase separation structural phenomena 
occur in alkali borate glasses that modify local site 
and are, in principle detectable by fluorescence line 
narrowing. First, in simple glassy B2Oa, boron has 
three coordinating oxygens, and a glass is formed 
from a random network of BO:, triangles or boroxyl 
groups. If an alkali oxide is added as a network 
modifier, boron also occurs with four coordinating 
oxygens in a tetrahedral complex. The relative 
numbers of three- and four-coordinated boron ions 
in alkali-borate systems have been determined 
from NMR studies. Second, subliquidus immisci-
bility is well established in binary alkali borates. 
Separation into B20,,-rich and lithia-rich phases oc
curs in regions on a scale of 5-500 nm. Therefore, if 
a paramagnetic ion is introduced into these glasses, 
the position of lines in the laser-excited fluores
cence spectra should reflect differences in the 
number of nearby BO, triangles, B0 4 tetrahedra, 
and Li+ network-modifier cations. Evidence of 
these effects has been observed and reported in 
detail in Ref. 121. 

We studied two lithium-borate glasses doped 
with I mol.% Eu20 : 1: one with 40 mol % Li20, a 
concentration at which the fractional number of 
borons with four coordinating oxygens is a 
maximum (-45%), and a second with 10 mol % 
Li 20, which is at the maximum of the coexistence 
curve. Ions were excited into the 5D„and 5 D 2 states 
of Eu , + , and the subsequent fluorescence from the 
3D„ state to levels of the 7 F multiplet was observed. 
The 5D 0 —> 7 F 0 line appears in the region 17,200 -
17,400 cm"', the three 5 D 0 -» 7Fi transitions in the 
region 16,700-17,250 cm"1, and the five 5 D 0 -» 7 F 2 

transitions in the region 15,800-16,600 cm - 1 . The 
last group of lines is not well resolved because of 
accidental coincidence of excitation levels of ions 
in different sites.122 

Spectra for the 10Li2O-90B2O3 glass are shown 
in Fig. 2-190. At low excitation energies, the 
spectra are nearly equal to those observed in the 
40% Li 20 borate glass; at high excitation energies, 
however, the splittings are different and additional 
lines appear. From the numbered lines on the 
spectrum at the top of Fig. 2-190, we see that there 
are two groups of lines characterized by different 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

17200 16800 16400 16000 

Wavenumber, cm 

Fi{. M*>. Laser-excited fluorescence spectra of Eu 3 4 in 
lOLijO • WBJOJ thus at 2 K as a function of 'Fi - *D, 
excitation energy: (cm-i). 

fluorescence lifetimes. The first group consists of 
lines 1, 2,5,6, and 8 and has a shorter lifetime than 
the second group consisting of lines 3, 4, and 7. 

When the europium-oxygen interaction is 
large, the Racah parameters and the 7 F - 5D sep
aration are reduced. Therefore, the low-
excitation-energy spectra in Fig. 2-190 arise from 
ions in sites where the Eu-O interaction is strong. 
This occurs when there are many four-coordinated 
boron or lithium cations. Conversely, if three-
coordinated borons predominate, the effective 
Eu-O interaction is weaker and the 7F0—> 5Do transi
tion occurs at higher energies. This suggests that 
the new lines appearing in the 10% Li 20 glass arise 
when B0 3 triangles are more numerous. 
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Phase separation of binary alkali-borate sys
tems has been analyzed in terms of one phase com
posed of a complex (B20.,)m structure and another 
phase composed of a compound Li 2OnB 20. t. l 2 ; l 

When phase separation occurs, it is not known 
whether an ion such as Eu : , + goes into one or both 
phases. The 40% Li 20 borate glass represents a 
lithia-rich phase. To identify a B20,,-rich phase, 
studies of Eu'1+ in simple B 20 : l glass are needed. 
Attempts to add Eu2O s to B20.s have thus far been 
unsuccessful. 

The above results and their interpretation are 
still incomplete. Further studies are needed in 
which the alkali ion is changed and the alkali ion 
concentration varied between the minimum and 
maximum possible. The effects of phase separation 
should be investigated as a function of thermal his
tory. The resulting spectroscopic parameters 
should provide a test of geometric models for the 
local coordination at the probe ion site. 
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2.5.3 Laser-Induced Damage Program 
Generation of high-energy laser pulses is cru

cial to the success of experiments on laser-driven 
inertial confinement fusion. Figure 2-191 illustrates 
that, for intermediate pulse widths, the laser energy 
is limited by laser-induced damage to the surfaces 
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Fit. 2-191. Typical Nov* last.- chain output limited by 
three distinct physical effects. For very short laser pulses, the 
llmitini effect is nonlinear self-focusing. For intermediate-
lenfth pulses, the limiting effect is damage to coated ard 
uncoaled surfaces. For long pulses, output is limited bj 1 ,e 
stored energy in the laser material. 
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of optical elements in the amplifier chain. Increas
ing the material damage threshold allows a pro
portional increase in the laser energy. Since these 
intermediate pulse widths are of greatest interest 
for high-density laser fusion experiments, the goal 
of this program is to understand surface damage 
mechanisms and increase damage thresholds. 
Comparison of damage thresholds of con
ventionally polished surfaces with flame polished 
or chemically etched surfaces suggests that in
creases up to a factor of two may be possible. 

Thin-film optical coatings currently have the 
lowest damage thresholds in Nd:glass lasers. Re
search and development on thin-film coatings has 
been divided into three categories. The first cate
gory is state-of-the-art studies, whose goal is to 
determine those materials and processes that 
currently have the iiighest damage thresholds. An 
important experiment in this category demon
strated that the damage threshold of multilayer 
antireflection coatings on BK-7 borosilicate glass 
increased when the glass was first coated with a 
layer of Si02. This Si02 undercoat is now deposited 
on all Shiva optical surfaces that receive antireflec
tion coatings. 

The second category is basic research, whose 
goal is to determine fundamental damage limits and 
to develop an understanding of the physical pro
cesses involved. Two major experiments in this 
category were performed in 1977. The first experi
ment showed that thin-film damage thresholds are 
not simply correlated with the standing wave elec
tric field intensity in the coating layers. The second 
experiment studied bare-surface damage 
thresholds as a function of surface roughness. We 
found that, for pulse widths in the 0.1- to l-ns range, 
the damage threshold remains constant as rough
ness increases up to 50A rms and decreases 
thereafter. 

The third category is the laser-damage test fa
cility. In 1977, a new laser system was built that 
produces continuously variable pulse widths in the 
range 1-30 ns. A vidicon and minicomputer system 
was developed to rapidly record and process laser 
be«,Ti intensity profiles. The successful operation of 
this system reduces the time required to determine 
the damage threshold of a material from several 
days to several minutes. 

A separate microscopy area was established 
and equipped with a Zeiss microscope capable of 
bright- or dark-field microscopy with reflected light 
as well as bright-field and phase-contrast micros
copy with transmitted light. Nomarski microscopy 
has been found to provide the highest contrast 
damage detection technique. 

To accommodate the large number r-f optical 
components for Shiva that required damage testing 
for acceptance, we established a procedure for 
rapidly determining the damage threshold in com
parison to a surface of known threshold. This now 
permits technical personnel to make rapid routine 
measurements. 

The articles in this section contain a full ac
count of the progress made in each of these three 
categories in 1977. 

Laser Damage Studies. Several attempts, un
successful to date, have been made 'o understand 
and use the standing waves in optical thin films and 
relate them to damage thresholds. In 1977, Apfel, 
Matteucci, Newnam, and Gill12'' reported an exper
iment that demonstrated a strong correlation be
tween damage thresholds and standing wave inten
sities in thin-film devices. Following this report, 
Apfel1'" and Newnam12" independently published a 
design for reducing the standing wave intensity in 
the outer Ti0 2 layer of Ti0 2/Si0 2 maximum reflec
tors, at the cost of increasing the intensity in the 
SiOo. Field alteration is produced by adding non-
quarterwave Ti0 2/Si0 2 film pairs to the usual quar-
terwave stack design, a technique first used by 
DeBell.'27 With the addition of each modified pair, 
the intensity decreases in the Ti0 2 and increases in 
the SiOa. Since Ti0 2 damages more easily, this 
tradeoff was expected to produce an increase in 
damage threshold of the multilayer coating. 

Gill, Newnam, and McLeod12" reported 1064-
nm, 30-ps thresholds of 4.5 to 5.4,4.5 to 8.0, and 4.5 
to 6.4 J/cm2 for three films: a normal quarterwave 
stack, a normal stack with one modified pair, and a 
normal stack with two modified pairs. The stated 
threshold range is between the lowest flux that 
caused damage and the highest flux that did not 
cause damage. The lower limit was attributed to 
defects encountered by large laser beams: thus, the 
thresholds are effectively the same. Gill, Newnam, 
and McLeod have since published additional data 
purporting to show an increase in threshold by the 
use of added pairs,129 but the largest values seen in 
their experiments at 30 ps do not exceed thresholds 
seen in normal quarterwave stacks.1™ These au
thors claim that the nonquarterwave designs are 
extremely sensitive to deposition errors in coating 
thickness and that their threshold data agree with 
standing wave intensities computed for the actual 
coating thicknesses. 

Three LLL experiments have studied standing 
waves and damage in collaboration with Optical 
Coating Laboratory, Inc. (OCLI). The first was 
intended to verify the initial experiment of Apfel et 
al., 1 2 4 except that the bandpass filter design was 
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altered to produce standing wave maxima inside 
film layers instead of at film interfaces. Two films, 
one with the maximum standing wave intensity in 
Si0 2 and one with the maximum intensity in Ti0 2, 
were measured with the film as the input surface 
and also with the film as the exit surface. The four 
thresholds were in reasonable agreement with cal
culated standing wave intensities in Ti0 2. 

In the second LLL/OCLI experiment, four 
Ti0 2/Si0 2 maximum reflectors were tested. One 
was a normal quarterv/ave stack. The other three 
were a normal stack with one, two, and three 
modified nonquarterwave pairs.124 Thresholds for 
all four films were high: > 9.0 J/cm2 for 150 ps, 
1064-nm laser pulses. But there was no parametric 
dependence or threshold on the presence of 
modified pairs or on their number. 

In a subsequent experiment,,:" Apfel fabri
cated three rilms: a quarterwave slack maximum 
reflector, a reflector with an antireflection coating 
deposited over it, and a four-layer antireflection 
coating deposited directly on the substrate. These 
films were tested at LLL using 180-ps, 1064-nm 
pulses. The first two films behaved as predicted 
from standing-wave calculations, but the antireflec
tion film differed from calculations by more than a 
factor of two. 

At present, the accumulated data suggest that 
thresholds are not simply correlated with the peak 
field in the high-index layer. 

There is a long-standing observation132 that 
picosecond damage thresholds in antirefieciicn 
(AR) films average about 30% less than thresholds 
for highly reflective (HR) stacks of the same dielec
tric materials. This observation is contrary to 
predictions based on calculations of standing wave 
intensities1 2 4 1 2 9 in the two coatings. The standing-
wave intensity in the high-index film material is 
greater in HR films than in AR films. Because the 
hig'.i-index material damages more easily, AR films 

' should have higher damage thresholds. 
The film/substrate interface is irradiated at full 

incident-beam intensity in AR films, but not in HR 
.films. J. Apfel of OCLI therefore proposed that the 

• lower thresholds of AR films might be due to excess 
absorption at the interface. The typical TiO;s/Si02 

AR film has two or four layers, with Ti0 2 in contact 
with the substrate. Coleman13'1 had noted that Ti0 2 

was absorptive when deposited on some soft 
glasses and that absorption was reduced by the use 
of a Si0 2 undercoat between the Ti0 2 and sub-

• strate. Such a coating sequence occurs normally in 
HR stacks. The outer TiOs layer is deposited on the 
adjacent Si0 2 film, not the substrate, and this outer 

layer is more resistant to damage than Ti0 2 depos
ited directly on glass. 

Since all these observations agreed, a study 
was made of the correlation between laser damage 
thresholds in the Shiva four-layer Ti0 2/Si0 2 AR 
film and the thickness and composition of under
coats between the film and the substrate. Deposi
tion was done by OCLI. Coatings both with and 
without undercoats were prepared in single coating 
runs by use of movable masks. This masking pro
cedure eliminated the run-io-run variations that 
plague damage experiments in thin films. The films 
were tested, using linearly polarized 1064-nm, 
150-ps pulses incident at 10°from the normal. Table 
2-58 lists typical results obtained in the study.'14 

Use of undercoats produced increases in 
threshold that ranged from zero to nearly 1000?. In 
only one instance, out of approximately 30 films, 
the undercoated film from a coating run had a lower 
threshold. Tito mean threshold increase was about 
30%. The results agree qualitatively with the pro
posed model for low thresholds in AR films. If 
interaction between the glass and the Ti0 2 causes 
absorption, eliminating that interface would im
prove the coating. However, this step alone does 
no! guarantee high thresholds. The Ti0 2/Si0 2 film 
still must be stoichiometric to minimize absorption. 
Some variation in results is to be expected. 
Nevertheless, the average effect is an improve
ment. The process was tested on production Shiva 
AR coatings and found to yield similar results. Un-
dercoatings are now a specified feature of Shiva 
coatings, and have resulted in enhanced system 
performance. 

Table 2-58. Experimental damage thresholds 
(J/cm2) for coatings from research equipment. 

Sample Barrier11 Threshold Improvement 

566A none 4.2 ±0.3 _ 
566B A/50 S i 0 2 4.o ±e.i none 
566C A/4 S i 0 2 4.0 ±0.3 none 
566D A/2 SiC>2 4.8 ±0.5 15% 
565A none 3.2 ±0.4 — 
565B 2 x A/4 SiOj 6.3 ±0.7 90% 
565C 4 x A/4 SiOj 6.3 ±0.7 90% 
558A none 3.2 ±0.3 — 
568B A/2 S i 0 2 S.6 ±0.6 75% 
568C A/4 Al 20., 4.0 ±0.4 25% 
568D A/2 A l 2 0 , S.1 ±0.4 60% 

'Barrier layers slated in optical thicknesses. Barrier layers in 
565B and 565C were deposited as an accumulation of several dis
crete thin Dims. 
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Fig. 2-192. Surface damage thresholds for four fused silica 
surfaces as a function of surface roughness for two different 
pulse durations. 

A study at the Air Force Weapons.Laboratory 
(AFWI.)11'' using 40-ns, 1064-nm pulses found a 
direct correlation between local surface roughness 
and laser-damage thresholds on bare and coated 
surfaces. Initial studies at LLL | : , S suggested that 
surface roughness was much less important in de
termining damage threshold for picosecond-dura
tion pulses. To clarify this issue, we performed two 
experiments. In the first experiment, we retested 
the bare, fused silica surfaces used in the 40-ns 
AFWL study at LLL. using 150-ps pulses. (The 
cooperation of AFWL and the authors of Ref. 135 
in furnishing these carefully prepared and charac
terized samples saved both time and money and 
allowed direct comparison between 40-ns and 
150-ps results.) In the second experiment, OCLI 
deposited antireflection films on BK.-7 substrates 
with rms roughnesses between 10 and = 100 A. 
These films were also tested using 150-ps pulses. 
Results of these two experiments are described in 
Ref. 136 and summarized in Figs. 2-192 and 2-193. 
From these experiments we draw the following 
conclusions: 

• Surface roughness greater than 100 A rms 
reduces the 1064-nm, 150-ps surface-damage 
threshold of conventionally polished fused silica. 

• Additional 150-ps tests are required to de
termine whether a threshold vs roughness correla-
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Fig. 2-193. 150-ps, 1065-nm damage thresholds of Ti0 2 / 
SiO; antireflcclion coatings, exhibiting no dependence on 
substrate roughness. The two film designs are the Shiva four 
layer coating with (a) and without (b) a half-wave Si0 2 

undercoat. Relative values of roughness were determined by 
relative scatter measurements. By comparison tests using a 
sample of known roughness, the infrared roughnesses of the 
substrates were loX, 4oX. and lOOS rms. 

tion exists for the "smooth" surfaces (rms rough
ness < 50 A) on normally available optics at 
1064 nm. 

• The 150-ps damage thresholds of Ti0 2/Si0 2 

antirefiection films are not correlated with rough
ness of the BK-7 glass substrates on which they 
were deposited. 

• Damage thresholds (MW/cm) at 150 ps are 
related by the fourth root of the pulse duration to 
the thresholds found at 40 ns. Extrapolated break
down fields at 40 ns agree with measured fields to 
within 30% for the smooother surfaces. 

• The extrapolation of Smith's threshold for 
bulk breakdown at 30 ps in fused silica1"7 yields a 
predicted 150-ps breakdown threshold in air at the 
silica surface of 9.4 MV/cm. This, when compared 
with the largest value observed here, 5.2 MV/cm, 
suggests that breakdown fields for surfaces are 
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test. Our two reference films damaged at 
3.5 ± 0.3 J/cm2and4.3 ± 0.4 J/cm2at 150ps.This 
reference pair allowed sorting the films into the 
following categories: 

• Much less than 3.5. 
• About 3.5. 
• Between 3.5 and 4.3. 
• About 4.3. 
• More than 4.3. 
These tests were used to evaluate about 100 

large-aperture optical elements. During the tests, 
we did not encounter films that showed a site-to-
site difference in damage threshold, nor was dam
age ever induced on the reference film (which dam
ages at 4.3 J/cm2) without also damaging the other 
reference film. 

For several years, data have been pub
lished l'',H•l39 showing that bulk materials with low 
refractive indices (e.g., fluorides) offer generally 
high damage resistance compared to oxide mate

rials. Recent work140 at a pulse duration of 40 ns 
demonstrated similar behavior in thin films of 
fluoride materials. We have, therefore, begun to 
study fluoride thin-film coating damage at 1.06 /xm 
and in the pulse-duration range appropriate for fu
sion lasers, 0.1 to 10 ns. It is evident that for fusion 
lasers designed to operate in the ultraviolet spectral 
region, coatings composed of large band-gap 
fluoride materials will be important. 

The first fluoride coatings tested were obtained 
in a study of possible hydroxyl-ion effect on dam
age resistance, conducted in collaboration with 
A.H. Guentheretal.,of AFWL. The results of this 
study141 are illustrated in Fig. 2-195, where damage 
threshold flux is plotted against coating-substrate 
material combinations. Figure 2-195 demonstrates 
that, although the OH~ content of the substrate was 
unimportant for 150-ps damage performance, the 
two fluoride coating materials (MgF2, ThF4) were 
superior in damage resistance to the two typical 
oxide materials (Si02, Zr02). 
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Recent publications'42 have described anti-
reflection (AR) coating designs that require only 
low-index (n < 1.5) materials. Because of the po
tential improvement in AR coating damage resis
tance offered by these materials and designs, ef
forts to obtain reproducible fluoride coatings for 
practical use in 1.06-̂ m fusion laser systems are 
continuing. 

Experimental Facilities. During 1977, we in
stalled a variable-pulse laser that produces 1064-nm 
pulses with durations between 1 and 30 ns. A 
TEM00-mode, single-longitudinal-mode YAG oscil
lator produces a 30-ns pulse that is shortened, as 
required, by a Pockels cell shutter. A total of six rod 
amplifiers with apertures of 6 mm, 10 mm, 25 mm, 
40 mm, and 50 mm (Shiva components) are avail
able. Two Faraday rotators and the shutter serve as 
isolators. Various lenses and apertures establish 
the beam profile needed for different experiments. 
At 1 ns, the system will produce 10-J pulses in a 
flat-topped, 40-mm-diam beam with < 20% peak-
to-valley nonuniformity and up to 30 J in an approx
imately Gaussian spatial beam profile. 

The new laser operated reliably throughout the 
second half of 1977. The only modification planned 
is installation of an improved oscillator and a vac

uum spatial filter. The vacuum spatial filter will add 
flexibility to the apodization and relaying systems 
that can be employed. 

We purchased a Zeiss microscope with 
Nomarski capability to serve as the fundamental 
detector of laser damage. Damage sites can be re
corded at magnifications between 80 and 900 times. 
Since Nomarski microscopy is the most consistent 
technique for detecting damage, an apparatus is 
being designed to allow in situ microscopy at the 
laser damage station. 

In late 1977, our computer-controlled, 
vidicon-based laser diagnostics system entered the 
final test and evaluation phase. A block diagram of 
the overall digital data acquisition system (DDAS) 
is shown in Fig. 2-196. The specific functions of the 
DDAS are as follows: 

• Capture and storage of spatial energy 
profile information. 

• Acquisition of calorimeter signals to yield 
energy content. 

• Capture of temporal waveforms, both from 
transient digitizers (for events < I ns in duration) 
and from streak cameras (for picosecond events). 

• Final analysis of data and presentation of 
results within the laser interpulse time of 3 min. 

CAMAC Dataway 

Beam profile vidicon 

ISIT streak camera 

Video 
disk 

recorder 

Video 
digitizer 

_r 
TV '/, 

monitor 
Joystick 
cursor 

R7912/DPO 
controller 
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R7912 transient digitizer 

DigitsI processing oscilloscope| 
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module 
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Fig. 2-196. Schematic diagram of vjdicon/computer-based laser digital data acquisition and analysis system for the nonlinear optics 
laser damage laboratory. 
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Hg. 2-197. C'ompuler. recording and display devices, and controls for the digital data-acquisition system. 

• Archival storage of laser pulse data. 
The impetus for developing the vidicon-based 

system was the crucial need to reduce Ihe time-
consuming activities associated with the use of 
photographic film'-12 for laser pulse analysis while 
retaining accuracy of the film technique. The laser 
beam profile camera captures the pulse spatial 
energy profile in a silicon-diode vidicon with a 9.6-
by-!2.8-mm active area. The tube is a research 
product obtained from RCA (model C23250-NTD). 
The IS1T camera captures the weak light output 
from a streak lube. Both cameras have been 
modified to enable synchronization of laser pulse 
arrival with the electron-beam reading process in
side the tubes. Further modifications blanked the 
e-beams for the video frames during which the laser 
pulse is captured, to eliminate possible time-
dependent readoff effects. 

The video data frames, one from each camera, 
are captured in a video disk recorder in analog form 
0.03 s following the laser firing. Once recorded, 
each video frame is continually replayed for A-to-D 
conversion by a computer-controlle J video di
gitizer. All communication between the computer 
(a DEC PDP 11/05) and other components is via 
CAMAC Dataway equipment for ease of device 
interface and maximization of processing speed. 
Other data-input components are a multichannel 
A-to-D calorimeter module for pulse energy con
tent data, and Tektronix R7912 transient digitizers 
and digital processing oscilloscope for pulse 
waveform recording. 

Quantitative display of video data is accom
plished by a graphics television display system. 
This device employs a color TV monitor to display 
three-dimensional information. A user-defined 
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color transformation table converts, for example, 
laser pulse intensity into a color-coded isointensity 
formal on the monitor screen. The design is such 
that much less than one minute is required for trans
formation and display of a full video frame, com
pared to more than one hour for a conventionally 
programmed isointensity plot to be drawn on the 
CRT terminal. 

Data output components are a video hardcopy 
unit and a floppy disk unit. The floppy disk provides 
storage of individual frames and can be trans
formed to a nine-track magnetic tape for archival 
storage or for input to larger computers. A joystick 
cursor was added to enable the user to specify a 
particular video line or area for display or process
ing. This sensor is used, for example, to select areas 
for video baseline identification and to specify 
single-pixel or single-line output. 

Figure 2-197 is a photograph of the computer, 
video disk recorder and digitizer, display terminals 
and output devices, and controller for the digital 
data acquisition system. 
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2.6 Oscillator 
2.6.1. Pulse Generation and Shaping Overview 

The need for a very stable and reliable short-
pulse oscillator for the large laser systems such as 
Argus and Shiva was recognized several years ago. 
The most reliable replacement for the saturable 
absorber mode-locked system would be an actively 
mode-locked laser system. As described in the 1976 
annual report'4'1, we took a two-path approach to 
develop a reliable oscillator. Both methods, the 
actively mode-locked and Q-switched (AMQ) oscil-
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lator and the regenerative amplifier, proved suc
cessful. Because of its inherent simplicity and more 
advanced state of engineering, the AMQ oscillator 
was chosen for installation on Argus and Shiva. 

We described the principle of operation and 
the actual oscillator for Argus in the 1976 annual 
report. This oscillator was installed on Argus in 
January 1977 and operated successfully during the 
year. Details of the operation are given in S 2.6.4 of 
this report. During the year, the pulse stacker de
scribed previously in the 1976 annual report was 
installed on Argus, and shaped pulses were suc
cessfully propagated through both arms on Argus 
and used for target irradiation. 

In January 1977, we also started construction 
of the oscillator for Shiva. Although, in principle, it 
is exactly the same as the Argus oscillator, we 
undertook considerable redesign to make this oscil
lator more stable. The electronic controls were 
more complicated because of the interface with the 
computer-type controls on Shiva. We installed this 
oscillator in June 1977 and it has operated suc
cessfully through the "bringing up" Shiva phases 
and the first system shots. Further details are given 
elsewhere in this report. 

Although the most visible successes of the os
cillator program were the installation of the Argus 
oscillator and pulse stacker, and the Shiva oscil
lator, we made considerable progress in our re
search efforts for future short-pulse applications 
such as ultrashort synchronized pulses for plasma 
diagnostics. As described in the 1976 annual report, 
the regenerative amplifier with a saturable absorber 
can be used very effectively to compress pulses. 
Further computer analysis this year indicated a 
mode of operation that is considerably more stable. 
After setting up the regenerative amplifier in this 
mode, we obtained stable pulses under 30 ps that 
were synchronized with the injected pulse to better 
than ± 5 ps. Details of this work arc given below. 

We directed further work on the actively 
mode-locked and Q-switched (AMQ) oscillator 
toward obtaining shorter pulses, synchronizing two 
or more oscillators, and operating the oscillator at 
different wav -lengths to match the new phosphate 
and fluorophosphate glasses. For this last applica
tion, we successfully lased a new crystal, Nd: YLF, 
in the AMQ oscillator at 1.053 fim. 

Further work on pulse shaping was limited to 
improving the type of passive pulse stacker already 
in operation on Argus. We temporarily discontin
ued active pulse shaping because it solved none of 
the present problems. 

The capabilities and limitations of the various 
pulse-generating and pulse-shaping techniques are 

now becoming very clear, and we can anticipate the 
various systems that can be assembled to generate 
the desired pulse shapes and diagnostic pulses for 
various applications. For certain plasma diagnos
tics, such as interferometry, it is very desirable that 
the wavelength of the plasma heating pulse and 
plasma diagnostics pulse be different. This is be
cause the heated plasma produces radiation at the 
harmonics of the heating pulse wavelength, includ
ing the 3/2, 5/2, 7/2, etc. harmonics. In present 
experiments, the probe wavelength is the fourth 
harmonic of the generated probe pulse, and ideally 
the probe wavelength should be sufficiently shifted 
from the heating wavelength to remove inter
ference of these harmonics with appropriate filters. 

We can now consider various systems to gen
erate the target-heating and diagnostic pulses: 

• The first system consists of a single AMQ 
oscillator and a regenerative amplifier. The oscil
lator operates in the 100-ps regime and the re
generative amplifier compresses this pulse to less 
than 30 ps. For longer plasma heating pulses, a 
pulse stacker can be used to generate pulses up to I 
ns. The relative simplicity and very good syn
chronization of this system are very attractive, and 
late in 1977 we decided to build the hardware for 
this system and implement it on Argus or Janus. 
The disadvantages of this system are the limited 
range of operation of the plasma heating oscillator, 
the inefficiency of the pulse stacker, and the fact 
that the oscillator and the regenerative amplifier 
have to operate at the same wavelength. 

• A second system, to overcome some of 
these difficulties, consists of an AMQ oscillator and 
two regenerative amplifiers, one to compress the 
pulse and one to stretch the pulse with an etalon in 
the regenerative amplifier. Both regenerative am
plifiers still operate at the same wavelength. 

• Another system, to overcome the disad
vantages of having the same wavelength for the 
probe and heating pulse, consists of two syn
chronized AMQ oscillators: one for plasma heat
ing, operating in the range from 100 ps to 1 ns; and 
one for driving the regenerative amplifier. This al
lows the plasma-heating oscillator to operate at an 
appropriate wavelength to match the amplifier glas
ses. The wavelength of the diagnostic regenerative 
amplifier is limited to suitable dyes and lines in 
various crystals but can be different from the heat
ing pulse. This system is somewhat speculative, 
since synchronization in the 10-ps range of two 
AMQ oscillators has not been demonstrated, al
though < 50 ps stability has been measured. 

• A more advanced system consists simply 
of two AMQ oscillators. With present technology, 
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one can operate at ~ 100 ps, the other as long as 1 
ns. If a short pulse in the 20-30 ps regime is desired, 
a high-frequency modulator at about 1 GHz must be 
used. The 1-GHz system is more speculative, be
cause short-pulse generation in the AMQ oscillator 
in this regime has not been demonstrated. If this 
can be done, and it appears reasonable—as de
scribed below—the two oscillators can have com
plete freedom of operating wavelengths, and it may 
be possible to use lines such as at 1.32 /xm in 
Nd:YAG for plasma diagnostics. 

Various systems are also possible to generate 
more complicated pulse shapes: 

• A single AMQ oscillator with multiple 
pulse stackers. This system is being constructed for 
Shiva. 

• Multiple synchronized AMQ oscillators 
with or without pulse stackers to shape various 
sections of the target heating pulse. Synchroniza
tion of the various oscillator is not as stringent as 
that for diagnostic pulses. 

Considerable progress has been made in im
plementing and understanding new systems for 
generating short, shaped and synchronized pulses. 
The next year should see further progress with the 
regenerative amplifier, the AMQ oscillator, and the 
demonstration and implementation of some of the 
above systems. 
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2.6.2 Actively Mode-Locked and Q-Switched 
Oscillator 

During the year, we have continued a research 
program to further develop the capabilities of the 
actively mode-locked and Q-switched (AMQ) oscil
lator. The properties of the oscillator we want to 
investigate further are the following: 

• Shorter pulses. For plasma diagnostics, we 
want pulses shorter than 30 ps. 

• Synchronized oscillators. For complicated 
pulse shaping and plasma diagnostics, we want to 
synchronize two AMQ oscillators. For plasma 

diagnostics, it is desirable that the diagnostic pulse 
wavelength not be equal to the heating pulse 
wavelength, so that subsequent harmonic genera
tion of the diagnostic pulse is not contaminated by 
scattered harmonic light from the driving pulse. 

• New materials. To match the new phos
phate and fluorophosphate glasses, we need oscil
lators in the 1.052-jitm range. 

Shorter Pulses. The pulse width from the 
AMQ oscillator is given by 1" 

( 2 1 n 2 ) ' ° j ^ / _ l V « 

where 

fm = external modulation frequency 
Af = line width 
6, = depth of modulation for AM modulator 
g = round-trip amplitude gain during 

prelase. 

For a typical Nd: YAG oscillator with a 30% T output 
coupler, we have for optimum coupling conditions145 

g =0.64, Af = 180 GHz, fm = 66 MHz (Shiva). This 
gives 

T P = 97.3/0J'2 ps. (45) 

For a maximum depth of modulation of 6, - I, we 
get the shortest pulses of about 97 ps. This is what 
we typically observe on Shiva. 

We see from Eq. (44) that the only parameters 
available for shorter pulses are the modulation fre
quency and the line width. If we initially confine 
ourselves to Nd:YAG, we can obtain really short 
pulses only at very high modulation frequencies. 
For the 30-ps range, we will require a modulator of 
about 1 GHz. For the same parameters as above, 
but a 1-GHz modulation frequency, we obtain 

T P = 25/0/'- ps. (46) 

Thus, we see that if a high-frequency modulator 
could be incorporated in the oscillator, we can have 
very short pulses. In practice, such an oscillator 
would require two modulators—one at a high fre
quency to generate the short pulse and one at a 
lower, subharmonic frequency to allow only one 
pulse in the cavity, as shown in Fig. 2-198. Careful 
phase and amplitude adjustments are required for 
both signals. 

The design of such a high-frequency modulator 
quickly becomes a material problem. We consid
ered the following modulators: 
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Fifi 2-198 Schcm:! tic of AMQ oscillator with high-frequcnc) modulut >r. 

• Acoustooptic: These modulators, which 
currently operate very well in the AMQ oscillator at 
- 60 MHz, are only practical to ahout 200 MHz. 
Above that frequency, the transducers become 
very thin and inefficient. Also, the quartz sub
strates currently used exhibit high loss at these 
higher frequencies. Materials like sapphire and 
YAG can be used to 1 GHz, but they are consid
erably less efficient than quartz. 

• Electrooptic loss: KDP and KD*P can be 
considered, but they have large loss tangents and 
are very inefficient in the resonant-type modulator 
required here. On the other hand, LiNbO-, is not as 
lossy and would operate better; but it is still in
efficient because of the small electrooptic 
coefficient used in the amplitude modulator. 

• Electrooptic phase: LiNbO;, makes a very 
efficient phase modulator because of the large r.,;( 

electrooptic coefficient. A 1-GHz LiNbO;, phase 
modulator has previously been constructed and 
operated in a Nd:YAG laser,"" although careful 
pulse width measurements were not made. 

We have decided to try the LiNbO;l phase 
modulator for this application. For a ohase 
modulator in the oscillator, the pulse width is given 
by 1 4 7 

(2VTln2] 
\ K ) \ fm Af 

(47) 

For the same parameters as above, with fm = 1 
GHz, we obtain 

29.7/(0,,)"' ps. (48) 

Depths of modulation of 0„ = 2 are reasonable and, 
hence, pulses as short as 25 ps should be obtained in 
this oscillator. 

We have obtained LiNbO.i crystals for this 
type of modulator, and are constructing the 
modulator and associated electronics for this ex
periment. 

Synchronized Oscillators. Here, we consider 
two AMQ oscillators driven by the same rf source, 
as shown in Fig. 2-199. The question now is: How 
stable are the relative pulse positions from these 
two oscillators? For an answer, we must consider 
what causes the short pulses to shift relative to the 
rf drive signal to the modulator. We can show that if 
the oscillator is slightly detuned from exact mode 
locking, the position of the pulse shifts relative to 
the drive signal to compensate for this detuning. 
We want to consider the case where the modulation 
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Fig. 2-199. Schematic of two synchronized AMQ oscillators. 

frequency is constant, but the oscillator is detuned 
bacause of a small cavity length change \/. This 
can be a real length change or an effective length 
change caused by the temperature change of the 
oscillator components, suchastheNd:YAGrod. It 
can be shown that for an amplitude modulator, the 
time shift of the pulse. AT, for the small length 
change A/ is 1 4 - ' 

dr 
(1/ 

Af 
2 c fm Vg~0. 

(49) 

If we consider typical parameters for the Nd: YAG 
oscillator, Af = 180 GHz, fm = 66 MHz, g = 0.64, 
0 = 1 , then 

— = 5.7 ps/um. 
d / 

(50) 

We are now building two oscillators to meas
ure the relative synchronization. 

New Materials. We are investigating new os
cillator materials with wavelengths that match the 
new phosphate and fluorophosphate glasses. One 
new crystal, Nd:YLF (LiYF,), has two strong 
lines—at 1.053 /u.m and at 1.047 ^m. This crystal is 
uniaxial and the two transitions are orthogonally 
polarized. Because we use Brewster-angle rods, 
the orientation of the Brewsler-ang)e ends deter
mines the wavelength. We have obtained some 
rods from Sanders Associates for operation at 1.053 
fim. Crystals with doping of 0.35% and 0.85% are 
available.* Table 2-59 compares Nd:YLF with 
Nd:YAG. Although the cross section for Nd:YLF 
is about three times smaller than the cross section 
Nd:YAG. we had no problem lasing Nd:YLF in the 
AMQ oscillator. Losses in the Nd:YLF crystals 

We currently have no accurate measure of the cav
ity length stability, but it seems reasonable that this 
would be better than 1 ̂ m for a well-stabilized 
cavity, such as the Shiva oscillator, and that syn
chronization of — 10 ps between two oscillators 
should be obt ined. 

*Sanders developed this material for us under OI.F reserved 
funding and an LLL material purchase order. The material is 
excellent, and we are indebled lo R. Folweiler and his staff for 
excellent work. 
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Table 2-59. Characteristics of Nd:YAG and Nd: YLF. 

Nd:YAG Nd:YLF 

Wavelength 1.064 jim 1.053 fin 
Cross section -6.0x10 1 ! ,cm ! -2.3x10 "cm2 

Lifetime 240 fis 450 /is 
Line width - 6 cm ' -12 cm ' 
Index of refraction 1.83 1.49 

were very low and were comparable to those in 
NdrYAG. By measuring threshold for various out
put couplers from 0% to 30% T, we can determine 
the losses in the cavity without output coupling for 
both YAG and YLF. Typical numbers were 2.1 and 
3.8% round-trip losses for YLF and 5.0 and 2.7% 
for NdrYAG. We conclude that the Nd:YLF is a 
very good laser material. 
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2.6.3 Regenerati ve Pulse Compression 

A probe pulse synchronized to the main heat
ing pulse is a potentially powerful diagnostic for 
interrogating laser-driven plasmas.M8 To be useful 
for exploding pusher targets, the probe pulse width 
must be between 10 and 30 ps at 1.06 ^.m, much 
shorter than typical heating pulses, which range 
from 90 to over 1000 ps. To this end, the work on 
pulse compression in a regenerative amplifier (RA) 
reported in the 1976 Annual report149 has contin
ued. The purpose is to provide a means of generat
ing an adequately short probe pulse directly from 
the main heating pulse. 

Figure 2-200 shows a dual-pulse system with 
an RA providing the compressed probe pulse. The 
oscillator is the type described in the 1976 annual 

report.1''" Figure 2-201 shows the evolution of the 
pulse energy in the oscillator and RA and the re
quired timing signals. Switchout No. 2 selects a 
single pulse from the oscillator prelase output for 
injection into the RA. Here, the pulse is compres
sed as it is amplified through the nonlinear trans
mission range of an intracavity dye. The relative 
timing between pulse injection into the RA and 
Q-switching of the oscillator is adjusted so that both 
waveforms reach their maxima at the same time. 
The RA is cavity-dumped simultaneously with the 
selection of a single oscillator pulse by switchout 
No. I to obtain the two output pulses. 

In the last annual report, we reported com
pression of a 200-ps pulse to 30 ps with a Nd:YAG 
RA and Eastman 9860 dye.'™ This demonstrated 
the potential of the technique and led to further 
efforts to incorporate it into a dual-pulse system. A 
serious problem arose, however, that was caused 
by an instability in the buildup time in the RA, the 
time between pulse injection and peak amplitude of 
the pulse. The buildup-time instabilities were as 
much as 2 /LIS for the largest pulse compressions, 
making the fixed time delays t, and t2 in Fig. 2-201 
impossible. Also, adequate p se compression re
sulted only from operation at internal intensities 
very near damage thresholds. To control these 
problems, the theoretical analysis outlined in last 
year's annual report was extended. This section 
describes this extended analysis and the exper
imental results that support its conclusions. 

Analysis. The detailed numerical analysis of 
simultaneous pulse amplification and compression 
reported in the last annual showed that the injected 
pulse shape is not affected over the entire range of 
amplifications and compressions of interest. This 
allowed the assumption of a Gaussian temporal 
pulse throughout,'5' which greatly simplified the 
equations describing the process. Terms to account 
for temporal broadening due to the finite bandwidth 
of the amplifier were added to the equations as in 
Ref.152. The resulting set of three coupled equations, 
which form the basis for the theoretical analysis, 
have the following form: 

i j£ = P [G - • — 4 - - 2-£-] (51) 
dk L 1 + P T2 J 

i!!=T l"^--*! E 1 ( 5 2 ) 

dk I T 2 2 In 2 (1+P)(2+P) 

with the following definitions: 
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Fig. 2-200. Dual-pulse system for providing synchronized healing and probe pulses. 

Variables: 
P = I/I s = normalized pulse intensity. 
T = rAo);, / V8 In 2 = normalized 

pulse width. 
G = In (single-pass amplifier gain). 
I = peak intensity of the Gaussian 

pulse (watts/cm-). 
T = FWHM duration of the pulse (s). 

RA parameters: 
f = single-pass cavity loss excluding 

saturable loss of the dye, defined 
such that cavity transmission = 
e x p ( - n . 

d = saturable loss of the dye, defined 
such that small-signal transmission 
of the dye = exp ( -d ) . 

s = p V2n I s R/Ao)a J s 

effective ratio of the saturation 
intensity in the dye to that in the 
amplifier. 

R = ratio of the beair. area in the dye to 
that in the amplifier. 

Constants: 
I s = saturation intensity in the dye 

(watts/cm2). 

Aw,, = FWHM bandwidth of the amplifie 
(radians). 

J s = hater = saturation fluence of the 
amplifier (joules/cm-), 

p = parameter dependent on level 
degeneracies in the amplifier s 1. 

co = laser frequency (radians). 
<r = transition cross section of the 

amplifier (cm2). 
For a Nd:YAG amplifier, Awa = 27r- l20GHz. I M 

o- = 4.6 x 10 , s cm- (see Ref. 154) and p = 0.58 
giving: 

T = T / 3 . 1 ps 
Js<p = 0.70 J/cm 2 

s = I s R/210 Gw/cm 2 . 

We numerically integrated these equations to ob
tain the evolution of P, T, and G with pass number 
k. Figure 2-202 shows P and T for a case that gives 
good compression and was typical of the exper
imental solutions observed and reported la^t year. 
The initial pulse-width increase stems from the 
bandwidth of the amplifier, as P is amplified up to 
the nonlinear range of the dye. It then decreases 
rapidly as the pulse is amplified through the dye. 
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Fig. 2-211. Puh« waveforms brine oscillator and regenerative amplifier (R A), showing the required liming signals. 

The P-vs-k curve illustrates an essential feature of 
good pulse shortening—gain saturation in the am
plifier, slowing the rate of growth through the range 
of the dye to give the dye a chance to shorten the 
pulse. It can be shown analytically from the above 
equations that compressions of more than about 
two are very difficult to achieve without this gain 
saturation in the range of the dye. In practice, the 
pulse is usually extracted from the RA at maximum 
pulse power; the output pulse width, therefore, 
corresponds to the pass number giving the 
maximum P. 

The difficulty with this type of solution is its 
sensitivity to initial gain fluctuations AG. This can 
bt seen by plotting the output pulse parameters vs 
initial gain, as shown in Fig. 2-203. The left portion 
of Fig. 2-203 repeats P-vs-k, as in Fig. 2-202, but for 

two additional values of initial gain G,. The dashed 
lines show how the P-vs-k curves are used to con
struct a Pmax-vs-Gi curve, where Pmax 

is defined as 
the maximum intensity reached by the pulse for a 
given value of G,. The other two curves on the right 
show the variation with G, of the pulse width T p at 
Pmax and t n e number of passes N from injection to 
reach Pmax- This family of three curves, showing 
output properties vs initial gain, is the best 
presentation for comparison with experimental re
sults, because G| is the easiest of the variables to 
change experimentally and most of the instability 
problems are caused by AG. From these three 
curves, it is evident that the operating point that 
gives the smallest T p is also the most unstable to 
AG. In particular, the required number of passes N 
becomes increasingly more sensitive to AG, as this 
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d>d„ d < d 

Fig. 2-204. Values at P m K for dye concentrations greater than and less than the critical dye concentration. P m , „ N, and T p are the 
normalized power density at the peak of the pulse, the number of round trips to the peak of the pulse, and the pulse width, respectively. 

operating point is approached from either direc
tion. The resulting fluctuation in N is ;..e buildup 
time jitter that was observed experimentally. 

We can avoid the instability to AG evident in 
the solutions of Fig. 2-203 by using a smaller value 
of the dye concentration d. As noted in the last 
annual, there is a critical value of d, defined d,., 
above which the solutions have the form shown in 
Fig. 2-203. Below d,., the solutions are markedly 
different. Fig. 2-204 repeats the three curves of Fig. 
2-203 for d>d,. and also shows those for a value of d 
< d,.. Instead of the threshold and sharp cusps, the 
d < d(. solutions are smoothly varying with G,. As d 
is increased, the steepness of the solutions in
creases until d r is reached. At dt., the P m a x curve 
develops a step-function-like jump, and cusps form 
on the T p and N curves. Further increases in d 
increase the size of the jump in P m a x and the sharp
ness of the cusps. This behavior results from the 
opposing effects on net gain of loss saturation in the 
dye and gain saturation in the amplifier. Above d c, 
we find a range of intensities for which the increase 
in net gain from dye saturation is greater than the 
decrease in net gain from amplifier saturation. 

Therefore, once the pulse intensity enters this 
range, it will be amplified entirely through the range 
independently of amplifier gain. This gives rise to 
the jump in the Pmi,x-vs-G| curve and the cusps in 
the N and T„ curves for d < d(.. Below d,., the 
amplifier gain saturation per pass is always larger 
than the loss saturation in the dye, and the curves 
vary smoothly with G(. Aa characteristic of the d < 
d,. solutions is that the pulse is amplified only par
tially through the dye for minimum T„. 

The improvement in stability against AG for 
the d < d,. solutions is obvious from Fig. 2-204. 
Close to the operating point where T p is minimum, 
AN/AG = 0, which relieves the buildup-time jitter 
problem. Also P m ] l x is less because the pulse is not 
amplified entirely through the dye, which helps to 
relieve the damage problem. The disadvantage of 
the d < dc solutions is that less compression is 
available. To achieve the required compressions 
for d < dc, the remaining RA parameters, cavity 
loss f, and the ratio of saturation intensities s, had 
to be optimized. 

The principal difficulty in optimizing the nu
merical solutions was that a change in any of the RA 
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parameters gave changes in all output charac
teristics, with some improving while others de
graded. The key to the optimization was identifica
tion of the critical value of dye concentration d,.. 
Holding the ratio of d/d,. constant determined both 
Pmas and its stability to gain fluctuations AP, inde
pendently of the other cavity parameters. This al
lowed varying f and s to find minimum T„ and AN 
without changing Pm..is and AP. 

From the numerical solutions, d,. was seen to 
depend on both < and s, as well as on the initial 
pulse parameters. We obtained its dependence on / 
and s analytically by noting the change in the buil
dup of the pulse, as d made the transition from 
below to a>'>ve ''. Delow d,., d-P/dk- was always 
negative and d(PT)/dk was always positive, as the 
pulse was amplified (hrough the dye. (Note that PT 
is proportional to the pulse energy.) Above d,., both 
changed sign twice. (The sign changes in d2P/dk-
are evident in Fig. 2-202.) Therefore, wc assumed 
that for d = d,. both derivatives were zero at some 
pass number during the pulse amplification. These 
two conditions also follow from the physical ar
guments given above for the difference in behavior 
above and below d,.. Applying these two conditions 
to Eqs. (51 )-(53), and ignoring the finite bandwidth 
terms and using the threshold condition dP/dk s 0, 
gave the following approximate relationship for d,.: 

d, = 5.7 s T „ [ l + VI + ^/2sTm] , (54) 

where Tm is the pulse width on the pass that d-P/dk2 

= d(PT)/dk = 0. The value of T r n is dependent on 
initial pulsewidth T* and the initial pulse intensity 
P,, but it remains relatively constant with changes 
in / and s, if T, and P, are constant. Figure 2-205 
shows the variation of d,. with / for several values 
of s, as predicted by Eq.(54) and assuming T„, = 16. 
In testing Eq. (54), we solved Eqs. (51)—(53) for a 
given d, (, and s, and several values of G|, to obtain 
curves similar to those of Fig. 2-204. Repeating this 
series of calculations for several values of d, and 
noting (he transition between the two types of be
havior in Fig 2-204, gave the value of d,.. The dots in 
Fig. 2-205 are values determined in this manner for 
P, = 10 ' and T, = 31 (T, = 100 ps), and they show 
that Eq. (54) gives a very good approximation to d,. 
for the ranges of interest of / and s. 

Holding d/d,. = 0.85, Figs. 2-206 and 2-207 
show numerical calculations for the variation in 
pulse parameters at minimum T„ as / and s are 
varied. The total buildup time is not plotted be
cause only its stability AN is relevant. Also, the 
fluctuation of the pulse width is not plotted because 
it is very small at minimum T„ for d < d,.. The 
fluctuations in buildup time AN and pulse intensity 
AP/P correspond to an amplifier gain stability of ± 

0.00020 

Fig. 2-205. Comparison of Eq. (54) with 
values of dc determined numerically. 
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0.29J. The figures show that both min T„ and AN 
decrease (improve) with increasing s and that min 
T|. decreases with decreasing /. They also show 
that both Pand APare (more or less) independent of 
f and s for constant d/d,.. Figure 2-208 shows how 
the same parameters vary with d/d,., holding / and s 
constant. It shows min T P improving but AP/P de
grading rapidly as d approaches d,.. Therefore, 
there is a tradeoff between minimum pulse width 
and stability. Also, P increases slowly with d/d,., 
and AN is essentially constant. 

In practice, cavity loss f can be minimized 
with good AR coatings and by using a cavity dump 
rather than transmissive optics to extract the pulse 
from the RA. However, it is difficult to reduce f 
much below about 0.05, and the advantage of a 
further small reduction is marginal. On the other 
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Fig. 2-207. Calculated variation in pulse parameters with s 
for d/d c = 0.8S, 6 = 0.20, T| = 40, Pj = 10-5. 

hand, a large increase in the parameter s over typi
cal values is possible. Since s is proportional to R, 
the ratio of mode sizes in the dye and amplifier, it 
can be varied with resonator geometry. The value 
of R for the experiments reported last year was 
0.23, giving an s of 6 x 10 \ This value could easily 
be increased with resonator geometry by as much 
as 50 to give an R of 11.5 and s = 0.003. From Fig. 
2-207, this would give a T„ = 6 or T S 20 ps. Thus, 
the numerical calculations indicate that good com
pression can be achieved for d < d(. with large 
enough values of R. The value of s, however, also 
determines the peak intensity in the RA; hence, its 
maximum value is limited by damage consid
erations. Figures 2-206 to 2-208 show that the nor-
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9860—a large enough R value can be achieved with 
a simple cavity geometry to approach the damage 
limit with this dye. However, there would be an 
advantage to an amplifier with a smaller saturation 
fluence J s than has Nd:YAG. This would allow a 
correspondingly larger value of s for the same 
maximum intensity. Conversely, a Nd:glass am
plifier would be proportionally worse because of its 
5-times larger J s . r , i ; 

These results for optimizing the performance 
of a regenerative amplifier pulse compressor can be 
summarized as follows: 

• Select the resonator components for 
minimum cavity loss f . 

• Select the resonator geometry to give the 
maximum ratio of mode sizes in the dye and am
plifier consistent with damage thresholds. 

• Starting well below the critical dye concen
tration d,., increase the dye concentration until 
AP/P degrades to the maximum tolerable level for 
the application. 

This will give the maximum pulse compression 
achievable for the given stability and damage con
straints. 

Experiment. We built a prototype RA for 
pulse compression to test the conclusions of our 
numerical analysis. We used the gain-stabilized 
RA. described in the last annual report, with a 
cavity geometry that gave R =• 4. The RA parame
ters were / - 0.15, s = 0.001. and d was increased 
from below to above d,.. We observed all features of 
the two types of solutions shown in Fig. 2-204, 
including the enormous increase in buildup-time 
stability for the d < d,. solutions. Table 2-60 gives 
predicted and experimentally measured output 
characteristics for d/d(. = 0.85. and shows reason
able agreement between the two. The measured 
stability was that of the pulse energy from shot to 
shot. It was measured using a fixed time delay be
tween injection and cavity dumping and, therefore, 
includes the effects of AP. AT. and AN. 

malized pulse intensity at the dye cell is about 2.0, 
which gives a spatially averaged intensity at the 
amplifier of 2ISR and a peak intensity on axis for a 
TEM,UI mode of 4ISR. For Eastman 9860 dye, I s = 56 
MW/cm- (see Ref. 155), and therefore the R of 11.5 
mentioned above would give a peak intensity of 2.5 
GW/cm2 at the amplifier. 

Because the maximum value of s is limited by 
damage, there would be no advantage to a dye with 
a larger saturation flux than that of Eastman 

Table 2-60. Comparison of predicted and measured 
performance for regenerative pulse compression with 
d/d, = 0.85, ( = 0.15, R = 4. 

Predicted Measured 

T J T , „ , (PS) 120/28 145/28 
AP/P ±8% ±20% 
AT/T ±3% 
AN ±3 
•max (MW/cm !) 300 400 
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mode-locked oscillator. Figure 2-210 shows a si
multaneous streak-camera display of both input 
and output pulses. The multiple images of the com
pressed pulse were created for calibration. Many 
streak photographs of this kind indicated that the 
synchronization between the two pulses was stable 
to at least ± 5 ps, the reading accuracy of the streak 
camera. 

These experimental results provide the final 
proof that the RA pulse compressor can be used to 
provide a synchronized probe pulse sufficiently 
short and stable for diagnosing fusion plasmas. A 
dual-pulse system, to provide both heating and 
probe pulses, is currently being assembled for the 
Argus laser. The major components and timing 
scheme of Figs. 2-200 and 2-201 will be used. The 
RA will use updated components from both the RA 
and oscillator development programs, and its de
sign will be based on the results of the numerical 
analysis. 
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2.6.4 Argus Oscillator and Pulse Stacker 
Oscillator. The Argus oscillator was de

scribed in detail in the 1976 annual report.157 It was 
installed on Argus in January 1977, and it has 
proven to be reliable and predictable. Maintenance 
of the oscillator was easy, and only one integrated 
circuit (IC) and two lamp-driver transistor, failed 
during the year. No optical damage to any of the 

components was experienced, and the original 
flashlamps were still in good condition after a whole 
year of operation and about 5 x 107 shots. 

As described in the last annual report, the out
put power from the oscillator decreased rapidly for 
strong modulator drive. When we investigated 
further, we found that the rf power amplifier pro
duced considerable distortion at these high rf 
levels, and the third harmonic of this distortion 
entered the modulator and caused some additional 
loss. A simple low-pass filter corrected this. Figure 
2-211 shows the output from the oscillator with this 
correction. Note that this figure shows the energy 
in a single pulse after the pulse switchout, and that 
the transmission for the selected pulse in the 
switchout is about 509?.. 

With the rf distortion removed, the modulator 
could be driven harder and we obtained pulses as 
short as 95 ps. The complete range of pulses avail
able with the 2.5-mm and 11-mm uncoated etalons 
is shown in Fig. 212. The longest pulses available 
are in the l-ns range. We tried using an 11-mm 
etalon with 30% reflecting coatings for longer 
pulses, but mode locking became unstable and 
longer pulses were unobtainable. 

During daily operation of the oscillator, the 
pulse width was routinely adjusted over the range 
shown in Fig. 2-212, and the same reliability and 
stability were experienced over this entire range. 
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Fig. 2-212. Range of short pulses available from Argus 
oscillatorwith two uncoated quartz elaloru. 

Passive Pulse Shaping on Argus. The actively 
mode-locked laser described above provided 
sufficient laser pulse frequency and amplitude sta
bility to enable the successful implementation of 
passive pulse shaping on the Argus laser system. 

The pulse shaper consisted of the prototype wedge 
dual-mirror pulse stacker described in the 1976 an
nual report15" with additional optics to produce a 
two-step pulse shape. Streak-camera photographs 
of the input and output laser pulses from a typical 
shot on Argus are shown in Fig. 2-213. In this 
configuration, the amplitude ratio between the 
'"foot" and "peak" pulses could be continuously 
varied and the length of the foot could be varied in 
steps up to ten times the peak pulse width.159 De
tails ofa typical target shot are shown in Fig. 2-214. 

Tests of stability indicated that the pulse 
stacker was at least as stable as the commercial 
Fabry-Perot interferometer on which it was based 
(i.e., no adjustment was required for several 
hours). Accordingly, we derived designs for the 
more complex Shiva pulse stacker from the best 
available Fabry-Perot technology; they should 
prove to be significantly more stable than the Argus 
prototype. 
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Fig. 2-213. Typical results for operation of pulse stacker on Argus. 
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Fij. 2-214. Analysis of * shaped pulse for a typical target shot. 

159. W. E. Martin. B. C. Johnson, and K. R. Guinn, Pulse 
Shaping for Laser Fusion, Digest of Technical Papers. 
IEEE/OSA Conference on Laser Engineering and Appli
cations (1977). p. 53. 
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2.7 Theory and Design Analysis Overview 
During 1977, the efforts of the Theory and 

Design Analysis Group concentrated primarily on 
the analysis of large systems, both regenerative and 

multiply passed. We assembled a task force that 
included personnel from the TDA group and from 
other parts of the program as well to identify the 
problems attendant on the construction of a large 
aperture, multiply passed system, and, where pos
sible, find solutions to them. During this investiga
tion, we developed a number of technological inno
vations that will be of general use in laser systems. 
The primary considerations concerning the choice 
of architecture for large aperture systems are sum
marized in this section of the report. 

In previous years, we have devoted a iarge 
effort to the modeling of optical propagation in laser 
systems. In the 1976 annual report, we gave a de
tailed description of our major propagation codes. 
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In this report, we do not emphasize code develop
ment; the improvements made in the codes during 
1977 are incremental. Nevertheless, we made ex
tensive use of all of our propagation and modeling 
codes in both the Nova design and the multipass 
study. 

Finally, we addressed several aspects of laser 
physics as individual problems. The question of 
potential problems arising from stimulated Raman 
scattering (SRS) in long air paths has been contin
uously reviewed, especially as we have moved on 
to longer pulse durations. In the presently 
envisioned operating regime, SRS is not a problem, 
but at increased pulse duration, it could become 
important. 

As we detail below, characterization of the 
relaxation of the lower laser level and of saturation 
effects in laser glass is an important part of the 
analysis of multipass systems. Our experimental 
measurements of saturation and relaxation effects 
are still underway. The analysis of these exper
iments is not simple, and it requires care because of 
the multiplicity of competing relaxation processes 
in the lasing ion. 

Below, we discuss two mathematical tech
niques of general utility: one deals with the applica
tion of the method of statistical linearization to 
nonlinear light propagation in the presence of 
stochastic perturbations, and the other is a novel 
technique for the analysis of the density-of-states 
function for arbitrary crystal symmetries. Both 
techniques are of interest for a broad range of prob
lems, not restricted to considerations of laser 
physics. 

Author 
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2.7.1 Multiply Passed Amplifiers 
Introduction. Passing the same laser beam 

through a laser amplifier more than once has a 
number of attractions. If gain recovers after each 
pass (for example, because of lower level drain) 
then more of the stored energy is extracted than is 
possible in a single-pass system. Alternatively, the 
same energy may be extracted at a lower fluence 
level, thus avoiding damage. Less drive power is 
required, and this reduces system cost while in
creasing reliability. The physical space required for 
the laser may be reduced, which also reduces cost. 
Thus, multiple passing is a concept worthy of care
ful study. 

There are also, of course, problems with mul
tiple passing. The optical components needed for 
multiple passes are costly. Some configurations 
operate in vacuum, which also raises costs and 
makes amplifier design more difficult. Other de
signs require a fast, low-leakage, large-aperture op
tical switch (see § 2.4.3), which is a formidable 
technical challenge. The laser beam in a multiple-
pass layout usually travels longer distances than in 
single-pass designs and passes through the same 
components several times, so alignment and optical 
finishing costs may increase. 

To evaluate the benefits and drawbacks of mul
tiple passing, we have undertaken a broad-ranging 
study of these issues. This study is not complete; 
what we present here represents work in progress 
rather than final conclusions. We are addressing 
three principal questions: 

• What are the performance levels of op
timized systems as a function of the physics and 
engineering constraints? 

• What a.e the costs associated with these 
systems? 

• What technological developments will 
yield the greatest improvements in the 
performance/cost ratio? 

As a consequence of this study, a number of 
technical innovations have been identified that will 
both improve the performance of laser systems in 
general and offer specific advantages for multiply 
passed systems. 

Multiple Passing. There are two fundamental 
ways of passing a beam more than once through an 
amplifier. The first involves spatial separation of 
the beams (Fig. 2-215) (multipassing). The second 
method passes the beam back and forth along the 
same path (Fig. 2-216) with injection and removal 
accomplished by an optical switch (regenerative 
operation). Multipassing avoids the problem of the 
switch at the cost of added components for each 
added pass. Regeneration allows an unlimited 
number of passes for the same initial cost, but 
needs a switch that is difficult to produce. 

Both multipassing and regeneration extract 
more from an amplifier than once-through opera
tion. In Fig. 2-217, we see the efficiency of extrac
tion (removed/stored) as a function of the number 
of passes for an amplifier with an initial small-signal 
gain of 5 and a passive transmission (including mul
tipass optics) of 0.9. For each value of the number 
of passes, the input to the system has been adjusted 
to maximize the output minus the input (i.e., the 
added energy). Thus, the best possible job of ex
traction has been done at each point. In the calcula
tion, we assumed that no gain recovery took place 
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Fig. 2-215. Multipassing by spatial sep
aration of the beams through an amplifier. 

during the pulse, but that the round-trip time was 
long enough that complete recovery took place be
tween passes. We took the effective degeneracy 
ratio tc be 1:1. These conditions are the best possi
ble for multipassing. If gain recovery is very slow, 
then recovery will not take place between passes 
and extraction will suffer. Conversely, if recovery 
is rapid, then it will take place during the pulse and 
the single-pass extraction will improve. This is il
lustrated by the ducted curves in Fig. 2-217. Be
cause the gain recovery time is an important pa
rameter in any system design, and because reliable 
values are unavailable in the literature, we are now 
measuring this quantity for several glasses. (The 
article in § 2.4.2 of this report presents a 
preliminary recovery value for ED-2 glass of 1-2 
ns.) 

Even if gain recovery is rapid and multiple 
passing extraction is no better than single-pass ex

traction, the multiple-pass scheme extracts the 
stored energy :it lower fluence than does a single-
pass scheme, ."his is illustrated in Fig. 2-218. Since 
fusion lasers are limited by fluence-caused damage 
in the pulse-width regime of interest for high-
compression experiments, a multiple-passed lay
out may pp.,- for itself by extracting more efficiently 
at the fluence limit, even if its intrinsic extraction 
limit with no fluence limitations is no higher than a 
single-passed amplifier. Of course, efficient extrac
tion may also occur at the fluence limit by the use of 
glasses with higher cross sections (lower saturation 
fluence), but such glasses typically have lower 
energy storage and higher nonlinear refractive indi
ces. A fair mmparison requires that optimized 
sy- ems with accurate glass parameters be de-
si' led and analyzed; this process is demonstrated 
ir § 2.7.2). In the few-pass system, the addition of 
turning mirrors and vacuum beam pipes must be 

4r 

Amplifier Switch 

Fig. 2-216. Ke^i-ru'ration h> switching to 
injeet and remote the laser beam. 
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Fig. 2-217. Optimized extraction as n function of number 
of passes for > multiply passed amplifier. Solid line shows 
large Improvement available when gain recovery is complete 
between passes. 

traded off against the elimination of a succession of 
cascaded amplifiers, which increase the cost and 
complexity of the system. 

In Fig. 2-219, we see that the drive needed for 
extraction-optimized multiple-pass stages drops 
dramatically as the number of passes increases. 
Since a small driver costs less, the multiple-passed 
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No gain recovery 
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Fig. 2-2IS. F.oence level at maximum extraction, which 
drops dramatically with number of passes(even without gain 
recovery between pastes). 

•5 1 -

4 6 8 
Number of passes 

Fig. 2-219. Drive energy for extraction-optimized multiple-
pass stages. The energy and cost also decrease sharply as 
more passes are added. Reliability is increased because fewer 
amplifiers are required. 

layout has an economic advantage. Cost savings 
are realized by the elimination of intermediate 
stages of amplification. 

Summary. Multiple passage of laser beams 
through the same amplifier has a number of 
significant advantages, and several corresponding 
drawbacks. The decision to use such a scheme in 
Nova awaits more information on the physics 
(gain-recovery time and propagation issues), eco
nomics, and engineering details. Because of the 
press of time and the uncertainty associated with 
the development of new technologies, we do not 
expect the Nova design lo be modified to a mul
tipass configuration; but the potential for cost sav
ings and impioved performance on subsequent sys
tems motivates our continuing study. 

The following article contains a detailed analy
sis and optimization of multiply passed systems 
that answers many of the engineering questions. 
Physics experiments and detailed costing are now 
in progress. 

Author 
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2. '.2 Multipass Laser Systems—Analysis and 
Optimization 

Introduction. Lasers for fusion research are 
quite large and costly, which leads to substantial 
benefits for laser designs with high performance-
to-cost ratios. 
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Conventional linear chain designs have a low 
extraction efficiency of the stored energy at short 
pulse durations. This limitation is due to filling of 
the lower laser level and leads to fluence-limited 
saturation. By contrast, multipass systems use the 
same amplifier several times and, hence, extract a 
large fraction of the stored energy at low fluence 
levels, because the gain can recover between 
passes and the energy can be extracted in smaller 
fractions over several passes. However, it is impor
tant to keep the losses of multipass systems as low 
as possible, otherwise an increasing fraction of the 
stored energy will be transferred from the amplifier 
medium to the loss medium in the system. This puts 
additional constraints on the design of multipass 
laser systems. 

Physical Constraints and Potential Solu
tions. An effective fusion laser design must 
satisfy a number of constraints and requirements: 
this leads to the solutions shown in Fig. 2-220: 

• ' .imitations in energy extraction from 
lower level fill-up can be avoided with multipass 
systems. 

• Flux limitations caused by nonlinear ef
fects or damage to components prevent efficient 
energy extraction. Multipass systems can extract 
the stored energy efficiently, even at low fluence 
levels. 

• Fluence limitations require large beam 
apertures, which leads to large amplifiers. 

• Fluorescence losses in large aperture am
plifiers can be reduced by segmentation. 

• The growth of smill-scale ripples due to 
nonlinear effects can be redi ccd with spatial filters. 

• The growth of large-scale ripples and dif
fraction effects can be controlled with beam-
reimaging techniques. 

Goal: Maximum power on target per unit cost 

Basic limitations can be solved by: 

Energy extraction - * • Multipass 

Flux limits -> Large besm apertures 

Amplified fluorescence ~* Segmentation 

Small-scale ripples -* Spatial filters 

Large-scale ripples - Beam reimaging 

Pump limitations -> Efficient pump 
geometries 

Fig. 2-220. Solutions for fusion laser design. 

• Pump limitations of the flashlamps require 
efficient pump geometries. 

• Transmission losses and nonlinear effects 
can be reduced by replacing transmitting optics 
with reflective optics. 

These requirements can all be fulfilled with an 
efficient, segmented amplifier design placed in an 
off-axis multipass syslem. Here, we discuss this 
configuration in more detail, while other ap
proaches receive only more general treatment. 
Noie that the pumping and segmentation im
provements discussed here may also be applied to 
single-passed designs. 

Comparison of Different Design Options. A 
large number of geometrical configurations have 
been examined. Some of these options have been 
implemented at various research facilities. The 
comparison of different systems (see Fig. 2-221) 
depends on the laser pulse duration, hecause dif
ferent limitations must be considered for short or 
long laser pulses. The comparison outlined is for 
nominal l-ns pulses where both short- and long-
pulse limitations are important. Such a comparison 
depends on many details. Our intent here is to 
provide some general guidelines. 

All system options are compared to a con
ventional linear chain design, which consists in the 
simplest form of large amplifier A. a spatial filter F, 
and preamplifiers PA. This linear chain design is the 
most powerful option, because the output of the 
amplifier is not limited by damage to coalings, and it 
has low loss and low nonlinear effects. However, it 
is aiso the most costly option because it requires 
many driver stages and the stored energy cannot be 
extracted efficiently at short pulse durations. 

The next option is a double-pass ..ystem that 
uses a polarization-sensitive device, such as a 
Faraday rotator, to separate the input beam from 
the output beam. Such a system replaces one 
preamplifier of a linear chain with a large low-loss 
switch S and a mirror M, as shown in Fig. 2-22!. A 
cost incentive usually motivates this choice: how
ever, a performance penalty also exists because of 
transmission losses, additional nonlinear effects, 
and fluence limitations on coated components of 
the switch. The performance-to-cost ratio may be 
improved by 30%. but the uncertainty is as large. 
and it depends on the details of design and applica
tion. 

The next system is a regenerative amplifier, 
which would not only save one preamplifier but 
potentially all driver stages of a linear chain design. 
The cost incentive of this approach is much higher 
than that for a double-pass system. However, a 
regenerative system needs not only an optical 
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Fig. 2-221. Comparison of laser system designs. 

switch to separate the input beam from the output 
beam, but also a fast, large, and low loss switch 
(FS) to introduce and remove the laser pulse from 
the regenerative cavity. This fast optical switch 
determines the performance-to-cosf ratio of the re
generative amplifier to a large degree. A separate 
article dealing with fast optical switches (§ 2.4.3) 
addresses potential solutions in detail. Because of 
the many passes in a regenerative amplifier, the 
transmission losses and nonlinear effects in the fast 
optical switch can seriously degrade system per
formance. In addition, closure of the pinhole may 
limit the maximum extractable energy from a re
generative amplifier. 

Another approach, which was implemented at 
LLL, 1 6 0 was the long-path laser. This configuration 
uses a number of mirrors to reroute the laser beam 
through the same amplifier several times at small 
angles relative to the optical axis of the amplifier. 
This approach requires a large separation of the 
mirrors from the amplifier to reduce vignetting of 
the laser beam. This large spacing results in a long 
propagation distance, which makes it difficult to 

maintain a high fill factor. In addition, tight spatial 
filtering was not incorporated in this design, even 
though the highest spatial frequencies were re
duced by the long propagation distance. Because of 
diffraction losses, the long-path laser was more a 
radiance amplifier thai: a power amplifier. Despite 
the lower cost, the performance-lo-cost ratio is on 
the average only about 20% higher than for a linear 
chain design. 

The performance reductions caused by long 
propagation distances can be overcome by reimag-
ing the laser beam. Laser beams can be separated 
spatially in multipass systems either in the far field 
or in the near field. 

Spatial beam separation in the far field is the 
most cost-effective option. Such a configuration 
consists of one or two amplifiers, one spatial filter, 
and two mirrors, as shown in Fig. 2-222. Tilting the 
mirrors at a small angle relative to each other re
sults in spatially separated focal points for the dif
ferent beam path, while the laser beams coincide at 
the mirrors, because of reimaging. The amplifiers 
are located close to these mirrors to avoid vignett-
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ing of the beam. A spatial separation at the fecal 
points of about I cm can be easily obtained and 
should be sufficient to introduce the laser beam and 
to mount separate spatial filter pinholes without 
significant spillage of laser radiation through neigh
boring pinholes. The only drawback of this ap
proach is that the target would need to be posi
tioned at the focal point of the last path through the 
system, which limits access to the target. Several of 
these systems could be arranged to provide near-
uniform illumination of the target. The power capa
bility of such a system would be close to that of a 
linear chain design, while the cost could be signifi
cantly reduced, offering about a factor of two im
prover. ,ent in the performance-to-cost ratio. 

Spatial beam separation in the near field avoids 
the limitation of target access at the expense of 
adding more mirrors to the system. Such a two-pass 
near-field option is shown in Fig. 2-223. The beam 
enters the amplifier A at a small angle and is focused 

by mirror Ml on a pinholt K Mirror M2 recolli-
mates the laser beam and directs it through the 
amplifier again. This process can be repeated sev
eral times by adding mirrors, as illustrated in Fig. 
2-224. Detailed analysis of multipass systems show 
that most of the stored energy can be extracted in a 
few passes. Two-to-four-pass options are very 

-Reimaging mirrors» 

Fig. 2-223. Off-axis, two'pass cavity that images the 
amplifier on itself. The length of the amplifier and the length 
of the cavity determine the useful, clear aperture of the 
system. 

-Amplifier 

In !• 

Mirrors • 

Fig. 2-224. Off-axis, six-pass system. 
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cost-effective. Adding more passes and mirrors in
creases l! c cost more rapidly than can be compen
sated for by cost savings from reduced drive power 
requirements. Off-axis systems require a large sep
aration between the mirrors and the amplifier to 
reduce vignelting of the beam, which must be 
traded oft against the cost of long vacuum pipes. A 
large evacuated space is required to avoid plasma 
formation at the pinholes, these additional re
quirements dilute the potential cost savings to some 
extent, which reduces the performance-to-cost 
ratio to about I.ft, in comparison with a ratio of 2.2 
for the far-field option. However, these multipass 
options lend themselves well to the design of very 
large output apertures, which improves their 
performance-lo-cost ratio by at least a factor of two 
over that of a smaller diameter linear chain design. 

Off-Axis Multipass Systems. Multipass sys
tems with near-field separation of the beam fulfill all 
the requirements outlined previously. The round-
trip time of the laser pulse is long enough to allow 
full gain recovery. The system has low transmis
sion losses and low nonlinear contributions. It is 
adaptable for very large beam apertures and 
provides spatial filtering as well as rcimaging of the 
amplifier on itself. This reimaging feature is essen
tial to maintain a high fill factor and to avoid large-
scale ripples from diffraction effects^ The large 
f-numbcrof such a system allows the use of spheri
cal mirrors and avoids plasma closure of the 
pinholes. Multiple pinholes are provided, which 
permit selection of different pinhole sizes and elim
inate the potential problem of pinhole closure, 
which exists in a regenerative amplifier. 

The length of such an off-axis system is primar
ily determined by the cost balance of an extended 
vacuum system against the loss in output power 
from vignetting of the beam. For some geometries, 
this vignetting can be avoided by beam expansion 
or by using a slightly diverging beam that just fills 
the clear aperture of the amplifier on its final pass. 
The length of such a system should, however, be 
long enough to drain a large fraction of the lower 
level population during the round-trip time of the 
laser pulse, which is one of the key advantages of 
multipass systems. 

Since the focused beam in such an arrange
ment must be in vacuum to avoid plasma formation, 
we assume the entire system is placed within a large 
vacuum pipe. Vacuum windows have been con
sidered, but the additional transmission losses, B 
accumulation, cost, potential hazard because of 
breakage of such a window, increased vignetting, 
and lower beam quality from imperfections and 

stress-induced birefringence all make a completely 
evacuated system more attractive. 

To reduce the diameter and. hence, the cost of 
such a vacuum system, it is desirable to mount the 
mirrors as close as possible to one another, for the 
detailed analysis, we made the following assump
tions about the physical layout of such a system: 

• A separation between mirrors of 10 cm was 
assumed to be sufficient for support structure. 

• Segmented amplifiers with rectangular 
apertures were primarily considered, because 
significant improvements in pump efficiency arc-
expected. 

• The positions of the rectangular mirrors 
within a circular vacuum pipe were optimized, as 
shown in Fig. 2-225 for various numbers ol passes. 

• The diameter of the vacuum pipe was as
sumed to i>c 0.2 m larger than the minimum diame
ter encircling the mirrors. 

With these assumptions, we found the most 
cost-effective three-pass configuration used a 
single vacuum pipe for two systems. For the Iwo-
and three-pass system shown in Fig. 2-225, vignett
ing is significantly reduced, because it is effective 
only in one plane. 

Segmented Amplifier Design. For larjo laser 
systems, it is desirable to use large aperture am
plifiers to reduce the fixed costs for alignment, 
diagnostics, beam splitting, beam delay, support 
structures, etc. The clear aperture of a single disk 
is, however, limited by fluorescence amplification 
and parasiticus to 30 ± 15 cm (depending on the 
emission cross section and thickness) for the sake 
of maintaining the transverse gain within the disk 
below 1000. This limitation can be overcome by 
segmenting a large disk or by placing a number of 
smaller disks or segments side-by-side within the 
same pump cavity. The segmentation of a large 
elliptical disk can, however, become quite com
plex, requiring a large number of differently shaped 
segments, as illustrated in Fig. 2-226. The array of 
identical rectangular segments shown in Fig. 2-226 
provides significant improvement. Such an ar
rangement can result in a significant increase in 
pump efficiency, because the flashlamps are lo
cated where they are most effective for pumping. In 
addition, the flashlamp light is completely inter
cepted by the rectangular segments, reducing self-
absorption of pump light in the lamps. Very effec
tive reflectors (illustrated in Figure 2-227) can be 
designed between lamps, which largely eliminate 
self absorption of the emitted pump light. The use 
of transverse lamps should improve the pumping 
efficiency over longitudinal lamps, because there 
are no nonpumping areas of the lamps at the sides of 
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the segments. End effects are reduced, because a 
number of segments can be mounted in series 
within the same axial length required by a seg
mented single disk. All these improvements are 
expected to yield about a factor of two in pump 
efficiency over a circular disk amplifier design. 

Another major advantage of such a segmented 
amplifier is the reduction in the overall length of 
such an amplifier by a factor equal to the number ol 
transverse segments, which, for optimal systems, 
is in the range of 5 to 10. This reduction in amplifier 
length reduces vignetting of the beam by the same 
ratio and, hence, allows a large reduction in the 
overall length and cost of such a multipass system. 
Because of these advantages, we used the seg
mented amplifier shown in Fig. 2-227 for the follow
ing performance and cost evaluations of multipass 
systems. 

Performance Evaluation. A large number of 
options and variables must be traded off to deter
mine the most cost-effective off-axis multipass sys

tem design. A computer code called MULTI was 
developed to evaluate the performance and cost of 
multipass systems by varying the size (x,y) and 
number of segments (N x, N v , N z), the number of 
passes through the system, and to balance vignett
ing and the overall length of the system for 
maximum performance per unit cost. In addition, 
this code determines the optimum saturation flux 
for the laser material for a given maximum output 
flux. 

The input data for this code require the 
specification of the obtainable pump inversion for a 
preselected disk thickness and pump energy. Be
cause of the uncertainties in pump efficiency of a 
segmented amplifier, we examined several values 
in pump inversion to determine the impact on the 
system. To account for amplified fluorescence 
losses as well as parasitic limitations, we specified a 
transverse gain limit p = <5L, which depends 
primarily on the quality of the edge coating. 

The small signal gain per disk can be expressed 
in the form 
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where IT is the emission cross section, e,, the pump 
inversion, f the gain length in the segment, and I. 
the maximum dimension of the segment or disk. By 
selecting the number of segments in series (N,), the 
small signal gain of the amplifier (0„) and single 
pass transmission (T) of the multipass system are 
determined, assuming a mirror loss of VY< per mir
ror and 0.3 m ' bulk absorption in the laser glass. 
For fixed values of G„ and T, and by selecting the 
number of passes N„, the saturated gain (Gs) of such 
a multipass system can be determined by sequential 
application of the Franz Nodvik equations in the 
form of 

To N = Tin [G s(e'- V-l)+l]. (56) 

for N from O to N„, where i and o are the ratios of 
the input and output flux to the saturation flux. The 
recovered gain for the next pass after full recovery 
of the lower laser level is given by 

for short laser pulses where the saturation flux is 
approximated b. <l> = hW2cr(i.e.. a 1:1 degeneracy 
ratio is used). The input flux ratio <i„) is then varied 
until the desired output flux F = <l>oNl, is obtained. 
yielding the saturated gain G s = Os.-„/i„ of the mul
tipass system for the specified output flux. 

The performance of multipass systems can be 
optimized by evaluating the extracted flux 

AF = F(l - l/GJ. (58) 

Materials of different emission cross sections but 
identical pump characteristics can then be com
pared on a fixed-cost basis by evaluating the satu
rated gain for various values of the saturation flux. 
An example of this performance optimization is 
shown in Fig. 2-228 for various output flux levels. 
Since the geometry and pumping are fixed during 
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this performance evaluation, the cost remains con
stant. This means the perfoimance optimizaiton 
can be separated from the cost-minimization dis
cussed later. Examination of Fig. 2-228 shows that 
an optimum saturation flux as well as an optimum 
output flux exists for every system. Increasing the 
output flux beyond the optimum output flux results 
only in a greater transfer of energy from the gain 
medium to the losses within the multipass system 
and, hence, reduces the energy extraction. After 
determination of the opiimum saturation and out

put flux, which may be less than the allowable 
maximum output flux, the code proceeds to 
minimize the cost by varying the size and numberof 
segments as well as the overall length of the system, 
while the values of e„, /, I., N z, T. N,„ 4\ and F 
remain fixed. This procedure yields the most cost-
effective Np-pass system for fixed values of [. and 
N z. The code then repeats this process for various 
values of L and N z to find the optimum N„-pass 
system for the given input parameters, as shown in 
Table 2-61. 
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Table 2-61. MULTI code performance evaluation of multipass systems with varying indices of refraction.' 

(a) Index of refraction = 1.556; nonlinear index of refraction = 1.41 x 10 l : ' esu. 

# P # Z L F 'F, G„ G, B # X # Y X„ Y„ Y Dp Lp V C E Z 
cm J/cm" J/cm2 cm cm cm m m % $M kj kJ/$M 

I 11 30 8.01 1.21 $$$$. 5.5 2.9 10 $ 200 203 11 3.0 61 $$ 21.9 177.4 6.34 
2 8 35 7.99 1.46 19.88 8.1 3.5 7 9 180 146 12 1.7 330 96 12.1 114.7 8.06 
3 8 45 8.00 1.81 10.89 17.2 3.8 3 7 100 137 15 4.7 140 90 7.6 60.9 7.47 
4 7 40 7.78 1.92 7.72 19.4 3.6 4 6 120 105 13 3.7 160 87 7.0 50.6 6.77 
5 7 45 7.57 2.16 6.14 37.1 3.5 3 5 100 97 15 3.5 200 83 6.2 37.7 5.84 
6 8 60 7.95 2.75 5.03 89.3 4.2 3 3 140 68 19 3.6 230 83 7.7 42.5 5.42 

(b) Index of refractions = 1.53; nonlinear index of refraction = 1.1 x 10 l : l esu. 

# P # Z L F F„ G„ G, B # X # Y x„ Y„ Y Dp Lp V C E Z 
cm J/cm' J/cm! cm cm cm m m % $M kj IC/SM 

1 11 45 7.99 2.30 15.25 3.5 2.8 8 $ 240 239 17 3.6 72 $$ 32.1 284.5 5.80 
2 8 45 8.00 2.30 7.25 5.2 2.8 5 7 160 143 16 1.7 310 % 10.9 109.6 7.70 
3 8 50 8.00 2.30 7.03 11.5 3.1 3 8 120 158 15 5.4 140 91 10.2 84.5 7.41 
4 8 55 8.00 2.30 6.78 23.4 3.3 3 5 120 118 20 3.8 180 86 8.9 63.7 6.78 
5 8 50 8.00 2.30 7.03 114.7 3.3 2 4 80 77 15 2.9 180 84 4.4 26.1 5.84 
6 8 50 7.99 2.30 7.03 564.6 3.4 4 3 140 65 18 3.6 230 83 7.4 40.3 5.43 

(c) Index of refraction = 1.43; nonlinear index of refraction = 0.5 x 10 l : 'esu. 

# P # Z L F F s G„ G„ B # X # Y x„ Y„ Y Dp Lp V C E Z 
cm J/cmJ J/cm'-' cm cm cm m m % $M kj kJ/$M 

1 13 60 8.00 3.50 9.08 3.1 1.9 6 9 240 259 24 3.7 75 $$ 40.0 331.2 5.04 
2 10 60 8.00 3.50 5.46 5.2 1.8 4 7 180 181 22 2.0 360 96 18.2 164.3 6.92 
3 9 60 8.00 3.50 4.61 8.2 1.8 2 7 100 155 18 4.9 130 92 9.0 72.6 6.88 
4 9 65 8.00 3.50 4.56 17.1 1.9 2 4 100 105 23 3.4 180 87 7.2 49.8 6.41 
5 9 65 8.00 3.50 4.56 41.6 2.0 2 4 100 105 23 3.7 240 82 8.1 47.1 5.63 
6 8 60 7.52 3.50 3.89 37.1 1.7 3 3 140 71 2C 3.7 220 S3 7.8 42.3 5.26 

"For all cases, disk thickness = 40 mm; pump inversion = 0.25 J/cm'; fluorescence limit = 7; maximum output flux = 8J/cm2; laser 
pulse duration = I ns; till factor = 0.8. 

Cost Estimates. Despite the large differences 
in the design of a multipass system when compared 
with conventional amplifier chains, the cost for the 
subcomponents can be estimated reasonably well. 
Since the segments are of sizes similar to the 
present disks, we assumed the cost of laser glass to 
be the same at $3.1/cm3. The cost of finishing was 
assumed to be L2/A times greater for rectangular 
segments than for round pieces of equal surface 
area A, but only L/VA times greater than for ellip
tical disks. In other words, the finishing cost per 
unit area of square pieces is assumed to be twice as 

high as for round pieces, but only V2 times as high 
as for elliptical disks. The cost of finishing elliptical 
disks and round spherical mirrors is estimated at 
$3.2/cm2, counting only one surface per compo
nent. 

The cost for mirror blanks is estimated at 
$0.15/cm3 and the cost of coatings at $2/cm2, inde
pendent of shape. The mirror gimbals with drives 
have been estimated at $2k + $3k/m2A. The align
ment sensor, pinhole assembly and controls are 
costed at $30k per pass or $ 15k per mirror. For the 
focusing optics, an additional three mirrors were 
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Fig. 2-228. Optimal saturation and output flux. 

ing to the particular input data, increasing the 
number of passes from #P= 1 through 6. The head
ing #Z is the number of segments in series, L is the 
major dimension of the segments, F and F s are the 
optimum output and saturation flux respectively, 
G„ the small signal amplifier gain, Gs the saturated 
system gain, and B the B accumulation in the last 
pass. The headings #X and #Y are the transverse 
numbers of segments, X„ and Y„ the overall trans
verse dimensions of the amplifier aperture, and Y 
the clear aperture of the segment in the plane of 
polarization. Also, D„ and L„ are the diameter and 
length of the vacuum pipe, respectively: V is the 
vignette factor, which is the usable fraction of the 
clear aperture in percent. Finally, C and E are the 
total cost and output energy of the multipass sys
tem. 

The cost effectiveness for the multipass sys
tem is defined here by 

Z = E(l-k/Gs>/C (59) 

assumed to be required, plus one for the input 
beam. The total number of mirrors is then NS1 = 2 
N„+2. 

The mechanical engineering (ME) cost for the 
amplifier can be best broken down into cost for 
mounting of the segments (N s), cost for support of 
the flashlamps and reflectors, and cost scaled with 
the volume of the amplifier in the form: 

C M E = 1.0 N s + 0.3 N,. + 170 V r [$k] , 

where N L is the number of lamps and VA is the 
active volume of the amplifier in cubic metres, 
which is approximated by the beam cross-sectional 
area and active length of the amplifier. 

The EE cost is assessed at $2.5k per circuit 
plus S0.I2/J for energy storage. 

The cost for the vacuum pipe and pumps is 
estimated at $0.5k/m:l Dp L,„ where D p and L p 

are the diameter and length of the vacuum pipe, 
respectively. 

A fixed cost of$100k per beam was added for 
target alignment, diagnostic and controls. 

These cost estimates are similar to, or some
what higher than, those applied for the con
ventional chain design to accommodate som - un
certainties, especially in the ME costs. 

Results. Table 2-61 shows an example of the 
results from the code MULTI for the multipass 
configurations discussed previously. The table 
gives the optimum combination of variables that 
provide the highest cost-effectiveness correspond-

where k is the relative cost-effectiveness of the 
output stage with respect to the driver stages. The 
most cost-effective driver would be an identical 
multipass system, driving several output multipass 
systems. To provide some safety margin, we as
sume the driver stages to operate at about 209c 
lower flux levels than the output stage; hence, we 
optimized all systems for k=1.2. 

The results in general show optimum perfor
mance for two- and three-pass systems with Z 
values in the range of 7 kJ/SM. Systems with more 
passes provide higher saturated gains and, hence, 
would require fewer driver stages. The reduced 
complexity of such high-gain systems shou be 
considered in the selection of a multipass sys.^.n. 

The high cost-effectiveness of these systems, 
in comparison to the conventional chain designs, 
stems from the following factors: 

• Improved pumping efficiency of the 
rectangular amplifier. 

• Reduction of superfluorescence and 
parasitic losses due to segmentation. 

• High-energy ex'-action, because materials 
with high emission "cross sections can be used. 

• Gain recovery in the multipass configura
tions. 

Even the single-pass option shows a relative 
high cost-effectiveness, because we placed no con
straints on the selection of the saturation flux. 
However, the optimum saturation flux of 1.21 J/cm2 

for the single-pass option corresponds to an emis
sion cross section of about 7.8 10~20 cm - 2 , which is 
unrealistically high for current laser glasses. The 
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Table 2-62. MULTI code performance evaluation of multipass systems with maximum amplifier dimension 
of I m or less." 

(a) Maximum output flux = 6 J/cnr. 

# P # Z L F F. G„ G, B #x#v x„ Y„ y Dp Lp V C E Z 
cm 31cm' J/cm2 cm cm cm m m % $M kj kJ/SM 

1 11 50 6.00 3.50 6.60 3.0 1.2 3 4 100 95 20 1.6 32 $$ 5.8 37.8 3.97 
2 8 50 6.00 3.50 3.95 4.6 1.1 3 4 100 95 20 1.2 250 97 4.8 36.5 5.63 
3 7 40 6.00 3.50 3.35 6.9 1.0 3 6 100 94 12 4.1 100 91 4.5 29.9 5.53 
4 6 50 6.00 3.50 2.80 6.9 1.0 3 4 100 95 20 3.2 130 88 4.9 33.3 5.60 
5 6 50 6.00 3.50 2.80 10.8 1.0 3 4 100 95 20 3.5 170 84 5.5 31.6 5.06 
6 6 55 6.00 3.50 2.79 15.7 1.0 3 2 100 52 24 2.9 ISO 85 3.7 19.0 4.75 

(b) Maximum output Dux = 8 J/cnr. 

# P # Z I. F F, G„ G. B # X # V x„ y„ Y Dp Lp V C E Z 
cm J/cm2 J/cm2 cm cm cm m m % $M U kJ/SM 

1 13 50 8.00 3.50 9.31 3.1 1.8 3 4 100 95 20 1.6 32 $$ 6.7 50.4 4.68 
2 9 50 8.00 3.50 4.68 4.2 1.7 3 4 100 95 20 1.2 280 96 5.3 48.6 6.58 
3 8 40 7.99 3.50 3.99 5.8 1.7 3 6 100 94 12 4.1 110 91 4.9 39.6 6.38 
4 8 50 8.00 3.50 3.95 9.1 1.8 3 4 100 95 20 3.2 170 87 6.0 44.0 6.34 
5 8 50 7.83 3.50 3.95 16.2 1.8 3 4 100 95 20 3.5 220 82 6.8 40.5 5.55 
6 8 55 7.58 3.50 3.92 36.7 1.8 3 2 100 52 24 2.9 200 84 4.5 23.8 5.14 

(c) Maximum output flux = 10 J/cm2. 

# P # Z L F F, G„ G s B # X # Y X,, Y„ Y Dp Lp V C E Z 
cm J/cm2 J/cm2 cm cm cm m m % $M kj kJ/$M 

1 15 50 10.00 3.50 13.12 3.1 2.7 3 4 100 95 20 1.6 32 $$ 7.5 63.1 5.16 
2 12 50 10.00 3.50 7.84 5.7 2.8 3 4 too 95 20 1.2 370 % 6.7 60.7 7.20 
3 11 40 10.00 3.50 6.70 10.1 2.9 3 6 100 94 12 4.1 ISO 90 6.3 49.2 6.89 
4 11 50 10.00 3.50 6.60 19.1 3.1 3 4 100 95 20 3.2 220 86 7.6 54.2 6.C4 
5 11 50 9.77 3.50 6.60 62.2 3.1 3 4 100 95 20 3.5 300 81 8.6 50.1 5.70 
6 11 55 9.62 3.50 6.54 252.4 3.0 3 2 100 52 24 2.9 270 83 5.6 29.9 5.28 

'For all cases, disk thickness = 40 mm; pump Inversion = 0.25 J/cnr1; fluorescence limit = 7; index of refraction = 
index of refraction = 0.5 x 10" esu; laser puke duration = 1 ns; fill factor = 0.8. 

1.43; nonlinear 

saturation flux, was, therefore, limited to values of 
2.3 and 3.5 J/cm 2 for typical phosphate and 
fluorophosphate glasses, respectively, with the re
sults shown in Table 2-61 (b and c). This limitation 
reduces the cost-effectiveness of the optimum 
two-pass system by 4 and 14% for the phosphate 
and fluorophosphate glass, respectively, assuming 
that the pump efficiency and cost are identical for 
these materials. 

The optimum systems from this analysis are 
quite large, especially for the one- and two-pass 
options. Because of uncertainties in scaling to such 
large systems, we limited the maximum dimension 
of the amplifier to 1 m or less, reducing the cost 
effectiveness of the optimal two-pass system by an 
additional 5%, as shown in Table 2-62 for maximum 
output fluxes of 6, 8, and 10 J/cm2. Figure 2-229 
shows a plot of cost effectiveness for various re-
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striclions in the dimensions of the amplifier. From 
this plot we observe, for example, that a limitation 
to 0.5-m amplifiers results in a signficant reduction 
in cost effectiveness. In other words, large seg
mented amplifiers can significantly reduce the cost 
as well as the complexity of a large laser system for 
fusion research. 

This discussion of multipass systems is only an 
exampl- lo indicate potential improvements in sys
tem design. More analysis and experiments are re
quired to determine the overall most cost-effective 
option and assess the risks involved in the im
plementation of such a system. Even th^se 
preliminary results are sufficient to indicate tha> the 
concepts developed here can significantly improve 
the performance-to-cost ratio of fusion lasei.. 

Reference 
160. Energy and Technology Review, February, 1971. 
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2.7.3 Stimulated Raman Scattering (SRS) in Air-
Filled Beam Pipes 

If the beam pipes of a high-intensity laser con
tain a medium with sharply defined Raman tran
sitions, such as air, SRS may occur. The Stokes 
pulse generated in this way may be either undetect
able or measurable, but small; in this case it is 
tolerable. However, it may be large; in this case the 

laser beam has changed color and is probably not 
focusable. Of particular importance is the impact of 
inhomogeneities on the Stokes gain, both in the 
pump wave and in the medium. 

The strongest Raman lines in nitrogen belong 
to the Q-branch, which has recently been resolved 
at I aim, where it is inhomogeneously 
broadened."" The line width of each transition is 
approximately1"2 5 x lO^cirr', corresponding to a 
transverse relaxation time of approximately 2 ns. 
The steady-state gain coefficientl6;l at 1.06 /xm is 

y = (1.4 ± 0.4) 1 0 " cm W" (60) 

where the uncertainty is the experimental error in 
the spontaneous Raman cross section. Con
sequently, the gain exponent for a pump of 10 
GW/cm2 traversing 6 m of air is large, 

O = y\f = 84 ± 20, (61) 

and exceeds that required for pump depletion, typi
cally 30 - 35. The gain is transient, however, for 
pulse lengths of 5 ns or less, for which the tran
siency parameter 

p = (t'GT2)"2<0.17, (62) 

where t is the pulse length. Consequently, SRS is 
transient in present and planned systems. 

In the transient regime, the molecu's inte 
grates the pump longitudinally and does not re
spond to temporal fluctuations. On the other hand, 
spatial inhomogeneities that are constant in time 
produce a transverse variation in the gain in both 
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Ihc steady stale and transient regimes. The tran
sient gain is 

Gf (x) = [ k - ' J ( x ) | 1 ' . (6.1) 

where x is the transverse coordinate, J(x) is the 
pump fluencc: 

J(x) = J l(x,t)dt <~ J„ . 

where J„ is a damage fluence, and 

k = 8-yI' 4.2 10 2 cm/J . 

The inequality (64) gives 

(64) 

(65) 

(66) 

where f „ 5 cm. Thus the length of air required to 
produce a significant Stokes wave I'nCi* - 40 m. 
The uncertainly in this value involves only the un
certainty in the spontaneous Raman cross section, 
and is independent of the error in the line width. 

In conclusion, SRS is suppressed by tran
siency because of the long relaxation time associ
ated with inhomogeneously broadened lines. The 
steady-state regime requires pulse lengths > 40 ns, 
which are much longer than pellet implosion times. 
The weaker gain length dependence in the transient 
regime a'lows air path lengths of the order of 40 m. 

Author 

D. Eimerl 

References 
161. R. C. Harney. S. D. Bloom, and F. P. Milanovich, High 

Rfstiluliiiti Spectroscopy of Air, Lawrence I.ivermore 
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We modeled gain recovery as drain of excita
tions in the lower laser !evel to the ground state (or 
any equivalent sink). At any point in the laser mate
rial, we took the rate equations to be 

dIP 
dz 

dt 

P(/i y) 

and 

dt 

P'ft y) 
'I ' l l t K l 

P K (ft y) y^ 
<MI + K> r 

(67| 

(68) 

(69) 

where P is the power per unit area in the laser beam. 
yh the guin coefficient <luc to upper level ions, y is 
the loss coefficient due to lower level ions. '1> is the 
short-pulse saturation fluence, K is the degeneracy 
ratio of lower to upper level Boltzmann-weighted 
cross sections, and r is the lower level decay time. 
This set of coupled partial differential equations 
must be solved across a two-dimensional region of 
space (the length of the amplifier) and lime (the 
duration of the pulse). 

The problem may be simplified considerably if 
we note that integration over the spatial dimension 
is possible, leaving only a set of coupled ordinary 
differential equations in time. We introduce the 
quantities 

U (t) •c liU, t) dz 

and 

Ut) • I L . y U. t) dz. 

<70) 

an 

2.7.,4 Numerical Modeling of Gain Recovery 
To model multiple-pass laser configurations 

accurately, we have added a number of features to 
the "lumped element" Ia_ser.,simulation program. K i 

Multiple transits through' the same components 
have been added by appropriate control cards, with 
entry and exit at arbitrary points inside a repeated 
group. The most difficult task was an accurate, yet 
fast, calculation of amplification, pulse distortion, 
and B-integral contribution in the presence of gain 
recovery. 

where we measure t in a moving coordinate system 
that travels at the pulse velocity through the mate
rial. Integrating the power growth equation along 
the amplifier length then yields 

/ ^ = / ( 0 - y ) d z = U - L 

so that 

Poul = Pin e 

(72) 

(73) 
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When we integrate the equation for fi along / . we 
find 

d_U 
dt 

f Pl/i y) dz (74a) 
«l'(l Kl J r 

^ — J e" ' 1/1 y) d/. (74hl 

<!'( I t K ) 

(74e> 

(74dl 

dL 
dt 

PK (e I) I. 
<!>( h K l 

(77) 

the zero-order Taylor series approximation is simply 

V = U„ 1. = l.„. 

Suppose the time steps are of length h. To order h. 
we find the first-order result from U U„ + h 
dU/dt. [-'valuation of dU dl from Ihe differential 
equation yields 

V -• l.l„ 
P.. It l l h 

'!>( I i K l 
(78l 

whereg LI I.. Nole that the powergain isCilll 
e\p(g>, because P,„„ I',,, exp(g). We similarly inte
grate the y equation, yielding 

and similarly 

I. l-„ 
K I', l l h I ...h 

<t>( 1 t K ) 
(79) 

d ^ P,„ K ic" I) 
dt <I>(I + K) 

I. (75) However, these equations get in trouble if r - - h, 
which is possible if gain recovery is rapid. As 
T —• 0, the h/7 term should be 

We may now start with known initial conditions for 
U(o). l.(o). and P,„(t). and integrate Kqs. (74) and 
(7?) forward in time to find U(t). Ut) , and P„,„(l). 
We thus know the final state of the amplifier after 
the pulse and the shape of its output pulse. If the 
pulse passes through the amplifier again, we as
sume that U remains unchanged (no pumping be
tween passes) but that I. is reduced to exp(-t/7) 
times its final value, where t is the round-trip time 
between passes. Before Ihe first pass, U = InG and 
I. = O. 

The B-integral is difficult to calculate when 
gain recovery is taking place: accordingly, am
plifiers are sliced into pieces with relatively small 
gain in which the B-integral may be found from the 
average intensity 1/2 (P„u, + P| n). Although ihe gain 
properties do not depend on the distribution of 
excitation along the length of the amplifier, the 
B-integral is affected by this distribution. Tests 
have shown that the effect is small, and so it is 
ignored in normal operation of the program. 

Because the pulse is specified on a fixed time 
grid with equal steps, we used an integration 
method appropriate to this constraint. We found 
that a second-order approximation was quite 
adequate. Starting with the basic equations 

—-» I - e (80) 

Furthermore, as T —• 0, the equilibrium value of L 
is easily seen to be 

L . K P ( c - I ) T 
*(1 + K) 

so we see that we should use 

(81) 

L = L„ + K P„(e ' " ' " - 1 ) T 

*(1+K) 
e T (82) 

to get the correct result for any value of r. The 
equation for U is unchanged. 

We find the second-order result by the Taylor's 
series result 

u = u„ + h ^ + Jr£ii 
dt 2 df 

(83) 

dU 
dt 

P (e 1) 
*(1+K) 

(76) 'and similarly for L), where the second derivative is 
foui.d by differentiating the differential equation 
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once with respect to time. Considerable manipula
tion, and the requirement that the results be correct 
as T —» 0, yield 

Ui. U A -
(P A + P„) (GA - l)h 

2<KI + K) 

, P A G A h P A ( G A - I ) h 
2W1+K) 

K P A ( G A - I ) T 

<P(1+K) 

<t>(l + K) 
I . A l - e T (84) 

I-,. 
K ( P A + P , , ) ( G A - 1 T 

2<1>(I + K) 

2.7.5 Paraxial Equation Solitons in a Fluctuating 
Environment 

The study of light propagation in laser media in 
the presence of randon; fluctuations is of utmost 
importance to high-energy laser programs. This is 
because, at extremely high laser intensities, any 
imperfection in optical finishing or inhomogeneities 
on optical surfaces may lead to large-scale phase 
and amplitude fluctuations resulting from the non
linear interrelation of intensity to medium index of 
refraction. This can precipitate beam breakup, 
self-focusing, and a variety of other instabilities."''-

In the I.LL laser program, the basic equation 
used for studying the propagating properties of a 
light beam after it has passed through a focusing 
lens is the nonlinear paraxial equation""- " i B 

K PA G A h P A ( G A - I ) h 
2<P(I + K) 

K P A ( G A - I ) T 

*(1+K) 
- L A l - e 

<t>(l+K) 

h 
(85) 

2ik % + V a V + 2k2 -l!H_ |y|*r|/ = (). (86) 
n„ 

Here k = n„<w/c is the free space wavenumber and 
the nonlinearity of the refractive index is repre
sented by writing 

n„ + n 2 (E') . (87) 

where 

G A = e A 

and values with subscript A are at the present time 
step, while those with subscript B are at the follow
ing time step. Because P„ is available as input data, 
the equations are explicit rather than implicit. They 
are used to advance the pulse through each am
plifier slice in the presence of gain recovery times 
having any arbitrary relation to the pulse duration. 
We are currently using the improved program to 
analyze the effects of multiple passing in the 
presence of gain recovery. 
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where n„ and n 2 are respectively, the linear and 
nonlinear refractive indices of the medium; V* is 
the transverse Laplacian operating on W in a plane 
perpendicular to the z axis of propagation. 

In this article, we discuss the effect of stochas
tic noise on the stability of a soliton. Solitons are 
spat :ally coherent collective modes present in the 
nonlinear wave fields of both classical and quantum 
systems. They arise from a peculiar balance be
tween nonlinearity and dispersion and to date have 
only been identified for systems in two dimensions 
(one-time, one-space or two-space). 1 6 7 

A soliton corresponding to Eq. (86), in 
which V* ¥ is replaced by tjixx takes the form""1 

I/I(S,T) = Ai, sech(s)-e". (88) 

Physically, this soliton has arbitrary amplitude -n 
and propagates along the z axis; T and s are reseated 
position variables and A„ is a rescaled amplitude, 

Authors 

J. B. Trenholme 
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T = 2TJ2 z/k 
s = 2-nx 

27, 
k 

(89) 

Vn 0 /n 2 
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In Fourier space Eq. (88) can be seen to imply 
that1™ 

• The eigenmode amplitudes A(S . z) in the 
direction of propagation are restricted to a narrow 
spectral interval around some wavenumber ( „,. 
say, 
and 

• The dominant modal interactions are reso
nances: thus, energy is transferred from mode to 
mode, but conserved. 

In fact, nonresonant terms do contribute a 
rapidly oscillating component to the soliton. This 
part of the dynamics is modeled here by superpos
ing a fluctuating driving force f(s,7) onto our 2-D 
version of Kq. 186), which transforms it into 

ii//7 + i//„ + 2A„- li(i|-t// = f(s,T). <9<)) 

liquation (90) represents a nonlinear wave field 
with two scales; the short-scale waves are confined 
to a narrow spectral interval whose superposition 
give rise to the function I//(S,T). The long-scale 
waves, characterized by f(s.r), arise from nonlinear 
superpc 'on of waves (here assumed to have ran
dom phases and amplitudes). In the following, we 
an_'yze the effects of the fluctuating field f(s,T> on 
the soliton from an extension of the method of 
statistical linearization (MSL).' 7" I 7 2 As we see, the 
fluctuations perturb the envelope function away 
from the soli'on form. The perturbation then 
evolves, driven by both the fluctuations and the 
soliton itself. This driving of the perturbation is also 
a nonlinear process. 

Statistical linearization is a method specifically 
designed to produce accurate second-order statis
tics for a large variety of nonlinear stochastic dif
ferential and integral equations. It is based on the 
replacement of all nonlinear functions by linear 
functions so that, by requiring a minimal mean 
squared error from substitution, we obtain an exact 
reproduction of the mean and an approximate ex
pression for the dispersion. Procedurally, it is akin 
to the Krylov-Bogoliubov asymptotic analysis of 
nonlinear deterministic differential equations 1 7 ' 1 in 
that both assume solutions a posteriori and then 
determine the conditions under which they actually 
exist. Statistical linearization entertains an added 
dimension, since it also lies at the roots of nonlinear 
optimization theory. 

We begin by assuming a solution to Eq. (90) in 
the form 

<\i = '<\> + 8 0 . 

If we substitute Kq. (90) in Kq. (89|. [he scaled 2-D 
version of Kq. (86) produces a nonlinear evolution 
equation in the fluctuating field <*></'. 

L- .* = </)(«'/<) + fts.-l. (91) 

where I.- is the linear operator 

L- = \f>r + Svv . (92a I 

and il> a nonlinear term coupling i/< to fii//. 

</.(Si/<) - .Ms.r) -i|/(s.r) 
As 

I'/I (s.7) I- iWs.7) . (V2bl 

Because I.- is a linear operator, Kq. (91) is 
linearised by replying the nonlinear function </>(fii!il 
wi'li Vfii/), where V is a complex variational param
eter V(s) = V„(s) t iV,(s). In accordance with 
MSL, (his involves choosing an optimal transfor
mation that minimizes the mean squared error e-

. rAT I rAS 

AT-.x 2 A T J -*' 2AS J--is 
A S - . ' 

- VS0|-d7ds. (93) 

This requires that 

resulting in 

V = <S l/(*(s.7)(*(80)> S T/< 18<Ms,r> | 2 > S T - (95) 

The subscripts S and T on the brackets indicate 
spatial and time averag s. Using this prescription. 
Eq. (91) reduces to the linear expression 

i — 8«Ms,7) = - — 8IWS,T) 
6T ds 2 

- Vfiiji (s ,7. + f(s,7) , (96) 

which is the linear Schrodinger equation driven by 
an additive fluctuating force [f(s,r)]. Thus, V is 
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a least-squares fitting parameter that enables 
Kq. (%) to optimally mimic the second-order sta
tistics of Kq. (91), while identically preserving the 
mean.17"- ' " This replacement, in contrast with 
low-order perturbation theories, yields a renor-
malized theory. '" 

We assume that the fluctuations on the right 
side of Kq. (96) satisfy the conditions 

•f(s,T) - = 0 (97a) 

•'f(S,.T,)tV(S,„T,) -- = Dfi(T, " T2)«(S,-S2) (97b) 

- f-(s.7)- - 0 , (97c) 

with higher moments of f(s,r) vanishing. The brac
kets in Eq. (97) indicate that the space and time 
averages in Kq. (95) have been rerlaced by 
ensemble averages. The statistics of f(s,i) are then 
those of white noise in both space and lime. 

Employing Eqs. (97) in Kq. (95) yields to sec
ond order in fii(/: 

VH = 4 T I + I" =* 2 »«** s 

An 
(98) 

V, = 0 . 

The physical interpretation of V„ and V, can 
best be given in terms of its Fourier modal repre
sentation."" ' In mode space, the analogous 
coefficients to V„and Vitnay be identified by h H and 
h|. The former derives from cubic mode-coupling 
terms and corresponds to an attenuation of high-
frequency mode amplitudes from energy transfer to 
low-frequency waves. The latter derives from 
quadratic mode-coupling terms and represents a 
frequency shift due to the nonlinear interaction be
tween wave scales. For the averages performed 
here, this shift is zero; the average amplitude of the 
long-scale waves is zero. For a nonzero average, 
this is just the Doppler effect. 

A scattering solution to Eq. (96) can be found 
that may be expressed as 

«I//(S,T) = fii|/„(s,r) 

+ £f* K ( s - s ' . r-r ')f(s' ,T')ds' uY, (99) 

where Si/>n is the solution to its homogeneous eigen
value equation, and K is the associated Green's 
function. Their functional forms can be derived in a 
manner analogous to that in Ref. 169. Both bound 

state and scattering states are possible for the per
turbation, as determined by the boundary condi
tions. 

Because, from (97) and (99) 

(Hili) = «./'., , (100a) 

and 

{|8*|«) = |8*J» 

+ 15 J[,' JJ,' | K ( s - s ' , T T')|-ds'dT' , (100b) 

the soliton apparently radiates plane waves as a 
result of interactions with the ambient noise and 
has a mean-squared energy loss from radiation pro
portional to Eq. I()0b). The bound-state solutions 
for the perturbation would result in a distortion of 
the soliton, but not necessarily result in an energy 
loss. 
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2.7.6 A Symmetry-Independent Computational 
Algorithm for Density of States Spectra 

One general characteristic of an Avogadro's 
number-of-particles-system, such as a crystal or 
glass, is that its macroscopic properties (i.e., heat 
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capac i ty , in terna l energy, d ie lec t r ic suscep
tibil i t ies, and conductivities, to mention a few) are 
averages over some weighting function of the al
lowed states of the many-body system. These 
states, typically normal vibrational modes or elec
tron energy stales, are extremely close to one an
other. For all practical purposes, we may consider 
them part of a continuum of states of finite width. 
This is commonly known as the band picture of 
phonons or electrons. When surface effects play a 
minor role, one mathematical artifice producing 
such a picture is the imposition of periodic bound
ary conditions on a unit geometrical structure in the 
M'lid. With this model, it is known that the distribu
tion of states lies in a three-dimensional torus or 
Bril louin zone, with density given as a differential 
volume. 1 7 ' ' 

In general, the density-of-states function Dlx) . 
where x denotes energy P. or frequency i \ can he 
written in one of two generic forms 

Dlx) - J d'qfi|det M(q)| llOla) 

=- J dS/|V, |dct M(q>-0|| (101b) 

The boundaries of both integrals are dictated hv the 
space-group translational symmetry of the crystal 
structure, as expressed in terms of the reciprocal 
lattice wave-vector q of the Bri l louin zone. In Kq. 
(101b), S is a surface of constant x in the Bril louin 
zone: M(q) is a dynamical frequency or connectiv
ity energy matrix embodying the symmetry and 
force law interactions representative o f whatever 
model we choose to characterize the crystal. The 
order o f the matrix denotes the number of atoms or 
molecular units per unit cell. Setting its determi
nant equal to zero produces a dispersion relation 
that geometrically defines how the phonon or elec
tron states are distributed throughout the Bril louin 
zone. 

In most practical instances, the analytic evalu
ation of Eq. (101) is virtually impossible because 
the domain o f integration may be extremely corr-
p l i ca ted . Coupled to this d i f f i cu l t y , we also 
encounter a fairly rich singular structure at posi
tions in the Bri l louin zone where the group velocity 
V q det M(q) = 0; this introduces complications in 
numerical schemes. 

We describe an accurate and simple-to-apply 
algorithm for computing Dlx) that is totally inde
pendent of crystal symmetry. The algorithm does 
not require any root searching or gradient computa
tions and may be preset to any desired energy or 
frequency range. It can be used irrespective of the 
nature-of-force model employed. 

Related to a geometrical approach developed 
by Budgor and Poston. 1 7"- 1 7 7 this technique has the 
attractive feature of being able to visually examine 
the constant frequency or energy contours in the 
Bril louin zone from which the spectra are derived. 
Thus, the occurrence and location of spectral singu
larities can be predicted and verified by simulta
neous comparison of contours with spectra. 

Methodologically, all we require are the ele
ments of a dynamical frequency or connectivity 
energy matrix M(q). We then subdivide the Bri l-
lonin zone into a specified number of planes each 
containing their respe ive constant eneigy or fre
quency contours prod ed by the dispersion rela
t ion. The (lijfvii'iiiinl . icu method partitions a 
given preset x span <\ denoting energy or Ire 
quency). x,,,,,, •- x - : x,„ ; l, into r intervals and per
forms the operation 

Plx, . x , , , ) - del ! M(q) | , , - d e l | M(q) ! . , , , 

' I r + l . ( 1 0 2 ) 

for each endpoint x •- x, vain on each plane. The 
spectrum value D(x, . ,)is then ^proximately equal 
tothe number of points for whi h Pis negativeUhe 
distance between the two zeros in Kq. (102)) and 
Dlx) is the histogram of all D lx , ) . This procedure is 
numerically equivalent to Kq. (101a). since at r -
/ t - I . Equation (101a) may he rewritten as 

D l x , . , ) - f d q — — l fildel(M(q)lldx . (KM) 

D l x , . , ) . therefore, is the integrated Bril louin zone 
volume of sequential zero crossings of det j M(q)| 
between the adjacent x values x, and x , , , : geomet
rically, it is proportional to the movement of those 
curves. The total numbei of these zero crossings is 
sensed with P(x,. x , , ,1. Figure 2-230illustrates how 
Dlx,) is computed. As this procedure is carried out 
for each plane, the composite D(x) is the cumula
tive sum of all planar D(x) spectra normalized to the 
Bril louin zone volume. This normalization is ob
tained upon multiplying each D(x,) by the factor 
- x,)] 1, where n, and n 2 are, respectively the 
number of grid points into which q, and q 2 are 
subdivided, and where m is the number of planes 
into which the Bril louin zone is subdivided. When 
M(q) is made up o f a number o f branches, this 
resultant D(x) is the combined or joint contribution 
from all branches. 

As an example of this method, consider a set of 
classical coupled oscillators with face-centered 
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Fig. 2-2.10. Illustration of how DIM') i s computed. Kach qj 
plane of the Brillouin /one is partitioned into a number of 
qpqj — meshsi/e-depemlenl boxes. Schematically, if curves 
A and B represent the factors of the product curve P (com-
priscd of n grid points) for somcV - I. then l)(x) is related to 
the distance between the sequential zero crossings of A and B 
within each q|-q>hox. In this figure, this occurs where P is 
negative and approximately equals the number of points, 
s ^ n say. at which it is negative. This approximation 
becomes more exact upon refinement of theq,-q 2tneshsize. 

cubic symmetry having nearest and next-nearest 
neighbor interactions with respective force con
stants a and y. The dynamical matrix correspond
ing to this system is 3x3 and has the form 

Mtq) = (anfc/t -- j<28:j) 3x3 . (KM) 

where the elements a u(q) are given by the relations 

a u = 4« + 4y sin- q; - 2« cos q, (cos qj + cos q k) 

i* j*k 
Bjj = 2« sin q, sin q,. i^j 

(105) 

Note that since the frequencies occur along the 
diagonal setting, det M(q) = 0 permits a total of 3 
branches to contribute to DO 2 ) . The D-lined 
spectrum in Fig. 2-231 was produced by the dif
ferential area method. !t is compared with the 
solid-lined spectrum constructed by analytically 
obtaining the individual branch spectra from the 
dispersion relations and summing their contri
butions.1 7*" "" Although both curves have exactly 
the same shape, the values of DO) found by the 
differential area method are slightly lower than 
those found by the root-surface method. This 
seems to result from the fact that the differential 

2.4 — i — i — r -i—i—i—i—r 'A. 
2.0 

1.6 
1* 
a 1.2 II 

0.8 

0.4 -

0 ~ ^4r[ _ l J-. . 1 . J L • 
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 

Fig. 2-231. Comparison of D(nu) between the root-surface 
and differential area (D-llne) methods for a face-centered 
cubic lattice with nearest and next-nearest neighbor force 
constants alpha and gamma set at alph^/gamma = 0. D(nu) is 
generated with 40 » values, 40 q.i values, and a 50 X 50 
qt-qz array. ( P I times are 0.5 tnin for the root-surface 
method and 1.3 min for the differential area method. 

area method suffers from degeneracy error 
whenever points or lines from the same constant 
c-valued branches are coincident. As is apparent, 
however, with a fine enough v and Brillouin zone q 
mesh size, this error is not very great. 

As a second example illustrating the utility of 
the differential area method to computing density 
of states for systems with nonlinear force laws, 
consider the following electron network bonding 
model of molecules and crystals in which the elec
trons are restricted to be only along the bonds of the 
material. If we further simplify this characteriza
tion and make these "bonds" one-dimensional, 
then the electronic properties of our network model 
of "lines" and "point atoms" are topological in 
origin and are solely determined by the degrea of 
"bonding." ""'•'"' We simulate bonding by choosing 
for our one electron atomic potential the bound 
"soliton" 

V(x) = -
2m 

s(s+l) sech 2 yx , (106) 

which in its limiting forms embodies both the ex
tremely localized Heitler-London and delocalized 
Bloch models. Thus, as the well-depth parameter y 
-» o V(x) reduces to the Sommerfeld free electron 
model and as y -* x V(x) approaches a tight binding 
potential, y is, therefore, related to an effective 
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mass and its variation permits description leading 
from covalency to ionicity. Energy line and band 
spectra are derivable in a manner analogous to 
LCAO and tight binding computations. (We do not 
include any of the formulas here, but refer the in
terested reader to Refs. 180, 182.) Applying this 
model to a face-centered diatomic crystal of unit 
cell length 2/ (i.e.: NaCl), we obtain a dispersion 
relation of the form 

3F(E,-y,,'y2) = cos q, cos q2 

+ cos q, cos q:l + cos q2 cos q;,, (107) 

0.8 =T I I 1 I 1 I I -I 

0.6 -

5 0.4 o 
: 

-

0.2 I J o i i 1 ^ » * > ^ l l 1 
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 

Dimensionless energy, mE/h?? = Vik2/?? 

Fig. 2-232. D(E) far a diatomic face-centered cubic lattice 
with dispersion relation given by Elf. (107). The well-depth 
parameters gammai and gamma2 are, respectively, gammai = 
1 and e»mm»2 = 0.5 gammas the bond length is 1. D(E) was 
generated with 15 E values in the first band, 100 E values in 
the second band, 40 qj values, and a 70 X 70 qi-qi array. The 
CPU time was 4.8 min. Note the occurrence of band gups 
between energies 1.1 < E < 8.3 and 18.3 < E < 20. 

in which F is a fairly complicated nonlinear func
tion o' E, and y, and y., are '.he well-depth parame
ters centered about each respective atom (the more 
electronegative ion has the higher y value). In the 
limits that y, and y-, —> o, F reduces to the familiar 
free electron result of cos 2E"V. Figure 2.232 de
picts the resulting D( E) corresponding to Eq. (107). 

'V e conclude with the observation that the 
differential-area method is an all-purpose program 
capable of producing a joint spectrum or individual 
branch spectra from linear eigenvalue problems. It 
is most efficient for large matrices with many 
modes and can produce spectra from experimental 
data. It is the only simple numerical method avail
able for generating D(x) for nonlinear problems. 

All coding used to produce the accompanying 
figures was written in the Mathsy array lang,,agel":' 
and computations were made on the CDC 7600. 
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SECTION 3 

FUSION EXPERIMENTS PROGRAM 

The Fusion Experiments Program (Fig. 3-1) plans, 
executes, and analyzes laser target experiments — the 
major product of the Laser Fusion Program.* These 
experiments increase our understanding of the complex 
physics issues involved in demonstrating the scientific 
feasibility of incrtial confinement fusion as a commer
cial energy source. These experiments also increase 
our understanding of physics relevant to nuclear 
weapons and are used to simulate the output of nuclear 
weapons for vulnerability studies. 

Other responsibilities of the fusion experiments 
program include operating the facilities and diagnosing 
laser and target performance. Operating lhe laser 
facilities is a major responsibility and challenge be
cause the facilities arc state-of-the-art systems, and the 
"normal" requirement is to operate them beyond 
well-defined limits. Diagnostics are also a major chal
lenge because we must provide new instrumentation 
that can generate the kinds of data needed to validate 
target performance. These data will then be used as a 
basis for comparison with our l.ASNLX code calcula
tions. 

During l'J77. the fusion experiments program has 
performed Janus and Argus experiments and designed 
and implemented laser and target diagnostic inslru-

*Ani>lhci kiM.T piniiiain. Ihc t.utlcl-. Pntylain. .IIM> plans anil 
analyzes experiments, MI tire sevtiutt <irr eKpertttiemal results ami 
analysis 15 <•> has been joint!) prepared 

incms for Shiva. Beginning in May. a significant frac
tion of our trained manpower was shifted from Janus 
and Argus to assist in the assembly of the Shiva laser 
system. In December, we assumed responsibility for 
the final activation and operation of Shiva as a target 
irradiation facility. At the same time, we consolidated 
our digital control and diagnostic efforts into an iden
tified subgroup that would be responsible for all our 
largel irrudiut.on facilities. 

The Janus system has been used lo stud) a number 
of critical questions about the interaction of the high-
intensity laser pulses with our fusion targets. In addi
tion, it has been used for preliminary equulion-ol-siale 
experiments for the weapons program, in cooperation 
with H-Division. This joint undertaking has been ex
tremely beneficial to both parlies: H-Division provides 
needed manpower to keep the system operational, and 
time available for experiments is shared equally by the 
two programs. 

In addition to carrying out Argus target experi
ments, we also demonstrated new capabilities in the 
laser parameter space for target experiments. For 
example, ablative-driven (as contrasted to explosive) 
pusher targets typically require pulses that are ap
proximately I ns long (contrasted to 30 lo 1(H) ps): 
shapes other than Gaussian may also be required. Using 
Argus, we have propogaled both Gaussian and shaped 
pulses with overall time scales of approximately I ns 
and characteristic limes of 200 ps (see S 3-1 )• 

Fusion experiments 
H.G. Ahfttrom 

Associate Program Leader 

Diagnostics development 
L.W. Coleman 

Laser plasma interaction 
E.K. Storm 

Shiva systems 
J.A. Glaze 

• Ultrafast cameras • Plasma experiments • System activation 

• Particle diagnostics • Fluid experiments : • Experiments operation 
• X-ray diagnostics • Implosion experiments • System maintenance 
• Microscopic imaging 

systems 

* Digital interface 

• Jarius operation 

• Argus operation 

• Shiva diagnostics 
implementation 

Fit;. 3-1. Laier futon experimental program. 

- • Control and diagnostic 
systems development 
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l-ijl. 3-2. Shiva larm'l tliiimbrr. 

Until the l.asci 1'lasnia Interaction (irnup i l . l 'K i i 
and liic Diagnostics Development Group (DIX i l have 
designed and implemented Shiva laser and target diag
nostics. Basically. we have taken the incident and re-
llccted beam diagnostic concepts which were de
veloped on lanus. Cyclops, and Argus and have 
placed 2ll packages of each type of diagnostic on ihe 
space frame in the Shiva target room. The packages 
diagnose the 2(1 beams from the laser and the energy 
back-reflected from the target. We also took most of 
the target diagnostic concepts from Argus and adapted 
them to the Shiva target chamber. An artist's drawing 
of this installation is shown in Hg. 3-2. Of the 140 
diagnostic access ports on the chamber. 40 had calib
rated instruments when the first target experiment was 
performed in March I47N. The Shiva diagnostics are 
discussed in S 3-2. The remainder of Section 3 is de
voted to our diagnostics development program. 
Long-range diagnostics research is typically carried out 
in Ihe DDG and short-range efforts in the I.PIG. As dis

cussed in 5 .V.'. we have continued to make significant 
progress in our ability to diagnose our target experi
ments. 

Author 

I I . Ahlslloin 

3.1 Argus 
3.1.1 Introduction. 

During Ihe 1477 calendar year, we made the fol
lowing changes in ihe optical train of the Argus laser 
system to improve its performance and reliability: 

I. The three 12-nim YAG rods on the center 
preamplifier table I Fig. 3-3) have been replaced with a 
single 25-mni o-rod. Previously, the beam diameter in 
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*m 
Key 
1. YAG rods replaced with ft rod 

I 2. New vacuum spatial filter 
3. Front-end relay element 
4. Galilean telescope beam expander 

{21-mm to 36-mm beam expansion) 
5. Aberration compensator 

I 6. 40-mrn to 81-mm spatial filter beam expander 
(changed from f/10 to f/20 optics) 

i 7. 81-mm to 200-mm spatial filter beam expander 
(changed from f/10 to f/20 optics) 

: St' 
k 

Hf<. }>-}>, Staging changes made to Argus in 1977 (rela> imaging). 

this stage was 5 mm. I he heam has now been expanded 
In 15 mm. Assuming a heam with a fixed power con
tent, this increase in beam diameter reduces the peak 
intensity by a factor of nine. Since the self-focusing 
parameter B is directly proportional to the intensity, it 
is also reduced by a factor of nine. Nonlinear effects are 
now insignificant in this preamplifier stage, and the re
duced intensity has greatly decreased the chance of 
damaging any of the optical components. 

2. The unevacuated spatial filter on the center 
preamplifier table (Fig. 3-3) has been replaced with an 
evacuated unit. This changeover has eliminated the 
potential air and pinhole breakdown problem. In addi
tion, the evacuated unit permits better filtering. Con
sequently, a very smooth beam is now injected into the 
initial hard aperture of the system. 

3. The amplified stimulated emission has been 
reduced by replacing the troublesome dye cells with 
electronically triggered Pockells cells. 

4. Two aberration compensators,' capable of 
generating variable amounts of astigmatism, coma, and 

spherical phase aberration, were designed and built by 
the University of Arizona for use in each of the two 
arms of the Argus system. The purpose of these devices 
is to precorrect the phase front of the heam for the static 
phase distortions it accumulates while traversing the 
large-aperture optical components of the chain. These 
devices were tested off-line and found to meet all the 
design specifications. However, tests performed with 
them in the Argus beam line at the 4-cm aperature 
showed that precorrection of the wavefront of approxi
mately one and a half waves produced an unacceptable 
amount of near-field beam modulation in the high-
power disk amplifier stages of the system. This failure 
of the precorrection scheme is attributed to the sequen
tial spatial filtering that is done on the beam 
downstream from the aberration compensator. The 
source of the badly modulated near-field beam profile 
is the enlarged and distorted focal spot produced at up
stream spatial filters by the precorrection of the phase 
front. The aperturing of this focal spot by the pinhole of 
the spatial filter results in a major perturbation of the 
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power spectrum of the transmitted beam. This change 
in the power spectrum of the transmitted beam pro
duces (he unacceptably high near-field modulation. 
These units have been removed from the optical train of 
the system, and the original K5-mm aperture astig
matism corrections are now in use. 

5. The imaging relay propagation scheme was 
fully implemented in both arms of the system. Restag-
ing included: 

• Increasing the magnification of the relay ele
ments that immediately follow the initiating aperture 
from I to 1.2. This in turn results in an initial fi l l factor 
of approximately 0.9. 

• Adding a Galilean telescope between the 
25-mm and 40-mm rods, which expands the beam from 
21 mm to 36 mm. 

• Replacing the 1710 beam expander spatial f i l
ters located between the 40-nim and HI-mm (B) 
amplifiers with 1720 units. 

• Replacing the 1710 beam expander spatial f i l
ters located between the 81-mm and 200-mm amplifi
cation stages with 1720 units. 
Figute 3-3 shows where these changes were made in 
the chain 

During this changeover to a completely relayed 
system, a multiple pinhole holder was installed in each 
of the vacuum spatial fillers. Thus, the filtering 
characteristics of any filter can he changed (i.e., a fi l
tering pinhole diameter can be changed) without 
breaking the vacuum of the system. 

This restaging results in a successive reimaging of 
the initial beam profile onto each of the input lenses of 
the five vacuum spatial filters in the system; i.e., the 
initial beam profile is relayed through the optical train 
of the system. This relaying characteristic results in a 
zero beam propagation path between adjacent filters, 
minimizing diffraction-induced intensity fluctuations. 
Because these same intensity fluctuations are source 
terms for self-focusing, eliminating them means im
proving beam quality in the near field. Furthermore, 
with diffraction and self-focusing kept in check, beam 
profiles with fil l factors approaching 0.85 can be suc
cessfully propagated through the laser chain while pre
serving the foeusahility of the beam. A more complete 
description of Ihe benefits accrued by relaying are dis
cussed elsewhere in this report and in Refs. 2 and 3. 

3.1.2 Performance Summary.' 

The most important performance characlerisli'' of 
a high-power fusion laser is its focusability. i.e.. Ihe 

* During this set nl cxpeiliiienls. we tnunil Ihat tile small si/e nl the 
beam mi the eenter tahle ami IK assneialeu hie.li inlcnsits lesulleil in 
siejnticanl he;nn breakup and mi acciiinpansilie reduction in tnaisa 
ble power Tins Is what prompted the lestaeine am! the beam csp.m 
sum In this section c( the laser (see Ret 11 

f/1 focusing 
lenses 

Fij*. .1-J. ( atorimelr) and a streak cam-
cm arrangement thai were used In assess 
our ability to focus the beam. The four 
calorimeters are used for encrgt* balance, 
and the streak camera is used to take a 
temporal histon of the pulse. 
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ability to focus the power in its beam onto a micros
copic fusion target. This focusability must be achieved 
with a near field beam profile that does not damage the 
components in the optical train of the laser. Thus, to as
sess the performance of the system, focusability ex
periments were carried out at pulse lengths of 100 and 
300 ps. These two pulse lengths were chosen because at 
100 ps the focusable power is limited by nonlinear 
self-focusing effects, whereas at 300 ps the system is 
primarily limited by damage to thin-film antirefleetive 
and reflective coatings. At both pulse lengths, the 
peak-to-average beam modulation at the exit aperuture 
of the laser was less than two. 

To determine the fraction of the laser energy exil
ing the final chain aperture that can he delivered to a 
target, the transmission ol pinholes placed in equivalent 
target planes was measured. The lousing optics (171 
aspheric lenses) and diagnostic arrangement for these 
propagation/transmission experiments are shown in 
Fig. 3-4. The box calorimeter, in conjunction with the 
transmitted and backscatter calorimeters, allowed 
nearly 4 TT coverage of the scattered light distribution. 

For 100-ps operation. 25U ^m-diam Au pinholes 
were placed 2d0 (im inside the best focus of the 171 
target lens. This pinhole placement was chosen lo 
simulate the focusing scheme envisioned for high-yield 
exploding-pusher targets. Single-beam powers of 2 to 
2.5 TW were incident upon the pinholes. The pinholes 
transmitted greater than 90'/, of the incident energy. At 
this power level, the targets absorbed less than \'A of 
the incident beam power, the remaining energy loss 
being primarily due lo side-scalier into the box 
calorimeter. 

This high transmission indicates that little of the 
incident beam energy was intercepted by the pinhole 
surface. Thus, in a two-beam short-pulse operation. 
Argus is capable of delivering powers approaching 5 
TW to fusion targets while maintaining a near-field 
beam of sufficient quality not to damage the optical 
components in the optical train. 

For the 300-ps experiments, the beam focusahililv 
was assessed by obtaining the transmission of 
I50-f«ii-diam gold pinholes placed at the best focus of 
the f'l target lenses. The diagnostics were deployed in 
the same manner i.s. for the 100-ps measurements. For a 
single-beam energy of 450 J. 957' of the energy was 
transmitted by the pinholes. Hence. a( this intermediate 
pu sc length, energies in excess of 900 J can be deli
vered lo fusion targets. 

In summary, reconfiguring the Argus laser to ac
commodate the concept of relay imaging has increased 
the focusable power of the sytem. The system is now 
capable of delivering 5 TW to microscopic fusion 
targets at short pulses while maintaining a high-quality. 
near-field beam profile. 
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3.2 Shiva 
3.2.1 Target Diagnostics in the Shiva Target 
irradiation Facility 

In I97X. the Shiva targel irradiation lacility will 
extend the dala base on laser-driven menially confined 
plasmas lo higher laser powers. Achieving this task re
quires the proper functioning ol an elaborate targe! 
diagnostic system. Section 2 recounts Shiva's suc
cessful completion of its line item goals in mid-
November of 1977. For over a year prior lo this event, 
however, the fusion experiments program hail devoted 
a substantial pari of ils resoutces to preparations for 
Shiva target studies. These advance preparations 
yielded unexpected dividends when, in late October, 
iaser alignment difficulties made n necessary to install 
all 20 incident beam diagnostics packages, designed for 
the targel area, at the laser chain outputs in the laser 
bay.' By so doing. Shiva's laser goals were met at the 
expense of a delay in the targel area Having estab
lished that Shiva had met its performance specifica
tions, these packages were released, and integration ol 
the laser with the target area proceeded smoothly . 

The model in Fig. 3-5 shows ilun the laser plasma 
studies performed vvilh Shiva will he two-sided irradia
tions. Twenty laser pulses of approximately 1 TW will 
reach the target simultaneously from above and below 
in nested pentagonal clusters. After leaving the final 
amplifier, each 20-cm-diani beam will enter the target 
area and be directed to the target by two turning mir
rors. A typical routing for a Sh.va beam is shown in 
Fig. 3-6. Approximately 2'i of the energy is transmit
ted by the second turning mirror and injected inlo one 
of the incident beam diagnostic packages described in S 
2.2.8. The balance ol th • incident energy, approxi
mately 98r/r. reflects off the second turning minor and 
is focused by an aspherical l b lens through a vacuum 
window and onto the target. ' -iser light, which is either 
forw ardscaltered or hacksc.n.cred into the opposing 
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Fig. 3-6. Typical Shiva beam routing. 

Alternative geometries include 3 spots surrounded by 
7, a ring of 10, and superimposition of the 10 upper and 
the 10 lower beams. In all cases, the clustered beams 
resemble an equivalent f/1.2 ray cone. Illumination 
uniformity on Shiva is, consequently, similar to that of 
the f/1.0 Argus target irradiation lens arrangement, 
facilitating comparison of target data.2 The approxi
mately 1-mm-diam disk extending from the target 
sphere's equator is insurance against misalignment, and 
is not intended to improve target performance. In fact, 
calculations suggest that it acts as a heat sink, resulting 
in an equatorial velocity lower than that at the poles, 
which, in turn, should result in a non-spherical implo
sion. Target yields four to five times less than yields 
from the comparable bare microshell can be expected, 
so the disk will be removed as soon as we have estab
lished confidence in the automatic alignment system. 

Shiva's automated pointing, focusing, and cen
tering system requires a 5-mm-diam surrogate target. A 

special multiple-field target alignment instrument has 
been designed to permit the accurate placement of the 
laser fusion target at the center of the space previously 
occupied by the surrogate. The surrogate and the target 
are imaged in turn on fixed reticles. 

The decision to operate the Shiva irradiation facil
ity with radiallv polarized beams introduced special 
isolation problems. Unlike other LLL lasers, Shiva, as 
presently configured, has neither an output spatial filter 
nor an output Faraday rotator isolator. Consequently, if 
the target were not in place, the incident pulses would 
be recollimated by the opposing lenses, amplified by 
the output amplifiers, and would almost certainly cause 
serious optical damage in the 8 isolation stage. To 
guard against this eventuality, one of the target viewers 
shown in Fig. 3-8 has been provided with a monitoring 
system called Sentry. The Sentry system will be inter
rogated at approximately 100-jus intervals, and if the 
target moves out of place, oscillator pulse switchout 
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will not be enabled. The details of this system are de
scribed in S 3.2.2. Sentry, together with a I-mm disk 
on the target, gives us confidence that the laser will not 
be damaged if the target is missed. 

Figure 3-8 shows the evacuated target chamber 
within which the experiments will take place. This art
ist's conception shows a number of target diagnostic 
devices in the 190 pons provided in the chamber. The 
first experiments will not require a cryogenic target 

sjslem; thus, the target positioner I Fig. 3-8) is designed 
to manipulate room temperature targets. This device is 
described in detail in § 3.2.3. 

An accurate determination of energy balance is a 
fundamental pan of most laser fusion target experi
ments. To this end. an energy balance module that has 
provision for optical, x-ray. and ion energy measure
ments has been designed. These modules, described in 
S 3.3.1. are sized to be compatible with most of the 
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target chamber ports: thus, they may be arrayed around 
the target to measure angular distributions. The time-
integrated energy measurements made by these devices 
are read into CAMAC modules and eventually proces
sed by the Shiva computer system, to provide angular 
distributions within minutes of a target shot. A number 
of specialized CAMAC modules were designed for the 
Shiva target diagnostics, and these are outlined in S 
3.2.4. Figure 3-9 is a block diagram of the Shiva target 
diagnostics computerized data gathering subsystem. 
The software portions of this system are described in S 
3.6. 

Another important target diagnostic instrument is 
the x-ray microscope. This by-now-fainiliar diagnostic 
tool has been redesigned for use with the Shiva facility 
(!) 3.4.7). Significant improvements have been made in 
the mechanical design of this device and in the state of 
the art of x-ray microscopy. 

The largest and perhaps the single most important 
target diagnostic system is the Shiva neutron time-of-
flighl measurement (S 3.5.1). The detection system is 
located 125 m from the target and will, therefore, pro
vide spectral measurements with approximately 10-keV 
resolution for targets yielding s 10"' neutrons. The NE 
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Fig. 3-9. Shiva target diagnostic subsystem. 

111 fluor/phoiomultiplicr detection system wil l be read 
h\ Tektronix R 7912 transient digitizers, and the data 
will be reduced b\ the same computer system men
tioned above. While this system will provide a good 
measurement of the neutron yield, the primary neutron 
fluenee measurement will be made by Cu activation 
detectors located inside the target chamber. 

Figure 3-111 is ;i polar plot of the 190 diagnostic-
port locations as seen from above. (On the target 
chamber the I) = 0 axis points up. and </» = (I is defined 
by the target positioner.) The planned locations of the 
diagnostic devices are indicated symbolically on this 
chart, as are the locutions of the five target space frame 
towers. The clustered, radially polarized beams are 

numbered such that opposing beam numbers differ by 
10 and increase in the direction of positive ib. 

In summary, the Shiva target irradiation facility is 
Hearing completion, with laser driven inertial confine
ment fusion studies scheduled for calendar year 1978. 

References 
4. L. K. Storm et a l . . "Laser f-'usion L \per i tnentsat4 1 W . " 7 7 m . 

AYv. I.ell. 40 . 157(11 |97h l . 
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t . H Swain. "Polarization and Angular Dependence o f 1 .lld-jtini 
Laser-Light Absorption h\ Planar Plasma." f'l\\\. Rex t.cll. 39 , 
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In ihe other instrument, the reticle plane is re im-
aged b\ a zoom lens, ami Ihis enlarged image is relayed 
Id the T V detector I n a cluster o f f ive lenses. Four lat
eral lenses image the periphery o f the surrogate target 
and the reticle for coincidence. The central object ive 
images the center o f the reticle and (he fusion target 
when it is centered. 

The automated target al ignment system' 1 o f the 
10-kJ output . 20-beam Shiva laser a l lows each beam to 
he focused on a ref lect ing sphere approximately 5 mm 
in diameter. Located at the nominal center o f Ihe target 
chamber. 7 this "surrogate ta rge t ' s " center is the zero 
reference point for the posi t ioning o f Ihe laser fusion 
target anil the point ing and focusing reference o f each 
indiv idual Shiva beam. 

The posit ion o f the surrogate large! is established 
and recorded In al ignment for coincidence w i th at least 
two f ixed reference reticles. Once this is done, the 
surrogate target must he removed and Ihe fusion target 
must be placed so as to coincide w i lh this center (using 
the reticles as centering references) w i lh an accuracy o f 
* 5 ;um. This operation is done by remote control and 

requires an optoelectronic imaging instrument capable 
o f imaging on the same size screen two objects o f 
greatly d i f fer ing dimensions; namely Ihe large 5-mm 

surrogate target and the small fusion target whose 
characteristic dimensions are 20(1 to 500 pun. 

When two objects o f such dif ferent sizes must be 
al igned for axial coincidence w i l h respect to a f ixed 
reference, the accuracy depends upon the characteristic 
dimension o f the smaller object. Th is d imens ion, then, 
becomes the governing parameter in determining the 
magnif icat ion to be used and the resolution that may he 
achieved by the opt ical system. Since the posit ional ac
curacies o f the two objects are to be ident ical , the cor
responding magnif icat ions and resolutions o f the two 
objects should also agree. Under such circumstances, 
we f ind that the larger object w i l l over f low the availa
ble image f ie ld i f the size ratio between the two objects 
is about 5:1 or greater. 

In the Shiva target al ignment and v iew ing instru
ment ( T A V I ) , this problem has been solved in two dif
ferent ways, each one fu l f i l l i ng specific addit ional re
quirements. One system is designated "s ing le trans
lating f ie ld i ns t rumen t " and the other is the "mu l t i p l e 
f ie ld instrument " (patent pending). The relat ive posi
t ion of these instruments on the target chamber is 
shown in F ig . 3-2. The general appearance o f both in
struments is shown in Figs. 3-11 and 3-12. 

Coarse-focusing pointing 
and centering mechanism 

Second relay lens 
152.4-mm 

Reticle x-y stage 

First relay lens 
fB= 152.4 mm 

Plane of relayed target image 
(M « IXf and centering reticle 

Plane of TV detector 
and magnified image 

Zoom lens 
fC = 15 mm to 30 mm 
Fine focusing and 
zooming mechanism 

-Objective/optical relay system 

Fig. 3-11. Shiva TAVI single-field instrument. This figure shows the main optical and mechanical components. The instrument can 
be pointed by tilting it about the hollow spherical joint located on the mounting flange. 
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Fig. 3-12. Shiva target alignment multiple-fir ]d instrument. This figure shows the colinear illuminating and image-forming beam, as 
well as the corner cube retrorcflector used to back-illuminate the target. 

Characteristics Common to Both Instru
ments. Both instruments are integrated illumina
tion-imaging systems. The targets are front- and hack-
illuminated by a HeNe laser beam injected through the 
optical axis of the objective/relay optics. Alter passing 
the target, the laser beam is retrorcflected by a repli
cated array of I-mm-aperture triangular corner cubes 
placed 400 mm behind the target. The interference or 
"speckle" pattern caused by the coherence of the laser 
light is averaged by interposing an optical wedge" in the 
expanded HeNe laser beam and rotating it at approxi
mately 3000 rpm. 

An objective/relay lens system transports [with 
magnification (M) = I J the image out of the target 
chamber and projects it on the reference reticle (central, 
cross, and concentric circles, with the major circle 5 
mm in diameter). This reticle is mounted on an x-y 
stage for initial alignment, after which it is locked in 
place. 

Optical Characteristics of the Objective-Relay 
Lens System (Fig. 3-13). This M = 1 lens system, 
besides being used in our alignment instruments, is the 
main optical component of the Sentry system/' The 
Sentry system uses two Reticon arrays to monitor the 
position of the target up to the time that the laser pulse 
arrives. It is interrogated at 200-^ intervals, and, if the 

target moves, the shot can be aborted. Consequently, 
unlike the alignment optics. Sentry cannot be protected 
by closing a mechanical shutter before the laser pulse 
arrives: therefore. Sentry is exposed to the radiation re
flected and emitted by the fusion target. In addition, the 
objective lens and the first relay lens in all the systems 
are subject to the vacuum of the target chambers. The 
lens system must be located as far away as practical 
from the target, be subject to evacuation, and be able 
tolerate high optical fluences. The Cooke Triplet design 
was chosen for all three lenses because it fulfilled these 
basic requirements, plus was a design that permitted 
correction of all primary aberrations.1" The charac
teristics of each lens are shown in Fig. 3-13: note that 
all of them are standard items The second and Ihird 
lenses are identical. They are mounted facing each 
other in order to minimize aberrations. 

Characteristics of the Single-I'ranslating-Field 
Instrument (Fig. 3-12). After the target image is re
layed (M = 1) out of the target chamber, a zoom lens in 
tandem with the TV camera magnifies the target and 
reticle image approximately 12 times (M = 12) and fo
cuses the image directly on the Vidicon face. Under 
these conditions, only one edge of the surrogate target 
can be seen (see Figs. 3-14 and 3-15). Therefore, to 
monitor the centering of the reticle, it is necessary to 
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Boundary of 
surrogate target 

-Central objective field 

IQ\ ^— Lateral objective field (four places) 
Cental objective1 

field 
(1-mm-diam) 

Surrogate target 
boundary 
(four places] 

Four lateral fields 

5-mm-diam reticle 
circle 
(four places) 

50-JJm-diam glint returned 
from center of surrogate 
target surface 

Central objective 

< i -aT 

- Zoom lens 
fc = 20 mm to 32 mm 
Focusing and zooming 
mechanism 

Plane of magnified 
image and adjustable 
field aperture 

-TV detector 
plane 
and final image plane 

Fig. 3-13. Magnifying optics of the multiple-field instrument: (a)Field of view covered by each one of the cluster's five lenses on the 
object plune. (b)Cluster's five lenses image field as it is focused on the Vidicon face. Note that the silhouette of the surrogate target shows 
on the outside of the central reticle (toward the corners of the TV screen). This provides an unobstruced image field for the central lens, 
(c) Longitudinal cross section on a plane at 45° with respect to the vertical. Two of the four lateral lenses can be seen. 

translate the zoom lens-TV camera unit and survey the 
image plane. The TV camera-zoom lens unit is 
mounted on a three-axis, remotely controlled transla
tion stage. The range of motions tor each axis is + 5 
mm. thereby enabling the system lo explore a volume 
of I cm'1 in the object space when the relay system is 
working with M - I. In addition to these translations, 
the 7. siage can he displaced a full 50 mm along the op
tical axis, which changes the available range of mag
nifications provided by the zoom lens. 

The zoom lens is an 171.3 lens remotely controlled 
in focusing and ooming. with a local length range 
between 15 and 30 ,nm. This range, combined with the 
50-mm translation of the Z stage, provides for a range 
of magnifications between M = 2.9 to M = 12. Since 
the power of the object-relay system is M|, = 1.05, the 
magnification range of the entire optical train at the 
image plane defined by the Vidicon face will be M T ( , = 
3.05 to M-ro = 12.6. This range of magnifications al

lows viewing ol different sizes of surrogates and fusion 
targets. 

The optical resolution of the system, as deter
mined experimentally, is 

R„ = 5 /urn to 6 /HII . (1) 

At naximum power, the resolution is limited by the 
optics, while at minimum power the resolution is li
mited by the TV detector. For a 14-in. TV monitor, the 
magnification ratio screen/detector is 25.5. so the range 
of magnifications on the TV screen is 

M, •• 3 2 0 to M-r = 78. (2) 

Characteristics of the Multiple-Field Instru
ment (Figs. 3-13 and 3-14). The target image and 
the reticle are magnified 7.6 times by a zoom lens after 
they are reiayed outside the target chamber. A cluster 
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of five lenses (four laleral lenses 90" apari on a circle 
plus a central lens I views this magnified image ami re-
la) s it to the surface of the Vidicon. The four lateral 
lenses look at the silhouette ol the surrogate target at 
four different points. The central objective looks at the 
center of the reticle [>eel-'ig. 3- l3(a i | . As can be seen, 
the rays from the tour lateral lenses are fokled by four 
specially designed prisms so thai Ihe image is in focus 
and within the available field provided by the effective 
area of the TV detector. The design is such that the four 
images appear iv the four corners of the TV screen, 
leaving the ce-.iral area free for viewing the laser fusion 
target and reticle centering crosshair |see Fig. 
3-l3(b)J. By these means, it is possible to center two 
objects of very different sizes (5 mm and 2(10 /xm) with 
the desired magnification and accuracy on the same re
ticle without using any moving parts in the imaging 
system. In both systems, the reticle is securely locked 
in place after it has been centered, thereby defining a 
permanent zero reference for all future surrogate target 
and fusion target alignments 

The relevant characteristics of the optical compo
nents used in the magnifying optics of the multiple-
field instrument are: zoom Ic.is f/1.5. with a focal 
length range between 20 mm and 32 m. The lens is 
mounted on a rack-and-pinion focusing mechanism that 
permits fine focusing adjustments as well as changes in 
power The aerial image projected by the zoom lens on 
the object plane of the lens cluster has to he of a definite 
size in order for the lateral lenses to transmit the image 
onto the TV detector. The variable power of the zoom 

provides the necessary flexibility for achieving Ihis 
goal, independent of ihe real object and reticle dimen
sions. The system can therefore he used with different 
surrogate target diameters ;••. well as different reticle 
circles. o:i the condition lh.it the image si/c projected 
by the zoom lens he "f 'he required dimei.sions r39 * 2 
mm I. 

As can be seen in Fig. 3-14. ihc lens cluster con-
sislsof a central lens la microscope objective of I 40 
mm working at M • 1.55) and the four lateral lenses 
(microscope objectives of f -• 4b.X mm working at 
M ~ 1.1). 

F.xperimenlally. the optical resolution was found 
to he the same as that of the single-field instrument, 
namely R„ - 5 /um to o /xm. We conclude hat our 
system resolutions are limited by the resolving power 
of the optical relay systems. 

Practical Results. Figures 3-15 thiough 3-17 
are actual Polaroid pictures taken during the test con
ducted at the experimental setup ."or the single-field 
translating instrument. The ir.egularities h- thc 
silhouellc of the surrogate target arc specks of dust. 

Figures 3-18. 3-19. and 3-20 apply to ihe multi
ple-field system. Figure 3-19 shows the fields as they 
appear on the television screen when the surrogate 
target is centered. An image inversion is introduced by 
the lenses in the cluster, and a glint is returned by the 
center of the reflective surrogate target. The image of 
the glint appears on the TV screen when the surrogate 
target silhouette is centered on the 5-mm circle within 
approximately m 100 ju.ni and converges toward the re
ticles center as the alignment error goes to zero, thereby 
providing an additional aid for alignment." 
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Fig. 3-20. Laser fusion target (spherical glass shell* on 
center i 5 tint. Same conditions as Fig. .VI9. but with the 
target rotated 90" ahout the vertical axis. 

o. I>. Campbell and T. Slewart, "The hlectronics ot thu Sentry 
System." technical memo in preparation. 

1(1. Warren J. Smith. Mtulvrii (tjititui l:itt;iiit; /me (McGraw-Hill 
JSook Co . Vw York. I')74). 

II. The charnclcrislics ami position ot the surroenlc target glinl 
were lirst proposed as an alignment aid hy T. J. Gilmartin. 
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3.2.3 Targel Positioner 
The target positioner is a remotely controlled 

electro-mechanical system mounted on the equator of 
the targel chamber. Its purpose is to position the fusion 
pellet in a predetermined spatial location, with an ac
curacy of ± 5 jum and a repeatability of ± 2 /urn. It 
consists of two translation stages and two rotary stages, 
all of which are driven by remotely controlled stepping 
motors. These stages are mounled on a flange that is 
part of the target chamber (see Fig. 3-8). They position 
the targel on the desired coordinates by imparting one 
rotary and three translational motions to the target 
holder, which is the central component of the target 
positioner pylon. The pylon consists of three concentric 
stainless steel tubes; the central tube is the target holder 
: elf, and carries the mechanism for holding the target. 
This central tube can be extracted or inserted into the 
target chamber without bteaking vacuum. The motion 

along the axis of this tube is defined as the X motion, 
and it is radial with respect to the target chamber. This 
central lube, or target holder, is longitudinally guided 
by a three-wheel trolley, which allows it to slide inside 
the intermediate tube, and by a system of Rulon bus
ings. In turn, the intermediate tube is mounted on a rot
ary stage (Aerotech 3I2R), which permits azimuthal 
control of the target's position (see Fig. 3-6). The rot
ary stage is mounled on a double-axis translation stage 
(Aerotech ATS 304M), which provides motion along 
the Y and Z axes on a plane perpendicular to the target 
chamber equatorial plane. By this arrangement, the Y 
and Z motions are imparled to the external tube. The 
external tube carries the rotary Mage that controls the 
azimuthal position of the target. 

On top of the azimuth control rotary stage is the 
mechanism for the X motion. This device is a small 
rotary stage (Aerotech 301R), which, through a ball-
nut-scrcw mechanism, transforms rotary motion into 
linear motion in the X direction. These basic compo
nents are illustrated in Fig. 3-2. As can he seen in this 
figure, the main vacuum barrier is a corrugated bellows 
that provides the static seal between the translating ex
ternal tube and the mounting flange on the target 
chamber. 

The assembly, made up of the three concentric 
tubes, is designated as the target positioner pylon; it 
carries a rotary vacuum valve on its free end. Through 
this valve, the central target holder is inserted and 
extracted without breaking the vacuum in the target 
chamber. To do this, the space inside the outer tube is 
evacuated through an external line when the rotary 
valve is still closed, and the targel holder is inserted up 
to the retracted position. At that moment, the vacuums 
on both sides of the valve are equalized, so the valve 
can then be rotated to the open position and the target 
holder extended into the target chamber. Valve rotation 
is achieved by connecting bevel gears to an externally 
actuated lever with a universal motion shaft. To extract 
the target, the holder is retracted into the intermediate 
tube, the rotary valve is closed, the internal space 
within the pylon is raised to atmospheric pressure with 
dry nitrogen, and the target holder is extracted. This 
procedure prevents the rotary valve from being actuated 
while under vacuum load. To facilitate insertion and 
extraction of the target holder (composed of the central 
tube and the X rotary stage), a target inserter is attached 
to the target chamber. This inserter consists of a car
riage sliding on two rails. It carries the weight and 
maintains the alignment of the target holder with the 
rest of the pylon. A system of interlocks and limiting 
switches prevents the operator from inserting the target 
holder beyond the retracted position until the interior of 
the pylon is evacuated and the rotary valve is in the 
open position. 
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Table 3-1. Target positioner accuracy parameters. 

Parameter 
Range, 

mm 

Full range 
accuracy, 

pun 

Drive system 
linearity, 

9? 
Repeatability, Orthogonality, Runout, 

pun mrad mrad 

RMS system Maximum 
Hticarily, rate, 

•£ mrn/s 

Z translation t 10 i 5 0.02 ±2 0.25 0.25 0.04 1 

Y translation i 10 * 5 0.02 ± 2 0.25 0.25 0.04 1 

X translation" * IS »5 0.02 ± 2 0.2S 0.25 0.05 1 

rrx rotation : 0.5 mrad 0.25 m I (left's 

"The filial range of the X translation (for the purpose of inserting and extracting the target) is 178 mm; the X range given in the chart 
corresponds to the fine adjustment range for final positioning. 

A flexible coupling between the X driving 
mechanism and Ihe target holder makes the longitudinal 
motion independent of the alignment and concentricity 
of the driving mechanism; thus. Ihe X direction is de
fined solely by the accuracy of the intermediate tube 
and busings. 

Table 3-1 gives the main parameters of the target 
positioner. Once Ihe target is inserted, the central target 
holder assembly is locked in place by a system of ex-
centric levers, and the final position is achieved by re
mote actuation of the stepping motors for each stage 
from the control room. The desired position is achieved 

, when the target is centered on the reticle of the target 
alignment and viewing instrument (see S 3.2.2). 
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3.2.4 Shiva Sentry System 
The Sentry system ensures that a target will re

main in place, within certain limits, relative to its in
tended final alignment position. If the target were to 
move, unnoticed, from its intended position and the 
twenty Shiva arms were fired, a costly loss of optical 
components could occur. Sentry can detect a misplaced 
target and abort a potentially damaging shot. 

Electronic Design. Sentry is electronically in
terrogated every 200 fin to determine whether the target 
has moved more than a preset amount. (Work is'con
tinuing in order to reduce the interrogation period to 20 
fas.) At a convenient time after the target is aligned, 
usually several minutes before zero time (laser pulse 
incident on target), the Sentry "lock'" button is pushed. 

When the lock button is depressed, a digital image of 
the X-Y cross section of Ihe aligned target is stored in 
memory. From that instant on. every 200 JUS. the stored 
image is compared with the real-time large! image. If 
the Iwo differ by more Itian a preset Amount, the laser 
oscillator is prevented from switching out the incident 
pulse. A block diameter of the Sentry system is shown 
in Fig. 3-21. 

The X-Y cross section is obtained by using two 
Reticon 64-element arrays, scanned at a 1-MHz clock 
rate. The arrays are mounted in the same plane al 90°to 
one another. The video output of each array is 
amplified in the receiver head and sent via coaxial cable 
to the control chassis. A comparator for each channel 
with adjustable threshold determines whether each 
video level should be designed a "one'* or a "zero." 
When the lock button is depressed, the next scan is 
stored in a 64-bit memory array. Each scan thereafter is 
compared to these stored data by latching the contents 
of the exclusive OR'ed output* of the 64-bit memory. 
The latched comparison drives an analog summing 
amplifier. The output of the summing amplifier drives a 
variable threshold comparator. The X and Y outputs are 
OR ed, and either one may cause the Sentry to place an 
abort signal on the fiber optic transmitter. This signal is 
received by a second chassis adjacent to the oscillator 
table, where it provides conversion to a TTL (transis
tor-transistor logic) level that prevents laser oscillator 
switchout. A second output provides a monitor function 
for the Shiva housekeeping computer. 

Mechanical Design. Figure 3-22 shows the 
position of the main components of Sentry relative to a 
target. The illuminator, directly opposite the imaging 
instrument, provides back illumination of the target. 
The target image is projected on an electronic detector 
at the image plane of the imaging instrument. 

•Provided by the exclusive OR circuit if the stored element differs 
from Ihe real-lime element. 
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Fig. 3-21, Sentn block diagram. 

Figure 3-23(a) shows the main components of the 
illumination system, which consists of a light source, a 
condensing lens, and a projection lens. The position of 
the condensing lens is adjustable over approximately ± 
38 mm, and the lens holder accepts one or more lenses 
of 42 mm diam. The object of this arrangement is to 
form the exit pupil of the illumination optics near the 
position of the target and to simultaneously project an 

image of the light source on 'he objective lens of the 
imaging instrument (with magnification - 11. This ar
rangement assures uniform high-intensity illumination 
and maximum contrast at the image plane. 

To avoid overheating the target, the amount of 
energy incident on the target is minimized by incorpo
ration of an electronic shutter. The object of this shutter 
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Fig. 3-23. Main components of the illumination system; all units are in mm. 

of these components, the debris shield is made of 
materia! that reflects I .OfS-/x.m light. 

The ohjective/relay optical system is provided 
with three stops: a telecentric slop located at the focal 
plane of the objective lens, a field slop located at the 
plane of the first linage relayed by the objective lens, 
and a pupil stop at the pupil plane of the objective and 
first relay lens. This combination of stops reduces the 
field of view to approximately I cm. This field can he 
further reduced to I or 2 mm by properly adjusting the 
diameter of these apertures: this minimizes the possi
bility of stray light reaching the detector, and it may 
eliminate any requirement to place a narrow-bandpass 
filter in front of the detector. 

Figure 3-24 shows the magnifying optics and the 
beam-splitting system. The distances shown are for M 
= 3 and focal length = 20 mm; the image distance and 
position can be adjusted by sliding the two lateral fold

ing mirrors I lateral adjustment I: the vertical position of 
the image is controlled by lilting the lateral folding 
mirrors. These adjustments are done by means of prop
erly placed screws acting against elastic restraints. 

The beam-splitter first folding mirror and the two 
lateral folding mirrors are mounted on a single base. 
This base and the electronic chassis are mounted as a 
unit on an external tube bolted to the target chamber 
through a pointing mechanism. The electronic chassis 
is protected by a removable box that permits servicing 
the electronics unit without disassembly from the op
tics. 

Authors 

I). E. Campbell 
J. A. Mnnjes 
T. C. Stewart 
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c m be responded i i q i r c k h I n either changing 
( "AMAC" and or N I M S modules w i th in a STRIPE or b> 
*uhst i iui ing a proper l \ outf i t ted STRIPE. The sensor. 

tabl ing!, and STRIPK arc equipped w i th i n s u ! " i n g 
mount ing hardware to prevent addit ional grounds. The 
sensor ground is obtained via the signal or bias cable at 

1-iR. .V21). SIK1PK iitstrunH'titsitmn: time-integrated 
experiments. 

KIR. $-H. STRIPS instrumentation: high-speed transient 
digitizers. 
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the front panel of the module or chassis mounted in the 
STRIPE. A cooling system mounted at the basement 
floor level draws the heated air from the STRIPE chim
ney and exhausts it beneath the basement subfloor, 
where it is dissipated into the target room clean air sys
tem. All other connections to the STRIPES are made 
via fiber optic cables; these are discussed under the di
gital data acquisition system, timing and trigger sys
tem, and CAMAC sections. 

Grounding. In each of the data acquisition sys
tems designed to date, a single-point ground is used to 
minimize low-frequency ground currents in system 
et'i ling. This means that each experimental package or 
instrumented sensor has to be isolated from any addi
tional ground path. Electrically isolated vacuum fced-
through connectors have been developed at LLL to ser
vice sensors within the target chamber vacuum ves
sel.'"' Particular attention has been given to chamber 
flange interfaces, where electrically insulated mating or 
mounting surfaces are required. Remote sensors, such 
as those mounted on pedestals, are also carefully insu
lated from their mechanical support stiuctures. Tie 
single-point earth ground for the STARS is obtained by 
running a 4/0 welding cable through a hole drilled in 
the target room east wall. This cable is connected to 
one of the Shiva building peripheral ground rods. This 
provides a single, low-impedance ground path for 
STARS. A ground current detector monitors the current 
in this single ground cable. The addition of a ground 
from any point connecting the STARS to the building 
causes an alarm to sound. This additional ground is 
immediately removed to prevent the addition of more 
ground paths — paths that become more and more dif
ficult to uncover. 

We have found these precautions to be justified, 
particularly in regard to interactions among various ex
periments. The experimentalists at all of our irradiation 
facilities have been very cooperative with regard to the 
importance of maintaining a single-point ground. If a 
particular experiment has a ground problem, it is not 
connected to the instrumentation system until the 
problem is corrected. 

Timing and Trigger System. The Shiva target 
diagnostic system must collect data for each laser target 
shot. Proper operation cannot be assured unless the data 
acquisition system is accurately synchronized with the 
operation of the laser. Two major subsystems control 
this timing. The first is called the slow trigger system 
and encompasses all preshot times up to 10 jus before 
zero time. Zero time is defined as the instant the main 
laser beams hit the target. The slow trigger system pro
vides jitter of ± I /LIS and is synchronized with the 
power conditioning processor (LSI-11) that controls the 
laser operation. The second trigger system provides 
low-jitter (50-ps) triggers for target room devices dur

ing the time intenal from 200-ns to zero time. This is 
the fast trigger system and derives its basic time refer
ence from the Shiva oscillator table. 

Slow Trigger System. The slow trigger system 
is synchronized with the LSI-11 via the power condi
tioning, 50-V 'Q" bi . (Fig. 3-32). This is actually a 
dual-bus (redundant) system, consisting of bus A and 
bus B. 

Within the bus interface, two output cards are 
"wire OR'ed" together to form the output signals to 
the initiator transmitter. The initiator tianstnitter fre
quency encodes the timing bit pattern and transmits it to 
the system initiator (LEA 77-1305) over a fiber optic 
cable. The system initiator decodes the FM optical data 
and presents the data to the dual LSI-11 via the 
CAMAC datav.'uy. The dual LSI-11 then sends pro
grammed liming comn jnds to the target diagnostics 
via the CAMAC serial highway. Note that the system 
initiator also provides direct triggers (front panel BNC 
connectors) to allow direct use of these signals without 
using the target diagnostics LSI-11 as a controller. 

Initiator Transmitter (LEA-1332, Rev. A). 
The bit pattern presented to the initiator transmitter is 
negative true logic, with only one bit pulled low at a 
time. Only the eight least significant bits are used. The 
chassis encodes the bits into the following frequencies: 

Data hit Frequency 
Time or function 

(as of May 10, 1977) 

7 5 MHz -500 jus 
6 2.5 MHz - 7 ms 
5 1.25 MHz Spare channel 
4 625 kHz - 2 s 
3 312 kHz Spare channel 
-> 156 kHz -120 s 
1 78 kHz Spare channel 
0 3" kHz Link alive (reset) 

An internal multiplexer selects either on-line 
(power conditioning LSI-11) or local push-button 
input, according to the appropriate front panel 
switches. The actual data used by the FM encoder are 
displayed in front panel light-emitting diodes. The FM 
encoded data are then converted to an optical equiva
lent by the transmitter half of a serial fiber optic link 
(LEA 76-1318). A hard-wired equivalent is also avail
able for direct connection, using cable with BNC con
nectors. 

Fas! Trigger System. The trigger system within 
the Shiva target room is designed to provide stable 
timing triggers to various devices, including the 
STARS and STRIPES systems. Therefore, in addition 
to providing fast rise-time triggers, the trigger system 
must not violate the single-point ground constraints. 
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l u s t T r i j«n iT Si|>n<il l ' l n u . The tr igger photo 
diode i M R I ) - ? t l ( l i siuiuil is Miiiplinuk' discriminated b> 
;m H i iV : ( i I 1CIS N tasl discr iminator ;nul then distr i 
hil led in tun.- ul two formats: a fus ing ' electrical pulse 
in a I.is! optical pulse. I hi.' electrical pulse is used lor 
slicak camera triggers in situations where ad|usiahlc 
optical dcla\ 1:1 a tr i t i i icr line is cumbersome An 
I I I. designed module i l . l . A 7 7 - 1 2 4 n i pro\ idcs eight 
Hid \ ini ipi i t triggers l i m n the T - 1 H 5 N output. 
Another I . I . I . designed niodule t I . h A 7 7 - I . W ) pro 
\ idcs eight optical niggers lo t iher optic cable lor dis
tr ibut ion to all other target diagnostics. The optical out 
pill is generated b\ laser diodes at an XSO-nin 
wavelength, wh ich is compatible wi th low loss over 
uianv tvpes ot l iber optic cable I he optical cable lei 
minutes in a C A M A C module i l . l - .A77- 1.154) that con 
verts the optical pulse to an electrical equivalent, which 
is then used w i th in each isolated instrumentation rack. 

One o i the opt ical triggers also terminates in the 
master C ' A M A C crate and al lows the last computer 
interrupt to signal the digi tal data acquisit ion s w e m to 
acquire shot data. 

I 'ds i l io i i -S i ' i is iny I ' l ln tud i i idc — l i u l l s i . \ sec 
ond phoiodiodc wi th loin- \ > outputs is als-> mounted 
in the trigger h o \ I he loin \ "i outputs ,ne sepaialclv 
integrated In a l.cciov 224'i \ ( ' . \ \ I - \ C charge inie 
grating analog to digital convetlei I his C \ \ | U 
niodule is mounted in a ( \ \ 1 \ t da te in an adjacent 
rack, complete wi th a ctate cou l 'o l l c i i K S ; , | l l \ i . 
I .S I - I I nuc ioco iupute i . and an \ > visible displav 
i l i g 1 Mi. 

I he I .S I - I I p io \ i dcs compuia l io i i and cont io l 
abil i t ies that allow Hue beam posit ion calculations 
Al ter acquir ing the d ig ih / cd data Mom the . ' ' - J ' 1 \ . the 
LSI-1 1 calculates the tollovving \a l l ies 

I 1) 

II.,,.. 

where V and I I . , . . , are vettical and hon /on la l beam 
posit ion errors; I . I ) . I . and K are posit ion detector 
integrated oulp i i ls . 1 1 • I) • I. • R; and K is a 
proportionalitv constant thai scales to stepping motor 
rotat ion. 
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The results of these calculations are used in two 
ways, first, the numerical values V,.,T,„. and H,.,.,,,,. are 
available tor closed-loop control of the stepping motors 
of the last trigger heam pointing mirror. Second, the 
magnitude of i.. V,.rl.,,r. and H,.,,.,,,. are compared to val
ues manually preset in a CAMAC manual switch re
gister. Overflow of the 224" A/l) converter is also 
checked. The result of these comparisons is displayed 
on a local panel called Bullsi Display. 

Bullsi Display. This display panel provides 
status information in the event that manual heam posi
tioning or intensity control is desired. An array of 
light-emitting diodes provides visual indication of ap
proximate beam position on the X-Y photodiode. In
tensity overrange and underrange conditions are dis
played to allow rough manual adjustment with neutral 
density filters. 

C'AMAC.'. Following its introduction to the 
Janus target irradiation facility in September I974. 
CAMAC has been used more extensively at each suc
ceeding facility. Shiva, therefore, represents our most 
extensive use of CAMAC for target diagnostics in
strumentation. We have developed several CAMAC 
modules specifically for the instrumentation of fusion 
experiments. Table 3-2 summarizes these modules. 

The fiber optic link (LEA 76-1318) contains an 
optical transmitter and receiver and is used as an inter
face between the CAMAC crate and the fiber optics se
rial highway. It is powered by the CAMAC crate. At 
lease one of the crates in every STRIPES package con
tains this module. 

The system initiator (LEA 77-1305) receives the 
frequency-encoded timing signals from the initiator 
transmitter (see Special Packages) and serves as an 
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Table 3-2. CAMAC module sumnian. 
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interface between the transmitter and the CAMAC 
dataway. This module determines what function the 
data acquisition system [under the software control of 
the target acquisition, control, and instrumentation 
system (TACAI)]'" is performing. 

The fiber optic I/O register (LEA 77-1308) was 
designed to serve as an interface for a wide variely of 
electromechanical devices. In the present Shiva sys
tem, this module is responsible for opening the camera 
shutters in the STARS area and can also be connected, 
through inexpensive plastic fiber optic cable, to the 15 
shutter control boxes mounted on the target chamber 
space frame. Each module has four outputs (LEDs) and 
four inputs (phototransistors). This module connects 
the electrically clean environment of the STARS or 
STRIPES to electrically noisy control and monitor 
areas (see Special Packages). 

The fiber optic trigger generator (LEA 77-1354) 
receives trigger signals from the central trigger system, 
via fiber optics, and converts them to an electrical pulse 
for driving oscilloscopes, transient digitizers, and other 
instrumentation modules. This generator module also 
defines zero time for the data acquisition software via 
the serial system mother crate. The module will also 
provide an output trigger signal under software control, 
which is useful for dry run and baseline functions. 

The programmable sensitivity charge integrator 
(LEA 77-1260) contains four bipolar charge integra
tors. The sensitivity of each of the four integrators is 
independently and digitally programmable in eight 
steps from ± 150 pC to ± 5 x 10r' pC full scale (150, 
500, 1500 . . . 500,000). Resolution is 13 bits (12 bits 
plus sign). Data are latched in data registers until a read 
command is received. A status register contains sen
sitivity settings for each channel. The sensitivity setting 
of each channel is displayed by front panel LED's. In
dividual bias connectors at the rear panel permit the 
voltage biasing of sensors, using the signal cable 
(± 200 V maximum). When used with photomulti-
pliers, each bias connector (BNC) should be terminated 
by a short circuit or 50 ft. 

The programmable gain amplifier (LEA 77-1317) 
provides 16 channels of bipolar amplification at digi
tally programmable gains of 1, 10, 100, or 1000. Each 
of the 16 channels can be independently programmed, 
and the module contains a status register from which 
the gain settings can be verified. The gain setting of 
each channel is indicated on front panel LED"s as well. 
The module has a 3-dB upper cutoff frequency of 0.84 
Hz. It is intended to be used as a part of the calorimeter 
instrumentation system, consisting of this module, a 
calorimeter digitizer, a power fanout box, a gain-of-
1000 preamplifier, and associated cabling. The overall 
calorimetry instrumentation system block diagram is 
shown in Fig. 3-41. The power fanout box and 

gain-of-1000 preamplifier are discussed under Special 
Packages. 

The digital data acquisition system software 
(TACAI) controls the dual or tandem LSI-11 package. 
It was written by J. Greenwood, J. Ozawa, and S. 
Lacy. 

Special Packages. The gain-of-1000 pre
amplifier power fanout chassis (LEA 77-1358, Fig. 
3-42) serves as the interface between the programmable 
gain amplifier CAMAC module (LEA 77-1317) and the 
gain-of-1000 preamplifiers (LEA 77-1265). The entire 
calorimeter diagnostics system is shown in Fig. 3-41. 
This system provides a means of centrally collecting 
the signals from 16 calorimeter channels. A single 
multiconduclor cable connects the 16 preamplifier 
calorimeter signals to the CAMAC module. The dc 
power to operate each preamplifier and the output sig
nal of each preamplifier are combined on individual 
multiconductor shielded cables. The power fanout box 
is mounted at a central location as close as practical to 
the 16 preamplifier modules it is servicing. Ferrite 
cores in the dc power leads help prevent the occurrence 
of interfering ground currents between channels. 

The gain-of-IOOO preamplifier (LEA 77-1265, 
Fig. 3-43) amplifies the microvolt output signal level of 
the calorimeter module to millivolt levels before it is 
sent to the power fanout box. This maintains a high 
signal-to-noise ratio at the point where the programma
ble gain amplifier CAMAC module receives input. The 
preamplifier is mounted directly onto the hermetic 
target chamber feedthrough connector and is isolated 
from it by means of a special busing. Its design was 
optimized for low-level (microvolt) input and has a 
3-dB upper cutoff frequency of 0.84 Hz. Small ferrite 
beads on all power and signal leads protect them from 
radio frequency (rf) interference. (The rf interface can 
be rectified by the diode junctions in the integrated cir
cuit chip. Rectification causes dc offsets.) The 
preamplifier is cigar shaped so that several can be 
mounted side by side. (The box calorimeter requires 26 
preamplified channels.) 

The shutter control chassis (LEA 77-1370. Fig. 
3-44) serves as an interface between those control 
functions requring closures, ac, or dc power, and the 
instrumentation system. This chassis opens camera 
shutters of conventional oscilloscope systems. It re
ceives system timing signals via inexpensive fiber op
tics cable connected to one output of the fiber optic I/O 
register (LEA 77-1308). System software provides the 
proper control function codes to open the camera shut
ters at the correct time and for a specific duration. 

The initiator transmitter (LEA 77-1332, Fig. 3-45) 
receives signals from the system initiator CAMAC 
module via fiber optics 'LEA 77-1305). It provides 
overall timing information by means of a frequency-
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Fig. 3-41. Catorimetry instrumentation system block diagram. 

modulated optical pulse. At the Shiva facility, the 
transmitter is mounted in the basement in the system 
interlock racks, and a fiber optic cable carries the fre
quency-modulated optical signal to the STARS area, 
where it is connected to the system initiator in the 
mother crate. 

The laser diode trigger transmitter jLEA 77-1355, 
Fig. 3-46) is used to change fast NIMS-type electrical 
pulse amplitudes into light outputs, which are then 
propagated, via fiber optics, for the purpose of trigger
ing STRIPES packages. 

Summary. The system described above is now 
installed and operational. Additional CAMAC modules 
are now being fabricated to increase the number of 
available data channels. In addition, many Shiva fea
tures are now being transferred to the Argus facility; 
this will greatly enhance the Argus target diagnostics 
capability. 
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3.3 Diagnostics Development 
To adequately diagnose laser fusion experiments, 

our echniques and instruments must be able to measure 
a u.de range of physical phenomena, with spatial and 
temporal resolutions on micron and picosecond scales. 
The experimental understanding provided by accurate 
diagnostics of both the lasers and the targets is essential 
for detailed comparison wilh predictions of target de
sign code calculations. Although we have made sig
nificant progress this year, there is still much work to 
be done before we can approach one of our primary 
goals: a diagnostics capability of l-^un and l-ps reso
lution An additional goal is to develop a diagnostics 
syv.em that can provide complete data sets on each 
shot, rather than relying on sampling data over a 
number of experiments. A further goal is to directly 
link our instruments with the computer-aided data ac
quisition and analysis systems at the laser facilities. 

The development and application of new diagnos
tics have continued to be significant aspects of our pro
gram. Table 3-3 summarizes the advances in our high-
resolution diagnostics capability this year. The under
lined values identify those areas in which significant 
improvement has occurred during the year.'7 In the op-

Table 3-3. Summary of diagnostics capability. 
At - 6 p* (infrared) 

= 15 pslxruyl 
Ax ^ I /im (ultraviolet, visible; time-integrated over signal 

duration.) 
3 /im (x ray, time-integrated over signal duration) 

= 6 /im (x ray, 15-ps time resolution) 
50 /i:n (125 px. full frame) 

- 3 /im ;.Tparfitle.s) 
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deal diagnostics area, we have begun to transfer our 
ullrafasl streak camera fabrication to a commercial 
vendor. Continuing work on obtaining a more detailed 
understanding of streak camera performance, from the 
point of view of dynamic range and the influence of the 
details of effective optical gain of the image intensifies 
on overall performance, is discussed in an accom
panying subsection. Although there are no specific sub
sections this year describing developments with x-ray 
streak cameras and framing cameras, significant work 
has been done in both areas. Our efforts with x-ray 
streak cameras have concentrated on improving photo-
cathode designs and fabrication techniques and on the 
use of cameras in the experimental program. Framing 
camera progress has been steady in a year of design and 
fabrication effort on prototype sealed-off visible light 
and x-ray sensitive tubes. 

Significant progress in the development of active 
imaging! systems that use charge-coupled devices is re
ported in a detailed subsection. Applications for visible 
and infrared imaging, as well as for active readout sys
tems for streak and framing cameras and higli-
bandwidth oscilloscopes, are being pursued. These ap
plications will allow a direct interface between the 
diagnostics and computer-aided data acquisition and 
analysis systems, thereby providing immediate acqui
sition, analysis, and display of image data on experi
ments. Our expanded capability for making ultraviolet 
probing measurements of parameters in laser-produced 
plasmas is summarized in a following subsection. The 
design and implementation of comprehensive energy 
balance diagnostics modules for Shiva target experi
ments are discussed. These modules combine several 
important diagnostic elements in a single, convenient, 
calibrated package that can be mounted on a target 
chamber port. 

New x-ray diagnostics systems are described in 
detail. A effraction crystal imaging scheme has been 
devised with application for mapping the spatial dis
tribution of selected x-ray line emissions. The low 
photon energy range of the x-ray spectrum can now be 
diagnosed with new windowless x-ray diodes config
ured in a system that has about 200-ps lime resolution. 
This system. Dante, provides absolute x-ray data in the 
region below 1 keV photon energy. Broadband x-ray 
flux measurements have become easier to make with 
the implementation of a special fast x-ray diode that has 
a flat, broadband spectral response. The diode is essen
tially a fast. flat, x-ray calorimeter. High-energy x-ray 
diagnostics (tens of kilovolls) have been improved by 
the design and development of a multichannel filter 
fluorescer diagnostic system; this system is a signifi
cant improvement over transmission filler spectrometer 
systems in terms of defining high-energy x-ray spectral 
channels under a broad range of conditions. 



Progress is reported in the development of a more 
complete, detailed descrip.ian of the design parameters 
relating to the performance capabilities of the crossed-
cylinder (Kirkpatrick-Baez) x-ray microscopes. Im
proved designs for microscopes have resulted from this 
effort. Detailed considerations and tolerance calcula
tions, and their performance trade-offs, are reported 
separately for the axisyminetric hyperboloid-ellipsoid 
(Wolter) x-ray microscopes. The development and ap
plication of a new x-ray point source designed to be 
used for evaluation, alignment, and calibration of x-ray 
microscopes are discussed. Advances in our zone-
plate-coded aperlun. imaging capability via higher 
order image reconstruction techniques are included in a 
subsection in S 6 of this report. 

Neutron diagnostics systems have been designed 
and implemented at the Shiva facility. The develop
ment of automated systems that measure neutron yield 
and neutron timc-of-flight spectra to determine fuel ion 
temperatures is progressing on schedule. Extensive 
work has been carried out on the development. testing, 
and calibration of radiochemistry diagnostics for 
measuring the density-radius product /JR of imploded 
target pushers. The results will be used to infer the fuel 
pR. The systems for collecting the target residue and 
for high-efficiency nuclear counting of the activated 
material are discussed in detail in an accompanying 
subsection. 

Finally, the unique dual-microcomputer-based 
system for Shiva Tureet data Acquisition. Control, And 
Instrumentation (TACAI) is discussed. The new 
TACA1 software- system is described, and the overall 
scope, capabilities, and operation of the system are de
scribed. 
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3.3.1 Energy Balance Measurements for Shiva 
A basic goal of any energy balance measure

ment scheme is to map the energy components in 
space, time, and energy. Shiva has been designed 
to start with 27 energy balance modules (EBM) 
placed along f our longitudes, which have nearly 
equal meridional spacing (Fig. 3-47). The basic 
configuration of the EBM, shown in Fig. 3-48, con
sists of a l.06-/xm scattered light photodiode,1" a 
broadband light calorimeter (LC-21), a Faraday 

cup to measure the ion spectrum, and a plasma 
calorimeter (LC-27). The EBM may also have 
either a 7118-A or a 5345-A tuned photodiode to 
measure the (3/2)a> or 2o> scattered light. In addi
tion, the EBM also allows the inclusion of either a 
plasma sputtering-loss calorimeter (LC-26) or an 
x-ray calorimeter (LC-29). The x-ray calorimeter 
requires inclusion of a valve and quick-disconnect 
flange to allow frequent filter changes. Behind all 
the calorimeters are preamplifiers that boost the 
signal above the ambient noise to piovide unam
biguous data. In front of the EBM"s aluminum base 
(Fig. 3-49) is a tantalum x-ray shield to protect the 
diagnostics from direct and Compton-scattered 
x rays. An aluminum cover envelops the EBM for 
protection from the high-background EMP (Fig. 
3-50). 

The amount of light absorbed by a laser fusion 
target can be determined either directly by measur
ing the total energy of the laser-target interaction 
products (particles and x rays) or indirectly by cal
culating a balance between incident and scattered 
light. The light energy balance method requires 
measuring the incident laser energy, the energy 
scattered back into the focusing optics and the 
energy scattered in the balance of 47r sr around the 
target. 

The latter measurement is best accomplished 
using an all-enclosing calorimeter such as the one 
shown in Fig. 3-51. This is called the Shiva box 
calorimeter, and it completely surrounds the target 
except for the holes provided for target insertion 
and passage of the laser light. 1.06-/tm radiation is 
internally transmitted through a shield of WG 280 
glass that stops particles and x rays with energies 
below 15 keV (which is most of the x-ray energy). 
The light is absorbed in an adjacent aluminum-
backed BG 18 glass slab. The resulting temperature 
rise is measured with a series of thermocouples that 
have been calibrated by reference to a massive heat 
sink. Built-in electrical heaters are used to calibrate 
each of the panels. Most of the 4JT sr scattered light 
energy can be calculated by summing the 24 panel 
outputs; or the separate outputs can be used to 
determine the spatial dependence of the scattered 
light. 

Photodiodes. For monitoring the spatial and 
spectral distribution of the scattered light, each 
EBM has two silicon PIN photodiodes with special 
filters and housings (Fig. 3-52). The EBM has a lead 
glass window and black Delrin retainer that allows 
rapid replacement of the diode package without 
breaking vacuum and also provides electrical isola
tion. The Heavy-Met housings block Compton-
scattered x rays up to 300 keV. The initial filter is a 
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Fig. 3-47. Shiva startup energy balance diagnostics. 

75^ lead glass that blocks x rays up to 300 keV. 
The next filter is a neutral density filter that keeps 
the photodiode output in the linear rr.nge. One of 
each EBM's photodiodes is always tuned to the 
1.06-/i,m scattered light. The next filter for that 
particular photodiode is a 200-A FWHM bandpass 
filter, flat to 5% over the 100 A centered at the laser 
wavelength. The second of each EBM's photo-
diodes is tuned either to 5345 or 7118 A. The 2(0 and 
(3/2)co light, parametrically generated within the 
plasma, is observed to be quite broad and red-
shifted from its nominal frequencies by an average 
of 25 A. Thus, the normally 5320- or 7093-A 
spectral filters are tuned to 5345 and 7118 A. Along 

with the 5345- or 7118-A filter is a color filter and a 
250-A FWHM bandpass filter. The sensitivity of 
the resulting photodiode assemblies to wavelength 
is 0.189rVA. Each photodiode is biased at 45 V by a 
special charge amplifier so that the charge collec
tion from the intrinsic region is almost total. The 
photodiode's signals are digitized and transmitted 
along the CAMAC serial highway to the diagnostic 
computer system, where they are recorded. 

Scattered-Light Calorimeter. The LC-2I 
scattered-light calorimeter (Fig. 3-53) is a miniature 
version of the LLL laser-beam calorimeter. A 
wedged lead glass window transmits the 1.06-/xm 
radiation but stops particles and all but the most 
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Fig. 3-53. LC-21 scattered light calorimeter. 

scattered 1 A)t>-fim radiation. The compensating ab
sorber receives only the (same small fraction) scat
tered laser l ight. Compensat ion is performed 
electrically. 

Each absorber has a built-in heater for calibra
tion purposes. Moreover, a split-beam CW YAG 
laser system and a timed shu;:er are used to verify 
the fraction of 1.06-/um radiation absorbed by each 
receiver: this determines the precise value for the 
resistors in the compensating circuit. 

The calorimeter output signals are amplified by 
a preamplifier contained in the E B M , digitized, and 
then recorded by the diagnostic computer system. 

The LC-26 sputtering-loss calorimeter (Fig. 
3-55) receives the flux on a similar aluminum disk; a 
thin aluminum cylinder in front of the disk inter
cepts approximately 859f of the reflected and sput
tered particles to determine the effective absorp
tion efficiency. The LC-26 corrects LC-27 results 
for sputtering losses and replaces the LC-29 in 
selected locations. 

- Window, wedged 

-Thermoelectric module 

Resistor 

Jacket 
Base block Disk, receiver 

Pig. 3-54. LC-27 plasma calorimeter. 

X-Ray Calorimeter. The I.C-29 < Fig. V5h) is 
a differential x-ray calorimeter. A valve in front of 
the calorimeter and a quick-disconnect flange allow 
rapid replacement of a thin Paralene or Formv.tr ion 
shield. (Plasma energy is rejected by the thin 
Paralene filter.) One of the two receivers has a lead 
glass window over the receiver: thus, it receives 
only a negligible aniount of very high energy x rays 
but all the scattered light. The second receiver has 
no cover and thus measures both light and x rays. 
The differential signal is the x-ray signal amplified 
by an attached preamplifier and then digitized for 
processing by the diagnostic computer. Calibration 
is accomplished with built-in heaters. 

Thermoelectric 
module 

Resistor 

J 

Base block 
Receiver disk 

Cylinder 

Fig. 3-55. LC-26 plasm* calorimeter. 
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Fig. 3-56. LC-29 x-ray calorimeter. 
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Fig. 3-57. Faraday cup. 

Faraday Cup. This charge collector (Fig. 3-57) 
uses two unconventional techniques to suppress 
secondary electron contribution. In addition to a 
67.5-V bias used to reject secondaries, a diamet
rically polarized ring magnet surrounds the body to 
keep the secondaries produced internally within a 
specially designed deep cup. The elimination of 
secondary electrons keeps the data unambiguous, a 
necessity since there is some question as to the 
electrons' contribution. Output is digitized and 
recorded by the diagnostic computer facility. 
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3.3.2 Ultrafast Streak Camera Technology 
The S-l photocathodes used in streak camera 

image converter tubes gradually decrease in sen
sitivity at a wavelength of 1.06 ^m. This decrease 
has continued to be a problem during FY 77.'" We 
have made measurements on our inventory of 
streak tubes (many of which are in cameras), and 
representative data show that a problem does exist 
(Fig. 3-58). Note that in Fig. 3-58 sensitivity does 
not improve with later manufacturing dates: tubes 6 
and 7 were made in late 1977 and tubes CI I andC15 
were made in August 1974. Efforts are underway to 
attempt to identify and solve this problem. 

ITT has produced a developmental, electro
statically focused image-converter tube for our 
camera, using processing and construction tech
niques that are generally different from those used 
by other manufacturers of similar tubes. The tube 
has an acceptable dynamic range (in excess of 
2500), but evaluation of other parameters is not yet 
complete. 

We have evaluated the three types of image 
intensifiers used on our streak camera in terms of 
their effect on the camera's dynamic range. 
Dynamic range is defined at the upper end by the 
point at which output pulse width is broadened by 
10% and on the lower end by the system noise, 
usually film fog. The dynamic range has been 
measured as high as 7800 on one camera.20 The 
camera in that particular evaluation was equipped 
with a Galileo microchannel plate image intensifier, 
which consists of a bialkali photocathode and P-l 1 
phosphor. It had an effective film gain 2 to 3.5 times 
higher than that of the microchannel plate intensi
fiers we now use. The higher gain is due to the 
differences in the photocathode and phosphor 
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spectral matching characteristics. Figure 3-59(a) 
shows a dynamic range curve whose data points 
were measured by using an ITT microchannel plate 
image intensifier, which consists of a bialkali 
cathode and P-20 phosphor. In the latest ITT inten
sifiers, the photocathode spectral sensitivity peak 
is shifted more toward the blue P-11 phosphor peak 
of the streak tube than the one used for the curve of 
Fig. 3-59(a), resulting in a calculated "effective 
gain on film" increase of 1.7 times, which would 
increase the dynamic range nearly proportionately. 
With the same camera using an EMI, four-stage, 
magnetically focused intensifier (these were avail
able when microchannel intensifiers were not), 
the dynamic range is 940 [Fig 3-59(c)J. Again with 
the same camera, using a Varo three-stage electros
tatically focused intensifier (which is inexpensive 
and available but has very severe shading and dis

tortion problems), the dynamic range is 400 (Fig, 
3-59(b)|. 

The above dynamic ranges are all adequate for 
film recording, but when the output sensor is the 
much-less-sensitive linear self-sea lined Reticon 
array system.'-' only the microchannel intensifiers 
can be used and even some of these are marginal. 
However, some selected microchannel intensifiers 
can operate for very short ( 100-/J.S) times at a gain of 
three to ten times the rated gain without damage. 
Operation in this mode has increased the dynamic 
range of our newly manufactured prototype Reti
con readout camera system to that limited by the 
Reticon array itself. Figure 3-60 shows that the 
dynamic range of such a camera is in excess of 
3000. This camera is now in use on the Shiva oscil
lator and has the prototype Reticon array readout 
system. The intensifier is a 25-mm ITT tube that has 
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Fig. 3-59. Dynamic iange measured, using three intensification systems on the same streak camera. 
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Fig. 3-51. Dynamic range of readout camera 12. Range measured with an ITT, 25-rnm intensifler operated at 5.S times rated gain. 

a 40- to 25-mm fiber optic minifier coupling it to the 
streak tube. Thus, the streak camera is equipped 
with the same 40-mm readout aperture as the other 
intensifier systems. Insertion loss for the minifier 
was very small: the intensification from the area 
reduction is offset by the additional surface inter
face and fiber losses. 
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3.3.3 CCD Active Imaging Systems Development 
The success and continuity of laser fusion ex

periments depend on the prompt processing of in
formation obtained from crucial diagnostic instru
ments. Solid-state sensor arrays are natural candi
dates to replace film in areas where active imaging 
and concomitant direct computer processing are 
important. Since our last report,22 we have made 
significant progress in characterizing the require
ments of active image sensors in ultrafast streak/ 
framing camera CRT readout devices and in 1.06-
/xm spatial-imaging applications. 

Streak/Framing Camera Readout. The ultra-
fast streak camera is still the only comprehensive 

diagnostic tool presently available to study the 
picosecond temporal profiles (with one dimension 
of spatial resolution) of electromagnetic radiation 
pulses in laser fusion experiments. Experimental 
programs on large laser systems require streak 
cameras to monitor and measure the properties of 
the laser pulses, and to perform a variety of target 
diagnostic measurements. The need for a fast quan
titative and computer-interfaced streak camera 
readout system becomes self-evident. 

We have investigated two methods of using 
solid slate sensors as streak camera readout de
vices. The most obvious method is the direct re
placement of the film with a solid-state sensor. The 
second, more comprehensive and more ambitious 
technique is to replace not only the film, but also 
the phosphor and image intensifier, by placing the 
sensor array internal to the streak tube. In this way, 
the sensor will be detecting electrons rather than 
photons, and the gains of the phosphor and image 
intensifier will be replaced by the electron multipli
cation gain of the sensor. The advantages of using 
such an internally placed sensor are, first, the 
realization of the cost savings in the omission of the 
image intensifier and, second, the decrease in the 
total component count. 

To identify the important sensor parameters 
necessary for an internal readout device that can be 
used in a streak camera, a list of minimum sensor-
related camera characteristics must be determined 
(Table 3-4). These camera characteristics in turn 
may dictate many of the required sensor"s electrical 
and mechanical properties. 

We initially concentrated on studying the 
front-illuminated Fairchild 202 charge-coupled de
vice (CCD) and the back-illuminated RCA 52501 
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Table 3-4. Sensor characteristics for streak camera readout. 

Minima! desired streak camera characteristics 

Temporal resolution ^ 10 ps 
Dynamic range >100 
Transfer function (gamma) --i.O 
Spatial resolution ^ 100 fim 
Resolution elements :•* 100 

CCD for c-beam evaluation. The 202 was chosen 
because of its large pholon dynamic range 
(-1000)-"-' and because of I he availability of the 
larger 221 chip that satisfies the physical length 
requirement of 10 mm in the streak direction. The 
RCA 52501 CCD, although it has a smaller dynamic 
range (>100), offers the advantages of large chip 
area (9.8 x 14.6 mm) and eleclron illumination 
through the back of the chip: this minimizes the 
important problem of electron-induced damage of 
the SiOj layer within the CCD structure. 

Figure 3-61 (a) shows e-beam experimental re
sults, using the Fairchild 202 CCD in the front-illu
minated mode. The energy of the electrons in the 
experiment was 17 keV. The graph in Fig. 3-61(a) is 
a plot of the 202 CCD output in electrons per well as 
a function of the number of incident electrons per 
pulse. The electron intensity is monitored by a 
phosphor/intensifier combination via both a PM 
tube and Kodak Royal-X-Pan film (processed to 
ASA 2000).-- The CCD output charge is measured 
at the 202 CCD's reset drain (RD) terminal by a 
model CI-110 Eldorado charge integrator. 

The corresponding data for the RCA 52501 
CCDare given in Fig. 3-61(b).Thegraphisaplotof 
the back-thinned (~ 10 /im thick) and e-beam back-
illuminated (6 keV) RCA 52501 CCD output as a 
function of the intensity of the input electron beam, 
which is again monitored by the phosphor/intensi
fier unit. The data were obtained at room tempera
ture, using the video output of modified RCA CCD 
camera electronics. 

Because of the relatively large number of dis
locations (traps) in the silicon crystal lattice at the 
surface, a surface channel CCD, such as the 52501, 
requires a bias charge. The function of the bias 
charge, called a "fat zero," is to fill the traps so that 
the signal electrons propagating down the CCD 
channel are, on the average, not trapped by the 
silicon defects. This fat zero bias was introduced 

Minimal desired sensor characteristics 

Dynamic range >100 
Transfer function {gamma) = 1.0 
Number of cells (streak direction) * 200 
Sensor cell size sSOfim 
Sensor length (streak direction) ^10 mm 
Electron gain slOOO 
Saturation charge/well slO'e 
Operating lifetime (exposures) --10" 

with light from the from side, illuminating both the 
image and storage areas. 

For the Fairchild 202 CCD, the fat zero bias is 
not necessary because it is a buried channel device. 
The signal electrons are propagated below the sur
face of the silicon crystal, where the trap density is 
many orders of magnitude below the surface trap 
density. The Fairchild 202 CCD has superior dy
namic range because of the combination of the 
buried channel technology and the on-chip low-
noise amplifier. 

Two important parameters that affect the per
formance of a streak camera equipped with ar in
ternal CCD sensor are the sensor"s dead voltage 
and operating lifetime. A dead layer is a region in 
the sensor that dissipates the incident electron's 
energy without generating useful signals. The 
amount of wasted energy can be measured by plot
ting the sensor*s gain vs input electron energy. The 
input electron energy value (hat yields a zero out
put signal is the dead \oltuge associated with the 
sensor's dead layer. 

The effect of the dead voltage on the total 
operation of the tube containing an internal sensor 
can be understood by expressing the relationship 
between the incident electron energy E, the dead 
layer energy E„, and the sensor gain G: 

If the dead layer voltage is large, i.e., 30 keV, the in
cident electron energy required to produce reason
able sensor gain (~ I0:1) may make proper operation 
of the electron tube impossible. Figure 3-6l(c) 
shows the plot of the absolute electron gain of the 
front-illuminated 202 CCD and the back-illumi
nated RCA 52501 thinned CCD as a function of the 
input electron energy. The input electron charge is 
measured in a Faraday cup, and the output CCD 
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Fi{. 3-61. The e-beam experimental results for the front-illuminated Fairchild 202 CCD and the back-illuminated RCA 52501 
CCD. 

charge is measured at the reset drain of the respec
tive CCD, using the Eldorado CI-110 charge in
tegrator. 

One of the associated properties of the dead 
layer for e-beam front-illuminated CCDs, such as 
the Fairchild 202, is the operating lifetime. From 
its construction and liic manner of electron illumi
nation (i.e., front), we know that the dead layer con
sists of the SiOj insulator of the CCD. The sensor's 
operating lifetime is impaired because of positive 
charge accumulations at the Si-Si02 interface. 
These positive charges are generated through elec
tron/hole pair production within the Si0 2 layer by 
the incident electrons. 

The lifetime of the sensor can be determined 
by measuring the sensor's sensitivity to electrons 

as a function of the total accumulated electron 
dosage. We have chosen to measure the input elec
tron radiation dosage units in terms of the numbc 
of input electrons (at a particular input electron 
energy) required to create a full well saturation out
put of an undamaged sensor. Figure 3-6l(d) shows 
the electron damage results of a cooled 202 CCD 
and of the uncooled thinned RCA 52501 CCD as a 
function of the number of full well electron shots at 
17 keV for the 202 CCD and at 6 keV for the 52501 
CCD. The incident electron energies are chosen 
to produce an approximate electron gain o' 1000 in 
both the Fairchild and RCA CCDs [see Fig. 3-6!(c)]. 

One of the most important characteristics of 
an ultrafast streak camera is a large dynamic 
range. A technique for determining th - dynamic 
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range is to measure the flux ratio between the satu
ration level ( — 10'' electron/well) and the signal 
level when the latter is equal to the noise (i.e.. 
when S/N = I). The expression for the S/N ratio of 
an e-beam illuminated sensor is given .by2:l 

VN/.,.,, K B . 
<n,.> <&,.„> 

•ii [<g„ . ( |>V- ( . + < n „ > a-2,,.,, + rr'2„. i r|,l'/.. 
,14) 

where 

VN/,,.„ 
S/N ratio for a single cell, 

<n,.> = average number of input electrons per 
pulse per cell, 

<gr.ii> = average electron multiplication gain 
of the sensor, 

a,. = variance of the input electrons, 
(/,.,.„ = variance of the CCD gain, 
«"iinrk = variance of the CCD dark output (dark 

current, fat zero bias, and electronic noise). 

Figure 3-62 shows the theoretical relationship 
between the sensor gain and the dynamic range for 
both the RCA and Fairchild CCD sensors. Four 
assumptions are used to obtain the curve: 

• Both sensor gain variance <r<n, and input 
electron variance <T„ obey the Poisson distribution 
(i.e., «-'•>,.,, = <g>,,,i and tr„a = <n,.>). 

• The maximum number of input electrons per 
cell is 1000. The lOOOelectrons/well per pulse value 
translates to a photocathode current density of 10 
mA/mm- for a 10-ps temporal resolution. 

• For simplicity of calculation, the sensor's 
full well capacity is rounded off to 10" electrons per 
well. 

• The CCD output variance o-,iark uses the 
measured equivalent values of 250 electrons/well 
for the Fairchild 202 CCD and the 10J electrons/ 
well for the RCA 52501 CCD. 

The dynamic range vs gain curves can be di
vided into two sections. In the lower gain portion 
( 1 £ gad s 1000), the dynamic range of a camera is 
limited by a combination of the system noise (e.g., 
gain variance plus dark current noise) and the 
photocathode saturation. In the other extreme 
(1000a g c c d > I06), the dynamic range is limited 
mostly by the sensor well saturation. For example, 
if the sensor gain is 105 and the full well capacity is 
106 electrons, then a single photoelectron will pro
duce 105 electrons per well. An input of 10 elec
trons per well per pulse will saturate the device. For 
th:'s high-gain case, the average number of input 
electrons required to yield a signal-to-noise ratio of 
one [see Eq. (4)] is 1.01 for the RCA sensor. There-

10 3F 
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Fig. 3-62. The theoretical dynamic range of the Fairchild 
202 and RCA 52501 CCD's as a function of the sensor's 
internal electron gain. 

fore, the dynamic range under these conditions is 
approximately 10. The salient point to be noted is 
that, for any given maximum photocathode current 
density, there exists an optimum sensor gain value 
that will maximize the dynamic range of the com
bined tube/sensor system. 

Given the experimental electron beam data on 
the Fairchild and RCA CCDs, it is possible to select 
an appropriate sensor for use in a streak tube. From 
Figs. 3-61(a) and (b), it is clear that the Fairchild 202 
CCD has a dynamic range superior to that of the 
RCA 52501 CCD when the sensors are illuminated 
with relatively long duration21' (1 ms to 1 ;u.s) elec
tron pulses. To deduce the CCD*s electron re
sponses that are more closely related to the streak 
camera's time domain (10 ps to I ns), the Fairchild 
and the RCA CCDs were exposed to 50-ps pulses of 
l.06-/xm Nd:YAG laser light. Table 3-5 shows the 
results of the sensor's photon transfer functions 
(gamma). Note that the Fairchild 202 CCD's 
gamma value has changed from a CW value of 1.0 to 
a short-duration pulsed value of 1.3. The effect of 
this gamma value change can be computer-cor
rected, but the result is still a net decrease in the 
effective dynamic range of the sensor. 

The theoretical relationship between the dy
namic range n e f r, the sensor's transfer function y, 
and the analog-to-digital resolution N-bit is given 
by 

r>en- : (5) 
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Table 3-5. Solid-state sensor characteristics. 

Manufacturer Model No. Type No. of elements Size, mm Linear dynamic range'" Gamma' 

Fairchild 202 CCD 100 x 100 3 x 4 1000 1.0(1.3) 
Fairchild 211 CCD 190 :•• 244 4.9 x 6.1 300 1.0(1.3) 
Fairchild 221 CCD 380 x 488 8.8 x 11.4 
General Eleciric 10B CID 188 x 244 8.7 x 11.4 30 1.25 
General Eleciric 31 CID 132 x 192 8.4 x H.2 
General Electric 32 CID 100 x 100 6.4 x 8.4 300 1.0 
General Eleciric 61 CTD 42 x 342 1.7 x 13.9 300 1.1) 
RCA 5250r CCD 320 x 512 7.3 > 9.8 

114.6 x 9.8) 
1(H) 1.0(1.01 

Relicon RA-50 x SO Diode 50 x 50 5.1 x 5.1 
Texas Instruments Tl 100 x 50 CCD 100 x 190 2.3 x 3.7 

; ,r'or pulse mode operation, both the storage and sensing areas of the RCA 52501 CO) can he used fc 
''The dynamic range values are obtained by measuring the ratio of values from ViY '< of' 
quarter of the peak-lo-peak noise. 

' The gamma values without parentheses are for CW light. The values in parentheses are for 50-ps. I.06-/Am pulsed ladiation. 

for imaging, 
ensor saturation loa signal value equal w 

In the case where N equals 10(i.e., 10 bit A/D)and 
the pulsed gamma value equals 1.3, the 202's effec
tive dynamic range is reduced from a dc value of 
1024 to a pulsed value of 249. (n the practical case 
when both the cost and speed of the digitizer are 
taken into account, the actual resolution digitized is 
eight bits. For that particular case, the Fairchild 
202's dynamic range (using a pulsed gamma value 
of 1.3) is only 71, which is less than the RCA 52501 
CCD's pulsed dynamic range of 100. 

From Fig. 3-61(d), itisclearthatthe202CCD's 
lifetime under e-beam illumination is at least four 
orders of magnitude smaller than that of the thinned 
RCA CCD. Combining the pulsed dynamic range 
data and the lifetime results with the RCA 52501 
CCD's largj area format, we find that the RCA 
52501 CCD is best suited for use as an electron 
sensor for a streak camera. 

Thus far, we have discussed only measuring 
the CCD sensor's properties in an e-beam de
mountable configuration. This type of measure
ment bypasses many of the problems associated 
with tube processing, such as chemical interaction 
and temperature cycling. Figure 3-63 shows some 
initial results with a back-thinned RCA 52501 CCD 
inside a tipped-off RCA SIT/CCD inverter nonde-
flectable image tube. Figure 3 64(a) shows an out
line of the SIT/CCD. The demountable e-beam 
measurements with the RCA 52501 CCD output vs 
input electron intensity TFig. 3-62(b)] have been 
verified by the SIT/CCD tube result24 [Fig. 3-64(b)]. 
The demountable result of the sen >or's electron 
gain vs input energy [Fig. 3-62(c)] is also in agree
ment with the new SIT/CCD data [Fig. 3-63(c)]. 

Thus, portions of our demountable data have been 
verified in an actual tipped-off tube, which indi
cates that tube processing does not significantly 
alter the characteristics of the RCA 52501 CCD 
sensor. 

The use of these devices in actual streak cam
era operation awaits the construction and testing of 
an actual tipped-off RCA C73435 streak tube 
equipped with a back-thinned RCA 52501 CCD. 

CCD/CRT Imaging. Another common way 
of recording laser fusion information is with wide 
bandwidth oscilloscopes. Typically, the data are 
recorded on film that are later digitized and trans
formed into a computer-compatible format. 

To achieve the wide bandwidth required in 
laser fusion diagnostics, a CRT must be capable of 
high writing speed across the phosphor. One of the 
consequences of this increased speed is the pro
portional decrease in the electron beam intensity, 
which in turn translates into an unacceptable de
crease in visual or photographable beam bright
ness. To remedy this problem, an image intensifier. 
such as a microchannel plate intensifier. must be 
incorporated either internally or externally to the 
CRT to brighten the trace image. 

When placed internal to a CRT. a back-illu
minated CCD can both locate the electron beam 
position and yield large electron amplification, 
which will compensate for the low-beam intensity 
of a wide-band CRT. It is clear that a two-dimen
sional CCD can be used in this application in place 
of the CRT phosphor. Like that from the streak 
camera, the resulting information is directly digi
tized and processed by the computer. During the 
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l-'iR. .1-63. i:\pcrimental results of the RCA SIT/CCI) electron tube. 

evaluation of the ( ' ( I ) in l he electron-mode, ' some 
p. eliminate ( C I ) CRT experiments have been per 
formed, using a 2.^-1 i H / I \ ( K V ( I KR23 electron liini 
and a hack-thinned RCA 52501 CCD. 

When a CCD is used in conjunction with a 
CRT. the definition of dynamic range is not the 
same as in the case of a streak camera readout 
system. One is no longer interested in beam inten
sity bin rather in the beam position. The dynamic 
range of a CRT is therefore defined as the number of 
distinct spot sizes that can he resolved in a direction 

perpendicular to I he time axes. If the spatial resolu 
lion of the 52501 CCD is perfect and the electron 
beam spot si/e is smaller than one CCD cell s i /e. 
Ihcn in theory the 52501 CCD can have a dynamic 
range of 25(>. assuming I he election beam lime-base 
deflection is swept in the 320 cell direction. 

Analysi ' of ihc CCD CRT data indicates lhat 
I he above-described system is capable of a dynamic 
range exceeding 100 and contains 320 temporal res
olution elements. Unlike the Tektronix R74I2. Ihis 
system wil l record both the magnitude and position 
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HR. 3-64. Two-dimensional (T l ) displays. 

of the electron heam. With the magnitude informa-
l ion. Ihc position of I he electron heam can be lo
cated more precisely than the number of vertical 
resolution elements (256). This translates to a 
higher effective dynamic range for the ( K I / ( 'CD 
system. 

I.()(>-/; in Active Imaging, l ime-integrated 
l l l f t / j m spalial imaging is an important diagnostic 
tool used to characterize the laser beams. An active 
imager can he used either in the pulsed mode to 
record the lime-integrated intensity profiles of the 
pulsed laser beams, or in the CW mode to sense the 
beam position of a C"W alignment laser from which 
system alignment information can be derived. 

Table 3-5 summarizes many of the solid-state 
sensors' most important properties. We have cho
sen the RCA 52501 CCD as our 1.06-^m active 
imager also because of 

• The CCD's unity gamma response under 
both the CW and pulsed modes of i l lumination. 

• The large sensor format, which facilitates 
the alignment of the laser beam onto the sensor. 

• The video signal format, which is compati
ble with a standard T V . 

There arc several important advantages in 
lining a solid-slate sensor rather than a vidieon tube. 
I he most important is the sensor's small size, 
which makes the use of a thermoelectric cooler 
feasible. With a cooled sensor, the dynamic range 
can he easily extended by a factor of five above the 
room temperature value: the scanning rate can be 
reduced, which substantially lowers the cost of the 
electronics; and finally, the information on the sen
sor can be stored for short periods of time without 
significant degradation, hence bypassing the neces
sity of signal processing and transmission during 
the period o f intense interference. 

Other advantages of the CCD over a vidicon 
are its low coherent interference effects at I.Oft/Jin. 
Ihc lolal absence of the vidicon's lag effect, and the 
sensor's relatively low cost. The combined advan
tages of the solid stale sensor make the CCI) a good 
choice for use as a 1.06-/.tm sensor. 

CCO Instrumentation. A continuous scan
ning mode has been implemented that enables the 
RCA 52501 CCD to capture a transient event with
out a prc-cvenl l iming pulse. The CCD can he trig
gered at zero time, which simplifies operations. 

Basically, ihis new mode entails (he synchron
ous scanning of both ihe image anil storage CCI) 
areas a( all limes. In this manner, there is no begin
ning or end to the CCD video output signals. When 
Ihc laser beam generates an image pattern on Ihc 
CCD. Ihc next output line is equaled to Ihe top of 
Ihe frame. Since by mechanical construction there 
arc 512 lines, each containing 320cells, the digitiza
tion of 512 \ 320 points wil l compose a complete 
picture. 

An additional side benefit of this mode of oper
ation is that the •"storage" area of the 52501 CCD is 
available for use as the image area, which doubles 
the total available sensing area of the CCD to 14.6 x 
9.7 mm. 

The computerized CCD data can be processed 
and displayed in various formats. Typically, the 
minimum data processing entails the subtraction of 
the CCD dark current and the point-by-point uor-
malization of the sensor gain. The resulting data 
can be displayed as a single-line plot of , l e laser 
beams spatial dimension vs the beam intensity, as 
a more complex format such as a pscudo-three-di-
mensional-plot of the beam's spatial dimensions vs 
the beam intensity [Fig. 3-64(al|. or as a two-di
mensional intensity contour plot where each fac-
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tor-of-two change in beam intensity is graphed [ Fig. 
3-64(b)]. 

In summary, we have found that the RCA 
52501 CCD can be used in a variety of laser fusion 
diagnostic instruments, replacing film and provid
ing direct computer accessibility. It has been veri
fied that the CCD sensor responds linearly to many 
forms of input radiations (light, x rays, electrons) 
and can also accept an extremely wide range of 
input pulse duration (50 ps dc) without losing its 
reciprocity. Based on the results of this study, we 
are proceeding with the design and implementation 
of specific instruments of the types discussed. 
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3.3.4 Faraday Rotation Measurements 
of Self-Generated Magnetic Fields 

In an earlier annual report,25 we described ef
forts to detect self-generated magnetic fields result
ing from nonparallel gradients of density and tem
perature in laser-produced plasmas. Such fields are 
estimated to be in the megagauss range for laser 
fusion targets irradiated at 10,r> to 10IBW/cm2 (Ref. 
26). Fields at that level have a significant impact on 
energy transport from the plasma atmosphere to 
the dense pusher/ablator. In our latest exper
iments, Parylene disks and glass microshells were 
irradiated at intensities of up to 10,6W/cm2. As with 
our previous efforts,25 Faraday rotation was not 
detected. Based on the angular resolution of our 
Faraday rotation optics, density profiles measured 

interferometrically in similar target experiments, 
and computationally suggested modeling of the 
magnetic field structure, we estimate that in some 
experiments the fields were no greater than 100 to 
200 kG (10-20 T) at half-critical density, and that in 
no case were megagauss fields present in the near 
but subcritical region during probing. 

Figure 3-65 shows a schematic diagram of our 
experimental procedures. We use f/2.5 optics to 
image targets illuminated from behind with a 
2660-A probe pulse. A Wollaston polarization split
ter is used to form two images in orthogonal polari
zations of the ultraviolet light. In these exper
iments, the resolution is 1" in polarization angle. 
Absorbers as strong as 1000:1 are used to reduce 
the intensity of the more intense reference image. If 
the probe polarization is rotated more than 1°, 
bright regions occur in the cross polarized image. 
Not shown is a 30-A FWHM filter centered at 2660 
A. The filter is used primarily to eliminate scattered 
light at 1.06 /xm, as well as 2eu and 3<u harmonic 
emission from the plasma. 

The experiments were conducted with one arm 
of the Janus laser and with the 2660-A probe pulse 
described in the section on interferometry (6.2). 
Glass microshells and Parylene disks were ir
radiated at intensities from less than lO'̂ 'W/cm2 to 
10,6W/cm% with spot sizes from 40 /tm" to 200 /xm", 
and probe delay times from 0 to 200 ps after the 
heating pulse. Laser heating pulses were generally 
of 50- to 70-ps duration (FWHM), with energies of 1 
to 10 J. Prepulse isolation was approximately 
3 x 10"" below that of the main pulse. In all, 34 
Faraday rotation experiments were conducted. In 
no case was Faraday rotation detected. 

Typical results are shown in Figs. 3-66 and 3-67 
for a hollow glass microsphere and a flat Parylene 
disk, respectively. Particulars of the respective ex
periments are given in the figure captions. Bright 
regions due to Faraday rotation are not observed. 
Nonetheless, some interesting features of these ex
periments are worthy of comment. In Fig. 3-66, for 
instance, we note that plasma expansion is retarded 
in the irradiated region, presumably because of 
radiation pressure effects described elsewhere in 
this report. In fact, a density depression is evident 
in the region of peak intensity. Harmonic emission 
at 2660 A appears to emanate from within the 
target, at a point just behind the density depression. 
The difference in position is caused by plasma ex
pansion between the time of peak laser intensity 
(when harmonic emission occurs), and passage of 
the probe pulse 100 ps later. Target expansion in the 
100-ps interval, compared with a preshot reference, 
indicates typical expansion velocities of 0.25 jum/ 
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Fig. 3-65. Technique for measuring Faraday rotation of uv probe light as it passes through a magnetized plasma. 

ps everywhere except in the frontal region of high 
laser intensity, where the velocity is approximately 
0.15 /um/ps. The lower intensity disk experiment of 
Fig. 3-67 shows weaker, more localized plasma 

emission at 2660 A. Studies show this emission to 
be unpolarized when viewed at 90° with respect to 
the irradiation direction, and insensitive to the 
polarization of the heating pulse. 

1.06 /nm 

Harmonic emission 
at 2660 A 

Artifact due to multiple 
reflections in imaging optics 

Fig. 3-66. Reference and cross-polarized uv images of a 1.06-Mml> microsphere. 100 ps after irradiation b> a 50-ps, 1.06-Mm pulse. 
The pulse has an intensity of 1.1 X 10" W/cm 2 . Note that Faraday rotation is not present at the left of the cross-polarized image. 
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Faraday rotation angles for experiments such 
as these are based on measured or modeled fields 
and the incremental rotation angle 

d<p 
dx 

IT OJp2(X) OJ,.(X) (6) 

W<tm Annual Report—1975. Lawrence Livermore Labora
tory, Rcpt. UCRL-50O2I (1976), p. 428. 

26. Laser Pnwtani Amtiiti! Report—1975, Lawrence Liver-
more Laboratory. Rept. UCRL-50021 (1976). p. 271: J. A. 
Stamper and B. H. Ripin. f A.v.v. Her. Lett. 34. 138(1975). 

27. J. A. Stamper. E. A. McLean. B. H. Ripin.and R. H. Lem-
hcrg, Hull. APS. 22. 1077 (1977). 

integrated over the path length L, where w,. is the 
electron cyclotron frequency evaluated for the 
magnetic field component parallel to the probe 
propagation direction (k • B), w„ is the local plasma 
frequency, A is the probe wavelength, m is its asso
ciated angular frequency, and L is the total propa
gation length in the magnetized plasma. Density 
profiles for use in Eq. (6) have been measured for 
experiments similar to these in previous work 
(§ 6.2). Disk experiments with a large laser spot 
size have been performed to increase the total path 
length, and thus to increase the rotation angle be
yond our P resolution. Our best estimate at this 
time is that earlier predictions of the Vn x VT 
source term were overly large. Differences with 
measurements at other laboratories, 2 7 who use a 
longer probe wavelength (6329 A), may stem from 
the presence of laser prepulse or other source terms 
in the subcritical plasma region. 
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3.4 X-Ray Diagnostics 
3.4.1 Argon Line Imaging 
Crystal Spectrograph (ALICS) 

Laser fusion targets are being designed to 
achieve 100 times liquid hydrogen density, using 
the LLL Argus laser. One method proposed for 
diagnosing the high density is to seed the DT fuel 
with Ar gas and measure the spatial extent of the 
region emitting the Ar x rays. A crystal spectro
graph has been built to image in one dimension the 
hydrogen-like (3.32 keV) and helium-like (3.14 
keV) Ar x rays. The spectrograph was calibrated, 
using a 4-/nm source of Ag L p x rays (MIV- -* L ( I , 
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Fig. 3-70. ALICS resolution. 

inga wire mesh. (The magnification occurs because 
the film in the spectrograph is tilted at 40° with 
respect to the diffracted x-ray beam.) Compensat
ing for the magnification reduces the width to 10 
/urn. Subtracting out the 4-/tm pinhole then leaves 
the overall resolution at about 9 /urn. This resolu
tion allows one to measure source widths of 14 fim 
with an accuracy of ±2C/f. 
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3.4.2 Subkilovolt, Subnanosecond Measurements 
of X-Ray Spectra from Laser-Produced Plasmas 

A critical-angle x-ray reflection experiment 
has been installed on the Argus laser system to 
measure subkilovolt x-ray spectra from laser-
produced plasmas. Three spectral cuts were made 
in the region of 100 eV to 1.5 keV, the measure
ments being made with a time response of 0.5 ns. 
We have used fast, windowless x-ray diodes in 
conjunction with critical-angle reflecting mirrors 
and thin filters for energy definition. 

Before this experiment, our active x-ray spec
tral measurements consisted primarily of a series of 
K-edge absorption filters used with various x-ray 
detectors (e.g., Si PIN diodes and Nal photomulti-
pliers) lo provide appropriate spectral response 
functions. This technique gives well-defined, rela
tively narrow spectral cuts for spectra that are fall

ing rapidly enough as a function of increasing pho
ton energy. However, if the x-ray spectrum is rela
tively flat or even rising with increasing photon 
energy, the technique becomes progressively less 
useful. This is because the transmission of the filter 
begins to increase again immediately after the sud
den drop at the absorption edge, and if an appreci
able amount of spectral enepry is present when the 
transmission becomes significant, it will contribute 
to the signal recorded for the channel. Thus, the 
channel data will no longer represent spectral 
energy found in a narrow band below the K-edge of 
the filler material, which may be the case when one 
attempts to measure x-ray spect.a from laser-
produced plasmas in the subkilovolt region. To 
overcome this difficulty, we have employed a criti
cal-angle reflection technique that provides a sharp 
and permanent high-energy cutoff. 

The channel, which will be described in some 
detail, ex.ands from 300 to 600eV. The low-energy 
cutoff is provided by a 3/4-yum-thick aluminum 
filter, the transmission of which is shown in Fig. 
3-71. Thicknesses of all of the filters are determined 
by x-ray calibration. The high-energy cutoff is 
provided by reflection from a nickel mirror at 4.4°, 
as shown in the same figure. The measurement was 
made by using a bremsslrahlung continuous spec
trum from a Henke source recorded by a Kevex 
windowless, solid-state detector. The mirrors used 
were 4 x 4 x 50 mm and were polished to 100-A 
flatness. Briefly, the response displayed here de
pends on the fact that the index of refraction in the 
mirror is less than one for this photon energy range. 
This implies that, for any photon energy, there will 
be a critical angle of incidence for which the sine of 
the angle of refraction will be greater than one, thus 
producing total reflection. Conversely, for a fixed 
grazing angle, reflection will be total below the 
corresponding x-ray photon energy and will then 
fall rapidly to zero above that energy. The final 
element in the system is a windowless x-ray diode 
with a carbon cathode. The detector response is 
shown in the same figure, as is the combined re
sponse of all three experimental elements. These 
detectors were calibrated at LLL with the 300-keV 
proton accelerator, built by Jerry Gaines, using 
elemental fluorescers as targets. This facility 
provides intense, calibrated monoenergetic x-ray 
lines from lOOeVto 1 keV. Figure 3-72 shows a plot 
of response functions for all three channels used: 
the channels provide three broad cuts over the 
energy range of interest. The poorer high-energy 
cutoff shown for the nominally 100-300 e V channel 
is attributed to the reflection technique not being 
used there. Instead, this channel consists simply of 
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Fig. 3-73. Experimental results from glass microsphe e and Au disk. 

and a K-edge filtered PIN diode system (7-shooter) 
are also displayed as well as the prediction from a 
LASNEX calculation. The experimental results 
are seen to be in good agreement. Results from a flat 
Au disk target are also shown. 

The present experiment was designed to 
provide us with an initial look at the usefulness of 
this technique for laser-produced plasma diagnos
tics and to poi"t out possible difficulties in its im
plementation. As a next step, we intend to expand 
the number of energy defining channels to six to 

eight and to obtain a time resolution of 150 to 200 ps 
by upgrading the recording system. 
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3.4.3 Second-Generation Experiment for 
Measurements of Subkilovolt, Subnanosecond 
X-Ray Spectra 

A three-channel, filtered, windowless x-ray 
diode system has been previously used to measure 
subkilovolt x-ray spectra at the Argus laser facil
ity. 2" Based on those results, we have designed and 
installed a second-generation system. The new ex
perimental arrangement consists of five filtered, 
miniaturized, windowless photoelectric x-ray di
odes that view the source from a distance of ap
proximately I m. The detectors are electrically iso
lated on a 21-cm-diam plate at the end of an evacu
ated section attached to the Argus target chamber. 
As shown in Fig. 3-74, each of the thin filters lo
cated in front of the detectors is protected from 
source debris by a 0. l-/*m Parylene blast shield. A 
1.5-kG ring magnet is used to sweep electrons emit
ted frorr! the source away from the detectors. De
tector cathodes (elemental metals) and associated 
K- or L-edge filters were chosen to provide energy 
resolution between 100 eV and 1.5 keV. For 
simplicity, the new experiment , unlike its 
predecessor, does not use critical-angle reflecting 
mirrors for high-energy cutoff. 

The small x-ray diode developed by EG&G at 
Las Vegas for this experiment has better time re
sponse (FWHM <250ps) 2 ! l than the detectors used 

previously. The new detector features an inter
changeable metal cathode in a tapered section 
matched to a 50-11 signal cable. Relatively high 
linear current is obtained by means of 5-kV bias 
voltage across a 5-mm cathode-to-anode spacing. 

Signals are fed to an oscilloscope recording 
system by means of a 50-11 air-dielectric coaxial 
cable. Oscilloscopes that are primarily being used 
for this system include Tektronix R7903. Tektronix 
R7912. and Thompson TSN-660. Direct-access 
7903s with fixed sensitivities of 4 V;div are used 
whenever possible. Amplified 7903s are used to 
record lower amplitude signals. A TSN 6f>0 with a 
superior writing rate and time response (90-ps rise 
time) is available for one or two channels. The 
system FWHM response times are 450. 700. and 
<250 ps for these three types of oscilloscopes, 
respectively. 

Characteristics of the five channels are listed in 
Tible 3-6. The filters and detectors were individ
ually calibrated, using the LLI low-energy proton 
facility discussed previously."' Calibration results 
for an x-ray diode with an A! cathode, as well as the 
five combined filter-detector responses, arc shown 
in Fig. 3-75 as a function of incident x-ray energy. 
The cutoff is generally good immediately above the 
filter absorption edges. Kach channel has a signi
ficant contribution above the filter absorption edge. 

Filtei 

Pig. 3-74. Kxperimenul airangemenl for the five-channel, subkilovoh. fihered. uindouless wav diode vistem. 
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Tabic 3-6. Characteristics of suhkilovnlt, filtered 
x-ray diode channels. 
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Absorption Thickness. 
eel no. ki'V Material ,-m Cathode 
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(1.7 At or Ai 

0.52 Vanadioni-I. 0.55 Al 
0.71 Ir«in-L (I.S V 
MB /inc-I. 1.4 Ke 
1.55 Aluniiiium-K 9 Cu 

Because the spectra tend to rise above the 
carbon K-edge, the firs! channel could definitely 
benefit from a critical-angle reflecting mirror with a 
300-eV high-energy cutoff. Fig. 3-76 shows a typi
cal spectrum measured fora425-J, 900-ps, 3 x 10lr' 
W/cm2 laser beam normally incident on a 15-ju.m Au 
disk. The points were determined using the total 
charge measured for each channel, the response 
functions shown in Fig. 3-75, and an iterative un
folding code/" 
Except in the case of the first channel, this has not 
been a serious disadvantage. The spectra measured 
have tended to decrease significantly before reach
ing the rising portion of the tail response. 
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3.4.4 Flat-Response. Subkilovolt X-Ruy 
Detector with a Subnanosecond Time Response 

Valuable information about laser-plasma in
teractions is obtained from measurements of the 
energy emitted in low-energy x rays. We have 
made a number of measurements of this type, using 
such techniques as x-ray spectrographs, x-ray calo
rimeters, filtered silicon surface-barrier detectors, 
and filtered x-ray diodes. Filtered x-ray diodes 
provide subkilovolt. subnanosecond measure
ments of x-ray spectra. Recently, we combined a 
complex filter with a windowless x-ray diode to 
make a detector with a Hat (±20'/) response to 
x rays in the region of 100 eV to 1.5 keV. The 
detector signal is then proportional to the x-ray 
energy . i;.irdless of the spectral shape below 1.5 
keV. Bet .use r.iost of the x-ray energy is emitted in 
the 100-e Vto 1.5-ke V region, the total x-ray energy 
emitted as a function of time can be measured, 
using a single detector. 

The windowless x-ray diode we used was an 
XRD-30. built for us by l-G&G. This detector is an 
80f>r transmitting anode grid made of nickel wires 
and a gold cathode. The wires are 33 /xm in diameter 
and are 5.0 mm from the surface of the cathode. A 
5-kV biasing voltage is applied to the anode grid. 
The cathode is conical to maintain a characteristic 
impedance of 50 il at the feedthrough-to-cathodc 
transition: it is also interchangeable, allowing the 
use of different cathode materials. 

We designed the response function of the de
tector, using a gold cathode (the measured sensitiv
ity of which is shown in Fig. 3-77). The curve be
tween 10 and 100 eV was obtained from a report by 
Cairns and Samson.1- This response is fairly flat 
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Flg.3-71, Gold cathode filtered with 0.18 /jm of Parylene. 

between lOOand 600 eV ;iiu falls by about a factor 
of 5 at 1.5 keV. Because we cannot increase the 
sensitivity of the gold cathode in the 600-eV to 
1.5-keV region, we must decrease the response of 
the detector in the 100- to 600-cV region relative to 
that between 600 eV and 1.5 keV. This is accom
plished by filtering different areas of the cathode 
with different materials ;nd then setting the ratio of 
the areas in such a way that the sensitivities for the 
energy regions are equalized. Figs. 3-78 and 3-79 
show the calculated sensitivity of the gold cathode 
when it has been filtered with 0.08 ûrn of Parylenc 
and 2.95 fim of aluminum. Twenty percent of the 
area of the cathode is filtered with Parylene: 8(K'f is 
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Fig. 3-80 Flat-response detector. 

tiltered with aluminum. By summing the responses 
from the cathode, we reach the final calculated 
response (Fig. 3-80). The calculated curve is flat to 
better than 2W, from 30 eV to 1.5 keV. 

The flat-response detector was built and then 
calibrated on the ion accelerator subkilovolt x-ray 
facility at LLL." This facility, a 3-mA, 300-kV 
Cockroft-Walton accelerator, uses proton-induced 
inner-shell atomic fluorescence to provide intense, 
nearly monoenergetic x-ray beams with energies 
between 180 and 930 eV. Another x-ray machine at 
LLL was used for higher energy calibrations. Re
sults of the calibration agree well with the calcula
tion (Fig. 3-80). 

The flat-response detector has been used at the 
Argus laser facility at LLL. We have compared 
results of the flat-response detector with results of a 
five-channel K-and L-edgc filtered x-ray diode sys
tem used to measure the x-ray spectra from 100 eV 
to 1.5 keV. The integrals of the spectra should agree 
with the flat-response detector measurements. 

Table 3-7. Comparisons of six shots on gold disks. 

Spectrum Flat-response 
integral. detector, 

Laser parameters J/sr J/sr 

488 J, I0' 5 W/cm2 2.9 3.3 
424 J, 10" W/cm2 2.9 2.7 
474 J, 3.2 x 10 1 4 W/cm2 4.6 5.0 
432 J, 2.9 x 10 1 4 W/cm2 4.6 4.4 
47 J, 2.9 x 10 1 4 W/cm2 0.76 0.68 
48 J, 2.4 x 10'4 W/cm2 0.57 0.68 
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Comparisons of six shots on gold disks are shown in 
Table 3-7. Deviations from the average of the two 
sets of results are within ± 109?. 
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3.4.5 Multichannel Filter-Fluorescer Experiment 
for X-Ray Spectral Measurements above 2 keV 

A high-resolution filter-fluorescer experiment 
has been designed and is being constructed to 
measure x-ray spectra in the 2- to 90-keV range at 
the Shiva laser facility. The system was designed to 
measure x rays over a wide fluence range and to be 
insensitive to the intense 14-McV neutron back
ground from high-yield fusion microexplosions. 

The filter-fluorescer (FF) geometry has several 
advantages over that of the filtered dele*, or ar
rangements that we have previously used at LLL 
laser facilities. Because of its reduced sensitivity, 
the FF geometry is more suitable for measuring the 
higher levels of x-ray fluence that are expected at 
Shiva. The FF response is well defined by the 
K-edges of the filter and fluorescer, and thus will 
enable us to more accurately measure x-ray 
spectral shapes. Perhaps the major advantage of 
the FF geometry, however, is that it is much less 
sensitive to x rays above the filter K-edge than are 
comparable filtered detector arrangements. 

The disadvantage of the FF geometry is its 
engineering complexity, due in pan ;o the necessity 
for thoroughly shielding the detectors and the re
gion around each of the fluorescers. 

Figure 3-81 shows the geometry of a typical 
channel and its response to an x-ray spectrum from 
a Hyperion target. The spectrum is preferentially 
transmitted immediately below and absorbed im
mediately above the K-edge of the filter. The x rays 
transmitted through the filter are collimated to the 
fluorescer. Most of the incident x rays immediately 
above the K-edge energy interact via the photoelec
tric effect to produce K x rays. After the sudden 
drop at the K-absorption edge, the probability for 
transmission through the fluorescer increases with 
increasing x-ray energy; therefore, most of the 
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Fig. 3-81. Filter-fluorescer detector geometry and its response to an x-ray spectrum from a Shiva Hyperion target. 

higher energy x rays in the collimated beam are 
transmitted and leave the channel without interact
ing. The K x-ray fluorescence emitted from the 
front surface into a well-defined solid angle at 90° 
relative to the incident x-ray beam is detected by a 
scintillator coupled to a photomultiplier tube. A 
postfilter designed to transmit approximately 909? 
o f the K x rays is used to clean up the fluorescence 
beam, while magnets remove secondary electrons 
f rom both beams. 

Figure 3-82 shows the Shiva experimental ar
rangement, which consists o f ten well-shielded FF 
channels and from five to ten filtered detectors. 
Some of the x rays emitted from the source at the 
c j i i t e r o f the Shiva target chamber enter the 
ejyacuated section and are collimated into well-
defined beams before reaching the fluorescers. A 
7-m flight distance permits good time discrimina
tion against 14-MeV neutrons. With suitable ad
ditional f i l tration, the beams transmitted through 

the f luorescers w i l l be used to measure the 
spectrum above 100 keV. The design of the filtered 
detector array has been discussed previously/" 

The sensitivity of each channel can be adjusted 
over a wide range by changing the prefilter thick
ness, by adjusting the detector area, by replacing 
the collimator near the postfiller with a suit ble 
pinhole, and by varying the photomultiplier high 
voltage. 

Each detector assembly is electrically isolated 
and is separated from the vacuum by means of a Be 
window. Thin NE 111 plastic scintillators are used 
for the low-energy channels and either CsF or 
Nal(TI) for energies above 20 keV. Both plastic and 
CsF have decay times <5 ns and, thus, can be used 
to t ime-discr iminate against 14-MeV neutron 
pulses. Amperex XP-2020 photomultiplier tubes 
with optimized dynode strings were selected be
cause of their speed ( F W H M ~ < 3 ns) and current 
linearity ( = 1/2 A) . 
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Fig. 3-82. Shiva x-ray filter-fluorescer experimental arrangement. 

The detectors are calibrated, using filtered 
secondary K x-ray fluorescence excited by a Picker 
x-ray generator. 1 ' ' For laser measurements, the 
charge output from each of the detectors is re
corded with gated charge integrators or 500-MHz 
oscilloscopes or both. 

Table 3-8 lists the filters, fluoresceins, and de
tectors selected for measuring x-ray spectra from 
Shiva Hyperion targets. These channels were op
timized with the aid of the fluoresce!- code'" devel
oped at L I . I . specifically for designing and analyz
ing x-ray experiments. The code input consists of 
details of the geometry, detector responses, and 
x-ray cross sections, including fluorescence, in
coherent scattering, and coherent scattering. The 
code calculates the channel response as a function 
of incident x-ray energy for either the transmitted 
or fluorescence (reflected) geometry. 

Figure 3-83 shows calculated responses of 
three typical channels to the Shiva Hyperion x-ray 
spectrum (see Fig. 3-81). The scattering contribu
tion to the detector signal is less than 1/ 10th that of 
the fluorescence for each of the three channels. 

The lowest energy channel covers a spectral 
region that rapidly decreases wi th increasing 
energy. The amplitude of the x-ray lluence is rela
t ively high in this spectral reg ion: therefore, 
adequate sign il amplitude and good signal-to-
background ratios can be obtained with a nearly 
ideal narrow channel. The second channel is at the 
bend in the spectrum. This is perhaps the most 
difficult energy region to measure. The width of the 
channel has been adjusted by appropriate choice of 
elements to ensure that the response between 
K-edges is of adequate amplitude in relation to the 
response in both of the wings. The highest energy 
channel is on a re la t ive ly flat region o f the 
spectrum. Because the contr ibut ion below the 
K-edges is not significant, the main consideration 
for optimizing this channel is the ratio of the contri
bution between K-edges to the contribution above 
the filter K-edge. 

To obtain the x-ray spectrum for a shot, we use 
an unfolding routine called UNSPEC. 1 7 The code 
input is the measured charge from each of the de
tectors, the 15 to 20 channel response functions. 
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Table 3-8. Shiva filter-Huorester channels. 

Energy range.'1 

keV Filler 

S.0-S.4 V 
7.1-7.7 Co 
9.0-9.7 Zn 
9.7-12.7 Se 
17.0-20.0 Mo 
2S.S-29.2 Sn 
46.8-53.8 D.v 
61.3-69.5 (67.4) W (Ta) 
80.7-88.0 1115.6) Pb(U) 
<S" SiO. 
90-300' Pb (0.4 g/cm-
100-400' Pb(l g/cnr) 
150-500' Pb (2 g/cni") 
200-600' Pb (4 ulan1) 
-400' Pbll2g/em'l 

Detector 

Ti 2.5 mm NKIII 
Fe 2.5 mm NKI II 
Cu 2.5 mm NK1II 
Zn 2.5 mm NKIIJ 
V 2.5 mm NKIII 
Ag 3 mm Nal<Tl) or CsK 
Sm 3 mm Nal(TI) or (\K 
VI) 3 mm NaltlTl or ( \ F 
Au 3 mm Nal(Tl) or ( \h 
Al II),/m NKI 11 
None 1''2 mm ("si or 3 mm ("sl-
None 12 mm (si <ir 3 mm Csl-
Nolle V2 mill (M or 3 mm (si-
None 1/2 mm ( \ nr 3 nun ("si-
None 1-2 mm ("si or 3 [inn ("si-" 

•'linergy range from the fluoresce!" K-edye to the tiller K-eilge. 
''Channels helow 5 keV are under development. 
' These filtered detectors have inherently poor energy resolution. 

X 

(b) 

20 40 

X-ray energy, keV 

60 0 40 80 120 

X-ray energy, keV 

160 

KIR. 3-83. The response of three filter-fluorescer channels lo a Shiva Hyperion x-ray spectrum: (a) Two low-energy channels using 
plastic scintillator detectors. (b) A typical high-energy channel using \ a I (TI) detectors. This higher energy spectral region is relativeh 
flat. 
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and a trial spectrum. Using this information lor all 
channels simultaneously, the code modifies the 
input spectrum ileralively and converges to the 
hest-fit spectrum. 
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3.4.6 Axisyniint'lric X-Ray Microscopy—Surface 
Perturbation Analysis 

A\ isymmetr ic , grazing-incidence, reflecting 
surfaces are knoun to he theoretically capable of 
suhmicron x-ray imaging over extended lields of 
view."'" At I . I . I , during the past t uo years, an on
going effort to fabricate, polish, and characterize 
x-ray microscopes util izing these imaging concepts 
has been pursued. '•'•'" As part of this program, de
tailed ray-tracing calculations were performed 
under outside contract to examine the tradeoffs 
between surface figure perturbations and the result
ing image quality of the nonideal x-ray opt ics. " The 
results of this analysis are discussed below. 

Calculations were done, using a geometrical 
ray-tracing code. R A Y T R A C . modified to more 
conveniently handle grazing incidence and the 
algebraic format of perturbed surfaces required for 
tolerance evaluation. The x-ray optic design exam
ined was a confocal, coaxial hyperboloid/ellipsoid 
mirror pair." 1 The microscope design specified an 
object distance of 300 mm. a magnification of 9. an 
x-ray grazing incidence angle of 1°. and a subtended 
solid angle of 4.2 x 10 ' sr. From each object point, 
bundles consisting of 352 rays distributed over 32 
azimulhal and 11 radial positions throughout the 
entrance aperture were traced after two surface 
reflections to the image plane. Blur circles charac
terized by rms radii computed from individual ray/ 
image plane intersection points were used as a reso
lution monitor. The off-axis resolution o f the 9x 
design with ideal reflecting surfaces is reproduced 
in Fig. 3-84. Computationally, the on-axis object 
point, which geometrically is perfectly imaged, 
generated an image point less than 10 : l p.m in 
radius. This result is a strong indicator that the 

a. I 1 1 1 1 1 1 rp 
c 0.4 - tl„ ' 300 mm , / -
£ o = i.o- S 
•f 0.3 - £1 = 4.2/ 10^* sr yT 
a M '- 9 / y ^ 
\ 0.2 " y T 

£• o.i - ^^ 
'3 . L-s^I—| 1 1 1 1 ,_ 
° 0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 

Off-axis coordinate, \im 

tig. .1-84. Iljpcrboloid ellipsoid x-ray microscope resolu
tion. 

computational procedures used in i tAYI 'RAC' are 
valid and correct. 

Nonideal hyperboloid/ell ip'. id surface figures 
necessarily degrade the potential resolution capa
bi l i ty indicated in Fig. 3-84. Ident i f icat ion o f 
specific surface perturbat ions that were sub
sequently analyzed was motivated by earl ier 
studies associated with grazing incidence tele
scopes used in x-ray astronomy. For purposes of 
discussion, these lolerances may be divided into 
optical ciimpoiiciil tolerances, pertaining to the 
hyperboloid and ellipsoid surfaces. undo/>f7rr ; / \w 
tetn tolerances, which address the alignment or 
interfacing of the two reflecting surfaces. Table 3-9 
lists the descriptions of the tolerances evaluated. 
For those fabrication techniques (diamond turning, 
for example) w herein the hyperboloid and ellipsoid 
surfaces are formed on a single substrate, the com
ponent alignment tolerances (axial tilt and lateral 
translation) are obv ic is ly not pertinent. The com
ponent and system tolerances may further be sub
divided into those whose images can and cannot be 
improved by axially refocusing the x-ray optic. 

The results of the ray-tracing calculations for 
the tolerances listed in Table 3-9 are summarized 
below. Plots for each tolerance are presented that 
give the magnitude of the important image dimen
sions (taking into account the magnification o f the 
optics) vs the magnitude o f the surface deviations. 
These image dimensions include both the rms 
radius of the distribution o f ray intersections and 
the minimum radius whose circle encloses all the 
intersection points. In Figs. 3-85 and 3-86. the solid 
lines represent the all-enclosing radii : the dashed 
lines, the rms radii. The results pertain to the image 
degradation of the on-axis object point, and the 
particular surface perturbation is applied to only 
one reflecting surface. 
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Table 3-9. To/erance description. 

Roundness (R,,,., - R m I n > 

•y- (Maximum slope error about circumference! 

AR (Deviation of the average aft radius minus the 
Optical average fore radius from the nominal value) 
component 
tolerances i R l t ) < V s r i » U o n of AR with e; that is, 

• i R mi« " A R mto' 

AS(x) (Deviation of the actual surface profile from 
the ideal profile in planes containing the 
optical axis) 

- p (Departure of the actual local slope from the 
ideal local slope in planes containing the 
optical axis) 

Consistency of radii (actual difference in the radii 
of the hyperboloid and ellipsoid in the nominal 
plane of intersection! 

Optical Radius of conic intersection (departure of the 
system actual radius of the conic interaction from the 
tolerances ideal value) 

Axiat tilt (tilt of the axis of one component with 
respect to the other) 

Lateral translation (translation of the axis of.nnc 
component with respect to the axis of the other) 

Local Slope Variation in Planes Containing ihe 
Optical Axis. This lolerance was modeled, using 
axial, sinusoidal ripples about the ideal component 
contours of the form A, sin A^X, where the 
maximum slope error (dS/dx)„,,„. is given by A, A... 
Computer runs, wherein A. was alternately 0.25. 
1.0, and 10 cycles/mm, produced consistent re
sults. The energy distribution in the image plane is 
characterized by a central peak surrounded by an 
intensified annular zone. This energy distribution 
E(r) in the image plane is approximated by 

E " ' " [ - <<M)L v * ^ ' 
where d„ is the object distance, M the magnifica
tion, and r the radial distance from the center of the 
image. The scaling of object plane dimension with 
increasing local slope deviations is illustrated in 
Fig. 3-85(a). 

Azimuthal Variation of Average Slope, AR/L. 
with 0 . The effect of nonuniform average slopes 
about the circumference of the grazing incident 
surfaces was examined by allowing the difference 
between fore and aft radii to vary between AR m l n 

and AR,„;„ over each quadrant of the optics' 
entrance aperture. The term (AR,,,,,̂  - AR,nll,l is 
thus representative of the maximum average axial 
slope variation experienced about the circumfer
ence of the optic. Since average slope variations 
translate into varying focal lengths, azimuthal de
viations result in uncorrectable image abberations. 
The image that results from this perturbation con
sists of a thin figure eight and dimensionally scales 
as shown in Fig 3-85ibi. Because of the figure-
eight nature of the energy distribution, one might 
expect a general loss of contrast rather than a 
blurred extended source. 

Slope Krror in Planes Normal to the Optical 
Axis, dR/d(). This tolerance is modeled, using 7 to 
11 sinusoidal cycles per quadrant, with fdK.<d()),„.,v 

representing Ihe maximum value of the slope error 
measured along a circumference. The associated 
image is an irregular, hut roughly circular, one w iih 
a central spike in which 10 to 15'; of the imaged 
rays are contained. The calculated image quality 
degradation |Fig. 3-X5(c)| is significantly less than 
that for comparable axial slope variations as a con
sequent-, of grazing incidence. Grazing incident 
surfaces have Ihe geometrical property that angular 
scattering out of the plane of incidence is a factor of 
alpha less than angular scattering in the plane of 
incidence for a given surface slope perturbation. 
Alpha is the grazing incidence angle in radians. 

Roundness in Planes Normal to Ihe Optical 
Axis, R,„.n - R„„„. The effect of roundness errors. 
Ihe extent of which is measured by the quantity 
(R„,!1V - R„„n). is to image a point source as two thin 
loops superimposed upon each other. Since most of 
the area within a circle that encloses all the rays 
intersecting the image plane is void i ays. the 
effect on overall pattern recognition is m« t likely a 
reduction of contrast, similar to what might be ex
pected from the azimuthal variations of average 
slope discussed above. Figure .»-85ld) illustrates the 
magnitude scaling. 

Two of the optical component tolerances in 
Table 3-9 are such that the spreading of the point 
source function, caused by the surface perturba
tions, may be mir'mized by rcfocusing or shifting 
the focal plane from its nominal Gaussian position 
by an amount Af. These 'olerances are more fully 
discussed below. 

Surface Profile Deviation from Nominal in 
Planes That Contain the Optical Axis. This profile 
deviation was modeled by replacing the hyperbo-
loid/ellipsoid surface with a half-cycle sine function 
through the reflecting surface's end points. The 
deviation was characterized by a maximum radial 
departure from the ideal conic contour of (AS)„ l i l s. 
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Fig. 3-85. Axisymmetric x-ray microscope tolerances: ( i ) local axial slope errors, (b) variation of AR with 0, (c) localized azimuthal 
slope errors, and (d) roundness tolerances. 
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Fig. 3-86. Axisymmetric x-ray micros jpetolerances: (a) surfa pro*!*: tolerances and associated image plane shifts,and(b)devia
tion of average radius difference and image plane «' .Is. 

The energy distribution in the image plane has a 
central peak and a surrounding intensified circular 
zone. By shifting the nominal image plane, the in
tensified outer zone disappears, thereby reducing 
the rms blur circle radius by approximately a factor 
of two. Minimized point source dimensions with 
respect to object plane coordinates and their re
quired focal plane shifts are reproduced in Fig. 
3-86(a). 

Difference Deviation between the Average Aft 
and Average Fore Radii from Nominal. This 

tolerance basically changes the average slope of the 
reflecting surfaces and hence the optic's focal 
length Effects of perturbations of thi.. sort are also 
minimized by shifts of image plane position. Figure 
3-86(b) summarizes the tolerance consequences. 

Optical System Tolerances. Those fabrication 
techniques that produce separate hypcboloid and 
ellipsoid reflecting surfaces place additional align
ment and interface burdens upon the x-ray mirror 
coupling fixtures. Calculations considering the rel
ative till between the two optical axes of the indi-
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Fig. 3-87. Axisymmetric x-ray microscopy tolerances: (a) consistency of radii, and (b) radius of conic intersection. 

vidual pieces indicate the point source image in the 
object plane increases in rms radius by approxi
mately 0.14 îm per 0.1 arc second of tilt misalign
ment. The resulting thin ring image cannot be re
duced in size by refocusing. Decentering one com
ponent with respect to the other results in an image 
pattern similar to the one above, which also cannot 
be improved by image plane shifting; at the same 
time, the point source image increases in rms radius 
by 0.44 /am of decentering. 

Increasing the absolute radial dimensions of 
either one component with respect to the other, or 
both components as a pair, causes point source 
distortions that can be minimized by refocusing. 
The consistency of the hyperboloid and ellipsoid 
radii in the nominal plane of conic intersection and 
the tolerances on the absolute radius of the conic 
intersection are presented in Figs. 3-87(a) and (b). 
Note that single-point diamond turning fabrication 

techniques minimize, if not eliminate, tolerance 
concerns of this nature since both surfaces ure pro
duced in a single substrate. 

Conclusions. Table 3-10 associates a 
tolerance magnitude with each tolerance descrip
tion that is calculationally consistent with a l-/i,m 
object plane resolution. The object plane diameter 
is defined as twice the calculated image plane rms 
radius divided by the system magnification. Fur
thermore, the tolerance magnitude has been taken 
to be a factor of two tighter to approximate the 
consequences of the perturbation being equally 
present on both reflecting surfaces. It should be 
emphasized that these tolerance magnitudes asso
ciated with l-//.m resolution are based upon calcula
tions that ignore all other surface perturbation ef
fects separately discussed above. The manner in 
which all the individual figure perturbation effects 
sum is still an unanswered computational and 
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Table 3-10. Tolerance magnitude. 

Tolerance 
Individual 
magnitude 

Optica! 
component 
tolerance 

Roundness (R 
' in 

dR 

AR 

AR<e) 

AS(x) 

— 
dx 

0.6 fj.m 

0.33 ^m/cm 

±0.8 um 

0.013 (an 

0.007 jum 

0.006 iimlcm 

Consistency of radii ±5 nm 
Radius of conic intersection 0.9 * jn 
Axial tilt 0.03 arc sec 

Optical 
system 
tolerances'1 

Lateral translation 0.1 //m 

"Tolerance results in l-/xin" rms spot. 
''Tolerance results in 0.l-jim" rms spot. 

theoretical question. Even neglecting the cumula
tive effect of all the above-mentioned surface dis
tortions for a moment, we are still confronted with 
the problem that several of the individual tolerance 
magnitudes are on the edge of present state-of-the-
art fabrication and metrological methods. Cumula
tive effects will only make the individual tolerances 
more stringent, and hence there will be even more 
demand for improved fabrication and metrology of 
grazing incidence optics. 
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3.4.7 Point X-Ray Source 
Axisymmetric, hyperboloid-ellipsoid x-ray 

microscopes 4 2 are planned for use on the LLL 

Argus and Shiva laser fusion systems. These 
large-solid-angle (4 x 10 ' sr) x-ray microscopes 
should ultimately give spatial, spectral, and tem
poral histories of the irradiation of laser fusion 
targets. The objectives in developing these micro
scopes are as follows. The axisymmetrie x-ray 
microscopes wil, be developed into a general-pur
pose diagnostic tool, a transfer optic as well as an 
imaging device. Important features of the targets 
will appear at predictable locations in the image 
plane. Any one of many mechanically prealigned 
detectors will be mounted in the image plane to 
examine the distribution of radiation arriving from 
the target. The detectors available will include 
x-ray films, x-ray charge-coupled device TV cam
eras, x-ray streak cameras, x-ray spectrometers, 
apertured x-ray diodes, and x-ray diode arrays. To 
achieve these objectives, devices and methods had 
to be developed for the rapid alignment of the x-ray 
microscope mirrors and measurement of their 
spatial and spectral resolution. Also, the resolution 
and alignment in the target chamber must be peri
odically verified. 

The alignment tolerances for the axisymmetric 
x-ray microscopes are stringent. For l-/um resolu
tion, the depth-of-field tolerance is ±7.5 (im and the 
breadth-of-field tolerance is ± 250 pirn. The center 
of the best-focus ellipsoid should be known to a 
fraction of these tolerances if possible. 

The transverse location of the center of the 
field of view can be established, using visible light 
to an accuracy of several micrometers and by tak
ing advantage of the fact that an annular lens has 
somewhat better diffraction-limited resolution than 
does a full-aperture lens of the same diameter." 
The tilt of the x-ray mirror can also be established, 
using visible light, by: 1) comparing the locations of 
the single-reflection (ellipsoid only) image and the 
double-reflection (hyperboloid-ellipsoid) image 
from the x-ray mirror, or 2) autocollimating off an 
optical flat mounted normal to the principal axis of 
the axisymmetric x-ray mirror. These procedures 
leave only the focus adjustment in question. 

Mechanical metrology was considered as a 
method that could be used for the adjustment of the 
focus, but it was extremely difficult to use at the 
level of accuracy required. It also fails to provide 
confidence in the resolving capability of the micro
scope, because the distance for the best focus is 
extremely sensitive to the dimensions of the x-ray 
mirror and therefore may vary between mirrors. 

Optical adjustment of the focus was also con
sidered, but a simple calculation shows that the 
visible light diffraction waist length for the x-ray 
mirror is of the order of ±50 ^.m, considerably 
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Fig. 3-90. Side-nn point x-ray source emission region. 

filament is two turns of 0.004-in. tungsten wiie 
wound on a 0.015-in. mandrel and draws 1.8 A at 2 
V. The electrons pass through a 250-fim to 375-^ in 
limiting aperture on the way to the needle tip. A 
shield electrode has been added to reduce the elec
tric field from the needle shank and needle posi
tioner. The needle anode current is limited to less 
than 10ju.A and is typically between 1 and 3 /M. The 
needle initially has a tip radius of less than 1000 A 
and melts back to a larger radius, depending on 
anode material, voltage, and current, as described 
later. Both the side-on and end-on versions of the 
point x-ray source are supplied high voltage from a 
miniature, variable, solid-state CRT power supply 
through a 100-Mfl resistor string. The resistor 
string limits the current in case of arcing and 
prevents damage to the needle tip. The power sup

ply is regulated to one part in 104, which, although 
not required by the electron optics, results in very 
reproducible x-ray spectra. The filaments are 
supplied power from a small, floating solid-stale 
power supply that is operated from storage 
batteries. This arrangement allows the current 
emitted from the filament to be measured accu
rately without errors from leakage currents in the 
power supply. 

The side-on point x-ray source operates in the 
routine target chamber vacuum of 10 '• Torr and 
produces x-ray fluxes of approximately 10'" 
photons per second thai are emitted into 4n sr. An 
enlargement of an x-ray micrograph of the emission 
region taken through a 9x axisymmetric x-ray mi
croscope is shown in Fig. 3-90. 

fc.-id-on Version of the Point X-Ray 
Source. This version of point x-ray source (Figs. 
3-91 and 3-92) is used for spatial and spectral cali
bration of the axisymmetric x-ray microscopes. 
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Fig. 3-93. rind-on puint x-ray source cmtsMon region. 

The x-ray emission is viewed along the needle axis 
through the limiting aperture and the surrounding 
filament loop. Figure 3-93 shows what the emission 
region looks like when it is imaged through a 9x 
axisymmetric x-ray microscope. The spot is 25 jam 
FWHM, of which 10 to 15 /*m is attributed to the 
x-ray source. 5 /xm to imperfect focusing, and 10 
t̂m to the resolution of the x-ray microscope. For a 

spot diameter of 10/am, the powerdensity inciosnt 
at the tip of the needle is 60 kW/cm'-, making it 
considerably brighter than most macroscopic x-ray 
sources. 

Tungsten Needle Production. Tungsten nee
dles of the variety used in the point x-ray source 
have been produced by electropolishing techniques 
for many years,4'' -Vl and needles of many other 
materials can be made by The same techniques.47 

The wire blank is inserted a measured distance 
vertically into the etching solution, and a current, 
ac or dc depending on material and etchant, is 
passed through the blank and solution into a collect
ing electrode in the solution. The time at which 
etching is to be terminated must be accurately de
termined in order to make reproducible needles. 

In the past, needles were observed through a 
high-magnification microscope, and the current 
was controlled manually.4" More recently, control 
devices have been constructed that carry out the 
process automatically and yield highly reproduci
ble results.49, •'"• ''- The devices take advantage of 

the fact that, as etching proceeds, the surface area 
of the needle is reduced. If the voltage is held con
stant, the current is proportional to the immersed 
surface area. The controller measures the current 
drawn and, when it is reduced below a preset 
threshold, turns off the etching voltage. The circuit 
consists of a variable regulated power supply that 
provides positive or negative dc voltage or I-kHz 
ac sawtooth waves to the needle being etched, a 
circuit to measure the current passing through the 
needle, and a threshold circuit to shut off the 
current when it falls below the preset value. The 
response time of the circuit is approximately 1 ms, 
which allows extremely good reproducibility of the 
needle tip,. 

Etching the tungsten needles for the point 
x-ray source takes about 20 min and makes use of 
a I-kHz ac sawtooth wave at 3.5 V, generated by 
the etching controller. The threshold current is set 
at 13.4 mA, and the etching solution is high-purity 
IN NaOH. Photographic developer has also been 
recommended as an etching solution for finishing 
tungsten needle tips/"' The etching solution is con
tained in an H-shaped cell, with the needle blank 
immersed approximately 3/16 in. in one arm and the 
1-cm x 15-cm nickel collector electrode immersed 
in the other. A beeper signals completion of the 
etching process. A light micrograph of a finished 
needle tip is shown in Fig. 3-94, and electron micro
graphs of the tip at various magnifications are 
shown in Fig. 3-95. Within limits, the cone angle of 
the needle is reduced by inserting the blank further 
into the solution or by increasing the threshold 
current setting. 

The best needles are produced with an NaOH 
solution that has not been exposed to air for exces
sive periods of time. Etching with a solution 
exposed to air for weeks or months invariably pro-

0.1 mm per division 

Fig. 3-94. Optical micrograph of a freshly etched needle 
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Fig. 3-95. Klectron micrograph? 

duces heavy, flaky, oxide layers around the needle 
tip, making it useless. 

Thermal Limitations. The amount of power 
that can be dissipated at the needle tip can be 
readily calculated.M The power is primarily dissi
pated by thermal conduction. It can be consistently 
shown, with this assumption, that radiation losses 
are negligible. 

The thermal conduction problem is most easily 
solved by expressing it in spherical coordinates, 
with the 6 - 0 axis coincident with the needle axis. 
The coordinate system is shown in Fig. 3-96. Only a 
conical segment of the sphere is considered. T is 
assumed to be only a function of R, i.e., indepen
dent of 0. T„ is the tip temperature at R„. and T, is 
the heat sink temperature at the surface of the 
sphere. The thermal conduction equation 

V - K V T = 0 

can then be solved between R„ and R,. If we assume 
that the needle is tungsten, then 

K(T)= 11.11 (T+222)-":'"4 - . 
cm • sec °K 

If R„<<R, and 0 is a small angle, the power dissi
pation for a tungsten cone can be shown to be 

P = 1677 r„ tan $ [(T(,+222)"-"sli - (T,+222)«B!"i], 

of a freshly etched needle tip. 

where P is the power dissipation in watts, r„ is the 
x-ray spot size in cm, and the temperatures are in 
degrees Kelvin. 
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A significant temperature drop occurs in the 
shank of a point x-ray source needle. The drop is 
approximately 

T, - T, PL. 

d- K(T2) 

where I. and d are the shank length and diameter, 
respectively, in cm. This equation can he used to 
eliminr'e T, from the power dissipation equation, 
which can then be expanded in powers of delta and 
solved for the power dissipation in terms of T„ and 
T... Keeping only first-order terms in fi. 

If>7rrn tan 0 
4l.i„ tan I) 

I + 

x |(T„ + 222r i ! " i - (T a + 222)"-"!Hi| . 

To use this formula, values must be deter
mined for T„. the needle tip temperature. The quan
tity T„ is limited by the evaporation rate of the 
needle lip. Figure 3-97 shows the time if takes 1 fim 
of tungsten to evaporate from the needle tip as a 
function of temperature. It is required that the nee
dle evaporate only a fraction of a micron during 
periods of normal use. A temperature of 2400 K for 
T„ satisfies this requirement. Note also that this 
condition will be automatically satisfied because 
the needle will evaporate in a backward direction, 
increasing its diameter and lowering its tempera
ture until it reaches a quasi-equilibrium situation. 
Thus, if the power dissipated on the needle tip is 
increased, the lip will always adjust its size to main-
lain its temperature between 2400 K and 2800 K. 
(An electron micrograph of a needle used in the 
point x-ray source over a period of several months 
is shown in Fig. 3-98.) 

The quantity T„ can therefore be conserva
tively assumed to be 2400 K. and a reasonable value 
for T 2 is 600 K. These values can be inserted into 
the power dissipation formula to obtain a simple 
expression for the power that can be dissipated at 
the tungsten needle tip. 
The power calculated from this formula should 
vary by only ±259? over the expected ranges of T„ 
and T a and may be considered sufficiently accurate 
(o determine the operational power dissipation of 
the needle tip in the point x-ray source. Measured 
values of the scaling parameter P/r„ tan0 have 
tended to fall in the neighborhood of 4 to 6 kW/cm. 

104 : ' I ' '• ' I 
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Fig. 3-97. Tungsten needle evaporation time (r). 

It appears possible from the above formula to 
put 50 mW into a l-yxm-diam spot, as claimed by 
Rovinsky et a l . , : ' '•'', and over 100 mW into a 10-
/im-diam spot, using typical parameters for the 
point x-ray source. Similar formulas can be derived 
for needle materials other than tungsten, and they 
can be expected to yield lower power dissipations 
because of the less favorable combinations of melt
ing points and thermal conductivities. 

An additional thermal constraint on the needle 
tips is that at high temperature they lose their ten
sile strength; this can result in distortion of the 
needle tip by the high pressures exerted by the high 
field strengths near the tip. The electric field at the 
tip is E = V/kr, where k = 5.:'"' Therefore, the 
pressure at the tip is 

8TT 2007rr-
= 4.5 x 10" dynes 

for 16 kV of applied voltage and a I-/im-radius tip. 
The high-temperature tensile strength of tungsten is 
3.3 x 10" dynes/cm 2 at 2400 K.S f i Thus, one might 
expect to see signs of deformation of the tip into the 
characteristic minimum-energy teardrop shape. 5 7 

However, in electron microscopic examinations of 
the used needle tips, the teardrop distortion is only 
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Fig. 3-98. Electron micrograph? 

observed in needle tips that have been briefly given 
a large current pulse, which pushes them many 
times over their rated power. 

Intensity and Spectrum of the Point X-Ray 
Source. A spectrum of the point x-ray source was 
taken with a Sit Li) detector, through the 0.001-in. 
8e window of the detector and the 0.00025-in. 
aluminized Mylar window separating the high and 
low vacuum sections of the vacuum system. The 
x-ray source was operated at 2 /x A and 16 kV for the 

of a used tungsten needle tip. 

spectrum shown in Fig. 3-99. The spectrum has 
been corrected for window transmissions, but not 
for detector efficiency. However, the detector ef
ficiency is expected to he near unity over most of 
the spectral range shown. The integrated photon 
flux from I to lOkeV was 1.32 x 10"'photons'sand 
was emitted into 4TT sr. The value of the integral 
extrapolated up to '6 kcV is estimated to be a flux of 
1.4 x 10"' photons/s emitted into 4n sr. These 
values can be expected to scale reasonably well 
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with the V2I voltage-current dependence found in 
the Kulenkampff formula/'" although the absolute 
magnitude of the flux calculated with that formula is 
approximately an order of magnitude higher than 
the measured value. 

Spectral Calibration of X-Ray Micro
scopes. The spectral energy transfer function of 
an x-ray microscope can be easily found, using the 
broad spectrum of the point x-ray source and an 
energy dispersive detector. A spectral calibration 
of a9x hyperboloid-ellipsoid, axisymmetric x-ray 
microscope is shown in Fig. 3-100 as an example. 
The x-ray microscope is aligned and focused on the 
x-ray source, and a Si(Li) detector is mounted in 
the image plane so that it is exposed to the transmit
ted beam of the x-ray microscope. A spectrum [Fig. 
3-100(a)] is recorded on the pulse height analyzer 
for a predetermined live time and with stable vol
tage and current for the point x-ray source. The 
x-ray microscope is then removed and replaced by 
a pinhole of known size, at known distance from the 
x-ray source, and on the same line of sight, such 
that the solid angle subtended by the pinhole rela
tive to the x-ray source is approximately the same 
as that subtended by the x-ray microscope. A 
spectrum is then recorded on the pulse height 
analyzer [Fig. 3- 100(b)] for the same live time as the 
spectrum taken through the x-ray microscope. The 
point x-ray source is also kept at the same voltage 
and current as for the previous run. Frequently the 
point x-ray source will be left running when the 
detector and x-ray microscope setup is changed to 
be sure of identical conditions. 

The spectrum taken through the x-ray micro
scope may then be divided by the spectrum taken 
through the vacuum reference path (pinhole), with 
known solid angle, yielding the effective solid angle 
of the x-ray microscope as a function of energy 
[Fig.3-100(c)]. No correction for window transmis
sions is required because they are the same in both 
measurements and cancel out in the computation. 
To obtain the ultimate accuracy for the transmis
sion function, the spectra need to be corrected for 
nonlinear effects in the detector such as pulse 
pileup, high-count-rate energy shift, and escape 
peaks. Since the spectra transmitted through the 
x-ray microscope are missing almost all the 
photons above the energy cutoff, the nonlinear cor
rection for effects mentioned above will be quite 
different from the reference spectrum. Note, how
ever, that the nonlinear effects are small and that 
pulse pileup and high-count-rale energy shift are 
count-rate dependent. All nonlinear effects can be 
reliably corrected with computations. Pulse pileup 
and high-counl-rate energy shift can also be cor
rected by taking spectra at different count rates and 
extrapolating them to a zero-count-rate spectrum. 
The spectra shown in Fig. 3-100 were taken, with 
the count rate reduced, by operating the point x-ray 
source at 0.05 //.A and 16 kV for 1000 s. As a result, 
pulse pileup and high-count-rate energy shift were 
negligible. Because the correction was small, no 
attempt was made to correct for the escape peaks. 

Spatial Calibration and Alignment of Axisym
metric X-Ray Microscopes, Using the Point X-Ray 
Source. As mentioned earlier, the transverse 
alignment of an x-ray microscope can be carried out 
in visible light in such a way that the center of the 
field of view of the microscope can be readily estab
lished. The point x-ray source can then be used to 
establish the focus. The needle anode is placed in 
the target chamber at the point where it is desired 
that the x-ray microscope be best focused. The 
x-ray mirror is then moved along the line of sight 
and x-ray photos are taken until the best focus is 
approximated in the image plane. Vernier adjust
ments are then made by moving the image plane 
axially and taking x-ray photos while stepping 
through the region of best focus. This procedure 
takes advantage of the facts that 

• The depth of field in the image plane is the 
magnification squared times the object plane depth 
of field. 

• The thin-lens formula is approximately 
correct near the cardinal points of the axisymmetric 
x-ray mirrors. 

The final x-ray photos of the needle anode are 
examined for best focus, and the image plane is 
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through the x-ray microscope, (b) reference spectrum taken through a pinhole, and (c) effective solid angle of the x-ray 
[ratio of (a) and (b)]. 

replaced at that location. A final reference x-ray 
photo is taken, and the film is measured on a scan
ning densitometer to give the resolution at best 
focus. The actual size of the needle tip is measured 
with a scanning electron microscope when the 
x-ray source is removed from the target chamber, 
and that dimension is deconvolved from the densi
tometer scan. Figure 3-90 shows a magnified photo 
of the x-ray emission region of a needle tip such as 
would be used for this type of measurement. 
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3.5 Particle Diagnostics 
3.5.1 Neutron Diagnostic Systems for Shiva 

Design, construction, instrumentation, and 
calibration of several neutron diagnostic systems 
were completed during the year in preparation for 
Shiva target implosion experiments. Each system 
is designed so that data recording and analysis can 
be accomplished automatically after a shot. 

Two copper activation systems were built to 
serve as the primary neutron yield diagnostics for 
targets producing more than approximately 5 x I0 r 

neutrons. They are similar in concept to the one 
used at the Argus facility/'" The copper disks are 
separated from the target chamber vacuum by 
3-mm-thick Al windows. One disk is mounted at the 
surface of the target chamber, 81.5 cm from the 
target. The other disk is placed 26 cm from the 
target, by projecting a reentrant tube into the target 
chamber. Lead shielding 3.8 cm thick is placed 
around the Nal(Tl) crystal and photomultiplier tube 
coincidence detectors to reduce the background 
count rate. Single-channel background count rates 
are reduced by a factor of about 14 below the un
shielded rate. The background coincidence rate is 
reduced by a factor of about 10. To achieve as wide 
a dynamic range as possible with these systems, 
double-delay line amplifiers, timing single-channel 
analyzers, and fast coincidence units are used. The 
resolving times (2T) of the two counting systems are 
presently set at 15 ns and 100 ns, respectively. At 
the Shiva facility, the data acquisition is done with a 
dedicated CAMAC/LSI-11 system. Scalar data are 
recorded once a minute for 30 min after a shot, and 

updated yield results, corrected for background, 
are immediately printed on the system teletype. A 
photograph of the system is shown in Fig. 3-101. 

Two three-tube scintillation detectors of the 
type described in Ref. 60 have been provided as 
secondary neutron yield monitors. These detec
tors, one 4 m and the other 7.5 m from the target, 
provide yield coverage between 10r' and 10'2 neu
trons per shot. Data are recorded by transient di
gitizers and gated charge integrators that are inter
faced to the TACAI system.Sl Automatic data pro
cessing will eliminate the reading of neutron yield 
data from oscilloscope traces, as has been done in 
the past. 

A neutron lime-of-flighl (TOF) system for the 
measurement of fuel ion temperature was designed, 
constructed, and implemented at the Shiva facility. 
It is similar in concept to the Argus TOF system."2 

The Shiva TOF spectrometer depicted in Fig. 3 -102 
has two separate 125-m line-of-sight air paths that 
exit the north side of the Shiva building about 8 m 
above the ground. The large yields expected at this 
facility make it unnecessary to have an evacuated 
flight path to reduce beam attenuation, as was done 
for Argus. Each beam has collimators 10 m and 80 
m from the target. Shielding considerations for this 
system are similar to those described in Ref. 60 for 
the Argus system. However, for the Shiva system, 
we have been able to use existing natural shielding, 
which is not available for Argus. It consists of the 
1.2-m-thick concrete wall that defines the Shiva 
target room and the earth cover; the cover occupies 
the last 45 m of the flight path of the neutrons. The 
detector bunker at the end of the flight path is 
located 3.3 m below grade. The mechanical charac
teristics of the Argus and Shiva TOF spectrometer 
are compared in Table 3-11, and the performance 
capabilities are summarized in Table 3-12. 

Table 3-11. Comparison of Argus and Shiva neu
tron TOF spectrometer characteristics. Values 
assume the use of our standard 17.8-cm-diam, 10-cm-
thick scintillator, which has an efficiency of about 
0.5 and a time response of 3.5 ns FWHM. 

Spectrometer characteristics Shiva Argus 

Flight path (m) 125 44.5 
X-ray time-of-flight (ns) 417 149 
DT neutron time-of-flight (ns) 2440 869 
Beam transmission 0.38 0.94 
Solid angh?/4fl- 1.26 x 10 7 9.98 x 10"; 

Resolution (keV) 25 65 
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Fig. 3-101. Shiva copper activation system. 

The TOF data are recorded by Tektronix 7912 
transient digitizers interfaced over a 125-m fiber 
optic CAMAC serial highway link to the TACAI 

system. Codes have been prepared to do the data 
unfolding and plotting with the Shiva PDP 11/70 
immediately after the shot. 

Table 3-12. Target neutron yields required to achieve various TOF spectrometer criteria. 
Values assume the use of the detector described in Table 3-11. 

Required neutron yield 

Performance criteria Shiva Argus 

Plasma temperature measurement of 8 ± 2 keV (100 detected neutrons) 
Spectral measurement of 8-keV plasma with 100 events/65-keV resolution 

element (750 detected neutrons) 
Spectral measurement of 8-keV plasma with 100 events/25-keV resolution 

element (2100 detected neutrons) 

4.9 x 10" 
3.7 x 10"' 

1.1 x 10" 

2.1 x 10" 
1.6 x 10" 

'Measurement cannot be made with the Argus system. 
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Fig. 3-102. Shiva neutron time-of-flight spectrometer. 

The three systems described in this section are 
ready for use at the Shiva facility and are now 
producing data on fusion target shots. 
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3.5.2 Neutron Activation Analysis of Fusion 
Targets 

For targets with glass pushers, a method of 
diagnosing high-density implosions is to measure 
the number of radioactive isotopes produced by the 
interaction of 14.1-MeV DT neutrons with stable 
nuclei in the glass enclosing the fuel.63 For present 
and near-term targets, the most promising nuclide, 
in terms of its fabrication and decay properties, is 
28A1. This isotope is created by the fusion neutrons 
reacting with the silicon in the glass via the 
28Si(n,p)28Al process. The basic physics behind the 
activation measurement and the decay charac
teristics of 28A1 are shown in Fig. 3-103. The total 
number of 28A1 atoms produced depends on both 
the neutron yield and the density times the thickness 
(pR) of the glass. From independent measurements 
of the yield and 28A1 activity, the microsphere pR 
at burn time can be obtained. Assuming mass 
conservation, spherical symmetry, and no 
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pusher-fuel mixing, the fuel fiR can then be 
inferred. 

To show that the predominant 1JT neutron in
teraction with the glass pusher is the -HSi(n.p)-"AI 
reaction, the y-ray spectrum resulting from 
14.1-MeV neutron irradiation of target micro
spheres was measured. The neutrons were pro
duced at the insulated core transformer (ICT) 
deuteron accelerator facility at l.ivermore. A 
deuteron beam accelerated to 400 keV is directed 
into a tritium target to produce the 14-MeV neu
trons. The spectrum, shown in Fig. 3-104. was re
corded with a high-resolution Gel.i detector and a 
4000-channel pulse height analyzer. The 1.1.L 
Code. GAMANAL. was used to generate the 
spectrum from the raw data. A "fast rabbit" sys
tem was used so that short-lived isotopes could be 
observed. This system allowed for time delays of 5 
s between irradiation and counting. While several 
additional radioactive nuclides were observed 
(-'•Ne, - rMg, '"N). over 999? of the induced activity 
can be attributed to 2"AI decay. 

The proportionality factor between the -KAI 
atoms produced and the yield and pusher />R de
pends on the fractional number of-"Si atoms in the 
glass pR and the -"Si(n.p)-"A1 cross section at 14.1 
MeV. While the -"Si concentration has previously 
been found to be 24.8%. quoted values of the cross 
section range from 200 mb (Ref. 64) to 300 mb (Ref. 
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65) (10 -T cm-). Because of the need to accurately 
know this value for Ihe data reduction, the cross 
section was measured. The ICT facility was again 
used as the neutron source. However, because of 
geometry restrictions with the sample and beam-
target orientation. 14.8-MeV neutrons were used. 
Theory and experiment show no resonances at this 
energy range.11"- "T so the measured cross section 
will differ from that at 14. i MeV by only a few 
percent. The samples to be irradiated (silicate 
glass) were sandwiched between Al foil so that the 
-7Alln,«)'-'Na reaction, with an accurately known 
cross section of 115 nib. could be used as a neutron 
monitor. This technique eliminates the need for an 
incident neutron flux measurement. Knowing the 
number of source atoms and the amounts of pro
duced ' J INa and U"AI from calibrated detectors, the 
2"Si(n,p)'-"AI cross section was measured to he 220 
mb ±5 mb. 

Given this value and the fractional concentra
tion of 2"Si. we can relate the number of-"AI atoms 
to the target performance parameters of yield and 
pusher pR by the following expression: 

N.,„A, = 2 : 10 ' j ^ j pdrdt (7) 
0 r, 

N , K A | =-- 2 x 10 :' N pR, (81 

where N is the total yield. pR is the density-
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thickness product of the glass at burn time, and rr is 
the radius of the glass-fuel interface. 

For ablatively driven, high-density targets 
(peak fuel densities of 20 g/cm3), current target 
performance estimates with available lasers give 
thermonuclear yields of 5 x 10" and pusher pR of 
10"2 g/cm2 (Ref. 68). These values imply a maxi
mum production of 100 28AI atoms. This extremely 
low level of activation shows the need for efficient 
target debris collection, for rapid removal of the 
debris from the target chamber, for insertion into 
the counter (2NAI half life = 2.3 min.), and for a de
tector with both lew background and high efficiency. 
These problems and the progress made towards 
their solutions during the year will now be 
discussed. 

Collector. The near-threshold 2KAI activity 
levels e jected from the high-density targets 
necessitate the collection of a large fraction of the 
target debris. It is thus desirable to have a collector 
that completely encompasses the target. However, 
the extremely energetic laser pulse (typically 
s--1000 J in I ns > t >0.4 ns) and subsequent target 
explosion dictate that the collector be positioned 
far from the target. The size of the collector is 
restricted because it must be compatible with the 
existing target facility; and, because of the short 
half-life of 2KAI, it must lend itself to rapid removal 
from the chamber into the detector. 

In light of the above discussion, a basic collec
tor design has been developed (Fig. 3-105). The 
collector consists of an aluminum cylinder, lined 
with a titanium foil, in which the target debris is 

Experimental procedure: 
* Target debris is deposited on Ti liner in 

cylindrical tube. 
* Collector is removed and placed in nuclear 

detector, and ?*AI decay product-; are 
counted. 

F{f. 3-105. Prototype debris collector. 

Table 3-13. 2JNa decay properties. 
-"Na —• /3" + 2 ,Mg» — s <Mg + v, + y-i 

«"2 = 15.02 hr 
M-y,) = 1.37 MeV 
My.) = 2.75 MeV 
Emnvtjn = 1.392 MeV 

deposited. The foil is the actual collector, and the 
aluminum cylinder is used for both support and as a 
"rabbit" for transportation to the counter. Follow
ing the shot, the foil is removed from the cylinder 
and placed in the specially designed nuclear detec
tor. As shown in Fig. 3-105, the collector has sev
eral openings to allow the laser light to pass unhin
dered to the target, for auxiliary diagnostics (i.e.. 
Argon line imaging spectragraph), and for target 
insertion. The metallic foil is thick enough (10 /xm) 
to stop all the debris atoms, yet thin enough that 
there is negligible attenuation of the energetic 2"AI 
decay products. 

Titanium was chosen for the liner material for 
the following reasons: 

• Reaclor-grade titanium (99.99? purity) is 
easily obtainable, and no radioactive nuclides pro
duced by 14.1-MeV neutron interaction with 
titanium will interfere with the detection of 2"AI. 

• The thermal properties of titanium (i.e., 
melting temperature and thermal conductivity) en
able it to survive the hostile environment produced 
by the laser/target interaction. 

Tracer. Because of the lack of 4TT coverage 
by the collector, the overall collection efficiency 
must be determined. This efficiency will depend on 
both the isotropy of the target blowoff and the 
effective atom absorption coefficient of the liner 
material. To experimentally measure this quantity, 
we have devised a technique that uses a radioactive 
tracer, 2 4Na, whose decay properties are shown in 
Table 3-13. The nuclide "Na is created in the glass 
microspheres by the 2:,Na(n,'y)24Na neutron absorp
tion reaction. In contrast to the aKSi(n,p)'-"AI reac
tion, which requires large neutron energies, this 
capture process requires low-energy neutrons.'"1 

Thus, reactions with high-energy thresholds can be 
discriminated against by irradiating the micro
spheres with a thermal spectrum of neutrons. Ap
proximately 5% of the glass atoms are 2:'Na, so no 
doping of the target is required. The 15.02-hr half-
liie also alleviates the need for rapid removal of the 
collector from the target chamber. Sufficiently 
large amounts of 2 4Na activity are made by injecting 
the microspheres in the LLL light-water, 3-MW 
reactor for 8 hr (typically) of irradiation. A gamma 
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spectrum of an irradiated microsphere is shown in 
Fig. 3-106. Figure 3-107 shows the decay curve 
generated by following the activity for several 
days. This curve was obtained with an integral 
gamma detector that responded to photon energy 
from 25 keV to 10 MeV. The decay curve, with a 
half-life of 15 hr, shows that, during this time inter
val, the most active isotope in the microspheres is 
-'Na. This result is expected because neutron ab
sorption by the predominant isotopes in the glass, 
'"O and -\Si, results only in the formation of the 
stable nuclei, , T O and "'Si. 

With irradiation times of approximately 8 hr 
and with the microspheres placed in the C-4 facility 
of the reactor (neutron flux of 7 x I0 l : icm -s ' at a 
Ca ratk> of 2.84),:" we have produced >10" -'Na 
nuclides at sample removal time.T1 The collector 
efficiency can therefore be experimentally meas
ured by taking the ratio between the 24Na activity 
before and after the shot, with the appropriate cor
rection for the elapsed time between counting. The 
large levels of "Na activity allow for considerable 
delay between preactivation, microsphere count
ing, target shot, and debris counting. The copious 
amounts of M Na atoms also allow the collector foil 
to be sectioned into small segments, which has the 
following advantages: 

• Because of the reduced source size, small, 
inexpensive, relatively inefficient detectors can be 
used. At present we are using a 4.45-cm x 5.1-cm 
Nal(th) crystal. 

• Geometry effects for relative counting be
tween the microspheres and foil sections can be 

0 1 2 3 4 5 
Time, days 

Fig. 3-107. Microsphere decay curve. 

minimized while still obtaining a reasonable detec
tion efficiency. For the aforementioned counter 
and a source distance of 2 cm, less than a 59c 
variation in detector efficiency has been measured 
for a microsphere and a l-em-square source (with 
the above detector and source distance, the detec
tion efficiency is 89f). 

• Assuming atom absorption at initial con
tact with the collection foil, a spatial distribution of 
the debris blowoff can be established. Even if 
multibounce phenomena are important, the per
formance of a collector can be belter understood 
with a knowledge of the final atom condensation 
distribution. 

Debris Removal. The total number of -"Al 
atoms produced and the relatively short half-life 
dictate rapid removal of the collector from the 
target chamber. In addition, the system must be 
reliable (because of the high cost of each target), 
cost-effective, and compatible with the existing 
Argus experimental facility. The system that we 
have devised and which is now being fabricated is 
shown in Fig. 3-108. The foil-lined collector tube is 
attached to a retrieval rod, whi< •• also positions the 
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Fig. 3-108. Collector removal facility (note that the Pb cave is located below the concrete floor and not as it is shown here). 

collector ahoul the target. Immediately fol lowing 
the shot, the collector is retracted into a smaller 
cylinder that serves as an air lock and that can be 
isolated from the vacuum vessel by a pneumatic 
valve. After isolation and rapid venting o f the air 
lock, the collector is removed and sent down a tube 
into the basement of the Argus lase-- building. The 
foil is then removed and placed within the detector, 
which is housed within a l().l<S-cm-thiek lead cave. 
The placement of the detector is dictated by several 
considerations: 

• The floor of the building is 91.4-cm-thick 
concrete, which acts as an effective shield against 
the nucleonic component of cosmic rays. 7 2 

• The detector is sufficiently far removed 
f rom the target chamber so that activation of the 
crystal by 14.1-MeV fusion neutrons wi l l not cause 
problems (i .e.. - N a . , : ' , ; l ) . 

• The collector can be rapidly transported to 
the detector via the rabbit tube. 
With this system we expect efficient transfer from 
the target chamber to the counter in approximately 
one -"Al half-life (2.3 min.). 

Counter and Detection System. As shown in 
I-'ig. 3-103. the -'"Al decay route is by /^-emission to 
an excited slate of 2 "Si . fol lowed by y emission to 
the ground state. Because the -"Si isomer is short 
lived (10-ps lifetime), coincidence counting of the 
fj-y emission and the concomitant reduction in 
background are used. A large H.d(TI) crystal is 
used to count the y rays and a plastic scintillator 
(Nel02> detects them's. Amplified signals from the 
individual detectors, after going through appropri
ate energy gates, are relayed to a coincidence unit 
that registers only those counts for which the fi and 
y signals overlap within the response time of the 
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l-'ip. .1-109. Counting N>s«cm. 

electronics (500 ns). A schematic of the detection 
system is shown in Fig. 3-109. 

Because the efficiency of a coincidence system 
is equal to the product of the efficiencies of the 
individual detectors, a premium exists for obtaining 
detectors of the highest efficiency possible. For this 
reason, to delect the y rays, we are using a large 
25.4-em x 25.4-cm NallTD crystal with a 15.24-
cm-deep. 5.08-cm-diam well for a plastic scintil
lator. Nal(Tl) was selected because of its high ef
ficiency, ability to be grown into large crystals, and 
good resolution. With a narrow energy window 
(300 keV) centered on the 2"A1 photopeak (1.78 
MeV). y efficiencies of 30 to 409f should be 
obtainable. 7 ' 

The ji lluor has heen designed for both ef
ficiency and compatibility with the debris collector. 
NF. 102 was chosen as the detector material for ils 
high efficiency and easy machining. The tluor. as 
shown in Fig. 3-110. consists of two eompone .is. 
The thin foil deposited with target debris is wrap
ped around tho inner section and then inserted into 
the outer tluor. All dimensions are greater than a 
3-ivleV (i range, and the two sections are mated 
with optical coupling grease for efficient photon 
transfer to the PM tube. This design has 4n-
geometry, and the efficiency of the /ti tluor can he 
solely determined by the fraction of the continuous 
j3 distribution that is allowed by the lower dis
criminator settings. This level in turn is set by 
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3.6 Target Acquisition, Control, and 
Instrumentation (TACAI) System 

The 1976 annual report" described a plan for 
implementing a network of control, data acquisi
tion, and analysis computer systems for the Shiva 
laser facility. We have now carried out that plan. 
Our major achievement was the installation of the 
Target Acquisition, Control, and Instrumentation 
(TACAI) system for target diagnostics. The hard
ware and software structures provided by the 
TACAI system give us the flexibility to meet ex
pected expansion in experimental diagnostics. 

3.6.1 Hardware Description. 
The Shiva target diagnostic hardware sub

system consists of a PDP 11/34 and a dual (master-
slave) LSI-II front-end processor (FEP). A sche
matic of the subsystem is shown in Fig. 3-9. The 
PDP 11/34 intermediate-level processor will per
form system functions and provide man-machine 
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interaction. Presently, the LSI-ll FEP master 
provides man-machine interaction, and the slave 
handles the hardware interaction with the diagnos
tics instrumentation stations. 

The master FEP has a terminal and a pair of 
floppy disk drives. The slave FEP has an optional 
terminal and is connected to the CAMAC7"' crates 
and modules. Signals from the sensors are digitized 
by the CAMAC modules and are read by the slave 
FEP. The information is then transmitted over the 
serial interface to the master FEP, for recording on 
the floppy disks and for eventual transmission to 
the PDP 11/34. CAMAC crates are distributed near 
the sensors around the target chamber and at re
mote locations. The hardware and instrumentation 
for target diagnostic st.nsors are discussed 

elsewhere in this report. Here, we describe the 
software aspects of the TACAi FEP. 

3.6.2 Software Description 
The target diagnostic computer subsystem 

diffei . from the other Shiva digital systems in that it 
must be more flexible in defining its configuration.'.. 
New experiments and instruments are constantly 
being added and diagnostics parameters changed. 
Yet. with this flexibility, fast readout must be main
tained because the data in some of the modules arc 
volatile. The software for TACAI was patterned 
after ADAS7" software, which has been used in the 
Argus data acquisition system. The ADAS system 
uses an operator-controlled interactive command 
language called CAMEL. (CAMAC Experimental 
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I i j . 3-111. Target Acquisilion Control, and Instrumentation (TACAI)system. 
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Language), with which an operator describes and 
defines the experimental configuration. If the oper
ator knows the commands, he or she can use this 
language without prior experience in programming. 

The separalion of functions in the TACAI sys
tem belween the two FEPs and the use of asyn
chronous multitask processing capability enable 

the whole system to be versatile, as diagrammed in 
Fig. 3-111. The master FEP with a REBEL/ 
BASIC" operating system handles network com
munication with the control room. It performs sys
tem operations such as overlaying the programs, 
storing data on the floppy disks, and checking 
commands. With scientific functions, the master 

Command from 
the master FEP 

Ready 
experimental sequence 

Initialize all modules 
Execute -30-min task 

Set all module parameters 
Execute -2-min tasks 

Execute 2-s tasks 
Open camera shutters 

Reinitialize 

Fi|. 3-112. AulomMic sfcot sequence. 

Prepare for system trigger 
with backup trigger 

enable in 16 ms 

System (or backup) 
trigger 

Record data from 
fast devices 
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shutter automatically 

Inform master FEP 
of trigger 

Wait for command 
from master 
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FEP can perform partial analyses on the data. 
Eventually, some of these operations will be han
dled directly by the PDP 11/34. 

The slave FEPactsasa"smart" controller for 
the CAMAC crates with multibuffering and multi
task capabilities. It has been designed to respond to 
external signals and execute preprogrammed se
quences, yet it is flexible enough to execute pro
grammable functions and tasks. Although these 
tasks are precoded in the slave FEP, the module 
assignment to a particular event is controlled from 
the master. To maintain the speed necessary for 
fast readout of the required modules, the slave is 
programmed in assembly language. 

The software structure was designed to be 
modularized both in data storage and program
ming. All pertinent identifications and parameters 
are entered and stored in the configuration. The 
configuration is a linked list of tables. Data are 
either stored in or linked to the configuration. Pro
grammed tasks are also stored in the configuration. 
The module handlers have been standardized and 
modularized so that additions or modifications for 
new instruments are relatively easy. To maintain 
ease in implementing new modules, each module 
can be accessed either on the task level orCAMAC 
function code level. 

A typical sequence of events for a shot starts 
when an operator defines the experimental con
figuration of crates and modules, either from a ter
minal or by reading a preconstructed configuration 
for an experiment from a disk. Parameters can then 
be updated for current modifications. A dry run is 
performed either manually or with a simulated shot 
sequence, with the resultant data kept as back
ground data. The system then waits for the actual 
shot sequence, as diagrammed in Fig. 3-112. When 
the shot occurs, data from the modules requiring 
fast responses are stored in the slave. Then the 

master is informed that the shot has occurred. The 
master initially requests the data from those 
modules stored in the slave. Then the master com
mands the slave to read and transmit the data from 
the modules with local memories. This proceeds 
until data from all modules are recorded. Work is in 
progress to enable the master to transmit the data 
directly to the PDP 11/34 for archiving and 
processing. 

Currently, partial processing and archiving of 
the data in a quick-look mode are performed by an 
operator who carries the floppy disk from the mas
ter FEP to the PDP 11/70. A more detailed analysis 
of the data is also performed later on the PDI- 11/70 
supervisory computer to obtain the experimental 
results. 
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